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ABSTRACT 

The Western, as it has come to be recognized as a genre, originated in the 

United States fewer than two hundred years ago. It has since become one of the most 

popular—and perhaps the most mfluential—genres in American literature. It could 

even be argued that it is our "National Literature," as it embodies many of the ideals 

that Americans believe to be inherent in them: fighting for justice, perseverance, and 

independent success. The Western has had extensive effects on other types of 

literature, encouraged the westward movement in this country, shaped the film and 

television industries, and inspired and affected political and social movements which 

can still be feh today. Respect for the Westem has come slowly, but because it so 

effectively captures the American ideology, there has been a persistent demand for 

critical studies of the genre. However, the few studies that do focus on the Westem 

are inherently limited because they each address only specific aspects of the genre, 

and none clearly defme what is meant by the term "Westem." 

This dissertation is the first study to provide both a comprehensive defmition 

of the Westem and an analysis of its evolution. This study will fill the gaps left by 

other works that have examined the Westem only in limited ways, and show how 

they are related to each other and the genre as a whole. To accomplish this, the study 

will be presented in two parts: the first consisting of the essential elements of the 

Westem, and the second consisting of the developmental stages of the genre. 

Because the genre has evolved throughout its history, no single stage of its evolution 
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will be overlooked or held in higher regards than another. The genre has matured 

greatly from its early days as a romanticized and formulaic form of escapist literature 

to a level of high art in the case of certain works. This study will show the 

significance of the genre by defming it and examining its development, not just in one 

period or by identifying specific authors, but in its entirety. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past century, the Westem has become one of the most popular— 

and perhaps the most influential—genres in American literature. It could even be 

argued that the Westem is our "National Literature," as it embodies many of the 

ideals that Americans believe to be inherent in them: fighting for justice, per

severance, and independent success. In many ways the Westem novel has become 

an icon not only for America, but also for the rest of the world. The Westem has 

been popular ahnost since it first acquired the characteristics that identify it as a 

distinct genre, and critics often overlook its far-reachmg influence. The Westem has 

had extensive effects on other types of literature, encouraged the westward movement 

in this country, shaped the film and television industries, and inspired and affected 

political and social movements which can still be feh today. 

Ahhough the term "genre" is traditionally applied only to tragedy, comedy, 

epic, lyric, and pastoral, it has been used in less distinct ways recently, and several of 

the scholars cited throughout this study refer to the Westem specifically as a genre.' 

According to the definition of "Genre" in Hohnan and Harmon's yi Handbook to 

Literature, ''^Genre classification implies that there are groups of formal or technical 

characteristics among works of the same generic kind regardless of time or place of 

' Each of the following uses the term in their individual studies of the Westem: James K. 
Folsom (13), Jeffiey Wallmann (13), Richard S. Wheeler (qtd. in Wallmann x), and C. L. Sonnichsen 
(6). 



composition, author, or subject matter; and that these characteristics, when they 

defme a particular group of works, are of basic significance in talking about literary 

art." The examination of such groups of characteristics is a large part of this study; 

therefore, the Westem will be referred to herein as a genre. 

Although the Westem novel has its origins in other forms of literature from 

other countries, it has become uniquely American and is regarded as one of the most 

powerful literary forms in this country. The Westem was derived from European 

romances and adventure tales, and in it elements of epic poetry and fiction from 

Beowulf to the Medieval knights' tales can easily be seen. However, the Westem 

genre as it has come to be recognized was created in the United States. There is a set 

formula for the Westem, as with other genres in literature. This concept is used in the 

sense that the Westem is formulaic, and the term "formula" should not be confiised 

with what are commonly referred to as "formula Westerns," works written during a 

period shortly before and after 1900. House authors wrote these novels quickly, and 

they frequently had identical plots and characters, occasionally being re-issued under 

different titles with only characters' names having been changed. These books are 

only a small part of a group of works that utilize a larger formula, which encapsulates 

all of the related works that define the Westem genre. 

This larger formula of the Westem is a cmcial part of this study. The formula 

is what draws readers to the genre, because it is uniquely American. The formula that 

has come to signify certain works as Westerns does so because it captures an ideology 

shared by most Americans. In The Western: Parables of the American Dream, 



Jeffrey Wallmann claims that "westerns are fiindamentally allegories of the American 

Dream" (17). The concept of the American Dream, as it will be considered in this 

work, is the belief that anyone can independently achieve happiness and success, 

regardless of birth order, social class, education, or heritage. Achievement of the 

American Dream has often been associated with an agrarian lifestyle, because that 

was the lifestyle of our ancestors; they lived off "the fatta the land," as John Stein

beck's George is fond of saying in Of Mice and Men. Yet, there is more to the 

American Dream than merely acqufring a patch of land and raising rabbits and goats. 

Daryl Jones states in his study The Dime Novel Western, "The Westem evolved as an 

expression of nineteenth century America's prevailing attitude toward history, 

progress, and the national destiny" (165). Accordingly, a large part of achieving the 

American Dream is the actual acquisition of it, the "chase" or "pursuit" of it that 

defines us as a people. 

Americans are all nomads of some sort, as all of our ancestors came from 

somewhere else, eind not that long ago. In From Hopalong to Hud: Thoughts on 

Western Fiction, C. L. Sonnichsen suggests that interest in the Westem and its ideals 

stems from America's short existence as a nation: 

Everybody is aware that the westem is responding to a basic need, but 
nobody tells us exactly what that need is. I suggest that this basic need 
is a natural and normal hunger for a heroic past... We need a national 
myth to help us understand the nature of the universe and our place in 
it. If our history went back far enough, we, too, could take pride in 
forebears who slew monsters, put down oppressors, befriended the 
poor, and in general behaved positively and directly, as we are unable 
to do. (16-18) 



Our history as a nation is limited, and many of us are still quite in tune with that 

wandering trait of seeking new worlds to conquer and then settle. These ideals are at 

the heart of the Westem novel. James K. Folsom claims in The American Western 

Novel that the Westem asks, "What should an American be?" (29). He continues by 

stating that answering this question should be a main focus of writers of American 

fiction: "And though it is tme that there has been smgularly little agreement as to just 

what in fact is American about America, it has been just as tme that the necessity for 

defming this American nature has been almost imiversally understood to be one of the 

great problems—^perhaps the great problem—with which the American commentator 

must concern himself (17). More so than any other type of literature, the Westem 

has attempted to provide this definition. 

The Western focuses on the pursuit of the American Dream. Realization of 

this dream is different for each individual, and as will become apparent by examining 

some of the literature related to this study, perhaps it is ukimately unattainable. As 

Americans, we seem to be dissatisfied with whatever we have; therefore, we are 

always seeking something better. This longing for that which we do not have—a 

constant and elusive quest for a better Ufe-—is essential to all Westerns. The never-

ending search for something better creates in the genre an overall elegiac attitude, or 

the ubi sunt view of a world that no longer exists, regardless of whether or not it was 

really ever as good as we imagine it. Westerns illustrate all aspects of this quest, 

depicting the positives and the negatives, the tremendous successes and the 

devastating failures of characters that symbolize every level of American society. 



Respect for the Westem has come slowly, but because it so effectively 

captures the American ideology, there has been a persistent demand for critical 

studies of the genre. C. L. Sonnichsen states, "We tend to defme the Westem novel 

in terms of the frontier, the formula and the legendary Wild West, but it is much, 

much bigger than that, and it needs to be plumbed and measured" (179). Still, studies 

of the Westem are rare and have only recently been conducted. James K. Folsom 

states in the introductory chapter of his book that although there has long been 

interest in the Westem, hterary critics have neglected the genre. He compares the 

Westem to the two other most popular forms of fiction in the twentieth century, 

detective novels and science fiction, and he claims that the Westem does not receive 

as much critical attention as the others—^particularly science fiction—because it is 

"escapist" (14). Although many early Westerns were merely escapist works that were 

poorly written, recent works have proven that writers within the genre are capable of 

much more serious works that are of unquestionable literary value. 

Folsom suggests that because so many Westerns are laden with historical 

inaccuracies they tend to be associated with cliches, stereotypes, and stock characters 

(14-16). He also argues that one reason the Westem has not been fully recognized for 

its literary contributions is because it lacks a quality poet: " ...it is galling to reflect 

that the epic of America fmds, as it were, not Homer but Zane Grey as its chronicler" 

(18). More than half a century before Folsom made this statement, Owen Wister, 

who wrote The Virginian, a pivotal work m the Westem's evolution, had made the 

same plea for a quality chronicler to write ballads and epic poetry that could capture 



the beauty and purity of the West before it was destroyed by civilization (Owen 

Wister's West: Selected Articles 50-51). Ahhough there have been numerous writers 

in recent decades that have far surpassed Zane Grey in writing ability, the Westem 

still has not yet received the critical attention it deserves. 

A few qualitative studies have been done on the Westem since Folsom's book 

was published in 1966. James K. Folsom's The American Western Novel (1966), 

John G. Cawelti's The Six-Gun Mystique (1971), Daryl Jones' The Dime Novel 

Western (1978), Christine Bold's Selling the Wild West: Popular Western Fiction, 

1860 to 1960 (1987), and Jeffrey Wallmann's The Western: Parables of the American 

Dream (1999) all stand out as vital criticism on the genre. However, all of these 

studies are inherently limited because they each address only specific aspects of the 

genre. Cawelti's book examines the psychological reasons for audiences' interest in 

Westerns, paying particultir attention to the Westem in film and television. Cawelti 

shows how the genre has had an influence on others such as science fiction and hard-

boiled detective novels, but he does not fully explore the history of the Westem itself 

Milton's work considers only certain writers and works he feels are creditable, and he 

dismisses the rest as if they have had no substantial effects on the genre. 

Although Bold's work provides fascinating insight into the effects of 

technology and economics on the genre, it is limited to only specific periods. She 

does summarize the formula of popular Westem fiction during the Dime Novel era of 

1860 through the tum of the century (17), but this formula cannot account for the 

many types of Westerns written after that time period. For later works, she identifies 



books only by their chronological period, listing the major writers of each era. In the 

Foreword to Jeffrey Wallmann's study, Steven Wheeler says that Wallmann shows 

"how complex the genre really is, and how difficult it is to categorize the literature of 

the westward expansion in any simplistic way" (qtd. in Walhnann x). The reason for 

this difficuky is because there has never been a clear defmition of what a Westem is, 

and also because the term "Westem" is applied to many diverse types of literature. 

John R. Mikon states, "A haphazard listing of some of the ingredients of The 

Virginian will suggest, if not defme, the westem novel..." (20). However, his list of 

"mgredients," which includes a cowboy as the heroic figure, references to a specific 

geographic location, and a mandatory gun fight (20-21), is obviously only applicable 

to a limked number of works set in the historical past. A set of ingredients needs to 

be established that can be applied to all Westerns. Once the principal elements of the 

Westem novel are established, they will provide a way to define, finally, what makes 

a work a Westem by determining if that work meets certain crkeria. Wallman's book 

promises to provide a clear defmition of the Western, but k falls short of fiilfiUing 

what so many scholars have said is needed: a complete study that chronicles the 

development of the Westem as a genre. 

Some of the works listed above have identified periods of the Westem's 

development and provided terms that are useful in some ways. Folsom refers to what 

he calls the "blood and thunder story" (31), and John G. Caweki classifies some 

Westerns as "aduk" in his book The Six-Gun Mystique (44). Unfortunately, these 

terms are not clearly defmed. Christine Bold labels Westems written after the 1950s 



as "New Westems" or even "Anti-Westems," but such classifications are also 

inadequately defmed. Other terms such as "powder bumers," "family sagas," or 

"shoot-em ups" have also been applied by various scholars and crkics, or books have 

been grouped together by their time and methods of publication, sunply referring to 

them as "dimes" or "pulps." Some of these terms are functional, and they will be 

used in this study, but for very specific reasons that will be explained at the time of 

their use. Akhough the studies done by Folsom, Caweki, Mikon, Bold, Wallmann, 

and others have added to the overall understanding of the Westem, none of them has 

provided a thorough analysis of the Westem as a genre. 

Although representative works from different periods or categories will be 

examined to show how they all are related by the characteristics that defme them as a 

collective group, the intent of this study is not to classify every Westem ever written. 

Rather, the purpose of this study is to clearly defme the Westem and provide a 

comprehensive examination of this genre that so fully symbolizes the American 

Dream. This study will fill the gaps left by other works that have exammed the 

Westem only in limked ways, and show how they are related to each other and the 

genre as a whole. The Westem must be delmeated by identifying the fundamental 

attributes that signify a work as a Westem as opposed to another type of Ikerature. 

The evolution of the genre must also be examined, showing where the genre began 

and how k has developed since ks begiiming. Therefore, this study will be presented 

in two parts: the first consisting of the essential elements of the Westem, and the 

second consisting of the developmental stages of the genre. 



James K. Folsom notes the difficuky of defming the Westem m The American 

Western Novel: " .. .1 cannot pretend to have thought out a theoretical defmkion 

which would magically cover all Westems and simukaneously exclude all other 

books. If such a theoretical definkion is possible, it is not possible for me. I have 

contented myself wkh what I consider a viable, rough working defmkion" (34). He 

continues by stating that he defines Westems by the defmkion "commonly used... 

those books which deal primarily wkh the frans-Mississippi West. Most of these 

books, but by no means all, are concerned wkh the cattle industry of the Great Plains" 

(34). For obvious reasons, this is a vastly incomplete defmkion. Few other scholars 

attempt to define the Westem in even these indistinct terms. 

Is k possible to define the Westem? There are themes and plots in Westems 

that are present in other types of Ikerature, but there are also certain characteristics of 

the Westem that are undeniably distinctive to the genre. This disparky may be most 

easily understood by comparing different types of works by the same authors. Not all 

of James Fenimore Cooper's works are Westems, nor are Larry McMurtry's. What 

makes Lonesome Dove a Westem but not Terms of Endearment"} By identifying the 

necessary features—the "essential elements"—of the Westem we can attain a more 

complete definition than Folsom has provided. The second, third, fourth and fifth 

chapters of this work will identify these essential elements and show how each of 

them must be present m a work for k to be considered a Westem. This study will 

show that, as with any genre, there are certain parameters wkhin which wrkers of 

Westems work and that while certain essential elements must be present, they can 



also be manipulated. Akhough each of the elements is necessary, the focus in any 

particular work may fall much more on one of the elements than the others, and in 

some works one or more of the elements may even seem to be non-existent. 

The second part of this study—Chapters VI through XI—will chronicle the 

birth and development of the Westem as a genre. Crkics have questioned whether or 

not the exact origin of the Westem (or any genre) can be identified. There is little 

question, however, of when Westems first appeared. The genre's origin can be 

accurately determined partly because of ks relatively short history in comparison to 

the other types of Ikerature. As mentioned earlier, the Westem is derived from 

European romances and adventure tales such as the Arthurian legends. Yet, the genre 

acquired ks own distinct traks fewer than two hundred years ago in this country, and 

k has since continued its process of evolution. The stages of growth of the Westem 

as a separate genre can be seen m specific periods that are marked by events that 

separate them mto identifiable blocks. These stages will be examined in roughly 

chronological periods, with some overlaps; as wkh classifymg any type of movement, 

there are no absolutes m historical contexts. The events that triggered the transkions 

from one stage to the next were polkical, economic, social, and technological, and 

each will be analyzed to show how world events or advances m technology enhanced 

the development of the Westem. 

The first and second parts of this study should not be viewed as mdependent 

of each other. They work together to provide the comprehensive study required for 

the Westem to achieve the recognition as ks own genre that k so needs. The first part 
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defmes the Westem in terms that can be easily recognized, and this will help to 

classify the works being examined in the developmental stages later in the study. The 

second part will affirm the validky of the defmkion by showing that works from all 

different stages of the evolution of the Westem have the same essential elements. In 

order to qualify specific works as Westems and prove that they are unique as works 

of a particular genre, they will be compared to numerous works of other types of 

Ikerature from the same periods. 

The westward movement in America has had an enormous impact on our 

cultvu-e, as Frederick Jackson Turner so adequately stated more than one hundred 

years ago in his famous essay "The Significance of the Frontier in American 

History." The influence of the West is still readily apparent today. We drive Rodeos, 

Broncos, Rangers, and Mustangs; we wear Riatas, Wranglers, dusters, and cowboy 

boots; we cheer for the Cowboys, the Mavericks, the Redskins, and the Broncos; and, 

we still flock to the movie theaters any time a new westem film is released. The 

westward movement, the conquering and settlement of a wild frontier remains at the 

heart of the American Dream. The early popularity of the Westem captured the 

fascination wkh the westward movement that has not yet subsided. James K. Folsom 

tries to divide Westems into two categories: those whose theme focuses on the 

frontiersman's impact on the wildemess, and those whose theme focuses on the 

development of the land (177). These two categories are too similar not to be 

essentially the same thing. Both deal wkh the opposkion between two ways of life, 

where people are searching for the ideal that does not exist any longer. Whether k is 
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an agrarian novel where the characters are trying to preserve a "rural Utopia," or one 

where nesters are trying to civilize a wild land so they can farm k, all Westems are 

fundamentally depicting Americans' quest for whatever k is that they do not have, the 

ever-elusive American Dream. 

We all want to be able to live independently, wkh the possibilky to rise above 

whatever hinders our abilky to achieve success in our own ways. The Westem novel 

captures this ideology, and as more than one scholar has suggested, k allows us to 

live vicariously the adventurous life on the wild frontier while we exist from day to 

day, trapped m our modem world. It also helps us maintam a link to our national 

ancestry. One of the reasons for the lasting popularity of the Westem is that k is 

ahnost always mythologized. The people and places in Westems reach near-

perfection: the beauty of the land is astonishing, the innocent school marm is 

flawlessly cultvired, and the hero and the bad guy are the epkome of good and evil. 

However, the Westem novel is no longer as simple and predictable as k once was. 

The genre has matured greatly from ks early days as a highly romanticized and 

formulaic form of escapist Ikerature to a level of high art m the case of certam works. 

In Hohnan and Harmon's A Handbook to Literature, the definition of 

"Westems" mcludes the following statement: "If out of the American experience 

there has come a representative action that has the characteristics of a myth and 

expresses the average American's view of the cosmos, k appears to be the Western:' 

The frontier Ikerature of the nmeteenth century established the Westem as a national 

Ikerature, whether consciously or not. Because the Westem is such an important part 
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of our national identky and has been so influential on other Ikerature (and media), k 

must be accurately defmed and satisfactorily studied to fully understand what makes 

k so renowned and ks popularky so enduring. Because the genre has evolved 

throughout ks history, no smgle stage of ks development should be overlooked or 

held in higher regards than another. 

Daryl Jones claims that one of the many reasons Dime Novels were crkically 

neglected for so long is because of "the genre's undeniable mediocrky" (4). The 

period of the Dime Novels may have bred mediocrky, but k was a key stage in the 

development of the genre; k was through these novels' simplicky and repetkion of 

formula that the demand for the genre was created. The Westem has fmally reached a 

stage where some of ks authors are producing works of distinction comparable to 

those of Melville, Hemingway, or Fkzgerald, and the Westem contmues to be an 

influence on other genres, media, and cukure. This study will show the significance 

of the genre by defming k and examining ks development, not just in one period or 

by identifying specific authors, but as a whole. 
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PART ONE 

ELEMENTS 

Because Owen Wister's The Virginian is considered by many to be a 

prototype for the Westem as we know k, k will be the work of reference for the 

chapters in Part One. Akhough Wister's novel is not the first Westem, k is the book 

in which we first clearly see the combmation of all the "essential elements" that 

define the genre. John G. Caweki states in The Six-Gun Mystique that "in a number 

of works published around the tum of the century, the most important of which was 

Owen Wister' best-seller The Virginian, the westem formula arrived at most of the 

characteristics k has held through iimumerable novels, stories, films and TV shows in 

the twentieth century" (34). James K. Folsom states, "Since the Virginian himself is 

m many ways the sire of most later Westem Heroes, Wister's novel is worth 

examination at length" (107). The Virginian's place in the evolution of the genre is 

cmcial, and therefore k will also be discussed m detail in Part Two. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE CHARACTERS 

In The Six-Gun Mystique, John Caweki states that "there are three central 

roles in the Westem: the townspeople or agents of civilization, the savages or outlaws 

who threaten this first group, and the heroes who are above all 'men in the middle,' 

that is, they possess many qualkies and skills of the savages, but are fiindamentally 

commkted to the townspeople" (46). Not all characters in Westems are as simple as 

Caweki's summarizations, and not all of the roles he identifies have to be present in a 

Western, but most characters in the genre do fall into one of these three categories. In 

some Westems, the protagonist surprises readers by being somewhat of a bad guy, 

and in others the hero is occasionally defeated. In some cases, it is difficuk to fmd 

any hero at all, and the reader must find satisfaction in the dilution of the villains. 

The generalized Ust Caweki provides is a good way to understand the basic roles of 

the requiske cast of characters. However, each of the three roles must be more 

closely examined to discover their individual complexities. 

Akhough Caweki's summary of characters provides a good starting point 

from which to study the essential cast of Westem novels, for this study, the "roles" 

listed above will be studied m reverse order— t̂he heroes, then the savages, and fmally 

the townspeople. This order denotes the apparent significance of each character or 

group. There must be a hero who fights for justice and defends the American Dream. 

If there is a hero, there must be a villain wkh whom he does battle. Last, there are 
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what Caweki refers to as "agents of civilization" (46); these "innocents" frequently 

act as the source of conflict between the hero and the villain. 

For each of the three types of characters, there are specific traks that remain 

relatively consistent throughout the genre. The terms "stereotype" or "formula" may 

be nekher accurate nor favorable among crkics, but this study will show that each of 

the roles that Caweki identifies is repHcated throughout all Westems. For example, 

there are sunilarkies in James Femmore Cooper's Natty Bumppo, Owen Wister's 

Virginian, Ehner Kekon's Charlie Flagg, and Larry McMurtry's Augustus McRae or 

Woodrow Call, even though they all seem to be unique characters in themselves. The 

following examination of each type of character will provide parameters within which 

all of these characters—the heroes, the villains, and the innocents—have room to 

change yet remain essentially the same. 

The Westem Hero 

The character of the cowboy hero remains one of the most recognizable 

figures in the world. Timing was cmcial to the popularky of this character which, 

although fictional, was inkially modeled after very real people such as Daniel Boone. 

Owen Wister published The Virginian in 1902, coincidental wkh an era in which the 

settlement of the West had captured the attention of the ckizens of the United States, 

as well as people from other countries who were interested in coming to the new 

world. A wild frontier was being settled, and people were fascinated by the mtrepid 

men who had the courage and skill to take control of this untamed land. That 
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fascmation wkh the real men who conquered the American West opened the door for 

the unparalleled popularky of the Hterary Westem hero. 

This pliable heroic figure has taken many forms, from the deceptive outlaws 

of the Dime Novels to the rough but valiant film characters of John Wayne or the 

enigmatic, vigilante-type characters played by Clint Eastwood. As incongruent as 

these characters may seem, they are all descendants of the same Hterary ancestors. 

The modem character of the Westem cowboy hero was first refined in Wister's novel, 

but he cannot claim fiill credk for the design. In Selling the Wild West, Christine 

Bold states, "The Virginian is in a clear line from Natty Bumppo, embodymg many of 

the contrasting characteristics of his prototype, but harmonizing them where they 

remain in conflict in Natty" (42). It is the refmed nature of Wister's character that 

has been copied countless times in other Westem novels, as well as in television and 

cinematic representations of the cowboy. 

Bold says that this cowboy character was not by any means new to Ikerature, 

but rather is actually "the immediate successor to the knight of Camelot" (65). Wister 

himself recognized the influence of British literature on his character. In his article 

"The Evolution of the Cow-Puncher," he referred to the cowboy character he depicts 

as a "slumbering untamed Saxon" (37), which he says has existed relatively un

changed for centuries. Wister compares his character of the Virginian to Sir 

Launcelot, saying that "the knight and the cowboy are nothmg but the same Saxon of 

different envkonments" (39). Wister makes clear his belief that the cowboy is not the 

Anglo-Saxon, but rather the Anglo-Saxon is the cowboy, just as he is the Viking, the 
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knight, or any other adventurous soul who fek the need to conquer a wildemess. In 

fact, Wister states, "Let k be remembered that the Mexican was the original cow-boy, 

that the American improved on him" (50). In The Novel of the American West, John 

R. Mikon suggests that the influences of the Mexican vaquero, the Argentmean 

gaucho, the Venezuelan llanero, and the Chilean buaso were forgotten and 

overshadowed by the American form of the cowboy. Mikon states, "Owr cowboy has 

been special in that he is associated historically wkh the expansion of the Unked 

States, with the American Dream, and wkh the need for heroes in a young country" 

(3). Akhough the Westem hero originated from many sources, he acquked a unique 

identky m the Ikerature of the early nineteenth century in America so as to symbolize 

the westward movement. In Wister's Virginian, the Westem hero became his own 

distinct character. 

It is not much of a stretch to see that the same characteristics of the Vkginian 

or Sk Launcelot are also present m heroic figures as far back as Beowoilf Each of 

these characters has high morals, fights evil, and undergoes some rke of passage. 

However, the Vkginian, although romantic to a certam degree, is a much more 

realistic character than Natty Bumppo or the medieval knight, ki his own attkudes as 

well as in the audience's perception of him. The cowboy is no longer a byproduct of 

other characters; he is no longer a generic Anglo-Saxon figure that is associated wkh 

the term "hero." John R. Milton states that unlike the mythical hunters and scouts 

such as Daniel Boone or Buffalo Bill, no one cowboy sticks out (15-16). This is an 

important point, akhough perhaps not for the reason that Mikon suggests. It is not 
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James Fenunore Cooper's frontiersman, nor any of the Dime Novels' outlaws, nor 

even necessarily the cowboy figure of the Vkgmian that can be distmguished as the 

specific character of the Western hero. The fictive blending of all these characters 

has produced the amalgamation of the Westem hero, the tme essence of the champion 

of the American West. 

John G. Caweki states in The Six-Gun Mystique that there are two basic types 

of heroes m Westems. "Two types dominate this comic-heroic area of our scale of 

Westem heroes and they are mkror unages of each other. The first is the wild 

cowboy who becomes a pioneer leader, frequently by marrying the schoolmarm" 

(57). The second type is an Eastemer, usually of high social class, who "duplicates 

the metamorphosis of the cowboy into a pioneer in reverse" by going west to cleanse 

himself of the cormption and decadence of civilization, becoming "a cowboy of 

cowboys" in the process (57). Caweki's analysis applies to the hero character ki ks 

most general sense, especiaUy to the earher works of Wister and those writers who 

followed knmediately after him. However, a thkd type exists now as well: the 

outcast who is viewed by society as a necessary evil, someone whom they need for 

protection but do not want residmg among the "normal," civilized townspeople such 

as the farmers, store clerks, and school teachers. In ahnost all cases, the cowboy hero 

falls mto one of these three character types. 

Regardless which basic type of hero exists m a fictional work, each possesses 

the same stereotypical characteristics, as Wister says, "...ki every shape a man, from 

preacher to thief, and ui each shape changelessly untamed" ("Evolution" 39). In The 
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American Western Novel, James K. Folsom summarizes the characteristic traks of the 

stereotypical Western hero (99-137). The traks that Folsom lists certamly apply to 

the formula fiction of early Dime Novel Westems and the pulps that he focuses on, 

but they can also be found m characters of recent Westems by Larry McMurtry, 

Ehner Kekon, Clay Reynolds, or even Cormac McCarthy. The Westem hero is a 

mythical character, and as is shown m some of these more recent works, he no longer 

needs a horse to play his part. More important than bemg mounted (as some crkics 

such as Wister suggest m "Evolution of the Cow-Puncher") is the hero's abilky to 

master whatever situations he encounters. He does so through the combination of the 

traks Folsom identifies. The following is an examination of each of the seven traks 

as seen in The Virginian. 

The first of the Westem hero's defining characteristics is isolation; the 

Westem hero is a loner. In "The Evolution of the Cow-Puncher," Wister focuses on 

the Anglo-Saxon's need for adventure, his deske to constantly "be out-of-doors, to 

find some new place far away from the postman, to enjoy kidependence of spkk or 

mmd or body (accordmg to his high or low standards)—^this is the cardmal survivmg 

fittest kistmct that makes the Saxon through the centuries conqueror, mvader, 

navigator, buccaneer, explorer, colonist, tiger-shooter..." (38). The cowboy rides the 

open range alone, fulfiUmg an unexplakiable mherent deske to explore uncharted 

lands, akhough he does not necessarily want to settle the wilderness. Accordmg to 

Folsom, "The Westem hero is almost always presented as bemg trapped in a battle to 

preserve his prunkive way of Hfe agamst the onrushmg forces of civilization" (188). 
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He wants to maintam his state of adventure, and to do so he must ward off the 

advances of civilization and remam isolated. 

Wister depicts this trak of the Westem hero repeatedly in The Virginian. He 

frequently shows his protagonist travelmg in the company of other men, yet he 

remains isolated, both physically and psychologically. While ridmg on the tram after 

delivermg a shipment of cattle, the Narrator fmds the Vkgmian ridmg outside the rear 

of the caboose while his men are mside enjoymg themselves. Scipio asks, "Do yu' 

always travel outside?" to which the Vkgmian replies, "It's lonesome m there" (102). 

Later, the Narrator is trymg to sleep but feels restless until he is comforted by seemg 

his friend standmg guard: "Sittmg m the door was the lonely figure of the Vkgmian. 

He leaned m silent contemplation of the occasional moon, and beneath k the Yellow

stone's swift ripples" (108). The Vkgmian's self-unposed solitude is partly due to his 

responsibilky as Judge Henry's actkig foreman; he must remam detached from the 

others to effectively act as thek leader. Still, the reader understands that more than 

just his job tkle separates the Vkgmian from the other men in the novel. He proves to 

be more skilled and pmdent than the rest of the cowboys m everything they do, and 

he understands that his superiorky separates him from his colleagues. 

Isolation can lead to questions regarding the Westem hero's sexualky. The 

hero of the Westem is asexual, at least to the point where he typically avoids long-

lasting sexual relationships. Akhough the genre is not devoid of sexual issues, the 
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focus of most Westems is not the depiction of romantic or sexual relationships.^ 

Readers first see the Vkgmian interactmg wkh a female when he talks wkh Mrs. 

Glen, the landlady of the eatmg-house m Medicme Bow. She shows him favorkism 

by giving him a clean towel and fillmg his coffee without hkn having to ask (10-11). 

The Narrator sees them talkmg quietly in a doorway (29), and when the Vkginian and 

the Narrator leave town, Mrs. Glen's actions suggest that they have had a romantic 

encounter. "As we drove by the eatmg-house, the shade of a side wmdow was raised, 

and the landlady looked her last upon the Vkgmian. Her lips were fakitly parted, and 

no woman's eyes ever said more plakily, T am one of your possessions'" (31). Not 

long afterwards, the Narrator sees a blonde hak on the Vkgmian's shkt and says that 

while the other guests had been unsuccessful m thek attempts to seduce the landlady, 

"...this silent free lance had been easily victorious" (31). Mrs. Glen, however, does 

not remain the object of the Vkgmian's affections. 

Wister pays considerable attention to the Vkgmian's developing relationship 

with Molly Stark, Bear Creek's young schoohnarm, but he addresses the subject 

carefiilly. Romantic episodes were senskive topics m many early Westems, as 

evidenced in Wister's novel. At the end of The Virginian, Wister has the Vkginian 

marry Molly, but throughout the book thek relationship is strictly platonic. The 

Vkginian courts Molly for three years, during which time they occasionally kiss, 

akhough even this mild mtknacy is delicately handled. After she has saved his life 

^ In isolated cases, the Westem hero's primary motivation appears to be sexual conquest. An 
example of this is the Longarm series of novels written by house author Tabor Evans. These novels 
and others that focus on sexual encounters do not belong to the Westem genre. Rather, they are 
pomographic literature that makes use of certain Westem elements, such as stereotypical characters or 
setting. 
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and helped nurse him back to heakh, Molly finally kisses the Vkgmian. Wister relies 

heavily on euphemism when describmg such scenes: "He said no more, for she 

reached up, and no more speech was possible" (226). After acceptmg the Narrator as 

his confidant, the Vkgmian shares wkh him talk of his younger days, mcludmg "the 

elemental talk of sex, such talk as would be an elk's or tiger's; and spoken so by him, 

sknply and naturaUy, as we speak of the seasons, or of death, or of any actualky, k 

was wkhout offence. But k would be offence should 1 repeat k" (259). Folsom 

wrkes that early wrkers such as Wister avoided sexual skuations simply because of 

the era m which they lived (32). The early Westem heroes, as well as the authors 

who created them, operated withki a set of morals much higher than the modem 

reader is used to, many of which were knposed on them by the publishmg kidustry. 

Folsom states, "The folkways which surround the sexual mores of one's 

immediate ancestors always seem ridiculous to a more enlightened era; and the 

Westem is peculiarly vulnerable" (32). There are some modem Westems, such as 

those by Larry McMurtry or Clay Reynolds, that openly address sexual issues, 

sometknes m vivid detail. However, the subject of sex is still rarely discussed m the 

Western, and when k is, k is almost assuredly handled m a very discreet manner. 

Even when contemporary heroes such as Reynolds' have sexual encounters, they do 

not develop into steady relationships, and the sexual passages are only briefly 

mentioned m vague detail or through the use of euphemisms. This avoidance of sex is 

the feature that is most often knkated by wrkers who adhere to the Westem formula. 
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The avoidance of sex and the hero's apparent asexualky can, according to 

Folsom, be interpreted as a sign of homosexualky (33). This perception can be 

complicated by the fact that the hero is frequently surrounded by other males, most of 

whom share his attempts to shun relationships wkh females. Wister's descriptions of 

the Vkgmian may seem particularly suspect to modem readers. The Narrator makes 

numerous statements regardmg his admfration and apparent affection for the 

Vkgkiian. Upon meetkig the Vkgmian for the first tune, the Narrator describes him 

as, "Loungmg there at ease agamst the wall was a slim young giant, more beautiful 

than pictures.. .Had I been the bride, I should have taken the giant, dust and all" (3). 

Durmg this first visk to Judge Henry's ranch, the Narrator states that he and the 

Vkgkiian had become friends, and they "had exchanged many confidences both of 

the flesh and of the spkk" (52). The Vkgmian's sexual preference should not come 

into question after his experiences with Mrs. Glen and Molly, and the only confiision 

for modem readers may resuk from some of Wister's dated language. 

John G. Caweki notes the Lone Ranger's conflict wkh romance, stating that 

he and other heroes are "occasionally pursued by women, but generally manage to 

evade thek clutches" (62). Westem heroes are not commonly portrayed as openly 

homosexual, only mexperienced and uncomfortable aroimd women, a characteristic 

which probably comes from real cowboys who were not used to associating wkh 

women, quke possibly because they did not mteract wkh them on a regular basis. 

Lawrence Clayton addresses the confusion between real cowboys and the mythic 

figures created ki Ikerature and fihn. Clayton states, "The mythic figure has an 
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appeal we cannot deny. We care little that real cowboys may have been thki because 

of poor diet, celibate because thek wages were too small to allow marriage, and 

broken and battered by the kind of life they lived and thus unsuked for other kkids of 

physical labor" (206). Due to thek isolation on the open range, they were more 

comfortable developmg relationships wkh other males, or even animals (thek horses 

are frequently thek best friends). Whatever the motivations for the Westem hero's 

sexual preference, a long-lastkig romantic relationship is not the focus of the Westem 

novel. Even though there is romance ki The Virginian, Wister spends considerably 

more time addressing the conflicts between men and the difficukies caused by 

civilization than he does the Vkgmian's courtship of Molly Stark. 

Because there is often little or no law ka Westems (as was the case in the real 

West of the nineteenth century), the Westem hero acts as a vigilante, a self-appointed 

role he feels obligated to take. The setting in which he works—a frontier of some 

kind—^requkes people to settle disputes on thek own, and sometimes this leads to 

violence. This does not mean that the Westem hero is inclined to act violently, but he 

does have the potential to do so, and he does not shun acting in ways that the rest of 

society considers unacceptable. This is what separates him from the other men of the 

community: the hero can kill when others cannot. However, violence is almost 

always something that is forced upon hkn, and he engages m k for the good of the 

community. 

John G. Caweki states, "Unlike the knight, the cowboy hero does not seek out 

combat for ks own sake and he typically shows an aversion to the wanton sheddmg of 
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blood. Killkig is an act forced upon hkn and he carries k out with the precision and 

skill of a surgeon and the carefiil proportions of an artist" (59). Frederic Svoboda 

claims that akhough the hero is "often violent...m many instances he is also 

conscious of the dangers of violence" and, as ki Shane, he avoids violence until he 

must act to save the frontier family that has taken him m (560).^ Wkhout any other 

means of legal protection, the Westem hero must take action hknself to ensure 

justice. 

The Vkginian catches and hangs horse thieves, mcludmg his good friend 

Steve. The Narrator is shocked when he learns that one of the condemned men is 

"Steve of Medicine Bow! The pleasant Steve of my first evenkig m the West" (239). 

As much as the lynching disturbs him, the Vkginian's sense of duty obliges him to 

ensure that justice is done, regardless of who suffers. In contrast, he does not seem to 

be affected at all when he stops Balaam's inhumane treatment of Shorty's horse by 

administering "sledge-hammer blows of justice" (193). This passage, which is 

considerably more violent than any others in the book, seems to be overshadowed by 

the lynchmg of Steve and Ed. Perhaps this is because cmeky to animals was not 

considered to be as serious a crkne as stealmg horses or cattle. It may also be due to 

the fact that Steve is likeable and displays some honor, while Balaam is depicted as a 

disagreeable character from his mtroduction m the text. 

^ Although Svoboda is speaking primarily of characters in "hard-boiled" detective novels, he 
compares them to traditional Westem heroes (from his article "The Snub-Nosed Mystique: 
Observations on the American Detective Hero"). 
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Resortkig to violence is usually the last option for the Western hero. In fact, 

Caweki claims, "The hero never engages m violence until the last moment and he 

never kills until the savage's gun has akeady cleared his holster" (60). This is 

because the Westem hero has tremendously high morals, as compared to any of the 

other characters. This high moral standard knplies a certam nobilky of character, 

regardless of the hero's herkage. Upon thek first meetkig, the Narrator realizes the 

Vkginian's true gentility: 

This handsome, ungrammatical son of the soil had set between us the 
bar of his cold and perfect civilky. No polished person could have 
done k better. What was the matter? I looked at him, and suddenly k 
came to me. If he had tried familiarky wkh me the first two mmutes 
of our acquamtance, I should have resented k; by what right, then, had 
I tried k wkh him? It smacked of patronizkig: on this occasion he had 
come off the better gentleman of the two. Here m flesh and blood was 
a tmth which I had long believed in words, but never met before. The 
creature we call a gentleman lies deep m the hearts of thousands that 
are bora without chance to master the outward graces of the type. (7-8) 

The Narrator understands that he has much to leam from the Vkgkiian, in civilky as 

well as in the practices of surviving in the wilderness. 

The Westem hero is oftentimes the only person who can protect a town or 

community, and his work can easily become violent, but it is always done with regard 

to the set of established moral codes. Caweki maintains that this moral code is male-

oriented, and he states, "Not only do the hero's ties of friendship motivate much of 

his behavior, but ki most cases the great sense of honor and adherence to a highly 

disciplined code of behavior which sharply differentiates hero from savages and 
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outlaws springs from his association with the masculkie group" (63)."* Wister states, 

"Thek code had no place for the man who steals a pocket-book or stabs ki the back" 

("Evolution" 52). This code, which is grounded in chivakic values and what the 

heroes consider to be morally right, does not allow for cheatmg, lykig, or disrespect 

(especially towards women). 

When Trampas suggests that Molly is not vkluous, the Vkgkiian tells him, 

"You can rise up now, and tell them you lie" (68). The Vkgmian "had championed 

the feeble, and spoken honorably m meetkig, and accordkig to all the constkutions 

and by-laws of moralky he should have been walking ki vktue's especial calm" (69). 

He had also soHdified Trampas's hatred for him. After hanging Steve, the Vkgmian 

fmds that he can only accept his own actions by reassurkig himself that Steve 

understood the code by which they lived—and died. He tells the Narrator, "I would 

do k all over agaki.. .The whole thing just the same. He knowed the customs of the 

country, and he played the same game. No call to blame me for the customs of the 

country. You leave other folks' cattle alone, or you take the consequences, and k was 

all known to Steve from the start" (258). All who kihabked the West understood this 

code, for k had been established and enforced by the frontiersmen themselves. 

To enforce his moral code, as well as the established laws he chooses to work 

withm, the Westem hero requkes his most obvious characteristic: his mastery of 

skills. Whether k is ridkig a horse, playkig cards, tellmg a story, or uskig a firearm. 

'• The Westem hero is usually male, but women can also fill this role. The first Dime Novel 
was written by a woman and had a female protagonist. This and other novels featuring strong female 
heroes such as Willa Gather's O Pioneers! will be discussed in a later chapter. 
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the Westem hero does k better than anyone else. Frederic Svoboda refers to the 

"archetypal hero of the westem" as a "redeemer, a Christ figure..." who possesses 

"those skills of self reliance that allow him to survive and even to prosper on the 

savage side of the frontier" (560).^ James K. Folsom states that there is no limk to 

what he can do well, but his skills reflect his surroundmgs; therefore, he may never be 

a chess champion, but he will almost assuredly win at poker, which was more 

common to the West (136). This is why the Westem hero is not Iknked to one 

specific character, such as the cowboy or the mountaki man—he merely has to be 

skilled ki whatever his profession happens to be. 

The Vkgmian stresses the knportance of havkig skills ki the West when he 

defends Shorty's inability to think for himself 

Now back East you can be middlkig and get along. But if you go to 
try a thing on m this Westem country, you've got to do k well. 
You've got to deal cyards well; you've got to steal well; and if you 
claim to be quick with your gun, you must be quick, for you're a 
public temptation, and some man will not resist trying to prove he is 
the quicker. You must break all the Commandments well m this 
Westem country, and Shorty should have stayed ki Brooklyn, for he 
will be a novice his livelong days. (251) 

Wister has his hero contemplate this trak metaphorically through his discussion of 

Shakespeare's Prmce Hal. He tells the Narrator: 

If a man is bulk like that Prince boy was built (and k's away down 
deep beyond brains), he'll play wmnki' poker wkh whatever hand he's 
holdin' when the trouble begins. Maybe k will be a mean triflin' 
army, or an empty six-shooter, or a lame hawss, or maybe just nothin' 
but his natural countenance. Most any old thing will do for a fello' 
like that Prince boy to play poker wkh. (97) 

' Svoboda is again making the comparison between "hard-boiled" detectives and traditional 
Westem heroes. 
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Accordmg to Wister, k does not matter what a man does in the West; he can be a 

cowboy, a thief, or a preacher. Whatever he does, though, he must do k skillfiilly or 

he will not survive. As noted earlier, this level of competence is what allows the 

Westem hero to appear in so many forms and occupations and remain successfial in 

any of them, whether he is a rancher, a sheriff, or a gunfighter. 

Caweki says the cowboy hero is "supremely good and masterfiil ki his skills," 

particularly his skill wkh firearms (55-59). He states that the cowboy's six-gun is the 

equivalent of the knight's sword, both of which were tools used to minister justice: 

"The cowboy hero with his six-gun standkig between the uncontrolled violence of the 

savages and the evolving collective forces of the legal process played out in new 

terms the older knage of chivakous adventure" (59). When a shoot-out occurs, the 

hero's aim is always true and, akhough he might be injured, k is almost certamly the 

villain who is killed. The Vkgmian's shoot-out with Trampass, as tame as k is by 

today's standards, set the pattem for aU to follow: his moral kitegrky demanded that 

he face the outlaw, and the much-anticipated moment of thek duel saw to k that Good 

triumphed over Evil. 

Another skiU the Westem hero possesses is his speakkig abilky. Wister says 

that the real-Hfe cowboys bulk thek own language, frequently borrowmg from 

Spanish, and they gave k a certain degree of eloquence, makkig k distmctly Westem 

while at the same tune as being equally sophisticated as tradkional Eastera speech 

("Evolution" 47-49). Although he may never speak ki a polkical forum, the Westem 

hero is a master storyteller. Scipio explams to the Narrator that Trampas had attacked 
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the Vkgmian through hkn by foolkig him with a story (113). Of course, the 

Vkgmian eventuaUy triumphs m this game wkh his own story of the frogs' legs later; 

m dokig so, he not only defeats Trampas at his own game, but he also wins back the 

loyaky of the men who nearly deserted hkn to follow Trampas to the gold mines. 

Whether he is makkig a fool of Trampas wkh the frog story, or sknply puttkig 

him ki his place wkh his most famous Ime, "When you call me that, smiled he 

commands the action and controls his adversaries wkh his words as much as he does 

his physical movements. His speech is reserved for only the tknes he needs to use k, 

much Hke his other skills. "Like his gun, language is a weapon the hero rarely uses, 

but when he does k is wkh precise and powerful effectiveness. In addkion, the hero's 

reluctance wkh language reflects his social isolation and his reluctance to commk 

himself to the action which he knows will kivariably lead to another violent 

confrontation" (Caweki 61). Akhough the cowboy is frequently a man of few words, 

when he does speak he has a way of getting right to the heart of the matter an 

impressing his audience with his simplicky, honesty, and insight. 

Insight, or perception, is one of the most useful of the Westem hero's skills 

for fiilfilling the moral obligation he feels towards society. Folsom believes that 

Wister fek that insight was "the most significant quaUty possessed by the Westem 

hero..." (113). The hero's abilky to understand the tme nature of a skuation and 

make the distinction between Good and Evil is at the very root of his character. 

Folsom compares the cowboy to a detective, statkig that "the cowboy's success 

depends upon his superior powers of observation, whether of his fellow man (as 
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Wister's Vkgmian was enabled to win at poker by his understandmg of his 

opponents' probable behavior) or of the 'clues' provided by the external world" 

(113). Frederic Svoboda's article exammes this connection between the tradkional 

Westem hero and the detective in detail. 

Folsom clarifies the reasonmg behind the cowboy's uses of his kisight, saykig 

that he is not acting merely to enforce laws, but rather he is operatkig wkh a more 

morally based objective. Folsom claims that the Westem hero's perceptions are not 

just used to determine whether or not a crkne has been committed, but they go further 

"into the meaning of events and often of life kself' (136). Observation allows him to 

serve as a frontier detective, enablkig him to provide the justice the frontier lacked, 

but his insight that goes along with his powers of observation also provide the moral 

security needed for the lawless time in which he operates. This aspect of the Westem 

hero's character leads to another of the "essential elements," the theme of Good 

versus Evil, which will be discussed more thoroughly in the foUowkig chapter. 

Enforcing his moral code and issukig justice helps keep the Westem hero 

busy, which is another of his characteristic traks. James K. Folsom claims that the 

hero is "conceived as basicaUy an active person" (118); whether he is herdkig cattle, 

catching horse thieves, courtmg the schoohnarm, or sknply playing pranks on his 

peers, he is in constant motion. Frederic Svoboda states, "To become motionless is 

the worst thkig that can happen. . .not only m terms of completkig his quest but also 

ki terms of personal safety"(563).^ Whether k is a matter of safety, or more his 

Speaking of the detective. 
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attempt to remam free and isolated from society, the Westem hero must keep on the 

move. Because of this mherent trak, one of the most familiar scenes to audiences of 

Westems is the hero ridmg off mto the sunset. 

We first see the Vkgmian on a mission to safely escort a guest back to his 

employer's ranch. From this moment on he is engaged m some activky, from taking 

cattle to market to hunting horse thieves for Judge Henry. Even when he has leisure 

tune durmg the whiter, he busies himself wkh practicmg his handwrking skills and 

readkig. Akhough the Vkgmian eventually settles down wkh Molly, he does not stop 

his quest for new adventures and the end of the book leaves him "wkh a strong grip 

on many various enterprises.. .and sometimes she declared that his work would kill 

him" (316-317). However, the Vkginian must remain active because he is descended 

from adventurous nomads. This is why the sedentary farmer or "sod-buster" 

character has such a negative image as opposed to the more active heroic cowboy 

figure.^ 

The Westem hero is shown to be ki constant motion because he must remam 

that way to survive m a world that is ever-changkig, another theme which will be 

discussed later ki this study. The hero's ability to adapt to change is the last common 

trak essential to his character. The hero is caught between the lawless frontier he 

craves because of the adventure k offers, and the civilization he mkiates by his 

taming of the wilderness. Christkie Bold explams how the Vkgkiian experiences a 

^ As will be shown in a later chapter, the Westem hero can be depicted as a more dormant 
character without losmg his appeal. Elmer Kelton's Charlie Flagg from TJie Time it Never Rained and 
Wes Hendrix from The Man Who Rode Midnight are two examples. 
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rke of passage, movkig him "from the prankster boyhood to manhood" (42). The 

Vkgmian's joke of swkchmg the babies at the Swmton barbecue makes him realize 

the childishness of his act, as well as the pointlessness of k. When asked why he did 

k he responds, "Blamed if 1 know any more. I expect k must have been the whiskey" 

(79). The hero's abilky to understand and adapt to change is very closely related to 

his kisight. He analyzes the skuations he is presented, and he moralizes them. This is 

the last time we see the Vkgkiian act so kresponsibly. 

The envfronment has much to do wkh the development of Wister's character. 

The Vkginian's kicreaskig responsibilkies as ranch foreman—particularly his duty to 

find and punish the horse and cattle thieves—mature him significantly for a man who 

is only twenty-nine. The Narrator notes this gradual change ki the character of the 

Vkginian: "He had looked upon life wkh a man's eyes, very close; and no one, if he 

have a heart, can pass through this and not carry sadness in his spkk wkh him 

forever. Birt he seldom shows it openly; it bides within him, enriching his cheerful

ness and rendering him of better service to his fellow-men" (275). As akeady 

mentioned, by the end of the book he has moved beyond being a simple cowhand and 

he is mvolved in other types of work of apparent knportance. 

Owen Wister's character of the Vkginian is not necessarily a factual way of 

describmg the real men who settled the West, but his characteristics are the ones that 

have become the stereotypical traks associated with the Westem hero, to the pokit 

where the fiction overrides realky. Wrkers made the cowboy especially legendary, 

partly because he was a dymg breed from the tkne he crossed the Mississippi. Owen 
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Wister accurately notes that cowboys of the late 1800s were different than anyone 

else; they were certamly not like thek fathers, and they had few sons to carry on m 

thek place ("Evolution" 50). Technological advances m the cattle kidustry such as 

barbed wke and the raikoad brought a swift end to the "real" cowboys. Thek lives 

were dull and dangerous, and wrkers had to romanticize practically everything they 

did to make them kiterestmg, but audiences readily accepted these fabrications.^ 

The seven characteristics of the Westem hero— t̂hat he is a loner, asexual, 

highly skilled, of high morals, active, and able to adapt to a constantly changkig 

world—first coalesced in the hero of The Virginian. This Westem hero created by 

Owen Wister and subsequently reproduced by countless other writers is stereotypical, 

yes, but with room for individualky wkhm the formula for many unique characters. 

The typical Westem hero is different from the protagonists ki other types of Ikerature, 

especially ki the way he advocates the American Dream, showkig that regardless of 

class or herkage, any man can be successful. Like this heroic figure, the other 

characters ki Westems are similarly formulaic and, concurrently, unique to the genre. 

This is especially tme with the character most like the Westem hero, his adversary the 

villain. 

The Villaui 

In some Westems, distkiguishkig between a hero and a villaki is not sknple. 

James K. Folsom states that there has been a long association between the hero and 

* The various reasons audiences so willingly consented to these obvious misrepresentations 
wall be discussed later. 
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the outlaw, from as far back as Robki Hood and his merry men ki Brkish Ikerature, 

and the American gangster hero has "at least a metaphorical affmky wkh the Westem 

hero" (130). The difference between the two is often merely the purpose for which 

thek actions are committed. In his article "Concernkig Bad Men," Owen Wister 

reasons that some people do "bad thkigs" out of necessky, while others enjoy actkig 

unmorally (88). As noted above, the Westem hero occasionally acts violently, ki a 

manner that is unacceptable to the social mores of the general public. However, his 

actions are always done for the good of the community. In contrast, the villaki acts 

only for the good of himself wkhout regard to the welfare of the innocents. He 

delights in being defiant. This section, which defines the characteristics of the 

stereotypical Westem villaki, is noticeably more concise than that of the hero, but that 

is because the two characters are so closely related. 

The shoot-out between the Vkginian and Trampas ki Wister's book is close, 

as k is in many Westems. Trampas's bullet hits the Vkginian's shirtsleeve, narrowly 

misskig him (302). This is because the hero and the villaki possess the same types of 

skills. It is not always a matter of the hero having skills that are superior to those of 

the villain. Rather, k is the moral code that the hero abides by that ensures his 

victory. The Westem hero never takes his adversary for granted. Folsom states, "The 

sknilarkies between the hero and the villaki ki the Westem often lead them to a kkid 

of mutual respect—or if that is too strong a word, at least a mutual admkation—for 

the other's abilkies" (119). Perhaps part of the Westem hero's drive to succeed is 

nothmg more than a deske to better another man of equal abilkies. In many ways, the 
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villaki is just as talented as the hero, but for different reasons. Trampas serves as a 

representative example for the villakis of all Westems, from the hired gunman ki 

Shane to the Bad Man from Bodie ki Welcome to Hard Times. 

The conflict between the Vkgmian and Trampas is the source for much of the 

action ki The Virginian. Before thek final showdown, Trampas reflects on the events 

that led up to that pokit: "He could not trace the path which had led him to this. He 

remembered thek fk-st meetkig—five years back, ki Medicme Bow, and the words 

which at once began his hate. No, k was before any words; k was the encounter of 

thek eyes" (300). Durkig those five years, Trampas is shown to be the Vkgmian's 

peer, more equal to his abilkies than the other men wkh whom they work. There are 

numerous other male characters m the novel, kicludkig Honey Wiggins, Lki McLean, 

Shorty, Steve, and Scipio le Moyne. However, Trampas is the only character 

depicted as audacious enough to challenge the Vkginian. While returning from the 

cattle drive, he almost succeeds in leading the men in a "mutiny," convincing many of 

them that they should go with him to the gold mines in Rawhide kistead of retumkig 

to the ranch. After failing at this attempt, he does later recmit several cowboys, 

including Shorty, into his band of outlaws. Throughout the novel, there is little 

question that the Vkginian and Trampas are the two most powerflil characters; this is 

because they are so much alike. 

Trampas has many of the same characteristics as a Westem hero. He is a 

loner, and even when surrounded by other men, he stands apart from them. As wkh 

the Vkgmian, Trampas assumes a leadership role that distances him somewhat from 
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the others. When thek tram is delayed due to the construction on the bridge, he tries 

to take command of some of the group and leads a "compact band" of men to the 

station to look for food (117). They soon retum unsuccessftil, wkh Trampas agaki 

leadkig and "his herd foUowkig hkn less compactly" (117-118). Just as with the 

Vkgmian, Trampas is frequently accompanied by others, but he is clearly a leader 

and therefore, he is isolated from the group. 

Trampas is also asexual, even more so than the Vkgkiian. Trampas is never 

portrayed as havkig any romantic kiterests whatsoever. He is also highly skilled; 

durkig the shoot-out wkh the Vkgkiian, Trampass was dmnk, which probably gave 

the Vk-gkiian a considerable advantage. Had Trampass been sober, his near miss 

might have been an accurate shot. However, this does explicate a flaw ki the villaki's 

character; the Vkgkiian understood the knportance of sobriety durkig a shootkig 

contest, and Trampas's drunkenness suggests that he lacked confidence ki his own 

abilkies. Trampas is also as active as the Vkgkiian, movkig from town to town and 

working on various ranches, kicluding Judge Henry's. Because Trampas and the 

Vkgkiian share so many qualkies and activkies, k seems as though they compliment 

each other, acting as mirror images of one another. 

However, while Trampas and the Vkgkiian—and ukimately all villains and 

heroes—share some common traits, there are also significant differences between 

them. Wister makes k clear to the reader that from thek first meetkig Trampas is a 

less desirable character whose attkude toward the Vkgmian is entkely antagonistic. 

Much of this is implied through the contrastkig physical descriptions of the two 
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characters. Akhough the Vkgmian's hair is black, the narrator still has "never seen a 

creature more kresistibly handsome" (154). Trampas, though, is described ki far less 

flatterkig terms. "Once more the door opened. A man wkh slim black eyebrows, 

slim black mustache, and a black shkt tied wkh a white handkerchief was lookkig 

steadily form one to the other of us" (104). This repeated black knagery suggests 

Trampas's crkninal nature, and the bad guy dressed ki black has been a staple for the 

Westem ever skice. 

Trampas is by no means a vigilante. After his tempestuous start with the 

Vkginian when he inappropriately calls the hero a profane name, he slanders Molly's 

good name without even knowkig her (68). He also attempts to lead the mutiny of 

the men on the trip back to the ranch, and upon returning, he steals the Vkgmian's 

rope (135). His reputation becomes widely known and most of the citizens suspect 

him of bemg the leader of the gang of horse and cattle thieves. Throughout the novel, 

Trampas clearly rejects the moral code that the men of the West lived by. He 

eventually crosses a Ikie and seals his fate by violatkig that code. "Trampas had 

departed mto solitude from the saloon, leavkig behind him his ultimatum. His loud 

and public threat was town knowledge akeady, would very likely be county 

knowledge to-night" (300). After publicly challengkig the Vkgmian, Trampas feels 

trapped: "But how had he come to choose such a way of gettkig even as this, face to 

face? He knew many better ways; and now his own rash proclamation had trapped 

him. His words were like doors shuttkig him ki to perform his threat to the letter. 
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wkh witnesses at hand to see that he did so" (300-301). He does not perform k well 

enough, however. 

Trampas, who is closer to the Vkgmian's equal than any other character, pays 

the ultimate penaky for failing to possess only a few of his adversary's qualkies. By 

rejectkig the high moral code and actkig as a crkninal rather than a vigilante, he dies 

at the hands of the Vkgmian—for the greater good of the ckizens of Medicme Bow. 

Trampas engages ki many of the same activkies the other men enjoy, and he has 

many of the same qualkies as the Vkginian. However, the Vkgmian realizes his 

responsibilkies and he matures, puttkig an end to his foolishness and questionable 

activkies, such as having affaks wkh married women. His transformation mto a 

mature, responsible man of buskiess is not that far removed from Trampas's unmoral 

ways. Whereas, the Vkgmian does change, Trampas does not, and that is his 

irreparable flaw. 

As Wister's character of the Vkgkiian was the prototype for the valiant 

Westem hero, so was his character of Trampas the model for the cowboy figure 

dressed all ki black who goes astray and finds a life of crkne to be easier than honest 

hard work. This is not, however, the only type of villaki ki Westems. There are other 

characters besides the cowhand gone bad that can fill the role of the villaki. Many 

tknes racial tensions are used as a means for constmctkig villakious characters, with 

Indians or Mexican bandks actkig ki opposkion to the white cowboy hero. American 

Indians are frequently used as the hero's nemesis, akhough they are not always 

villakious. Some are what James K. Folsom calls "noble savages" (143); an example 
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is Chkigachgook m Cooper's Leatherstockkig novels. Because the action ki The 

Virginian focuses mostly on the real events of Wyoming's kifamous Johnson County 

War, Indians are only considered peripherally. Those that shoot the Vkgkiian are 

mentioned ki vague detail: "The Indians who had done this were now in milkary 

custody. They had come unpermitted from a southem reservation, huntkig, next 

thieving, and as the slumberkig spkit roused in one or two of the young and 

ambkious, they had ventured this in the secret mountakis, and perhaps had killed a 

trapper found there" (212). Wister minimizes he role of the Indians, while ki many 

other Westems they are depicted as prominent characters, taking the place of whke 

villains such as Trampas. 

Westem villakis are not Iknked to rustlers or minorky groups. They can also 

be ckizens such as government agents or other buskiessmen who represent the 

capkaHstic kivasion of civilization that rums the naturalistic beauty of the open range. 

Bankers are especially popular characters for this role. John G. Caweki refers to this 

group as "civilized savages."^ He states, "This is the unscmpulous banker, rancher, 

or raikoad agent who sometknes plays the role of central villaki by becoming the 

employer or manipulator of the Indians or outlaws who actually perform the acts of 

savagery. This figure represents the decent ideals of the pioneers gone sour" (51). 

However, these characters do not have to rely upon others to act for them; they are 

quke often dkectly responsible for whatever conflict faces the hero. 

' John G. Cawelti lists this type of character as one of the townspeople. While bankers or 
other similar groups of people such as store clerks may belong to the general citizenry (the innocents), 
once they commit immoral acts they more suitably fill the role of villain. 
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In The Virginian, this type of villaki is alluded to in the battle occurring in 

Johnson County. Judge Henry tries to explain to Molly how the very system created 

by the ckizens to enforce justice had become corrupt: 

But m Wyommg the law has been letting our cattle-thieves go for two 
years. We are in a very bad way, and we are trymg to make that way a 
Iktie better until civilization can reach us. At present we lie beyond ks 
pale. The courts, or rather the juries, mto whose hands we have put 
the law, are not dealmg the law. They are wkhered hands, or rather 
they are knkation hands made for show, wkh no life in them, no grip. 
(273-274) 

Whether the villaki is merely subtly implied as a character through this type of 

"civilized savage," or he is depicted more transparently as the malevolent man 

dressed ki black, he represents the only real challenge fackig the Westem hero. 

Often, this challenge kivolves the hero preventkig the villaki from harming the thkd 

type of stereotypical Westem character—the kmocents. 

The Innocents 

If there are heroes and villains, there must naturaUy be someone for the hero 

to protect from the villain. John G. Caweki identifies three types of townspeople 

often found in Westems, and he says these characters "represent a basic moral 

opposkion between good and evil" (54). They also represent civilization. Caweki 

lists the first type of townspeople as pioneers or decent folk, who "resemble the hero 

ki bekig vktuous and honorable people, but they lack his abilky to cope wkh 

savagery" (49). The second type he calls "escapees from civilization," who want to 

get back to the basics of livkig but are confronted wkh the savageness of the frontier 
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(50). Caweki lists as the thkd type of townspeople the "banker-villains" who 

represent the forces of civilization that try to destroy the sknple way of life the 

pioneers seek (51). As noted earlier, this last type better fits mto the role of the 

villaki, as thek name suggests. 

The townspeople—or innocents as they will be referred to here—are 

constantly threatened by outlaws, Indians, horse thieves, or any number of other 

forms of villakis. To sknplify the examkiation of this group of characters, the 

kmocents can be defined as any characters at the mercy of the heroes who must save 

them from the dangers of the frontier. This group can kiclude nesters who are bemg 

threatened by big ranchers (Shane), the Eastemer viskkig the West (The Virginian), 

entke towns of people such as store owners and whores (Welcome to Hard Times), 

and especially women (ki The Virginian and countless others from The Deerslayer to 

Hondo). 

According to Caweki, "Women are primary symbols of civilization in the 

Westem" (47). Because of the stereotype associated with thek gender, they also 

epitomize the vulnerable innocents who might perish at the hands of the villains if not 

for the Westem hero. The role of the kmocents has existed ki Ikerature long before 

Owen Wister's The Virginian. Beowulf saved Hrothgar's people from Grendel and 

the monster's mother, and Arthur's knights rescued mnumerable damsels ki distress. 

James Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales and many Dime Novels include 

sknilarly defenseless victkns, especially women who have been kidnapped or lost. 

However, as with the characters of the Westem hero and the villaki, Wister refmed 
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his kmocents and set the standard for those who followed. Molly Stark is a somewhat 

different example of this group of characters for several reasons. 

Molly is an educated Eastemer from a weakhy family, but her family has lost 

much of its fortune. Instead of marrykig into money and remakikig dependent, she 

decides to venture west and attempt to make her own way ki life. Unfortunately, 

upon her arrival in the wildemess, Molly fmds herself almost knmediately placed ki 

peril and needing to be rescued. When her stage nearly overturns in a river, the 

Vkginian steps ki to save her, whether or not she really needed to be. After this 

kikial meetkig Molly is consistently shown to be subservient to the Vkgkiian. While 

he acknowledges MoUy's background is better than his own and he tries to knprove 

himself to become more equal to her social class, there is no question who is superior. 

MoUy realizes this herself "She knew her cow-boy lover, with all that he lacked, to 

be more than ever she could be, with all that she had. He was her worshipper still, 

but her master, too" (281). Molly has qualkies that the Vkgkiian does not, such as a 

formal education and family herkage, but she remakis mcomplete as a character 

without the Vkgkiian. If Molly were not ki the novel, the Vkgkiian would remam 

fiindamentally unchanged. If the Vkgkiian were not present, however, Molly would 

have to develop considerably to remam a strong character. 

Molly's physical appearance makes her particularly susceptible to bekig ki 

need of rescue. The Vkgmian emphasizes her petke frame when he sees her at the 

Swmton barbeque where all the men are admkkig her. "I didn't remember her hak 

was that pretty...But aki't she a little, little gkl!" (71). Wister contmues his 
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description: "Now she was in trath five feet three; but then he could look away down 

on the top of her head" (71). Molly's size implies that she is frail, unable to exist 

wkhout a big, strong man to help her along. Later in the novel, Wister does reverse 

these two roles when Molly saves the Vkgkiian and nurses him back to heakh after 

Indians shoot hkn. This mcident completes both Molly's development as the 

Vkginian's mate, and also her transkion from a gkl from the East to a woman of the 

West. 

Accordmg to John G. Caweki, females are depicted m contrastkig ways ki 

many Westems to create conflict withki the hero, reflectkig two sides of the hero's 

personalky. Caweki states that the blonde female "represents genteel, pure 

femininity," while the brunette "symbolizes a more full-blooded, passionate and 

spontaneous nature, often slightly tainted by a mixture of blood or a dubious past" 

(48). These are the familiarly contrasted characters of the vktuous schoohnarm and 

the sultry saloon gkl. These two types of females are depicted m The Virginian 

through the characters of Mrs. Glen and Molly Stark. Akhough both women are 

blonde, the landlady engages ki an adukerous affair with the Vkgkiian. Akhough he 

eventually becomes the standard for wholesome goodness ki Westem heroes, the first 

we see of the Vkgkiian is not so admkable. In his letter to Molly's mother he tells 

her, "I am not a boy now, and women are no new thkig to me. A man like me who 

has traveled meets many of them as he goes and passes on but I stopped when I came 

to Miss Wood" (234). Molly, unlike the promiscuous landlady, is the type of woman 
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the hero dates for three years before kisskig. However, all types of females, from 

debutantes to whores, are usually equally helpless in Westems. 

Women are not the only characters who can play the role of kmocents. Any 

characters that are unable to survive in the wilderness or need to be saved by the hero 

fit mto this category. There are several other types of kmocents in The Virginian. 

The most obvious is the Narrator, or the "tenderfoot" (42). He is almost entkely 

dependent on the Vkgkiian durkig his kikial visk to the Sunk Creek Ranch. This 

dependency is a source of tension between them at fkst: 

For when Judge Henry ascertained that nothing could prevent me from 
loskig myself, that k was not uncommon for me to saunter out after 
breakfast with a gun and in thirty minutes cease to know north from 
south, he arranged for my protection. He detailed an escort for me; 
and the escort was once more the tmstworthy man! The poor 
Vkginian was taken from his work and his comrades and set to playing 
nurse for me. (42) 

The Narrator does learn from his guide, though, and he is eventually considered 

capable enough to meet the Vkgmian at an assigned point in the wildemess with only 

a few dkections. The Vkginian helps other characters as well. During the train ride 

back to the ranch after delivermg cattle, he comes to the rescue of the tram passengers 

who have become stranded due to the bridge constmction. One of the travelers 

compliments the Vkgkiian for havkig saved them: "Why, look here...what fools the 

people of this town are! Here we've been all these starvkig days, and you come and 

get ahead of them!" (119). As powerful as Judge Henry is, he too relies on the 

Vkgkiian to do everythkig for hkn, from keepkig his men under control to catchmg 

horse thieves. 
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The Vkgmian is not selective in whom he protects, whether k be humans or 

animals. As akeady mentioned, he stops Balaam from mistreating the horse he had 

bought from Shorty. Yet, even after he brutally beats hkn, he tends to Balaam and 

nurses him until he can again care for hknself, for he had also become defenseless. 

Shorty, who is frequently describes as a harmless animal, is also ki many ways an 

kmocent. The Vkgkiian realizes Shorty's skill wkh horses as well as his kiabilky to 

think for himself He tries to protect him by offerkig him a job to keep hkn from 

going off wkh Trampas, but Shorty refuses to accept the Vkgmian's generous offer. 

After findkig him shot from behind by Trampas "with his wistful, lost-dog face 

upward," the Vkgkiian says, "There was no natural harm ki him" (264). He rekerates 

the fact that people had to do thek jobs well ki the West, and Shorty was hopelessly 

incompetent. He is the same as all of the innocents; they carmot survive in the 

Westem on thek own, for villains like Trampas will certakily destroy them if not for 

the hero's kitervention. 

The characters Wister created ki The Virginian are noteworthy for more than 

one reason. Fkst, they symbolize average Americans ki thek search for a better life. 

Wister's heroic figure has been knkated countless tknes skice he published the novel 

ki 1902, probably because the Vkgkiian is at least somewhat believable. According 

to Christkie Bold, "Wister was the first to create a Westem hero who was handsome 

and chivakous enough (partly because of his Southem origkis) to marry an educated 

Eastemer" (43). Before the Vkgmian, Westem heroes were depicted in a variety of 

unrealistic ways, many appearmg ki disguises and havkig seemkigly supernatural 
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abilkies. The Vkgkiian, akhough mythic ki some ways, is a realistic character wkh 

whom many readers can relate. 

The character of the Vkgkiian is also knportant for a second reason; the 

Westem hero is extremely different from other characters ki Ikerature outside the 

genre. Throughout the history of American Ikerature, few protagonists have 

represented the American Dream ki the same way as the hero of the Westem. While 

the Westem hero tends to show the potential for success m this country, other 

protagonists generally focus on the darker side of American Hfe. In many works, k is 

difficuk to distkiguish between the heroes and the villakis. The foUowkig examples 

demonstrate the differences ki the depiction of these characters and what they 

represent. They are works that were contemporary to Wister, but sknilarkies can be 

seen m other works from all periods ki American literature as well. 

Stephen Crane's The Red Badge of Courage was published ki 1895, only 

seven years prior to The Virginian. Because this novel is about the Civil War, no 

clear villains exist because both sides are fighting for causes equally important to 

Americans at the time. Crane presents a much different type of hero than Wister's 

Vkginian. Henry Fleming possesses some of the seven characteristics of the Westem 

hero, but the ones he lacks make quke a difference in how readers view him as a 

heroic figure. While Henry is a loner of sorts, he is almost entkely dependent on 

others. He is asexual, havkig no romantic kiterests at all ki the novel. Akhough the 

"* In James Fenimore Cooper's The Deerslayer, Natty Bumppo's rifle has seemingly magical 
powers. In many Dime Novels of the late nineteenth century the hero appears in disguises, only 
revealing his true identity in melodramatic fashion at the end of the novels. 
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opportunity for vigilantism exists throughout his time spent m battle, he fails to act 

for the benefit of anyone but himself Henry lacks the skills to fight and, more 

importantly, he lacks the moral code so crucial to the Westem hero. His cowardice is 

apparent from the openkig pages of the novel; he wonders whether or not he will be 

able to stand and fight, or if he wUl run (9). He also asks this of his friend Wilson, 

trymg to justify his fears by determkikig if others will also run away (18). The reader 

quickly understands the true nature of Henry Fleming. 

Henry, an asexual loner who lacks the skills and moral fortkude to be a good 

soldier, cannot serve the role of vigilante because he is a coward. He is also inactive. 

The first time Henry acts of his own accord is when he runs away from battle. While 

fleeing, he is accidentally wounded when someone strikes him wkh a rifle barrel (74). 

He later fails to honestly explain how he received his wound. Last, Henry does not 

change as we hope he would. While the Vkgkiian is shown to have changed through 

his many life experiences, Henry only feels as though he is now a man (139), which is 

hard to accept considering his cowardice and lack of action. If anything, Henry 

Flemkig proves that sometimes the people who do nothing to achieve success sknply 

fall mto k; this is not what readers expect from thek heroes, and Crane offers no other 

character to fill this role. 

Perhaps a more appallkig example of a hero outside the Westem genre is 

Frank Norris's protagonist ki McTeague, published ki 1899. Much like the Vkgkiian, 

Mac begkis as a loner, havkig only a few acquakitances such as his friend Marcus, a 

character that could be confiised for a hero except that he is repeatedly defeated by 
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Mac. Unlike the friendship that grows between the Vkgmian and the Narrator, Mac 

alienates Marcus by stealkig away Trkia, the gkl he has been courtmg. Mac is not 

completely asexual, as he establishes a relationship wkh Trkia fakly early ki the 

novel. However, the relationship is far from romantic; k is perverted from the 

begmnkig when Mac forcibly kisses Trkia while she is sedated m his dentist's chak. 

Immediately afterwards, his view of her changes. "The kistant that Trkia gave up, the 

kistant she allowed hkn to kiss her, he thought less of her" (62). This is very different 

from the way the Vkginian worships MoUy. 

Trkia, the emblematic kmocent ki the novel, is described as petke and pretty, 

much Hke Molly Stark. Mac is also described sknilarly to the Vkgmian ki terms of 

strength: 

For McTeague was a young giant, carrymg his huge shock of blond 
hak six feet three inches from the ground; moving his immense limbs, 
heavy with ropes of muscle, slowly, ponderously. His hands were 
enormous, red, and covered with a fell of stiff yellow hak; they were 
hard as wooden mallets, strong as vices, the hands of the old-time car
boy. (4) 

Thek resemblance ends with thek physical appearance, however. As opposed to the 

Vkginian, who can master anything from playing cards to analyzing Shakespeare, 

Mac's "mind was as his body, heavy, slow to act, sluggish... Akogether he suggested 

the draught horse, immensely strong, stupid, docUe, obedient" (4). Mac possesses 

only mdimentary skUls m dentistry, and these he leamed not formally but from a 

travelmg dentist whom his mother forced him upon. 

While the Vkgmian works at improvkig himself for Molly, Trina is the one 

who knproves Mac, encouragkig hkn to take part ki activkies he is not able to adjust 
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to adequately. "But most wonderfiil of all, McTeague began to have ambkions—very 

vague, very confused ideas of somethkig better—ideas for the most part borrowed 

from Trkia" (138). After bekig kitroduced to a better lifestyle by Trkia, he develops a 

taste for liquor and other niceties that can be purchased wkh the money he is not used 

to havkig. Mac beats Trkia to death and steals her money (263), provmg that he does 

not live by the same moral code as the Vkgmian or any other Westem hero. Not only 

does he fail to act as a vigilante, he becomes the exact opposke. After committkig 

murder, Mac flees the cky for the West, which, at least in Ikerature, is generally 

thought of as a sanctuary, a place where protagonists are at thek best. McTeague, 

however, is left an unchanged, immoral, unskilled murderer and thief whom Norris 

leaves handcuffed to a dead body in the desert. This very pessimistic conclusion, 

although k takes place m the serenity of the West, is not at all like the endkigs 

expected by readers of Westems. 

These three types of characters—^the Westem hero, the villaki he fights, and 

the irmocent people he saves—are stock characters in all Westems. Although the 

terms "stock" or "stereotypical" may invite controversy among critics or writers of 

Westerns, they are unquestionably applicable to the formula characters that have 

appeared in one form or another since Westems originated. The fraks of each of the 

three roles may change subtly over time, but they remam fundamentally consistent for 

each group. The focus or purpose of a particular novel may kifluence the wrker to 

emphasize one trak more than the others, but the characters are aU constmcted out of 

the same framework. These characters can appear ki many different forms, whether 
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they are based on the dramatized exploks of real people such as Buffalo Bill or 

completely fictional characters like the Vkgmian. All Westems contaki the familiar 

heroic characters of mountaki men, milkary scouts, Texas Rangers, cowboys, or some 

other particular groups of men whose professions provided unique kisight into 

westem life. They also contaki Indians, outlaws, or dishonorable bankers who try to 

take advantage or harm vukierable greenhorns, storeowners, and women. 

Owen Wister claimed that the cowboy disappeared wkh the closkig of the 

West because civilization destroyed his natural habkat: 

He went to town for a job; he got a poskion on the raikoad; he set up a 
saloon; he married, and fenced ki a little farm; and he tumed "mstler," 
and stole the cattle from the men for whom he had once worked. In 
these capackies you will find him to-day.. .Such is the story of the 
cow-puncher, the American descendant of Saxon ancestors, who for 
thkty years flourished upon our part of the earth, and, because he was 
not compatible wkh Progress, is now departed, never to retum. 
("Evolution" 52-53) 

Wister is, of course, speaking of the real-life cowboy, who no longer has the open 

range to work and live on. The real cowboys could not last forever, because the vast 

wildemess where they worked was quickly contakied—and therefore destroyed—by 

the very civilization they enabled to make ks way westward. 

The stereotypical fictional character of the Westem hero, however, lives on. 

He is the most popular character ki fiction. He and the villakis and the kmocents can 

be found ki Westems that span a period of nearly two hundred years. Some Westerns 

may focus more on one of these roles than the others, and some may highlight 

specific traks withki one role. However, ki all Westerns there is kievkably some 

form of hero, vUlaki, and someone needkig protection, although the kmocents are 
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occasionally so generalized that they become indistinct and the hero seemingly acts 

only for the greater good of a nondescript group of ckizens who have no kidividual 

characters. The hero and the villaki, however, must always be present, for they 

symbolize the battle between Good and Evil, the second essential element of the 

Westem. The next chapter examines this theme. 
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CHAPTER III 

GOOD VERSUS EVIL 

One of the Westem hero's characteristics, vigilantism, leads to the larger 

theme of the battle between Good and Evil, another essential element of the genre. 

For this study, the terms Good and Evil will be capkalized to identify them as specific 

ideals rather than just good or bad behavior. The distinction between Good and Evil 

m the Westem is of particular importance; k is the difference between actions that are 

morally appropriate and those that are socially kihibkive. In the Westem, the forces 

of Good work to promote the advent and stabilky of civilization, while the forces of 

Evil act immorally and selfishly, often endangering irmocent victims. The theme of 

the forces of Good battling those of Evil is depicted in all Westems, although not 

always ki the same way, especially after the tum of the twentieth century.'^ 

This theme is perhaps the most controUkig stmctural device of the Westem's 

"formula." John G. Caweki suggests that this formula is easier to defme than other 

genres such as the detective story because Westems have more distinct characters and 

more diverse plots (34). Caweki summarizes the types of Westem plots identified by 

Frank Gmber, mcludmg stories that focus on the constmction of raikoads, conflicts 

between ranchers and farmers, conflicts between soldiers and Indians, outlaws, and 

lawmen (34-35). Each of the plots Gmber lists is actually quke sknilar; they all 

utUize the same types of stock characters to exemplify the battle between the forces of 

The reasons for the change in the handling of this theme will be discussed in a later chapter. 
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Good and Evil. Audiences expect to see these formulaic characters performing 

rkualized acts, whether k is a cowboy hanging horse thieves, a marshal and his posse 

chaskig a band of stage robbers, or the cavalry fighting Indians to make the terrkory 

safe for settlers. 

Gruber's list of plots is mcomplete and dated; the genre obviously cannot be 

limked to books about raikoads or fightkig Indians. Recent wrkers of Westems have 

addressed issues more relevant to our modem world, such as mdependent ranchers 

fightkig to avoid foreclosure from mthless bankers, or small-town sheriffs trymg to 

stop gangs and organized crkne rkigs. However, the same concept behkid each of 

Gmber's plots—to depict a battle between Good and Evil—still applies. The stalwart 

Westem hero protectkig helpless kmocents from a villaki is a fundamental part of all 

Westems. These characters enact this battle ki various ways, but the action remakis 

basically the same. Natty Bumppo saves naive cky dwellers from Indians in James 

Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales. Shane protects nesters from an oppressive 

rancher in Jack Schaefer's Shane. Even Wes Hendrix stmggling to save his land 

from being tumed into a recreational lake in Ehner Kekon's The Man Who Rode 

Midnight is a kind of vigilante justice that depicts the theme of Good wmnkig out 

over EvU. 

John G. Caweki emphasizes how cmcial this Good versus Evil theme is to the 

Westem genre when he tries to make a distkiction between "serious" novels and 

"popular" or "formula" fiction: 

Fkst of aU, we probably need to make a distkiction between the level 
of detachment that obtakis ki a work like Crime and Punishment and a 
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detective novel by Mickey Spillane, or ki a complex Westem novel 
like Waker Van Tilburg Clark's The Ox-Bow Incident and a rootki'-
tootin' shoot-'em up Westem like one of the Hopalong Cassidy 
movies. In the two examples of serious novels, complex moral 
ambigukies, the absence of a clearly good and heroic protagonist, and 
the very qualky of the style probably promote a greater level of 
aesthetic detachment. In the Spillane novel or the Cassidy film, 
everythkig works toward a more complete and total identification wkh 
the hero: the villakis are clearly evil, the hero is morally pure, and the 
style kivkes our fiaUest and most unwittkig participation in the hero's 
triumph over difficukies. (19) 

Caweki is correct ki statkig the significance of the hero battlmg the villakis, but not 

all Westerns have "pure" heroes as he suggests, because the battle between Good and 

Evil is never simple or obvious. In both types of Westems Caweki uses as examples, 

the battle between Good and Evil is presented as a significant theme. The difference 

between a Hopalong Cassidy film and The Ox-Bow Incident is not so much ki the 

way the heroes and villakis are portrayed as k is about the outcome of the battle; 

Good v^U always triumph in the former, while k does not m the latter.'^ 

Jeffrey Wallmann states that Westems "are about character, about the makeup 

of people, the testkig of thek mettle, the realization of who fundamentally they are 

and what ukknately they stand for" (9). This "testkig" is about the battle between 

Good and Evil, and much of the Westem formula derives from this battle. The 

characters ki Westems are so stereotypical because they typically symbolize the two 

sides of Good and Evil more clearly than ki other Ikerature. The Westem heroes act 

selflessly for the greater good of thek communky, protectkig the ckizens who try to 

achieve the American Dreanx The villakis act ki moral opposkion to the heroes. 

'̂  The Westem's treatment of the theme of Good versus Evil is typically quite positive. The 
exceptions where Evil seems to prevail vkdll be explored in a later chapter. 
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trymg to prevent others from achieving thek goals and dismptkig any peacefiil 

existence m burgeonmg communkies where civilization is begmnkig to take hold. 

Or, the vUIakis also try to achieve the same types of success as the innocents, but they 

do k through dishonest means wkhout regard to the safety of anyone else. The 

Westem's characters are generally constructed in such formulaic roles so as to help 

emphasize the theme of Good versus Evil. Jeffrey Wallmann illustrates the 

magnitude of various dualkies (male-female, love-hate, etc.) common to the Westem, 

statkig, "The dualky most often associated wkh westems is the conflict between good 

and evil" (30). Wallmann warns agamst superficially readkig all Westems as 

variations of this theme, but there can be no question that k is at the heart of the 

genre. 

The theme of Good versus Evil is a significant stmctural component ki Owen 

Wister's The Virginian. In some places Wister only alludes to the theme. His use of 

the Johnson County War suggests that the ranchers were Good and some of the 

individual cowboys were Evil for having to resort to thievery. Likewise, the cormpt 

legal system is also Evil. Speakkig of Steve's illegal activkies, the Vkginian tells the 

Narrator, "He knew well enough the only thing that would have let him off would 

have been a regular jury. For the thieves have got hold of the juries ki Johnson 

County" (258). This unmoral justice by the established government is what forces 

the Vkgkiian and his comrades to take on the role of vigilantes. Wister does not 

specify who stands for which side, but the reader understands through thek actions 

how each character is to be perceived. 
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In other places throughout the novel, Wister uses the actual terms "Good" and 

"Evil," apparently makkig a more conscious effort to express his values to the reader 

through his characters. The Narrator, assuming Judge Henry's medkations about the 

lynchmg, provides several illustrations to distkiguish between acts that are morally 

right and wrong, askkig the reader to decide if the specific acts are "evil" or just 

"wrong" (270-271). Judge Henry then relates these same arguments to Molly, 

claimkig that assummg the fight agamst such forces is "... the fimdamental assertion 

of self-governkig men, upon whom our whole social fabric is based" (274). Wister's 

explick use of the terms "Good" and "Evil" and thek ensukig battles are his way of 

expresskig the equation of tme justice bekig served (at tknes through vigilantes) for 

the benefit of a civilized democratic society. 

Near the end of the novel, Wister articulates kidisputably which characters 

symbolize the two sides. The bishop makes a clear connection between frontier 

justice, religion, and perhaps most importantly, the characters who stand for Good 

and Evil: 

Never before in all his wildemess work had he faced such a thing. He 
knew that Trampas was an evil ki the country, and that the Vkginian 
was a good. He knew that the cattle thieves— t̂he rustlers—were 
gaming ki numbers and audacky; that they led many weak young 
fellows to min; that they elected thek men to office, and controlled the 
juries; that they were a staring menace to Wyoming. His heart was 
wkh the Vkgkiian. But there was his Gospel, that he preached, and 
believed, and tried to live. (294) 

For Wister (and many authors of Westems), the distkiction between the representative 

forces of Good and Evil is defmke. The essential characters have specific roles to 
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play ki order to depict the battle, and the roles of the Westem hero and the villain are 

especially kitegral to this theme. 

The Western hero symbolizes Good more than any other protagonist in 

American Ikerature, perhaps because he works on a somewhat deeper level than other 

characters. As stated m the previous chapter, the Western hero is in many ways a 

redeemer, a Christ figure. In West of Everything: The Inner Life of Westerns, Jane 

Tompkkis suggests reasons why the Western hero is depicted as such a powerful 

character, statkig that the he is a redeemer for the earth and not for heaven (32). 

The Evil forces upon the earth do not allow for passive resistance. Daryl Jones 

explams the difference between "natural nobilky versus artificial nobilky and moral 

law versus civil law" (54). He states that because of the lack of laws on the westem 

frontier, men were measured by thek characters, whether they were morally superior 

or moral degenerates (53-54). Apparently, accordmg to crkics like Tompkkis and 

Jones (as well as numerous others), k is a character's integrity and moral spkk that 

separates the good guys from the bad guys in a Westem, akhough this is not always a 

simple task. 

The chivakic "code" which established the ethical system of tme justice ki the 

American West sets the standard for distkiguishkig between Good and Evil ki the 

Westem. It is not, however, without complications. Those characters that ascribe to 

the code, even when attemptkig to overcome Evil, do not necessarily conform to 

sociaUy acceptable standards. The Westem hero feels obligated to fiilfill his role as a 

vigilante, but k occasionally forces hkn to engage ki activkies ahnost as illick as 
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those committed by the villaki. James K. Folsom presents an kiteresting view of 

these heroic characters who live by the code of the West and how k conflicts wkh 

thek relationship wkh the ckizens they protect: "For if the man wkh insight is defined 

by his abilky to act outside the law, the man who stands wkhin the law and acts 

accordmg to estabHshed social codes may well be viewed somewhat suspiciously" 

(121). To survive and succeed ki the West, men had to go beyond the norm. 

As the Vkgkiian had told the Narrator, men ki the West had to be able to do 

anythkig and do k weU. This mcludes actkig ki ways that the vast majorky of society 

deems kiappropriate, such as resortkig to violence, which the average ckizen avoided. 

In concludkig his essay "Evolution of the Cow-Puncher," Owen Wister claims, "He 

has never made a good ckizen, but only a good soldier, from his tournament days 

down" (53). Because he is essentially a soldier ki constant battle agamst Evil forces, 

the hero has occasionally been represented as a bk of an outlaw. C. L. Sonnichsen 

says that the Westem hero is "part angel and part devil" (104). Unlike Caweki's 

claim that Westem heroes are pure, Sonnichsen says audiences "don't seem to like 

perfect heroes. They bore us. We can identify best with someone who has a bad side, 

or some parts missing, like us" (104). This may be why the "outlaw hero" is so 

popular. 

Daryl Jones states that wrkers of Westems made outlaws such as Frank and 

Jesse James acceptable heroes by emphasizkig their chivaky and also by justifykig 

thek actions through a vengeance theme (79-81). There is an unmistakable similarky 

between these types of characters and other popular outlaws such as Robki Hood. 
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John G. Caweki provides a psychological reason for audiences accepting these 

outlaws, or at least the darker side of the Westem hero, statkig that the fictionalized 

exploks of characters such as Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid "represent a more 

spontaneous, kidividualistic, and free way of life" (79). Like all other Americans, 

they are pursukig life, liberty, and happkiess, akhough they do k through illegal 

means. Wrkers minimize these outlaw heroes' crkninal kidiscretions by emphasizkig 

the other traks of the Westem hero, and the vengeance theme allows them to appear 

to be merely reactkig to more Evil forces, such as dishonest government or capkalist 

instkutions. 

The lines between the forces of Good and Evil are frequently bliured 

intentionally to show that nothing ki life is too simple. Owen Wister notes in his 

essay "Concerning Bad Men" that all people are potentially bad (88). However, 

rarely ki Westems are the lines blurred so much that Evil becomes the more powerful 

forces, as in Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men. Wister states that there is an important 

difference ki a crkninal act and a crknkial disposkion (89). Akhough the hero may 

occasionally cross the line of good moral behavior, he does not do k wkh malicious 

kitent. This distkiction was especially important ki the historic American West where 

there was little that could be done to crknmals because of a lack of effective law 

enforcement. James K. Folsom states that civilized law and frontier justice are not 

synonymous, and the disparky between them has been a topic of Westems skice 

James Fenknore Cooper's Leatherstockkig Tales (57). Because of the kiconsistent 
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enforcement of formal laws on the frontier, k was the intention of a man's actions that 

determined whether he was Good or Evil. 

Most Westems make this distinction instantly recognizable. Akhough the 

hero may have unsavory characteristics that show a bk of a dark side, he is commonly 

understood to be symbolic of Good. The villain is just as typically illustrated as a 

symbol of Evil, perhaps even more patently fiilfilling his role. The penchant for black 

clothkig, his blatant disregard for laws, and his willingness to act violently leave no 

doubt which side of Good and Evil the archetypal Westem villaki represents. Unlike 

the outlaw heroes, the villaki steals for no one but himself, and akhough he too is 

aware of the code of the west, he openly violates k whenever k is convenient to him. 

The theme of Good versus Evil is symbolically represented through the characters of 

the Westem hero and villain. The Vkginian and Trampas both fiilfill these roles— 

and therefore represent this theme—very well. 

The Vkgkiian is shown to be a staimch representative of Good from the very 

begkming of the novel. When the Narrator first meets hkn ki Medickie Bow, the 

Vkginian is gambling and drinking, and his activkies lead to a party that dismpts the 

entke town. However, k is all in good fun and the Vkgkiian does not allow himself 

to lose control. When Steve tries to persuade hkn to have more to drink the Vkgmian 

refiises, statkig, "I have got to stay responsible" (26). When he realizes that the party 

might have disturbed a woman who was sick, he anonymously leaves flowers at her 

door, a sknple gesture that shows his genukie concem without seemkig overly 
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romantic or sentknental (28). This act reveals much about the Vkgmian's nature, 

which is morally superior to the other revelers. 

The Vkgmian, whom Wister describes as a rough cowboy wkh animalistic 

qualkies, has an innate goodness. This is shown subtly through numerous sknple 

acts where he displays a moral purky that borders on caricature for someone wkh his 

uncukured background. While viskkig his friends the Westfalls, he quiets thek 

crykig baby just by pickkig k up (60). When he is halluckiatkig after bemg shot, the 

Vkgmian rambles on about several kicidents and people from his fakly colorfiil past, 

but he keeps from saykig anythkig that might offend Molly or Mrs. Taylor because 

"... his natural daily thoughts were clean, and came from the untamed but unstakied 

mkid of a man" (212). The others imderstand this natural goodness and they accept 

the Vkginian's slight knperfections. After swappkig the babies at the Swmton 

barbeque and causkig the families to travel long distances ki the middle of the night 

to correct the situation, the Vkginian confesses instead of fleekig or blaming his 

absent accomplice. Instead of being angry wkh him, they aU forgive him and 

everyone dismisses his kmocent joke, taking the opportunity to enjoy more barbeque 

(79). Had anyone of lesser moral character confessed, the mcident would probably 

not have been laughed off so nonchalantly. 

We see the Vkgkiian engage ki questionable activity several tknes, but he 

never does anything too offensive so as to make the reader perceive him as socially 

' ' The first time the Narrator sees the Virginian he describes his cat-like qualkies: "For he 
now climbed down with the undulations of a tiger, smooth and easy, as if his muscles flowed beneath 
his skin" (1). 
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undeskable. While he gathers cattle, he smgs a bawdy song, which the Narrator says 

was "a matter of some seventy-nine verses. Seventy-eight were quke unprkitable, 

and rejoiced his brother cow-punchers monstrously" (59). While talking in his sleep, 

he confesses that he had lied for Steve (211); while this mcident is not fiiUy 

explakied, k seems to breach the cowboy's code, which does not tolerate dishonesty. 

The Vkgkiian also violates the code when he kiterferes ki the deal between Balaam 

and Shorty. He tries to convince Shorty not to sell Pedro, but he knows he is 

breakkig the rules by doing so: "Balaam's face grew evil wkh baffled fury. But the 

Vkgkiian was gravely considerkig Pedro. He, too, was not pleased. But he could not 

kiterfere. Akeady he had overstepped the code ki these matters" (184-185). The 

Vkginian feels compelled to act on Shorty's behalf because of the roles each 

character assumes at that point in the novel. The Vkginian recognizes Balaam as a 

source of Evil who is trying to take advantage of the childlike Shorty. The Vkgkiian 

makes his feelings for Balaam clear, statkig, "And don't you call me your friend. 

You've made that mistake twiced" (189). Although Shorty falls ki wkh Trampas and 

becomes a horse thief, he is depicted in this scene as a helpless victkn more than an 

agent of Evil, and the Vkgmian protects hkn. 

MoUy is aware of the Vkgmian's darker side. She understands that he has 

had an adventuresome past, but she consciously refrakis from learnkig too much 

about k because k would mm how she perceives him as honorable and valiant. While 

she nurses his wounds, she asks if he has ever been shot before. The Vkgkiian admks 

that he has, and he begkis to justify his reasons for killkig when Molly stops hkn 
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(220). She prevents him from telling her too many details that might change the way 

she sees him, for there is a limk to what she can understand and accept about his 

behavior and how he operates wkhin his code. After Trampas challenges him, Molly 

begs the Vkgmian not to take part ki the showdown, reasoning that there is a 

difference between this type of violence and that which the Vkginian has participated 

m previously. Molly tells him, "No, no, no. There's somethkig else. There's 

something better than shedding blood in cold blood. Only thkik what k means. Only 

think of having to remember such a thing! Why, k's what they hang people for! It's 

murder!" (298). Molly cannot see that the Vkginian must face Trampas and kill him 

to instiU order in Medicine Bow. The showdown, though, because it is understood 

and respected by the others ki the West, is the only way to ensure that justice is done. 

The Vkginian understands his role as an ambassador of Good, and he also sees that 

Trampas is Evil and must be defeated. When Trampas challenges the Vkginian on 

his weddkig day, Lki and Honey offer to run hkn out of town, but the Vkgkiian 

refuses because he knows he is obligated to do the right thing, and by fackig Trampas 

he wiU be destroykig the Evil that Trampas symbolizes. 

Trampas is the Vkgmian's equal ki many ways, and also his moral opposke. 

We recognize Trampas as a substantial character the fu-st tkne he and the Vkgkiian 

meet. He is different from the other cowboys, and he assumes a more powerfiil role 

than any of the men wkh whom he and the Vkgkiian work. The Narrator expresses 

his shock when Steve tells the Vkgmian, "You're a son-of a— when you get down to 

work" (9), expectkig such use of profanity to be a terrible offense. Instead, the 
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Vkgmian takes the comment as a compliment. However, when Trampas uses the 

same terms a few pages later, the Vkginian draws his pistol (18). The Narrator—and 

the reader—automatically senses Trampas's badness. Wkhout knowing anything 

about his background, the Narrator kistkictively questions Trampas's character. "One 

doubt remained: what kkid of man was Trampas? A public back-down is an 

unfmished thkig,—for some natures at least. I looked at his face, and thought k 

sullen, but fricky rather than courageous" (19). After this incident and the ensuing 

discussion wkh the card-dealer, the Narrator understands that Trampas is a coward, 

which he equates to someone who is dangerous (19-20). This introduction to 

Trampas and his temperament thereby establishes the audience's perception of him as 

an Evil character. 

As noted previously, Trampas is described as a dark character. He has dark 

facial features and is dressed all m black, suggesting a sinister nature. The Narrator 

makes a vague reference to Trampas's "great strength" (109), which appears to be 

merely taking advantage of the temptations of the other cowboys' deske for quick 

and easy money. Wister depicts these men as weak prey; they are described almost 

Biblically, as lost lambs who could be tumed ekher way, which some, including 

Shorty, are. Trampas momentarily bests the Vkginian by takkig advantage of the 

Narrator's naivete, and when the Vkginian tries to retaliate, Trampas reverses thek 

roles by reaching for his pistol. Shorty kitervenes, completkig his transkion over to 

Trampas's side. The conflict is temporarily haked, and Trampas arrogantly takes the 

Vkgkiian's seat, kiskiuatkig that he had defeated him (115). Scipio understands his 
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move and tells the Narrator that the Vkginian should be thinking of revenge, because 

k is not over wkh Trampas (129). This confrontation between the Vkgkiian and 

Trampas clearly shows thek respective alliances wkh Good and Evil. While Trampas 

had maliciously preyed upon the helpless Narrator, the Vkginian had beaten Trampas 

m good fun wkh the frog story. The Vkginian plays fak, while Trampas does not. 

As Wister says ki "Concerning Bad Men," there is a difference between an act and a 

disposkion. 

Trampas's Evil disposkion is shown throughout the novel. He lies ki an 

attempt to discredk Molly's reputation (68). He also steals the Vkginian's rope, 

which he claims was only an innocent mistake. However, kistead of handing k back 

to the Vkginian, he lets it fall to the ground while the Vkgkiian talks to Dr. McBride 

(135-136). Later, Trampas not only shoots Shorty for givkig away thek location, but 

he does k from behind (264). Trampas's cowardice kiadvertently leads to his 

downfall. After challengkig the Vkgmian, he enters the saloon, "courageous wkh 

whiskey" (292). Trampas depends upon liquor as a substkute for bravery. He fails to 

shoot the Vkgkiian, probably because the alcohol had affected his senses and slowed 

his reaction tkne. It also causes hkn to halluckiate, seemg the hauntkig image of 

Shorty (300-301). Durkig this tkne of heavy drkikkig knmediately before the 

shootout, k ahnost seems as if Trampas comes to the realization withki himself that 

he has done wrong, but he cannot brkig himself to admit k. His role as an agent of 

Evil is as resolute as that of the Vkginian's one of Good. 
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Wister uses explick language in several passages to illummate Trampas's tme 

nature as an agent of Evil. After the Vkgmian assumes his role as foreman, Trampas 

expects to be fned, but the Vkgmian allows him to stay, much to the bewilderment of 

the Narrator. The Vkginian explains to his friend that "it ain't any goodness, k is 

Trampas that badness has resuked from" (167), and he says he kept him on so that he 

could watch him. Later, the Narrator reflects on Trampas's role in convertkig Shorty 

and the others kito a life of crime. "Trampas had enticed Shorty away from good, and 

framed him ki evil" (244). Wister leaves the reader no option for viewkig the two 

mam characters m any ways other than thek symbolic roles as Good and Evil. 

The Vkginian and Trampas take part ki several small skkmishes throughout 

the novel, begkming with thek dispute during the card game in Medicine Bow. 

Except for when Trampas fools the Narrator, the Vkgkiian consistently wkis these 

small battles, as the reader comes to anticipate. The Vkgmian's triumphs are 

emphasized, while Trampas's few victories are suggested to be only temporary. After 

the Vkgkiian defeats Trampas wkh the frog story, the Narrator states, "There was no 

question who had won his spurs now" (126). These little battles are, of course, part 

of a larger scheme of an ongoing feud between the Vkginian and Trampas, and 

therefore between Good and Evil. They are not limked to the Vkginian's conflict 

wkh Trampas, though. One of the first tknes the Vkgkiian defeats a skiister force is 

when he shoots the snake, which is clearly a symbol of Evil (130-131). The Narrator 

states, "That's the first fooHsh thkig I ever saw you do!" (131), accusing him of bekig 

reckless. The Vkgmian agrees wkh him and replies, "I'd ought to have done k 
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sooner" (130-131). Wister undoubtedly uses this incident as a metaphor for what the 

Vkgkiian feels he needs to do wkh Trampas. 

The Vkginian also kiteracts wkh other characters that represent Evil. 

Akhough Steve and Ed were part of Trampas's gang, they are captured and deak wkh 

separately from him. In the scene where the Vkginian and the others hang Steve and 

Ed, the focus is taken off Trampas, and horse thieves in general are shown to be Evil. 

Another mcident kivolves Balaam, fu-st kitroduced as "A makreater of hawsses" (36). 

The Vkgmian shows his kikial contempt for Balaam by teUkig the Narrator, " A man 

that will do what they claim Balaam does to a hawss when he's mad, aki't fit to be 

called human" (36). When the Vkgkiian beats Balaam for abuskig Pedro, he does k 

wkh such ferocky that he temporarily becomes the character who seems more Evil. "* 

This level of violence is necessary to overcome that of Balaam's, and the mcident is 

didactic; Balaam will probably never repeat his behavior, at least not in the presence 

of the Vkginian. Also, as with the horse thieves, violence was the only means of 

effectively enforckig the laws of the West. The final triumph of Good over Evil ki 

the novel is when the Vkgmian shoots Trampas ki the street. Akhough subtly 

depicted by Wister and a bk anti-climactic, this public shootout is still frequently the 

tradkional way to conclude Westems. 

Because the theme of Good versus Evil is so prevalent in Westems. much of 

the action centers on such violent acts. Because there was a deficiency in the 

"civilized" laws and crkninal justice system, the historic American West had the 

''' As noted previously, when the Virginian beats Balaam to the point of helplessness, he 
becomes Balaam's protector and assists him until he can again care for himself 
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potential to be a very violent place. Owen Wister claims that there cannot be much 

"American Westem Adventure wkhout blood" (Wister, Fanny 183). This is not 

necessarily true in all Westerns, but many of the battles between the hero and the 

villain end in bloodshed, as is the case in The Virginian. John G. Caweki says that 

this focus on violence becomes a major structural element of the Westem. He states, 

"However, one major focus of the Westem, particularly the pulp Westem, is on the 

justification of acts of violent aggression. In other words, one of the major organizkig 

prkiciples of the Westem is to so characterize the villakis that the hero is both 

intellectually and emotionally justified in destroying them" (14). This is the case wkh 

The Virginian. Wister constmcts most of the novel around the small confrontations 

between the Vkginian and Trampas before coming to thek inevkable showdown in 

the middle of the street in Medicine Bow. 

Daryl Jones writes, ".. .the Westem hero emerges as the guardian of the 

future. His stylized acts of violence are ki fact rites of purification" (128). These 

acts, accordmg to Jones, are done in an effort to attaki a Utopia, which can only be 

found ki the American West, the last frontier ki the fabled land of opportunity. This 

is why violence ki the form of Good battlmg Evil is such a common stmctural device 

ki early Westerns, most of which were about the settlement of the westem frontier. 

These early Westems established the formula of fleekig the knmoralky of the 

civilized East, movkig west and battlmg the forces of Evil ki a wild, lawless land ki 

hopes of discoverkig paradise. 
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This clarky between Good and Evil in Westerns has much to do wkh the 

patriotic attitude expressed ki the genre. The triumph of Good over Evil is associated 

wkh our ancestors conquering and settling the American West, making possible the 

achievement of success and kidependence for every American regardless of class or 

herkage. Daryl Jones states: 

In response to the widespread American longkig for a simpler world 
where men were self-reliant, where kidividual achievement brought 
tangible reward, and where social status was the resuk of intrinsic 
merk rather than artificial distkictions of birth and weakh, the Westem 
hero gradually developed a visible ak of refmement which 
complemented his natural nobilky and thus enabled him to transcend 
ordinary class Hmkations. (116) 

The hero's stmggle to move west and establish civilization is done for the benefit of 

all people who share the American Dream. The forces of Evil ki the Westem— t̂he 

villains who rob stages, steal cattle, kill innocent schoohnarms—represent a threat to 

this dream. 

Jones states that Westems, particularly the Dkne Novels of the late nmeteenth 

century, serve as commentaries on social injustices m America durkig that time, and 

thek plots support "the Biblical admonition that 'the wages of ski is death'" (160-

161). Akhough some of these works' heroes are real-life outlaws, such as the James 

Brothers or BUIy the Kid, thek crknes were disguised as acts of vigilantism done for 

the good of the oppressed. Jones claims that the eradication of Evil ki popular 

Westems is symbolic of America's maturation as a nation, and the genre was 

especially sukable for capturkig "the unique cukural conflicts and psychological 

preoccupations of late nmeteenth century America" (161). He states, "To the reader 
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disturbed by apparent moral decline, k was no doubt comforting to fmd his conviction 

reaffirmed that ski brkigs punishment and that evil ukimately destroys kself (161). 

America, in ks struggle to fiilfill the goal of Manifest Destiny and become a world 

power, contmually found kself in what many believed to be battles between the forces 

of Good and Evil. Because we believed the westward expansion to be our destiny, 

those who knpeded this effort must naturally be Evil. 

Owen Wister seems to have made a conscious effort to include these poskive 

nationalistic feelkigs in The Virginian. In the 1911 Rededication and Preface to the 

book Wister states, "If this book be anything more than an American story, k is an 

expression of American fakh" (viii). Wister defines what he considers American 

ideals through his commentary on "tme democracy." Accordkig to Wister, herkage is 

not as knportant as actions. He states, "All America is divided mto two classes— t̂he 

qualky and the equalky. The latter will always recognize the former when mistaken 

fork. Both wiU be with us until our women bear nothmg but kkigs" (91). This 

sermon, given through the Narrator ki reflectkig on the character of the Vkgkiian, 

kitroduces one of the more unusual battles between the Vkgkiian and Trampas, when 

they metaphorically fight each other ki a storytelling duel on the tram. "Let the best 

manwki! That is America's word. That is tme democracy. And tme democracy and 

tme aristocracy are one and the same thkig" (91). The Vkgkiian, of course, is the 

best man. 

Wister knplies a connection between American democracy, religious morals, 

and ukknately the hero's representation of Good. After discusskig the depravky of 
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the American West wkh Dr. McBride, Judge Henry says, "He doesn't know what 

Christianky is yet. I've entertained many guests, but none—The whole secret...lies 

in the way you treat people" (143). This attkude is central to the theme of Good 

versus Evil. The simple man's abilky to rise above his herkage, act morally, and 

prevail over the villain symbolizes this battle in the Western. Wister incorporates all 

of these issues—^true aristocracy, religion, and the expression of American fakh—in 

The Virginian through an ongokig conflict between the Vkgmian (Good) and 

Trampas (Evil). 

John G. Caweki states that America's role "as a redeemer nation, a new 

peace-lovkig Christian democracy...contrasted profoundly" (84) wkh the violence 

necessary to achieve ks independence and suppress certam peoples such as Blacks 

and Indians. The violence associated wkh the theme of Good battling Evil is a vkal 

part of the Westem's formula because audiences view such use offeree as a 

necessary part of America's rise to power. Cawelti claims that "the fantasy of the 

hero who reluctantly, but nobly aids the cause of social order by acts of individual 

violence probably corresponds to a widespread fantasy of legkimized aggression" 

(84). Readers accept the violence necessary for the hero to defeat the villaki because 

thek battle—^that of Good overcoming Evil—is symbolic of the everyman achievkig 

kidividual success ki America. 

Bill Brown provides a slightly different perspective when acknowledgkig this 

formula in his book Reading the West: An Anthology of Dime Westerns. Brown states 

that the violence, particularly ki the Dkne Novels, "aestheticizes the genocidal 
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foundation of the nation, turning conquest into a Hterary enterprise that screens out 

other violent episodes in the nation's history" (31). Brown's views show sympathy 

toward mkiorky groups such as the American Indians, but terms like "genocidal" 

sound too much like what the Nazis did to the Jews in Germany durkig WW II, acts 

which could never be accepted as morally right. John G. Caweki says the violence in 

Westems is legkimized because of several of the genre's characteristics, kicluding 

"the hero's inkial reluctance; his dislike of violence for ks own sake; the way the 

villaki kicreaskigly forces violence upon him; the controlled, graceful rkualistic style 

wkh which the hero typically dispatches the villaki; the emphasis on the hero's strict 

code of honor and kitegrity ki contrast to the villain's uncontrollable impulses" (84-

85). It must be remembered that ki Westems, violence of any kind is usually 

depictkig the battle between Good and Evil, and the outcome is generally poskive. 

Audiences expect this as part of the Westem formula. In fact, they demand k. 

The predictabilky of the Westem formula is one of ks most appealing 

characteristics. Caweki clakns: 

In the Westem formula savagery is implickly understood to be on the 
way out. It made no difference whether the creator of the Westem 
viewed savagery as a diabolical or criminal force (as in most of the 
dime novels) or as a meaningfiil way of life for which he fek a certain 
degree of elegiac nostalgia (an attkude in many Westems from Cooper 
to the movies of John Ford), there was never a question that savagery 
might prevail, just as in the detective story there is never reaUy a doubt 
that the crknkial will ukimately be caught. (36) 

As C. L. Sonnichsen states, "Evil always loses. The viewer or reader goes his way 

fiilfiUed and satisfied, convmced that the universe is ki good hands" (13). While this 

is not tme for all Westems, k certamly applies to a great majorky of them. Caweki 
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explams that this formula is escapist ki nature, and therefore k is especially appealing 

to children who resolve thek anxiety about becoming aduks by first experiencing life 

through the adventures of Westem heroes (81-82). Aduks also live out fantasies 

through Westems, addressing more serious issues that face the worid. Caweki states, 

"Indeed, k is tempting to hypothesize that strongly conventionalized narrative types 

like adventure and mystery stories, skuation comedies, and sentknental romances are 

so widely appealmg because they enable people to reenact and temporarily resolve 

widely shared psychic conflicts" (12). He contmues by saykig that differences ki 

social groups "might help account for changkig themes and conventions ki popular 

genres like the Westem" (12). Extremely diverse audiences can feel the same relief 

from kiefficient judicial systems and other social injustices by watchkig the Westem 

hero defeat the villain, a symbolic way of Good triumphing over Evil that appeals to 

everyone. 

In stark contrast to this, many Hterary works outside the Westem genre show 

an exceptionally bleak depiction of Evil winning over Good. In John Steinbeck's Of 

Mice and Men, George and Lennie share the same dream of buykig a small section of 

land and living off the animals and crops they want to raise. The dream of savkig 

enough to buy the land is what drives them, as k does all of the characters that learn 

about k. However, Lennie's violent nature, akhough shown through a childlike and 

therefore seemingly innocent character, destroys the dream. Thek dream— t̂he 

American Dream—is symbolically killed when George shoots Lennie while reckkig 

thek plans to him (103-106). This same anti-American Dream outlook can be found 
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in countless other Hterary works, including Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath, F. Scott 

Fkzgerald's The Great Gatsby, and Dashiell Hammett's The Maltese Falcon. The 

Westem incorporates the American Dream more poskively, makkig the achievement 

of k through Good defeatkig Evil a central theme. 

While k may be tme that the theme of Good versus Evil is present in much of 

American Ikerature, k seems to be much more prevalent ki Westems than in other 

genres. In The Western: Parables of the American Dream, Jeffrey Wallmann 

suggests that Westems, because of thek focus on the westward movement, approach 

this theme differently than other types of Ikerature (8-9). He states, ''Time magazkie 

once termed the westem 'The American Moralky Play' ki which the good guys and 

the bad guys are symbols, not people (March 30, 1969)" (30).'^ John R. Mikon also 

refers to Westems as morality plays, stating, "Unlike the complexkies of real life, the 

patterns of behavior in the westem have been fakly simple and reasonably clear-cut: 

romance, adventure, psychological fulfillments or expressions, a reminder of 

kidividual freedom, and the overridmg allegory of good triumphkig over evil. The 

western, therefore, was both entertakiing and comforting" (4). Perhaps one of the 

reasons for the endurkig popularky of the Westem is ks optknistic treatment of this 

theme. 

As we saw m the previous chapter, Stephen Crane's The Red Badge of 

Courage and Frank Norris's McTeague illustrate the contrast between protagonists ki 

Westems and protagonists ki other types of Ikerature. The two novels also serve to 

'̂  C. L. Sonnichsen also cites this essay in From Hopalong to Hud: Thoughts on Western 
Fiction, although he lists the date as March 20, 1959 (13). 
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show the different ways in which the theme of Good versus Evil is handled. In 

Crane's novel, there is no clear distinction between Good and Evil. Henry Flemkig is 

a coward, and the only opposing forces he really shows any contempt for are his own 

commanders. He displays more anger at his generals, whom he calls "stupids" (25), 

than he does his enemies. Rather than showkig one character or group to be ekher 

righteous or unmoral. Crane depicts Evil more metaphorically as the war or battle 

kself (40). Throughout the novel. Crane attempts to justify Henry's deske to mn 

away m fear rather than fulfill his duty as a soldier. Because of his cowardice, Henry 

is a poor example of a hero, and an equally poor example of a representative of Good. 

Whether or not his side (the Union Army) is decidedly Good, he does not stand and 

fight on ks behalf 

Frank Norris's McTeague presents an even darker view of the battle between 

Good and Evil. Mac, the novel's protagonist, beats and kills his wife, a woman 

whom he has stolen away from his best friend Marcus. Marcus later emerges as a 

possible representative of Good—chasing Mac and attempting to avenge Trkia's 

murder—but he is also bmtally killed by Mac. The only act that can be considered 

tme justice, where Good defeats Evil in any way, is when Marcus handcuffs himself 

to Mac before dying. This act strands Mac in the middle of the desert, assuring the 

reader that he will also die, but does k signify a triumph of Good over Evil? It hardly 

seems so in such a pessimistic endkig; all of the characters that would assume roles of 

innocents in a Westem are killed. If nothmg else, Norris implies a neutral attkude 

between the forces of Good and Evil—nekher wins nor loses. 
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Similar pessimism can be seen just as easily in countless other American 

Hterary works, from Ernest Hemkigway's A Farewell to Arms to Erskkie Caldwell's 

God's Little Acre. The theme of Good battling Evil in these novels is treated much 

differently than k is ki The Virginian where the reader understands almost kitukively 

from the begkming of the novel that the hero will conquer the villain and protect all 

of the decent tovmsfolk from the dangers of the wild frontier. This is partly because 

Westems do not generally subscribe to the same conventions of major Hterary 

movements. In The Modern American Novel, Malcohn Bradbury exammes the 

characteristics of the Hterary movements that have existed during the time m which 

the Westem has evolved. Bradbury explams how the romantic novels of the early 

nmeteenth century gave way to the realistic and naturalistic works closer to the 

begmnkig of the twentieth century. According to Bradbury, both The Red Badge of 

Courage and McTeague contain characteristics of realism and naturalism, focuskig 

more on depictions of life in urban or war settings "where human delusions of 

heroism and power were tested" (11). They were not, however, proven. Later 

movements such as expressionism and modernism also present bleak pictures of 

American life, avoidkig natural settkigs and the "escapist" qualkies frequently 

associated wkh Westems. 

One of the reasons the Westem remakis a popular genre for symbolizkig the 

American spkk is ks frequent use of the cowboy hero as ks tradkional heroic figure. 

John R. Mikon suggests that the cowboy was the perfect subject to use as the Hterary 
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symbol to represent Good, because he could do what most readers only wished they 

could: 

One theory has k that the cowboy became a romantic hero because he 
could be wicked and get away wkh k; his lonely life on the plakis 
excused him from the blue laws of eastem society. He therefore 
appealed to those many readers whose behavior was restricted but who 
could share the cowboy's abandon vicariously through the stories of 
the cattle range. (17) 

Accordmg to Paul Carlson, the real-life cowboys who served as the kispkation for the 

characters who became the unrivaled heroic figures of Ikerature were more than just a 

little wicked. He states, "Until the mid-1880s the term cowboy ki the West often 

meant 'drunkard,' 'outlaw,' 'cattle thief,' or somethkig similar" (3). Because of this, 

these cowboy heroes were able to step outside society's established mles of 

acceptable behavior and do battle agamst the tmly bad guys. As long as they did k m 

the name of civilization, for the greater good of the innocents, readers did not object 

to the heroes breaking a few of the laws which ordinary ckizens could not brkig 

themselves to break. 

Caweki puts the hero's use of violence to battle Evil in Freudian terms, 

stating, "The audience identifies with the hero, who performs violent actions, thereby 

gratifying the audience' own aggressive wishes, conscious or unconscious" (11). The 

Westem hero is always a representative of Good; even when outlaws are used to 

portray heroes, audiences accept them because they are still working for the good of 

the common man, the same way Robki Hood did. Akhough he was an outlaw, he 

stole from the rich to give to the poor, so he was accepted. Daryl Jones claims that 

these heroic characters were appealing because they served as "a projection of the 
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widespread American preoccupation wkh the meaning and value of law" (98), and 

they provided an outlet for most Americans' fiiistrations wkh living ki an 

kicreasingly restrictive society (99). Recall that the Virginian lynched horse thieves, 

who were symbolic of the lawlessness associated wkh the Johnson County War. By 

capturkig the thieves and serving swift justice, the readers could experience 

satisfaction for the lack of tme justice that was occurring durmg the late nmeteenth 

century. 

This contmues wkh audiences today, because the battle between Good and 

Evil forces can be applied to any ckcumstances. Caweki states that audiences 

associate characters, especially the stereotypical heroic figures ki television and film, 

wkh happy feelkigs (20). Although the Western is not limked to a specific historical 

moment, this is especially tme for events that occur ki the geographic West. America 

is still relatively young, and we are not far removed from the events that took place 

durkig the settlement of the country, a period John G. Caweki refers to as "the epic 

moment" (39). Caweki contmues, "Several factors probably contributed to this 

particular fixation of the epic moment. Included among these would be the 

ideological tendency of Americans to see the Far West as the last stronghold of 

certain traditional values, as weU as the peculiar attractiveness of the cowboy hero" 

(39). The Westem's formulaic characters and their adventures still remain appealing 

to a wide audience, regardless of the moment depicted in a particular work. 

The battle of Good versus Evil may by present in much of American 

Ikerature, but k is unquestionably an essential element in all Westems. The battle is 
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also generally more optimistic in Westems. It is in this genre where the American 

Dream is more plausible; akhough k is often formulaic and highly dramatized, k is 

still believable because of the characters and thek actions audiences have come to 

rely upon. The Westem provides ample opportunky for the continuing battle between 

forces of Good and Evil because the historic West was a lawless land, a frontier 

where justice often had to be carried out by self-appokited vigilantes. Many wrkers 

have given the genre mythic qualkies, creating characters no more believable than 

those of Greek Ikerature. However, most Westem heroes derive from real men 

whose efforts to settle a wild frontier are recent enough to still be an important part of 

our nation's consciousness. 

This leads to the question of why the westward expansion and the frontier had 

such an impact on the people who settled k, and subsequently on the wrkers who tried 

to capture the life and spkk of the land. John G. Caweki suggests a dkect correlation 

between the Westem's recurring theme of Good versus Evil and ks tradkional setting: 

"But more important than these factors, the Westem requkes a means of isolating and 

intensifying the drama of the frontier encounter between social order and lawlessness. 

For this purpose, the geographic settkig of the Great Plakis and adjacent areas has 

proved particularly appropriate..." (39). The land takes on as much if not more 

significance than the kidividual characters in some Westems. In the kitroduction to 

Owen Wister's essay "Evolution of the Cow-Puncher," Robert Murray Davis says, 

"...Wister came to feel that the West was not so much a place in which moral 

qualkies were created as one ki which they were tested" (Owen Wister's West 34). 
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Because the land kself seems to be the catalyst for much of the action where the 

characters engage in the battle between Good and Evil, k will be the focus of the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE FRONTIER 

The thkd essential element of the Westem is ks settkig, the frontier. John R. 

Mikon states, "Skice the land is often a character in the Westem novel, as well as 

settkig, k cannot be taken lightly" (49). Indeed, most scholars who have studied the 

Westem have acknowledged the knportance of ks wilderness setting, akhough few 

agree on how to define the area referred to as "the frontier." Mikon begkis the 

Introduction to his study The Novel of the American West by addressing the difficuky 

of identifykig the exact location of the American West (xi). Like many other 

scholars, he attempts to define the frontier settkig of the Westera only in geographic 

terms. John G. Caweki adds tkne Hmkations to the geographic restraints, statkig, 

"Our geographical defmkion must knmediately be qualified by a social and historical 

definkion of settkig: the Westem is a story which takes place on or near a frontier, 

and consequently, the Westem is generally set at a particular moment ki the past" 

(35). While Caweki is correct ki recognizkig the frontier as the Westem's setting, his 

definkion excludes any works that are not historic. 

Attempting to delineate the specific geographic area of the American West as 

k applies to the Westem is an elusive task. The nmety-eighth meridian has frequently 

been eked as the dividing line between the "West" and the rest of the country, 

akhough any line between the nmety-sixth and the one-hundredth meridians is 

commonly accepted. John R. Milton lists the ninety-ninth meridian, because that is 
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where the average yearly rainfall drops below twenty inches (52). James K. Folsom 

limks Westems not only to a particular area, but also to a distinct subject matter 

related to that locale. He wrkes, "Basically, by 'Westerns' I mean the term as 

commonly used. Westems, as I have chosen to defme them, are those books which 

deal primarily wkh the trans-Mississippi West. Most of these books, but by no means 

all, are concerned wkh the cattle kidustry of the Great Plains" (34). Accordkig to 

these definkions of the frontier setting, the scope of the Western genre must be 

extremely narrow. 

These approaches to defmkig the Westem's setting—uskig strict geographic 

boundaries or fixed time periods—lead to incomplete definitions of the frontier itself 

As akeady noted, Caweki believes that Westems can only take place in the historic 

past. He states, "The Westem story is set at a certam moment in the development of 

American civilization, namely at that point when savagery and lawlessness are in 

decHne before the advancing wave of law and order, but are stUl strong enough to 

pose a local and momentarily significant challenge" (38). According to many 

scholars, this period centers on the Cattle Drive era of the late nineteenth century. 

This period lasted only about thkty years, and the free land and wide-open spaces of 

the American West were gone by 1900. While not all Westems take place durmg this 

tkne, this period of growth ki American history is quke significant, and k has much to 

do with why the frontier settkig of the Westem is so popular. 

As Americans, the frontier is still very much a part of our herkage, whether 

we realize k or not, even in our contemporary lives. Frederick Jackson Tumer fkst 
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presented his famous essay "The Significance of the Frontier in American History" 

on July 12, 1893. In k, he states, "The existence of an area of free land, ks 

continuous recession, and the advance of American settlement westward, explam 

American development" (1). Throughout the essay, Tumer claims that the deske to 

move westward and expand the American domain is an mherent part of our national 

cukure. He also makes an knportant distkiction between the Unked States and other 

nations, suggestkig that American expansion kivolves more than just conquerkig 

other similarly civilized peoples: 

Thus American development has exhibked not merely advance along a 
skigle line, but a retum to prknitive condkions on a contmually 
advanckig frontier line, and a new development for that area. 
American social development has been contmually begkming over 
agaki on the frontier. This perennial rebkth, this fluidky of American 
life, this expansion westward wkh ks new opportunkies, ks contkiuous 
touch wkh the sknplicky of prknitive society, furnish the forces 
dominatkig American character. (2-3) 

Tumer's identification of this qualky of American cukure explains the knportance of 

the frontier m the Westem. Accordkig to Tumer, however, this contkiukig rebkth 

would kievitably end wkh the settlement of the geographic West. 

Henry Nash Smith's book Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and 

Myth also examines how the westward expansion developed American cukure. Smith 

studies the effects of the westward expansion on the agrarian lifestyle that most 

Americans originally lived. The book covers the various polkical and economical 

factors that encouraged Americans to venture west.'^ Smith ekes numerous 

'* Geographically, Smith lists the ninety-sixth meridian as the line that separates Eastem 
civilization from the frontier (174). 
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campaigns and slogans kitended to convkice people that the West was the true 

promised land, kicludmg Bishop Berkley's statement, "Westward the course of 

empire takes ks way" (8), and Horace Greeley's famous command, "Go West, young 

man, go forth mto the Country" (201). Smith explains the effects of the Homestead 

Bill [Act], which was passed ki 1862 and provided free tracts of land for farmkig 

(170). Smith claims that Americans viewed this opportunity as a means to escape the 

poverty caused by ever-kicreasing industrialization ki the East (203-204). Thus, 

staking a claim and making a place on the frontier is closely associated with the 

American Dream of rising above class or herkage and achievkig success. 

Smith explains that the Homestead Act failed to do all that k had promised; 

few kidustrial workers found happkiess in the agrarian West because they lacked the 

skills to be successful farmers (205). However, he supports Tumer's assertion that 

the movement westward across the frontier is still what distkiguishes Americans from 

peoples of other nations. "The character of the American empke was defined not by 

streams of influence out of the past, not by a cukural tradkion, nor by ks place ki a 

world community, but by a relation between man and nature—or rather, even more 

narrowly, between American man and the American West" (187).'^ Smith tackly 

agrees with Tumer that the idea of the "frontier" is dkectly related to the land, 

especially the free land offered near the end of the nmeteenth century. For Smith, the 

West possessed almost magical qualkies. "The West is, grandly and abstractly, a 

place where afflicted humanky raises her droopkig head; where conscience ceases to 

'̂  It is important to note that Smith emphasizes a relationship between not just farmers and the 
land, but between all men and nature. Hence, this relationship is not limited to an agrarian perspective. 
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be a slave, and laws are no more than the security of happiness" (129-130). For many 

people, the American West is a place unlike any other on earth. 

As Tumer stated, our frontier was unique: "In the case of most nations, 

however, the development has occurred in a limked area; and if the nation has 

expanded, k has met other growkig peoples whom k has conquered" (2). America 

has continuously remakied m a state of development throughout ks short history. As 

Smith says, "The comment was frequently made that ki America one could examine 

side by side the social stages that were believed to have followed one another ki tkne 

ki the long history of the Old World" (219). While k took centuries for other 

countries to evolve from one level of civilization to another, all stages of development 

existed at once ki America. This co-existence of primitivism and civilization offered 

unique opportunities to all Americans, especially those who came from lower 

economic classes. In "The Evolution of the Cow-Puncher," Owen Wister says that 

the instinct of the Anglo-Saxon heroic character he immortalized in The Virginian is 

to be out-of-doors and that, "Throughout his career k has been his love to push further 

into the wilderness..." (37). Because k was still largely untouched by Eastem mles 

and restrictions of Old World class structure, the American West afforded men the 

chance to remam ki contact with thek adventurous Anglo-Saxon "kistkicts." 

Many young American aristocrats (like Wister) were descendents of European 

weakh whose inheritance provided them wkh means but not tkles. According to Max 

Westbrook's Afterword to The Virginian, the American West was, for these young 

aristocrats, ".. .a rough and sometimes bawdy and usually accurate re-testkig of 
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inherkance" (321). It was a place they could prove themselves to be noble. It was 

also a place they could claim as thek own, creatkig empires of weakh in several 

kidustries. Railroads, steel industries, banking, and eventually ranchkig became ways 

for new Americans to attaki riches and become as powerful as thek European 

aristocratic counterparts. While they did not have royal tkles, the Camegies, 

Rockefellers, and Chishokns became royaky ki thek own ways. 

The settlement of the American West is cmcial not only to our national 

identky, but also to our Hterary herkage.'* Henry Nash Smith emphasizes the 

widespread knpact of Tumer's 1893 essay, statkig, "The 'frontier hypothesis' which 

he advanced on that occasion revolutionized American historiography and eventually 

made kself fek in economics and sociology, ki Hterary crkicism, and even ki polkics" 

(250). Tumer's declaration that the westward movement defines American character 

appears to be supported by the popularky of the Westem genre. Jeffrey Wallmann 

states, "In reflecting the restless nature of American cukure, westems dwell on 

movement around a frontier, whether k be by settlers, troopers, wagon trains, or 

roaming cowboys" (21). However, Wallmann again limks the scope of the genre by 

implying that the Westem is confmed to a chronological period. James K. Folsom 

suggests that the genre's enduring popularky is not so much about the historical 

documentation of the settlement of the West as k is about the romance behkid that 

'* For a concise view of the relationship between the westward movement and American 
literature, see Bill Brown's chapter titled "Chronology, 1860-1902: U.S. History, Culture, and Popular 
Publishing" in his book Reading the West: An Anthology of Dime Westerns. 
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period (18-19). The Westem novel captures the spirit of that time in America's 

history, even if k does not always capture the history kself 

John R. Mikon states that the transkion of the travel narrative into the Hterary 

form of the novel roughly cokicides with America's frontier movement (66). It is to 

be expected, therefore, that the Westem novel acts as a means of chroniclkig our 

nation's history, particularly the westward movement. Folsom relates Tumer's view 

of the frontier's knpact on the character of the American people to ks role in 

Ikerature, statkig, "The most distinctive fact of American history—the settlement of 

the Great West—becomes ki the Westem novel a vehicle which holds ki solution the 

most distinctive fact of the American mind—its obsessive concem with the nature of 

ks own destiny" (30). It is this feature that makes the Westem uniquely American. 

Folsom says our interest in the wilderness can still be seen ki "the stockbroker who 

discovers true wisdom at the knee of his Indian guide, the harried commuter 

attempting a rediscovery of the serenity of Walden Pond on his half-acre lot ki 

Suburbia, and other kkidred absurdkies..." (63). In a sense, Americans use the 

Westem to maintain some cormection to a more natural state. 

The popularky of Westems may have actually had a retroactive effect on the 

movement k romanticized. John R. Mikon suggests that the purpose of some of the 

Dkne Novel Westems was ".. .to provide live advertising for the frontier myth" (11), 

perhaps to encourage people to take advantage of the Homestead Act and move west. 

Much of Westem fiction is concemed with that historic movement, but the genre is 

certamly not Iknked to works set ki the historic West. While scholars acknowledge 
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the significance of America's frontier experience, there remains among them 

confusion about why the frontier is so important to the Westem. Jane Tompkkis 

states, "My answer to the question of why the Western takes place in the West is that 

the West was a place where technology was prknitive, physical condkions harsh, the 

social kifrastructure nonexistent, and the power and presence of women 

proportionately reduced" (44-45). Some of this may be true, for the frontier settkig's 

terrain and lack of social order do provide endless opportunities for conflict. 

However, Tompkkis, like so many scholars, knplies that the Westem must be 

historical, and this is simply not true. The Westem and ks settkig is more about the 

mindset of early settlers who conquered a frontier than k is about any specific time or 

area that can be identified as "the West" or the westward movement. 

The Westem did not begki ki the geographical westem United States (west of 

the Mississippi or any other natural barrier), but k did naturally progress ki that 

dkection as the country became increasingly settled. Scholars credit James Fenimore 

Cooper as bekig one of the first to wrke "frontier literature."'^ His Leatherstocking 

Tales (1823-1841) are set in upstate New York and westem Pennsylvania. Catharine 

Maria Sedgwick's Hope Leslie (1827) is set m Massachusetts. The Dkne Novel 

Westems use Kansas, the Dakotas, Arizona, Texas, Utah, New Mexico, Wyoming, 

Montana, and various mid-westem states for thek settkigs. Owen Wister's The 

Virginian is set in Wyoming, and contemporary Westems take place practically 

Cooper's contributions to the genre will be covered in a later chapter. 
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anywhere.^^ James K. Folsom states, "The Last Frontier is fmally something more 

than an aspect of the American West; ks topography comes to resemble the landscape 

of the human soul" (32). Ukimately, the physical location of the Westem does not 

matter as much as the action that occurs withki k. 

Jeffrey Wallmann says that the frontier identified by Frederick Jackson Tumer 

should not be conceptualized only ki geographic terms. "But the development of 

American society by frontier condkions. Turner argued, does not grow out of the 

expansion of wilderness but from the encounter, the dynamic kiteraction, between 

wilderness and civilization. Akhough the physical frontier may be gone, the customs 

and character traits shaped by the frontier still remam knportant..." (102). He 

contmues by statkig, "The frontier of fiction, like the frontier of fact, cannot be 

defined ki European terms of static geographical limks..." (21). Wallmann's 

kiterpretation of the frontier suggests that the Westem's settkig is active, kivolvkig 

not only geographic boundaries, but also the process of civUization. Because the 

frontier settkig is an kitegral part of the Westem, k needs to be defmed ki a way that 

encompasses aU aspects of the American Westem Frontier wkhout limking k to 

merely geography or chronological periods. 

To clarify the Westem's settkig, the following definition of "frontier" wUl be 

used for this study: an area of development between the wilderness and civilization, 

where people of diverse cultures interact with the natural environment and each 

^^ Although John R. Milton acknowledges that the frontier line has moved throughout literary 
history, he still limits the setting of the Westem to a specific geographic area designated by climatic 
conditions (xii). Milton even excludes the Pacific Coast—especially Los Angeles—from what he 
considers to be the West (xiii). 
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other. The frontier—of the American West and of the Western—possesses natural, 

cukural, and social condkions that present endless opportunkies for conflict. Such 

conflicts resuk in the disruption of any possible harmony between the various peoples 

or stages of civilization. To help clarify the breadth of these condkions and thek 

relation to the above defmkion of the frontier, each of them will be exammed 

separately. Conflicts caused by natural condkions (the terraki, geographic attributes, 

and climate), cukural condkions (differences ki ethnicky, language, and kidividual 

customs), and societal condkions (laws, social standards, and the destmction of the 

wilderness) all act as structural elements m the Westem formula. Each of these 

condkions will be shown to compliment one another to provide a definkion of the 

frontier in a way that does not limk the Westem to any particular tkne or place. 

Nature 

Akhough the Westem is no longer limked to the historical wildemess of the 

American West, that natural setting provided the basis of the frontier in much of the 

genre. The "tradkional" idea of the geographic frontier is a logical place from which 

to begin examining the natural component of the Westem's settkig. Several elements 

must be included when considerkig the geographic area of the American West. The 

land kself is a complex part of understanding the idea of a frontier settkig, because 

the vastness of the area is unparalleled by almost any other geographic location used 

wkh any frequency in fiction. The varied terraki mcludes every type of topography 

imaginable. Prakies, mountains, forests, deserts, swamps, and coastlkies all go 
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together to make up the expansive area that has been designated as the American 

Frontier at one tkne or another. These topographic features present countless dangers 

to those who have ventured west, both in the past and even still today. 

John G. Caweki states, "Four characteristics of the Great Plakis topography 

have been especially important: ks openness, ks aridky and general inhospkabilky to 

human life, ks great extremes of light and climate, and, paradoxically, ks grandeur 

and beauty" (39). These characteristics add to the mystique of the geographic West, 

especially the way ki which they are utilized in Ikerature. In relatkig the geographic 

location to Ikerature, John R. Mikon narrows the West's characteristics even more 

than Caweki: "Three condkions, however, remaki relatively stable—aridky, high 

elevation, and sparse population" (51). These types of condkions do allow for unique 

dramatic effects. Caweki and Mikon both identify natural characteristics of the 

American West that allow for unique dramatic skuations, but they again confme the 

Westem's setting to a limited area. 

Many parts of America share these topographic and climatic quahties, as well 

as others that are equally typical of what could be considered a frontier. Dense 

forests, swamps, and mountainous regions can present condkions such as knpassable 

terraki or torrential storms that are just as inhospkable as those ki the vast, open areas 

of sparse rakifall. Many areas of the United States can also offer the dualky of beauty 

and danger mentioned by Caweki. This dualky is present ki all Westems. John R. 

Mikon states, "In these respects, the Westem novel is likely to stress survival or to be 

pastoral ki tone, and, ki keepkig with the natural paradoxes, the two emphases may 
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stand in juxtaposkion wkhm the same novel" (51). Mikon indicates the difficuky 

wrkers have had wkh describing accurately the American landscape; the problem has 

faced everyone from explorers such as Lewis and Clark to novelists such as 

Washkigton Irvkig (71-73). MUton writes, "The landscape was, and still is, 

conducive to elation and depression almost simukaneously, because the land is 

diverse and beautifiil on the one hand, and grkn and monotonous on the other" (73). 

Many wrkers have used this combmation of beauty and danger as a focal pokit for the 

action in their novels. 

Owen Wister understood the knportance of both the splendor of the natural 

frontier settkig and ks desolation and potential danger. Wister's exceptional skill of 

capturkig the detail of the frontier probably stems from the prolific note takkig he did 

when he traveled west. In the foUowkig jovunal entry from Owen Wister Out West: 

His Journals and Letters, Wister brilliantly describes a view from his train car: 

Slowly today crops and trees and grass and farmhouses grow more and 
more rare. Then I looked out, and the round green hills were gone and 
the big empty country had begun. There came two bunches of cattle 
and cowpunchers ckcling among them. At this beloved sight I almost 
cheered aloud in the car. The strangest sun set; don't let me forget k. 
Over the bare plains in front, and all around us, a sluicy downpour of 
rain, the clouds brick red and luminous against the horizon, on which 
the sun, a blurred fluffy ball of yellowish light was resting, while 
continual streaks of blue Hghtnkig quivered down straight across the 
looming disc.. .As for every word I could get together that would give 
the faintest notion of ks beauty and its effect on the observer, that can't 
be done by me and hardly done at all, I think. (98) 

In another entry, he recognizes the unique beauty found even in the seemingly barren 

land of the West: "The country we're gokig through now was made before the good 

Lord discovered that variety is the spice of Hfe. But k is beautiful" (30). This 
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vastness of the land and ks apparent mfertilky play a recurrkig role in many novels 

that chronicle the era of cattle drives or the construction of railroads, and which 

attempt to describe the difficuky of living in the American West where expansive 

distances and "emptmess" of space are the main sources of conflict. Lack of food, 

sheker, and especially water were as dangerous as the threat of attack by Indians for 

early settlers. 

But this does not mean the land is not productive or does not have ks own 

allure. Henry Nash Smith claims that Americans had to overcome the myth of "the 

Great American Desert;" most people assumed that the treeless plakis were kicapable 

of being usefiil for anything, especially for farmkig, the longstanding core of the 

American economy (175). Jane Tompkins states, "For the desert is no more blank or 

empty than the northeastern forests were when the Europeans came" (77). Tompkins 

claims that the West was not really barren, but that ks vkalky and promise were 

hidden. Caweki and Mikon both eke aridky as a characteristic of the American West. 

However, rainfall can be as dramatic as the unique flora or astonishing landmarks of 

this area. "The dramatic devices are there for anyone to use: blizzards, drought, 

grasshoppers, plains tomadoes, heavy snow ki the mountakis, grass fkes on the 

prakie and timber fkes ki the hills, dry arroyos suddenly flooded by a freak ram 

storm, cattle diseases, and human ilhiess and death" (Mikon 47). Man's stmggle to 

overcome the forces of nature has been a staple of many types of Ikerature, but this 

conflict seems particularly amplified by the fierceness of these condkions in the 

American West. Jane Tompkkis states, "Men may dommate or sknply ignore women 
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m Westems, they may break horses and drive cattle, kill game and kick dogs and beat 

one another into a pulp, but they never lord k over nature" (72). Vast distances, 

unique topography, and unrelentkig meteorological extremes are an indispensable 

part of defining the frontier. 

Owen Wister made use of each of these natural condkions in The Virginian, 

especially the vastness of the westem landscape. As the Narrator watches his tram 

retum towards the East, he feels lost ki a strange world. To depict the lonesome and 

stranded feelkig, Wister uses ocean knagery^' to describe the overwhelmkig 

emptiness of space in this foreign envkonment: 

It grew small ki the unendkig gulf of space, until all sign of ks 
presence was gone save a faint skeki of smoke against the evenkig sky. 
And now my lost trunk came back into my thoughts, and Medicine 
Bow seemed a lonely spot. A sort of ship had left me marooned ki a 
foreign ocean; the Pullman was comfortably steaming home to port, 
while I— ĥow was I to find Judge Henry's ranch? (5) 

This is where he fkst encounters the Vkgkiian, who explains that he will guide the 

Narrator to the ranch. 

However, the naive viskor soon learns that he has to travel another two 

hundred and sixty-three miles to reach his fmal destination. "Yes, I was dazed. How 

did they count distance in this country? You spoke in a neighborly fashion about 

driving over to town, and k meant—I did not know yet how many days. And what 

would be meant by the term 'droppkig in,' I wondered. And how many miles would 

be considered really far?" (7). When they finally do leave for the ranch, they travel 

^' This use of ocean imagery is common in Westems. One notable example is Conrad 
Richter's The Sea of Grass. 
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for hours with Medicme Bow still in sight (31). Travelmg such distances as a part of 

thek everyday lives is commonplace for all of the characters, many of whom ride for 

an entke day just to attend the Swinton barbeque to celebrate the rise in the cattle 

market. "Of course the whole neighborhood was bidden, and would come forty miles 

to a man; some would come farther—the Vkgkiian was commg a hundred and 

eighteen" (65). Akhough travelmg one hundred miles for a celebration is not unheard 

of today, the Narrator is amazed that anyone would ride on horseback for days to 

attend such an event. 

Wister makes frequent use of the word "vastness" wkhout overstatkig k or 

makkig k sound like a cHche. Agaki uskig ocean knagery, he wrkes, "When next I 

thought of k and looked behkid, nothmg was there but the road we had come; k lay 

like a ship's wake across the huge ground sweU of the earth. We were swallowed ki a 

vast solkude" (33).̂ ^̂  Wister has Molly recognize the size of the wildemess as well, 

although k is somewhat cautiously. "To-day, this vast beauty, this prknal calm, had 

ki k for her somethkig almost of dread" (280). She feels almost overwhelmed as she 

compares her new home to the small hills of Vermont. 

Both the Vkgmian and Molly experience difficukies wkh the postal service 

that resuk from the immense distances that must be covered. Fkst, the Vkgkiian 

^̂  Wister relies heavily on such imagery, including the following passages: "There was the 
Union Pacific train, coming as if from shores forgotten"(30); "They forded Butte Creek, and, crossing 
the well-travelled trail which follows down to Drybone, tumed their faces toward the uninhabited 
country that began immediately, as the ocean begins oflFa sandy shore. And as a single mast on which 
no sail is shining stands at the horizon and seems to add a loneliness to the surrounding sea, so the long 
gray line offence, almost a mile away, that ended Balaam's land on this side the creek, stretched along 
the waste ground and added desolation to the plain" (187); and, "By a steam we got off where two 
banks sheltered us; for a bleak wind cut down over the crags now and then, making the pines send out 
a great note through the basin, like breakers in a heavy sea" (257). 
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wrkes to Molly to explain why he will not be able to see her for some time. The letter 

takes three weeks to reach her, and he arrives the mornkig after she receives k (173-

175). Later, Molly wrkes to the Vkginian to explain to hkn why she cannot stay in 

Wyommg. Her letter does not fmd ks way to his hands until after she has postponed 

her return to the East in order to nurse him back to heakh (221). This remoteness of 

the frontier also led to more Hfe-threatening problems. MoUy and Mrs. Taylor had no 

choice in their role as nursemaids, for the nearest doctor was fifty-five miles away 

when she rescued him (210-211). In this case, the distance from civilization proves to 

be more than just an inconvenience. The Vkgmian was fortunate to survive wkhout 

having received proper medical treatment. 

Wister understood perhaps better than any other wrker at the tkne the unique 

beauty of the West and ks potentially hazardous relationship wkh the settlers who 

ventured there. The carefully documented descriptions ki his journal entries certamly 

found thek way mto The Virginian. The foUowkig passage is similar to many others 

in Owen Wister Out West: His Journals and Letters: 

In the aftemoon on many days of the summer which I spent at the 
Sunk Creek Ranch I would go shootkig, or ride up toward the entrance 
of the canyon and watch the men workkig on the krigation dkches. 
Pleasant systems of water mnning ki channels were bekig led through 
the soil, and there was a soimd of ripplkig here and there among the 
yellow gram; the green thick alfalfa grass waved almost, k seemed, of 
ks own accord, for the wkid never blew; and when at evenkig the sun 
lay agamst the plaki, the rift of the canyon was fill wkh a violet light, 
and the Bow Leg Mountakis became transfigured with hues of floatkig 
and unimaginable color. (41) 

This passage illustrates the transcendental pleasures that symbolize the freedoms of 

the West, for they do not exist ki the confmes of the East. 
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Wister is equally adept at capturkig the dangers of the wildemess. Daryl 

Jones states, "In emphasizkig the Westem setting's socio-psychological fiinction, 

however, k would be unwise to overlook the settkig's equally important aesthetic 

fimction. For the landscape of the Great Plakis and Far West possesses unusual 

dramatic potential, and dime novelists unerrkigly capkalized on k" (128). Caweki 

agrees that the frontier settkig leads to kicreased dramatization, makily because of the 

townspeople's isolation ki the wilderness (40). The kmocents' exposure to danger 

seems to mcrease the farther they are from civilization, as rescue is not knmediately 

available. Even a sknple wagon ride could become violently wild, as k did when the 

Vkgkiian is takkig the Narrator to the ranch for the fkst tkne and they happen upon a 

group of cowboys brandkig cattle. The horses spook for some reason and take the 

two men on a harrowing ride where Wister's description of streams and gullies 

suddenly takes on new and deadly meankig (34). Molly experiences a sknilarly 

perilous stage ride, from which the Vkginian saves her (63). These incidents prove 

that the terrain can be dangerous for many different reasons. 

After they are caught and fackig immkient death, Steve and Ed joke wkh thek 

captors as they recall various landmarks they had passed during the chase and explam 

how they had used the natural setting to hide from them. It was also the desolate 

location of thek wildemess surroundmgs that caused them to be caught, however, 

because the Vkgkiian and the other cowboys saw the smoke from a campfire ki an 

otherwise uninhabited area (242). Wister sums up brilliantly the juxtaposkion of the 

beauty and danger of the wildemess mentioned by Mikon and Jones in his meticulous 
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description of the safe haven where Shorty and Trampas flee. It is a mixture of 

unparalleled grandeur and forebodmg inferences of menacing villakis: 

Somewhere at the eastem base of the Tetons did those hoof prints 
disappear into a mountain sanctuary where many crooked paths have 
led. He that took another man's possessions, or he that took another 
man's life, could always mn here if the law or popular justice were too 
hot at his heels. Steep ranges and forests walled him in from the world 
on all four sides, ahnost wkhout a break; and every entrance lay 
through kitricate soHtudes. Snake River came mto the place through 
canyons and moumful pkies and marshes, to the north, and went out at 
the south between formidable chasms. Every tributary to this stream 
rose among high peaks and ridges, and descended mto the valley by 
well-nigh impenetrable courses: Pacific Creek from Two Ocean Pass, 
Buffalo Fork from no pass at all. Black Rock From the To-wo-ge-tee 
Pass—^all these, and many more, were the waters of lonelkiess, among 
whose thousand hidkig-places k was easy to be lost. Down ki the 
bottom was a spread of level land, broad and beautiful, wkh the blue 
and silver Tetons riskig from ks chaki of lakes to the west, and other 
heights presiding over ks other sides. And up and down and ki and out 
of this hollow square of moimtains where waters plentifully flowed, 
and game and natural pasture abounded, there skuUced a nomadic and 
distmstful population. This ki due tkne bulk cabkis, took wives, begot 
children, and came to speak of kself as "The honest settlers of 
Jackson's Hole." It is a commodious tkle, and doubtless to-day more 
accurate than k was once. (265) 

This description accurately denotes the unique beauty and danger of the location, and 

k was obviously written by someone who had been there and seen the exact details. 

Wister also utilizes weather as a dramatic effect throughout the novel. Heavy 

rains had washed out the bridge near Rawhide, stranding several trains full of people, 

some for at least four days (113-115). The winters at Judge Henry's ranch are 

difficuk on the men who have to work in freezing temperatures, kicludkig one time 

when the Vkgkiian notes that it was "twenty-two below zero" (170). Durmg that 

winter, the Vkginian suspends his regular visks with Molly because he cannot get 
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through the snow-covered mountains (174). Later, Wister clicks the somber mood of 

the hangkig scene by describmg k as takkig place durmg a rainstorm. "As I watched 

the clouds and the earth, my eyes chanced to fall on the distant clump of cotton-

woods. Vapors from the enfeebled storm floated round them, and they were indeed 

far away; but I came kiside and began rolling up my blankets" (245). Rather than a 

downpour, which could generate flash floods ki minutes, this storm is as slow and 

unpleasant as the hangkig kself 

Throughout the novel, however, Wister uses weather to paint a generally 

poskive outlook. When the Vkgkiian and Molly take thek honeymoon on the island 

they enjoy nearly perfect weather, watching the sun rise and set wkh cool breezes. 

The storm they endure is seemingly violent, yet the experience bonds them in some 

supernatural way: "While they sat withm, looking out upon the boundkig floods and 

the white Hghtnkig, she saw him glance at her apprehensively, and at once she 

answered his glance. 'I am not afraid,' she said. 'If a flame should consume us 

together now, what would k matter?'" (311). Wister's overall message regardmg the 

natural powers of the wUderness seems to knply that while nature can be more 

beautiful than humanly imagkiable, k also needs to be respected. 

Cukure 

The second condkion of the frontier, cukure, also has many facets. John R. 

Mikon suggests that frontier culture is not active: "Whether westem cukure will 

change enough to aker the dkections of the Westem novel is uncertaki. The common 
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view of this cukure is that k is static" (55). Nothing could be fiirther from the tmth. 

In "The Second Missouri Compromise," Wister emphasizes the significance of 

diversky wkhm a frontier setting. "Until lately the Western ckizen has known one 

every-day experience that no dweller ki our thkteen origkial colonies has had for two 

hundred years. In Massachusetts they have not seen k skice 1641; ki Vkginia not 

skice 1628. It is that of belongkig to a communky of which every aduk was bom 

somewhere else" (The West of Owen Wister 85). Frederick Jackson Tumer states, 

"Fkst, we note that the frontier promoted the formation of a composke nationalky for 

the American people" (22). This is large part of the frontier settkig: experienckig the 

cukural differences of people who had knmigrated to America from a mukitude of 

countries. Each of the peoples of various cukural and ethnic backgrounds brkigs wkh 

them thek own language, foods, and unique customs to the common area of the 

frontier. 

There are cukural conflicts between characters ki all Westems. Some kivolve 

obvious ethnic differences such as those between Indians and whkes, while others 

involve clashes between Mexicans and Americans. Sometimes the conflicts are 

between Americans from various regions of the United States. The ethnic group that 

is probably most often associated wkh Westems is the American Indians. C. L. 

Sonnichsen claims that the Indians' knage as barbarians was created by early settlers, 

who described Native Americans as savages because they looked and acted 

differently than the that which the whkes were accustomed; early wrkers adhered to 

these misrepresentations until the middle of the twentieth century, when a few works 
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began to depict the Indians as victkns who were only defendmg thek homeland (70-

71). James K. Folsom maintains that "The Indian has been a stock figure in 

American Ikerature ahnost from ks inception, and his Hterary representation reflects a 

number of often contradictory streams ki American intellectual thought..." (141). 

These contradictions led to many unfavorable depictions of Native Americans as a 

race. 

Folsom states, "Most of the nkieteenth-century discussion of the nature and 

the respective futures of whke and Indian cukure, though often kisenskively argued 

and, at least in terms of twentieth-century knowledge, based on complete 

miskiformation and ahnost total misunderstandkig of Indian life, had, at least at one 

remove, some practical application" (142). Folsom suggests that the Hterary 

depiction of Indians had some kifluence ki how they were treated by the American 

govemment.^^ The whites considered the Indians' culture inappropriate sknply 

because k was unlike thek own. Accordkig to Folsom, "The general philosophical 

burden of these various tales is that, Hke k or not, the Indian must change. This is 

emphasized by a recurrent knage which is made explick ki a number of the stories, 

that the Indian's trial has ended, and that the white man's road is the only one left for 

the Indians to foUow" (151). 

Indians were ahnost always depicted as violent barbarians, regardless of thek 

tribe or ks actual cultural practices. C. L. Sonnichsen says the Apache were the most 

^̂  This claim is similar to Daryl Jones' statement regarding the Dime Novels' influence on the 
influx of settlers in the West. Both suggest that the Westem had considerable economic and political 

power. 
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violent and received the most attention by writers (65).̂ "* Early depictions of the 

Indians and thek ways were not always factual, and many works have skice sought to 

expose these kiaccuracies. Sonnichsen states, "The Native American owned the 

country, we tell ourselves; we stole k from hkn. He was wild and free; we caged him. 

He was a magnificent pagan ki tune wkh nature; we baptized hkn and mined him ki 

the process. To use the word 'savage' in connection with any Indian is ki the worst 

possible taste. He is sknply 'prekidustrial'" (65). At the very least, the Native 

American had a culture different from whkes and they were therefore considered a 

threat to the established ways of civilization. In addkion to the Indians' savagery, 

there are many works that cover what C. L. Sonnichsen claims is "the most senskive 

area ki race relations: kitermarriage" (68).̂ ^ All of these issues— t̂he Indians' 

apparent barbarism, thek unusual customs, or miscegenation—aU relate to the 

differences between two cukures, and those differences provide for unlimked 

conflicts in the Westem. 

Wister makes little use of the Indian conflict in The Virginian, instead 

focusing more on the historic conflict of the Johnson County War. James K. Folsom 

states that by the time Wister's novel was published ki 1902, the real-life conflicts 

between whites and Indians were over and "The prophetic words of Chief Joseph 

upon his surrender to General Miles—'I will fight no more forever'—had become an 

epkaph for Indian resistance" (146). There is the key mcident kivolvkig the Indians 

^* Many recent works focus on the various bands of the Comanche as being the most savage. 
^' Any mter-racial relationship can be a source of conflict, regardless of the ethnicities 

involved. Again, Clay Reynolds' Franklin's Crossing is a good example. 
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who leave the reservation on a huntkig trip and ambush the Vkginian and Balaam 

(198), but they do not kill anyone and they are quickly captured. Most of the Indians 

ki the novel are shown to have reached that degree of civilization the whkes had 

hoped to force upon them. Those who are stranded wkh the other travelers on the 

train outside Rawhide are portrayed as dignified chiefs who wear "thek show war 

bonnets and blankets" (123). Thek observance of the Vkgkiian and subsequent 

approval of his abilkies suggest a nobilky equal to Judge Henry and his guests. 

Cukural issues ki the Westem novel can mclude conflicts between other 

groups, such as Americans and Mexicans. The battle between Mexico and Texas has 

been a popular subject in Ikerature skice the mid-1800s, and many recent works are 

reviving interest ki Mexico's impact on the Westward movement and Mexican 

writers' contributions to the Westem. Although he did not kiclude any conflicts 

involving Mexicans in The Virginian, Wister considered the Westem hero's threats 

from south of the border just as significant as those within the boundaries of the 

United States: 

Those were the days in which he was long ki advance of settlers, and 
when he Hterally fought his right of way. Along the waste hundreds of 
miles that he had to joumey, three sorts of kiveterate enemies infested 
the road— t̂he cattle and the horse thief who were as darkig as himself; 
the supplanted Mexican, who hated the new encroaching Northem 
race; and the Indian, whose band was agamst aU races but his own 
immediate tribe... ("Evolution" 50) 

In many ways, however, the Vkgmian himself is representative of the Mexican 

cukural influence along the westem frontier. Wister says his Anglo-Saxon hero took 

everythkig from the Mexican, "kicludmg his name, Vaquero, which he translated mto 
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Cow-boy. He took his saddle, his bridle, his spurs, his rope, his methods of branding 

and herdmg—kideed, most of his customs and accoutrements—and wkh them he 

went riotkig over the hills" ("Evolution" 42). He continues by giving even more 

credk to the Vaquero, statkig, "Let k be remembered that the Mexican was the 

original cow-boy, that the American unproved on him" (50). Because of the location 

of the Johnson County War, there was little opporhmky for Wister to include any 

kiteraction wkh Mexicans ki The Virginian, but he undoubtedly appreciated the 

influence of Mexico's cukure on the Westem genre. 

Many cukural conflicts in Westerns are among Americans, depictkig the 

differences between the cowboys out west and the Eastemers who arrive after them. 

While this disparky of characters is now quke commonly recognized ki the genre, the 

cowboy was not always the representative of the Westem hero. Accordkig to Henry 

Nash Smith, the heroic figure of the American West began wkh farmers, ordkiary 

workers who toUed away at the land ki unappealing condkions and yet somehow 

achieved a glorified status: 

The Westem yeoman had to work as hard as a common laborer or a 
European peasant, and at the same tasks. Despke the settled belief of 
Americans to the contrary, his economic status was not necessarily 
higher. But he was a different creature akogether because he had 
become the hero of a myth, of the myth of mid-nineteenth-century 
America.. .The Westem yeoman had become a symbol which could be 
made to bear an ahnost unlimked charge of meaning. (135) 

However, the farmer was never able to become an acceptable Hterary heroic figure. 

Smith acknowledges that farmers, like other characters such as the woodsman, are of 

a lower class than most heroes (211), yet this is not what prevents him from achievkig 
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the same legendary status of the cowboy. "These early efforts to deal with the 

agricukural West in Ikerature prove that the frontier farmer could not be made mto an 

acceptable hero. His sedentary and laborious calling stripped him of the exotic 

glamour that could be exploked ki hunters and scouts of the Wild West" (Smith 215). 

The cowboy. Smith says, was much more suked for the role of the hero in Westems; 

readers were akeady familiar wkh the cowboy's Mexican ancestors, and he 

eventually became the domkiant heroic figure of literature of the West (109). It was 

easier for writers to exaggerate the life of the cowboy, whose unique clothkig and 

nomadic lifestyle provided more material wkh which to create a legendary hero. 

When the farmer failed to achieve that status, he became a Hterary rival to the heroic 

figure of the Westera. 

The sedentary figure of the farmer is ahnost as hated as the Westem hero's 

other nemesis, the "greenhora" or "tenderfoot." This is the Easteraer who comes to 

the West for entertamment or holiday, brkiging wkh him mles of civilky he tries to 

impose upon the wilderness envkonment he only temporarily expects to mhabk. 

These characters are often shown as troublesome, forever needing to be saved by the 

cowboy hero after bungling thek way into a dangerous skuation. At time, they are 

separated from the regular cast of innocents who live out West. Greenhorns are 

outsiders who know nothing of the customs or even basic survival skills required for 

life on the frontier. Wister makes the difference between the cowboy and the 

greenhorn a main focus of The Virginian. The Narrator states, "I was not called by 

my name after the fkst feeble etiquette due to a stranger ki his fkst few hours had 
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died away. I was known sknply as 'the tenderfoot.' I was introduced to the 

neighborhood (a ckcle of eighty miles) as 'the tenderfoot'" (42). This label lasts 

throughout much of the novel. "And remembering my Eastem helplessness ki the 

year when we had met first, I enjoyed thkiking how I had come to be trusted. In those 

days I had not been allowed to go from the ranch for so much as an afternoon's ride 

unless tied to hkn by a strkig, so to speak; now I was crossing unmapped spaces wkh 

no guidance. The man who could do this was scarce any longer a 'tenderfoot'" (236). 

While the Narrator begkis to feel more a part of the Wyommg communky, he will 

probably always be viewed as different from those who came before him. 

Wister makes passkig references to polkical and other ethnic issues that show 

the vast differences wkhin what the Narrator calls "the American cHmate," statkig, "It 

has made successflil polkicians of the Irish" (130). Wkh the exception of MoUy, who 

has her own early misadventures when she arrives ki Wyommg, those from the East 

are represented in a negative way. The cowboys take an knmediate dislikkig to the 

"wretched dmmmer" (24) and his fellow peddlers, the Jews. The same distaste is 

shown for the Ogdens, Dr. MacBride, and any of the other characters that make the 

mistake of venturing west. Ironically, all of the characters had recently made similar 

journeys, but they apparently feel a certain superiority for having arrived fkst. 

Wkh these differences in peoples, whether k be thek ethnic origki or polkical or 

geographic backgrounds, there will certainly follow variations in thek customs, such 

as how they dress, how they speak, what they eat, and how they go about thek daily 

activkies. These customs illustrate the differences among people of the same nation. 
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makkig up what Tumer called the "composke nationalky." Some of these customs 

derive out of necessky; much of the real-life cowboy's unusual clothkig was designed 

for protection, either from the elements or from the cattle he herded. 

Frontier language is also indicative of mixing cukures. Many words now 

common to Americans are adaptations of Spanish or combinations of English and any 

of the various other languages spoken by the diverse groups who settled the American 

West. Wister says that many words, includkig chaparajos, lobo, arroyo, riata, and 

cuerta were borrowed from Mexicans, while many other words came from French 

and Indian words ("Evolution" 47-48). Each cultural group also brought ks own 

foods and other customs, kicludkig unique methods of celebration. For those who 

lived on the frontier, these kidividual customs might kikially seem foreign, but they 

each group generally adapted to the others, kicorporating some of them mto thek own 

lives. For the Eastemer, however, these new languages and customs only tended to 

remforce the myths of the uncivilized savages who Hved ki the wilderness of the 

American West. 

Wister combkies all of these cultural differences to confrast East and West. 

MoUy shocks her aunt when she shows her a picture of the Vkgkiian ki his work 

clothes. "Her aunt's penetration had ki a way mesmerized the gkl; she rose 

obediently and sought that picture of the Vkgmian. It was fiiU length, displaykig him 

m aU his cow-boy trappkigs,—the leathem chaps, the bek and pistol, and ki his hand 

a coil of rope" (162). His outfit contakied rudknentary tools necessary for the work 

of a cowboy, but the aunt is appalled. She assumes the Vkgkiian is a bloodthksty 
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killer, and she mkiates the rumor that Molly is going to marry an unsavory character. 

"Somebody said to Andrew Bell that they heard Miss Molly Wood was engaged to 

marry a rustler" (163). Agaki, the language disparkies lead to conflict. 

Wister addresses the confusion Molly's friends and relatives experience 

regardmg the word "rustler." "The word ran a sort of progress in the cattle country, 

gatherkig many meanmgs as k went. It gathered more, however, ki Bennkigton. In a 

very few days, gossip had k that Molly was engaged to a gambler, a gold mkier, an 

escaped stage robber, and a Mexican bandk; while Mrs. Flynt feared she had married 

a Mormon" (164). Wister says ki "The Evolution of the Cow-Puncher" that many 

words demonstrated the difficuky of language dissimilarkies on the frontier. He also 

notes that the evolution of language is a natural process. "As wkh his get-up, so k 

went with his vocabulary; for any manner of Hfe with a mle and flavor of ks own 

strong enough to put a new kind of dress on a man's body will put new speech in his 

mouth, and an idiom derived from the exigencies of his days and nights was soon 

spoken by the cow-pimcher" (47). These dialectic differences are envkonmental, and 

Molly's relatives fail to realize that they too may seem to speak differently than other 

people; as wkh anything, k is merely a matter of perspective. 

From his fkst day m the West, the Narrator knows he is surrounded by people 

speakkig a unique language. After he marvels at Steve's use of profanky towards the 

Vkgkiian, he reahzes, "Clearly this wild country spoke a language other than mkie— 

the word here was a term of endearment. Such was my conclusion" (16). His 

confiision grows when the Vkgkiian threatens to kill Trampas for uskig the very same 
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profane term shortly afterward. Sknilarly, he notes that many words have various 

meanings not usually associated wkh them. "Proposkion ki the West does, ki fact, 

mean whatever you at the moment please,—an offer to sell you a mine, a cloudburst, 

a glass of whiskey, a steamboat" (134). These variations in speech are not confmed 

to the western frontier, but as with other differences in clothing and other customs, 

wrkers made the most of thek mythical distkictiveness. 

The idea that bigger is better is not confined to the state of Texas, as k appears 

that all of the festivities ki The Virginian are colossal affaks. The celebration in 

Medickie Bow involves the entke town, only excluding one woman who was too sick 

to attend (25). The Swinton barbeque brings people from hundreds of miles away 

and eventually lasts for two days (64). Colonel Cyms Jones's eating palace ki Omaha 

(92) is unlike anything that remains today, and k was ahnost certakily unlike anything 

that existed ki the civilized East of the nineteenth century. Yet, Hfe on the frontier 

was one that demanded such places, for the people gokig west were unable to find 

many of the foods and accommodations they took for granted in the East. The 

Narrator imderstands the good fortune he has to be a guest of Judge Henry rather than 

any of the other ranchers m the area: 

Judge Henry's ranch was notable for several luxuries. He had milk, 
for example. In those days his brother ranchmen had thousands of 
cattle very often, but not a drop of miUc, save the condensed variety. 
Therefore they had no butter. The Judge had plenty. Next rarest to 
butter and miUc ki the cattle country were eggs. But my host had 
chickens. (40) 

Most people on the frontier settled for the basics, however, and places like the 

Colonel's eatkig palace served purposes other than just providkig sustenance. "You 
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should have seen the palace and sat there. In front of you passed rainbows of men,— 

Chinese, Indian chiefs, Africans, General Miles, younger sons, Austrian nobilky, 

wide females ki pink. Our contkient drained prismatically through Omaha once" 

(92). Wkh only a few choices of routes headed west, such places were required to 

feed the thousands of travelers. Agaki, out of necessky, cukures blended to create the 

composke culture that eventually seeped mto every part of American life. 

Society 

Aside from the physical terraki of the Westem's settkig, there is a substantial 

difference between the wildemess state of the frontier and the civilization of the East. 

James K. Folsom claims that the frontier can be viewed as ekher the "Garden of the 

Lord" or the "Great American Desert" (60), dependkig on whether the author's view 

is in favor of civilization or agamst k. As noted earher, he views the frontiersman's 

reaction to the wild and the development of the wildemess through various stages of 

civilization as two separate themes. They are, however, only different ways of 

addressing the same theme: how the advance of civilization into the natural setting of 

the American West—or into any wilderness setting—must be somewhat destmctive. 

This process is actually the catalyst for the conflict between man and nature, as well 

as between diverse cultures. 

This subject of civUization replacing the wilderness is played out ki a variety 

of ways ki the Westem. Fkst, the lack of laws along the frontier distkiguishes k from 

the civUized East. The estabHshed social order of the East seems to elevate the 
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kidustrialized urban areas above the primkive wilderness in the West. Addkionally, 

increaskig modernization through introduction of laws and social standards destroys 

nature, and therefore, our national herkage. This idea that the settlement of the land 

caused civilization, which ki tum destroyed the beauty of the frontier is what James 

K. Folsom refers to as "the specific irony of human endeavor" (67). Each of these 

aspects of the civilization process brkigs wkh k consequences that help defme the 

frontier as a place in transkion, for good or bad. 

The most common physical location for this transkion to occur is a remote 

frontier town in the historical American West. Quke often the town is ki an early 

stage of civilization wkh Iktle of the amenities of modern life. Perhaps the most 

important aspect of the frontier settkig is depicting the conflicts caused by the 

transition of the wUdemess into a social setting; the characters are creating a new way 

of life in a natural wildemess, yet they are still in touch with where thek idea of 

civilization came from. Daryl Jones states, "Most importantly, though still ki the 

early stages of settlement, the town possesses such features as a newspaper, elections, 

and an established class stmcture; hence the town is sukable as a microcosm through 

which to criticize social kistkutions and to explore the pressing conflicts of a more 

advanced, urban culture" (126). The conflict in aU Westems comes from the 

kitroduction of these instkutions mto a land populated by extremely diverse cukures. 

One of the most difficult—and dangerous^—kistitutions to kitroduce was 

formalized law. The American West was a lawless land, where people from all social 

levels tried to make thek way and achieve success. Many were outlaws, ki one sense 
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of the word or another. Henry Nash Smkh claims that civilization in early America 

was determkied by agricukure, and the kiitial inabilky to cukivate the land of the 

American West is what led to the general lawlessness of the area. "Akhough regions 

too dry for farmkig could be kihabked by migratory tribesmen foUowkig thek flocks 

and herds, such peoples were considered uncivilized. They could not be kitegrated 

with American society and were therefore perpetual outlaws" (176). Many of the 

people Smith refers to came from the kidustrialized East; movkig from the confines 

of an urban envkonment to a sparsely populated wildemess wkhout the skills 

necessary to begki new lives as farmers could only complicate matters for these 

transplanted city-dweUers. With the absence of law enforcement typical in the East, 

turning to crime would surely have been more than simply tempting. It probably 

would have been desperately essential for survival. 

In his essay "Concernkig 'Bad Men'" Owen Wister asked, "For what is the 

frontier but a modem moment of an earlier universal epoch?—the way we aU lived 

before each man had handed over his right of personal vengeance to the law, ki 

exchange for legal protection?" (87). There is an knportant distinction between 

formal law and the law of the land. "One aspect of the conflict is of course the 

question of a primitive free access to the bounty of nature—^whether ki the form of 

game or of land—versus kidividual appropriation and the whole notion of inviolable 

property rights" (Smith 62). Offerkig free land to people who could not profit from k 

ki an unfamiliar and sometimes dangerous place was practically an kivkation for 
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disaster. Many of the settlers seekkig the Promised Land ki the West were at the 

same tkne fleekig thek criminal pasts in the East. 

Richard Slotkin relates the lack of laws in an area suddenly populated by 

would-be crknmals to one knportant part of the Westem hero's character: 

Vigilantism has been used to describe a number of local movements 
occurrmg at various tknes that have ki common the use of extralegal 
force by an organization of ckizens to suppress "criminal" threats to 
the civil peace of prosperity of a community. Akhough some of these 
movements invoked British, Scottish, or Teutonic precedents, the 
vigilante phenomenon seems to be peculiar to "settler-states": polkical 
communities established on the periphery of a colonizing "metropolis" 
ki which the forms and powers of government are kikially tenuous. 
(173) 

In some areas of the American West, however, there were no forms or powers of 

government. It was not uncommon ki these places to have law enforcement officials 

who were themselves former (or practicmg) crknmals. 

Many wrkers saw these real-life problems of kieffectual or occasionally non

existent forms of law through an eastem pokit of view. The estabHshed judicial 

system of the East was representative of ks perceived civilized state, and therefore 

that level of civilization made the East superior to the West. Smith suggests that 

many wrkers were beholden to social theories that placed the West below the East 

because of recognized standards of living established through class and wealth (229). 

The abundance of lower-class settlers who were seemingly easily led to crime added 

to the myths of the West's lawlessness, and wrkers capkalized on the exaggeration of 

these social theories Smith discusses. 
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The lack of civilized law is not all that distinguishes the East from the West. 

Females tradkionally signify a higher level of civilization, and there were historically 

far fewer women than men on the frontier. Frederic Svoboda claims that the Westem 

hero's conflict wkh women is caused by his efforts to distance himself from society.^^ 

He states that "a complete, poskive, and contkiukig sexual relationship often seems 

viewed as a weakness..." (566), and he goes on to suggest that this would threaten the 

hero's "cherished kidependence of moral action by substkutkig responsibilky to a 

person for responsibilky to an ideal" (566). In her kiterpretation of a passage from 

Louis L'Amour's Silver Canyon, Jane Tompkins goes so far as to suggest a pseudo-

sexual relationship between the Westem hero and the land: 

In the fakhfuUy and mkiutely recorded passage of the hero's body over 
the body of the land, in his constant kiteraction wkh k, mental and 
physical, the hero plays out his social relationships, answers his 
spkkual needs, and foreshadows his destiny. So much so that k is 
tempting to say the hero's relation to the land is a substkute relation. 
No sex ki the Westera? No women? No home? Get yourself to the 
Sweet Alice HUIs, or better yet the Grand Tetons (French for "big 
breasts"), and find rehef (82) 

While the assertion that the land is a substkute for sex seems a bk kicredible, there is 

little question that women often represent civilization in the Western, as in other types 

of literature. It is unnatural for people to remam isolated from one another, especially 

men and women. Therefore, whUe the settlers pursued freedom in the wUderness of 

the American West, the civilization they had known ki the East was never far behkid. 

The very purpose of man's entering the wUderness could not have been to 

leave k completely unakered. Early Americans sought land for new crops, and later 

*̂ Svoboda is again comparing detectives to classic Westem heroes (561). 
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settlers wanted a place where they could begin new lives. Akhough they may have 

reflected sorrowfully afterwards at how they had destroyed part of a paradise, very 

few went mto the wilderness of only harmoniously communing in isolation. Henry 

Nash Smith notes that the attempt to settle the frontier so that k could be cukivated is 

what led to the development of the raikoad and consequently large urban areas that 

could process and distribute the fruks of the farmers' labors (155). Agaki, this is 

what Folsom refers to as "the konies of history" (44). The wilderness cannot remam 

undisturbed by man once he has entered k. This leads to controversial arguments for 

or agamst "progress;" these arguments are yet unresolved, and will probably stay that 

way. 

Accordkig to Daryl Jones, around the tum of the last century there were two 

schools of thought concemkig nature. One "origkiated ki the ancient notion of an 

apocalyptical land of happkiess and plenty which was presumed to lie in the region of 

the settkig sun," and the other "constituted a persuasive rationale for the preservation 

of Nature in its unimproved state" (17-18). Like Folsom, Jones says there was a price 

to be paid for settling the frontier and industrializing the wilderness, a theme which 

James Fenimore Cooper addressed ki his Leatherstocking Tales. "Inasmuch as the 

frontier was always moving westward across the contkient and forward kito the 

future, the frontier setting afforded Cooper a means of explorkig the social and moral 

ramifications of the historical process" (23). Folsom says that unlUce Europeans, 

Americans are tora between wanting to retain the wilderness as k exists naturally and 

wanting to civilize k ki order to knprove upon k somehow (62-63). Jeffrey 
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Wallmann says this is because Europeans' idea of a frontier is fixed while ours is not 

(20). The United States, to become a world power and fiilfill ks dream of Manifest 

Destmy, had to contkiue westward. Right or wrong, the frontier had to be settled, and 

the wildemess had to be industrialized. As will be shown in the next chapter, 

America's national kiterest in civilizing frontiers did not end wkh the settlement of 

the West. 

The process of civilizkig the wildemess is a key topic ki The Virginian. The 

Narrator knmediately realizes the lack of formal laws ki the West, where most of the 

men are armed and a pistol can be displayed as a very convkickig deterrent against 

someflimg as kmocent as name-callkig durkig a card game (18). He does not fiiUy 

understand the concept of vigilantism discussed by Slotkin until later in the novel, 

though. The most dramatic example of this is when the Vkgmian has to hang his 

friend Steve. The Narrator, still very much an Eastemer, cannot take any part ki the 

act, even though he understands ks necessky. "How could I teU them that I shrunk 

from any contact with what they were doing, akhough I knew that only so could 

justice be deak ki this country?" (240). This type of justice may seem violent, but 

those who lived on the frontier understood the customs and generally accepted the 

consequences of thek actions with some nobilky, as the Vkginian believes Steve had 

(258). UnlUce ki the East, the open range had no policemen or jails, and "ckizens" 

were forced to serve thek own justice. 

As he does wkh the necessky of vigilantism, Wister describes parts of the 

wildemess ki unappealing ways, but usually only because of the resuks of the 
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kivadkig civilization. The signs of "progress" are shown to be the kidicators of the 

immkient destmction of nature. The Narrator's description of Medicme Bow 

includes the litter that was a large part of growkig towns in the West. "We passed the 

ramparts of Medickie Bow,— t̂hick heaps and frkiges of tki cans, and shelvkig 

mounds of bottles cast out of the saloons" (31). Akhough he mcludes these negative 

elements, he kisists that there is a certam degree of purky to towns lUce Medickie 

Bow: 

Each was similar to the next, as one old five-spot of clubs resembles 
another. Houses, empty bottles, and garbage, they were forever of the 
same shapeless pattern. More forlorn they were than stale bones. 
They seemed to have been strewn there by the wkid and to be wakkig 
till the wkid should come again and blow them away. Yet serene 
above thek fouhiess swam a pure and quiet Ught, such as the East 
never sees; they might be bathing in the ak of creation's fkst moraing. 
Beneath sun and stars thek days and nights were immaculate and 
wonderfiil. (8) 

By the time Wister wrote The Virginian, the East had long been filled wkh over

crowded industrialized ckies. Towns in the West, he suggests, were stUl surrounded 

immediately by the beauty of nature. 

Through the Narrator, Wister comments on the lawlessness of the West and 

the corresponding basic moralky connected to life on the frontier. "Cky saloons rose 

kito my vision, and I kistantly preferred this Rocky Mountaki place. More of death k 

undoubtedly saw, but less of vice, than did ks New York equivalents. And death is a 

thkig much cleaner than vice" (20). Judge Henry argues a sknUar pokit when he tries 

to convkice Molly of the necessky of lynchmg horse thieves. He tells her that k is 

more barbarous to publicly bum Negroes ki the South than k is to privately hang 
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horse thieves ki the West (272). Molly eventually comes to accept the Judge's views, 

as well as those of the Vkginian. Hence, the reader eventually accepts the West's 

idea of civilization. 

MoUy (a woman) does represent the East (civilization). Wister provides 

extensive details of her Ikieage, indicatkig that she has ties to prominent early 

Americans, and she could have belonged to the most prestigious social groups ki the 

East (56). Her joumey west kito the frontier takes her from the civilization of 

Vermont kito "the unknown... through some of the primkive perils of the world" 

(62). Molly's move to Wyoming is more representative of civilization's invasion mto 

the wUdemess than the Narrator's visks to the ranch, which are temporary. Through 

Molly, Wister makes the transkion complete, akhough k is not knmediately so. 

MoUy inkially enjoys her time out west, emd she does weU to learn the ways new to 

her without feelkig too much homesickness. Until, of course, the Ogdens visk the 

ranch and renew her interest ki the East. "And Molly, whose Eastem song had been 

silent ki this strange land, began to chkp k agaki durkig the visk that she made at the 

Sunk Creek Ranch" (158). 

For a while after this encounter wkh fellow Eastemers, she even succumbs to 

the predetermkied views regardmg class and social worth, and she decides to leave 

the Vkgmian and retum to Bennkigton. "No great-avmt at Dunbarton, or anybody 

else that knew her and her family, should ever say that she had married below her 

station, had been an unworthy Stark!" (200). This decision is kitermpted by the 

Vkgmian's ambush by Indians, and she changes her mkid while nurskig hkn. In the 
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end, the West proves to be the better place for her, as her family abandons her, and 

she chooses to get married in Wyoming (276). Molly makes a sharp distkiction 

between the two places, and geography is not a factor. The real difference is the 

untakited naturalness of the wildemess and ks inhabkants. The frontier takes on an 

ahnost extra-terrestrial qualky. "It was this open sky which should shine down on 

them, and this frontier soil upon which thek feet should tread. The world should take 

ks tum second" (276). Molly's realization that the West was still uncormpted by the 

social prejudices of "civilization" proves ks superiority to the East. 

Akhough civilization will kievkably destroy k, much of the West was still 

pure ki The Virginian. The Narrator refers ki several passages to his retumkig to a 

more natural way of life while ki Wyommg. On his solo joumey to meet the 

Vkgkiian he feels comfortable by himself ki the wilderness. "I wanted no speech 

wkh any one, nor to be near human beings at all. I was steeped ki a revery as of the 

primal earth; even thoughts themselves had ahnost ceased motion. To He down wkh 

wild anknals, wkh elk and deer, would have made my wakkig dream complete..." 

(235). After connectkig with nature ki this way, he feels as if his place ki the 

civilized world were now unnatural. "And to leave behind aU noise and mechanisms, 

and set out at ease, slowly, wkh one packhorse, into the wUderness, made me feel that 

the ancient earth was indeed my mother and that I had found her again after being lost 

among houses, customs, and restraints" (236). Through the Narrator, Wister clearly 

makes the argument against "progress." 
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The Vkgmian, obviously much more ki tune wkh nature from the begmnkig, 

also at tknes experiences an unparalleled pleasure from his contact wkh the vkgin 

wilderness. During thek honeymoon on the island, he tells Molly, "Often when I 

have camped here, k has made me want to become the ground, become the water, 

become the trees, mix with the whole thkig. Not know myself from k. Never unmix 

agaki" (310).̂ "̂  Unfortunately, the reader feels, he does not "mix wkh the whole 

thing." By the end of the novel he has become a man of enterprise, and he does not 

get to retum to thek secret island as often as he and MoUy planned (311). However, 

the reader fiiUy appreciates the knportance of the Vkginian's relationship wkh this 

natural frontier setting and his coming to terms wkh the civilization with which k 

blends. 

This relationship between man and nature is kitegral to the characters of the 

Westem. As akeady noted, this makes the Westem different from other types of 

Ikerature. American literature is very different from European Hterature ki regards to 

the wildemess and frontier; Europeans ask whether an kidividual fits ki better wkhin 

society or outside k, and we ask how we can change our surroundmgs to fit us 

(Folsom 63). This does not mean that all American Hterature focuses on a frontier 

setting. Nor does k mean that all works that feature a wilderness settkig approach 

man's relationship to k ki the same way as the Westem. This disparky between the 

Westem and other American Ikerature can be seen ki both of the examples used ki the 

^' During the honeymoon on the island, the Virginian introduces civilization to this most 
sacred natural setting. Molly, who symbolizes social order, provides the link to unite the wildemess of 
the island with the civilization of the East. 
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previous chapters, Stephen Crane's The Red Badge of Courage and Frank Norris's 

McTeague. The land is featured promkiently ki both of these works, but nekher 

wrker employs the wilderness setting in the same way k is used in the Westem. 

Crane's novel contains many of the same physical aspects of the natural 

wilderness setting foimd ki many Westems. The field of battle is primitive, pkting 

man against man and forckig the characters to rely upon thek base instkicts. Rather 

than bringing out the best in Henry, however, this retum to nature only kitensifies his 

fear and inabilky to defend himself or his fellow soldiers. Also, kistead of depictkig 

the land as part of the warfare. Crane leaves k hidden in the background, focuskig 

more on Henry's mner turmoU and his emotional conflicts. The battle is between 

people of essentially the same herkage, eind there is no kifusion of civilization into 

nature. If anything, the war seems to be causing a regression to a more primal state, 

but even this is an unappealing process. For Henry Fleming, the wildemess is a place 

to fear, not a place to commune with nature. 

Frank Norris presents an even more confiising relationship between man and 

nature m McTeague. At fkst, the cky seems to be the Promised Land for most of the 

characters, akhough k turns into an unmoral place and a source of conflict for all of 

them. Mac, who is kiitially content with what little he has ki his impoverished 

surroundkig, develops a taste for worldly things, leamkig to enjoy all the niceties that 

an urbanized world can provide, kicluding nice clothes, a larger apartment, and a gold 

tooth to hang outside his "dental parlors." It seems as though the cky and ks modem 

conveniences have sparked a different kkid of prknal urge ki him. He kUls Trkia for 
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her money and retums to the wilderness, presumably attemptkig to escape to a 

sknpler life whUe fleekig from the law. However, when Marcus fmally confronts hkn 

m the desert, k is the land that ukimately destroys him. Akhough Norris develops 

some of the cukural diversky of his characters and mcludes a frontier settkig that is 

apparently symbolic of nature, the civilization process is overpoweringly destmctive 

ki McTeague. For Mac, there is no distkiction between civilization and the 

wilderness. Once his is made aware of what he does not have, he cannot fmd 

happiness anywhere. 

In contrast to these works, the Westem kicorporates the aspects of the frontier 

and ks relation to civilization ki a generally poskive way. The Westem takes as ks 

settkig the frontier, but k does so in a way that stresses all parts of the frontier and 

what make k so important to our national identky. The distinctiveness of the land, 

the kiteraction between cultures, and the process of kitroduckig standards of 

civilization mto a natural settkig all go together to create the frontier settkig that 

Frederick Jackson Tumer clakned defines us as a nation of people. Historically, there 

was a closing of the physical frontier of the American West, as Wister alludes to ki 

The Virginian. However, there was not a corresponding end to the frontier in the 

Westera novel. Jeffrey Wallmann states, "The closing of the external frontier was 

coming to mean the opening of an inner frontier, of mner complexkies, and though 

plenty of action remained replete with saloon brawls and shoot-outs, the better writers 

strove to blend dramatic conflict wkh natural and psychological realism ki a more 

mature story Ikie" (138). The Western, as the West had kself, progressed. If k had 
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not, if k were only about the short period of time at the end of the nineteenth century 

when cowboys herded cattle on the open range, readers would unquestionably have 

grown tked of k long ago. Yet, they have not. 

The Westem is about much more than the settkig used for many early works. 

John R. Mikon argues that there are at least "two Wests, both of them real enough, 

but one consisting of popular symbols, legends, myths, and even fantasies and 

dreams, while the other exists fkst as an actual place and only secondarily (or in art) 

as metaphor" (42). He suggests an even simpler way to see the West ki three 

different ways, "the historical, the physical or geographical, and the mythical" (43). 

The myth of the Westem continues, even though the setting has moved beyond the 

confines of the geographical or historical West. What Mikon says began as a travel 

narrative, a Hterary form common to any young country (66), has become much more. 

Henry Nash Smith claims that the ideal of the West as a garden continued long after 

technology had forever akered the natural landscape: 

When the new economic and technological forces, especially the 
power of steam workkig through river boats and locomotives, had 
done thek work, the garden was no longer a garden. But the knage of 
an agricultural paradise ki the West, embodymg group memories of an 
earlier, a sknpler and, k was beheved, a happier state of society, long 
survived as a force in American thought and polkics. (124) 

Wrkers of early Westems captured the spkk of that tkne, and those who followed had 

to makitain that spkk, regardless of how the actual landscape has changed. Not only 

is the garden no more a garden, but also the people who once populated k have long 

been gone from the public eye. There are very few workkig cowboys anymore, yet 

thek stories are as popular as ever. 
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Mikon provides two reasons for the enduring popularky of the genre: first, the 

experience of settling a frontier was all that America had for nearly two hundred 

years; and, second, as a young country we needed escapism and a national hero, a role 

which the cowboy filled valiantly (34). At tknes, the Westera is escapism, as many 

critics seemingly accuse k of being. Westerns can be very entertaining, but they can 

also be historic, educational, and perhaps most knportantly, patriotic. They contkiue 

to define our national culture. They are a part of our national heritage, if for no other 

reason than that they chronicle a large part of our historic conquerkig of this land. 

C. L. Sonnichsen states: 

We Westerners, and in a sense all Americans, live in two countries— 
the real one and the more-or-Iess phony one that we get ki the movies, 
on television, and in the paperback novels. There is a wide gray area 
between the two extremes, of course—we can admit that. What seems 
hard for us to admit is that we are quke comfortable ki our two Wests, 
kihabkkig them simultaneously wkhout even reaHzkig k, and unaware 
that we need both for our national heakh and well-bemg. (9) 

As MUton knplies, Sonnichsen says that we are a young country, and we need to 

kivent our own past (16-18). Westem wrkers contkiue to weave this story kito thek 

fiction. 

While Sonnichsen acknowledges how knportant the Westera is to American 

cukure—and the significance the frontier plays m the genre kself—he does what so 

many crkics do when attemptkig to define the settkig, statkig, "They are all Westera 

novels because they are set ki the West and could not, ki most cases, have happened 

anywhere else" (8). This simply cannot be tme. While the West is the frontier, the 

frontier is not, ukknately the West. Frederick Jackson Tumer used the settlement of 
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the West as the basis for Americans' need to conquer and tame a frontier, but he 

implies that this mindset is not restricted to one area. "Movement has been ks 

domkiant fact, and, unless this training has no effect upon a people, the American 

energy will contkiually demand a wider field for ks exercise" (37). After the closkig 

of the original frontier—^the geographic wildemess of the American West, from ks 

begmnmgs ki upstate New York to the vast plakis of Texas or Wyommg— t̂he 

Westera's frontier had to be adapted to allow the genre to continue to exist. 

John G. Caweki acknowledges that for the Westera's settkig, as wkh 

anything, there was an origin from which evolution occurred: 

The Western, with ks historical settkig, ks thematic emphasis on the 
estabhshment of law and order, and ks resolution of the conflict 
between civilization and savagery on the frontier, is a kind of 
foundation rkual. It presents for our renewed contemplation that epic 
moment when the frontier passed from the old way of Hfe into social 
and cultvu-al forms dkectly connected with the present. (73) 

This assessment of the genre's frontier setting certainly agrees wkh how k has been 

defined here: an area of development between the wilderness and civilization, where 

people of diverse cultures kiteract wkh the natural envkonment and each other. 

Many contemporary Westerns stUI use the "tradkional" settkig of the American 

West's frontier, complete with cowboys, Indians, Mexican bandks, and Eastem 

greenhorns. Other writers, however, have discovered the wider fields for exercise 

that Tumer said would be demanded. The next chapter examkies how the Westem 

has come to accept any frontier as ks settkig, allowkig the genre to contkiue to 

express the same adventurous American spkk in new ways. For in order to survive, 

the genre has always depended on ks final essential element, the theme of change. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE THEME OF CHANGE 

The civilization process that occurs on the frontier setting of the Western leads 

dkectly to the genre's last essential element: the theme of change. Akhough the 

familiar recurring images of the westem landscape tend to suggest that the genre is 

static and even monotonous with its predictable settings and plots, the Westem is 

ukimately concemed with change. Frederick Jackson Turaer's original definkion of 

the frontier states only that k is "the meeting point between savagery and civilization" 

(3). This evolutionary condkion of civilization replacing the wilderness, shown in the 

last chapter to be at least one part of the entke definition of the frontier in the Hterary 

American West, indicates that the West is forever in a transkory state, for k is not 

possible for two contrary states of social order to coexist in close proximky wkhout 

one affecting the other. James K. Folsom states, "Though many authors do not 

choose to emphasize the way in which tknes change in the world of Westem fiction, 

this theme is never far beneath the surface" (137). Change occurs not only in the 

frontier setting when civilization transforms the wilderness, but also wkhin the 

characters themselves, particularly within the Westem hero. Critics may argue that 

the Westem is a stagnant genre, consisting solely of repetkive plots and stock 

characters, but the ever-present theme of change proves otherwise. 

Elmer Kekon, one of the most prolific v«-kers of Westems, agrees. According 

to Kekon, "If there is a single thread which has mn through most of my novels...k is 
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probably the theme of change, and the way people meet or resist that change. Many 

beginning fiction wrkers have asked me how to find a legitimate background for a 

novel. I tell them to look for periods of drastic change, when an old order is being 

challenged by the new" (qtd. in Lewis). Westem characters may possess easily 

identifiable traks (as described in the second chapter), but they continually face new 

challenges within some kind of frontier setting. These challenges inevkably focus on 

the changes that occur on that frontier. 

In The Six-Gun Mystique, John G. Caweki examines the difficuky of 

identifying any specific theme in the Westem. "First, the concept of theme is 

extremely vague, for any element of a work can serve as a theme. In the case of the 

Westem, critics have pointed out a remarkable variety of themes, ranging from the 

Oedipus conflict, through individualism, to such motifs as innocence, primkivism and 

racism" (5). Caweki continues in this passage by stating that many Westems focus 

on the theme of progress, be k good or bad, but he stops short of asserting that this 

theme can be referred to as the theme of change. He does this later, when he states, 

"Progress is a prevailing ideal of collective social development ki America and 

success has been a primary kidividual ideal. Both ideals emphasize change and 

improvement; they celebrate leaving behind the past and the status quo for a better, 

richer, happier fiiture" (74). Caweki also acknowledges that not all change is good: 

"However, though progress and success were central values, the experience of many 

Americans did not after all cokicide with them. For every self made man, there were 

at least two who never made the leap out of the lower or lower-middle classes, and 
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there was a thkd who experienced a progressive decline in weakh and status" (75). 

Through these observations Caweki makes two significant statements regarding the 

Westem as a genre. Fkst, he explains why the Westem is so important to American 

literature: it captures better than any other type of Ikerature the stmggle to achieve the 

American Dream. Second, this stmggle is represented through one of the Westem's 

principal themes: change. 

There are two primary ways that vmters address this theme in the Westem. 

The fkst way will be referred to herein as "urbanizational" change, where wrkers 

concentrate on the ways that kicreasing industrialization affects the agrarian or 

natural Hfestyle of the characters. The second way of addressing this theme will be 

referred to as "generational" change, where the conflicts between generations are 

depicted as the principal source of conflict. Akhough all Hterary forms develop in 

some ways over time, the Westem has experienced exceptional growth and 

development during ks brief lifespan, and wrkers' reactions to the genre's changes 

have undoubtedly affected thek treatments of the theme of change wkhm individual 

works. These two types of change will be examined in this chapter to clarify the 

significance of this theme to the Westem. Addkionally, the evolution of the genre 

kself will be analyzed in order to show how k too relates to the theme of change. 

The theme of "urbanizational" change in the Westem focuses on the lifestyle 

changes brought about by the civilization process and the conflicts associated with 

societal advancement. Daryl Jones claims that because Westem wrkers chose the 

ever-changing frontier as thek setting, they gained "a means of exploring the social 
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and moral ramifications of the historical process" (23). For many Westerns that 

utilize tradkional characters and the setting of the historic American West, this means 

illustrating how the life of the cowboy was displaced by industrialization. The 

cowboy's life of herding cattle on the open range was short-lived, made easier after 

only a few decades of existence by barbed wke, raikoads, and other technological 

advancements. This does not mean that such progress is necessarily good in the 

Westem. Rather, Westem wrkers generally depict industrialization as a bad thing, 

pining over the tragic closing of the frontier, portraying technology and civilization as 

embodknents of evil. Hence, the free and adventurous life of the Hterary cowboy is 

frequently depicted in overly romantic ways. 

In "The Snub-Nosed Mystique: Observations on the American Detective 

Hero," Frederic Svoboda parallels the Westem wkh the hard-boiled detective novel, 

noting that both expose serious imperfections in the American Dream. "The 

western," Svoboda claims, "presents a dream of civilization, of a coming of order to a 

disordered land" (568). This dream, as akeady explained by Caweki, can be 

misleading. Owen Wister records in some of his earliest joumal entries from his 

visits west that he is afraid of civilization mining the beauty of the wilderness; in an 

entry from 1891 he describes a natural bridge in Yellowstone National Park and 

remarks that he is glad it is still relatively unknown and inaccessible "for the average 

tourist" who would certainly min it (Owen Wister Out West 123). However, the past 

is not always what we make of k. In Reading the West: An Anthology of Dime 

Westerns, BUI Brown wrkes, "The commercial value of the West—for fiction and 
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film—resides in the movement between proclaimed absence and textual presence, in 

the nostalgic portrayal of an image and era marked as passing if not passed" (3). 

Readers of Westems are captivated by a time and events that are depicted as being 

much better than they probably ever were. Life on the historic American frontier was 

not nearly as romantic as the Hterature claimed k was. It was, in fact, generally 

dangerous, dull, and offered little opportunky for financial reward except to those 

who akeady had substantial weakh. Folsom contends that the Westem's depiction of 

characters that are always searchmg for something better creates an overall elegiac 

attitude, or the ubi sunt view of a world that no long exists, regardless of whether or 

not k really ever did (40-41). Westems provide readers wkh an idealistic view of the 

American Dream: hard work equals success, and Good defeats Evil. 

Westems teach us, through thek misrepresentations of the past, that change is 

destmctive, for the simpler life of the frontier that is displaced by civilization can 

never be restored once k is gone. Folsom says this characteristic of the Westem can 

be seen as far back as James Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking tales, in which 

Cooper "clearly understands that such a perspective implies that the Westem story 

must be elegiac in mood; if k is an epic, k is an elegiac epic" (40). Folsom claims 

that Cooper's view of progress was essentially negative. "Particular events, in 

Cooper's view, may tum out well, but the trend of history is tragic" (43). After 

examining the recurring treatments of the theme of change in fictional works, Folsom 

concludes that this negative view of progress is the standard for the Westem, stating, 

"Change is certain, but k does not represent progress; history records the frustration 
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of hope" (155). There are exceptions to this anti-progress stance wkhin the genre, 

akhough most Westems do frequently depict an initial resistance to change, focusing 

on the problems of replacing the old wkh the new. 

The reason for this resistance to change, however, remains to be adequately 

explained. Early wrkers like Owen Wister were arguably premature when reporting 

on the evils of civilization and the disappearing wildemess. In one of Wister's later 

essays, "Old Yellowstone Days," he recalls wknessing the beauty of natural geysers 

empting and imagines seeing modern manufacturing plants in thek place (156). This 

fear seems to remam unsubstantiated. Christkie Bold wrkes. "Around the end of the 

nineteenth century, the Westem wildemess was seen to be disappearing in the face of 

America's rapid industrialization. Wkh developments in immigration, urbanization, 

manufacturing, and transportation, the last large area of free land—the Great Plakis— 

seemed to be filling up with raikoads, barbed wke, farmers, and businessmen" (37). 

The key phrase here is "seemed to be." Akhough there is no longer the same amount 

of open rangeland in the American West, much of the frontier's beauty has been 

preserved in national parks to protect the natural and historical landmarks for all to 

enjoy in almost the same state that Wister and his contemporaries fkst experienced 

them. 

A combination of nature and civilization has always co-existed to some extent 

in America. In Wister's Preface to Red Men and White, he comments on the dualky 

of American culture and ks various stages of civilization. He states, "While portions 

of New York, Chicago, and San Francisco are of this nineteenth century, we have 
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many ancient periods surviving among us. What do you say, for example, to the 

Kentucky and Tennessee mountaineers, wkh thek vendettas of blood descending 

from father to son?" (56-57). This type of savagery among civilization is no less 

apparent in today's society, where rival inner-city gangs fight for terrkory and tum 

ckies into wild frontiers in thek own right. Many Westems simply chooses to 

highlight the period around the beginning of the twentieth century to preserve the last 

time our nation knew a completely wild frontier in need of conquering. 

Industrialization is not commonly viewed as having been detrimental to our 

nation's history. Technology was, in fact, what led America, a nation barely a 

century old, to quickly become a world power in agricukure, industry, business, and 

milkary power. The ensuing changes brought about by this industrialization affected 

all Americans, not just the limked number of cowboys working the cattle ranches out 

west. Henry Nash Smkh believes that mdu.strialization was the primary reason for 

many changes around the tum of the twentieth century: 

The greatest of the new forces was the technological revolution which 
set loose the power of steam—in boats on the westem waters, 
somewhat later in railways, and eventuaUy in factories. Steam power 
hastened the transkion from subsistence to commercial agriculture, 
caused the accumulation of capital m units of unprecedented size, 
transformed the older westem ckies, and created new ckies on a 
metropoHtan scale Hke Cleveland and Chicago. These changes spelled 
the end of the simple economy which in the first stages of settlement 
had corresponded at least approximately to the agrarian ideal. (156) 

In his Preface to Red Men and White, Owen Wister expresses his discouragement 

with the government and ks role in encouraging this level of capkalism. "Wkh such 

belief, or, rather, knowledge, k is sorrowfiil to see our fatal complacence, our as yet 
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undisciplined folly, in sending to our State Legislatures and to that general business 

office of ours at Washington a herd of mismanagers that seems each year to grow 

more kiefficient and contemptible, whether branded Republican or Democrat" (57-

58). However, k is unlikely that the changes caused by the American Industrial 

Revolution could have been controlled by any political party, and while the 

technological changes affected people from all walks of life, cowboys may have been 

the most adversely affected, as increasing industrialization practically eliminated the 

need for their jobs. Wrkers of Westems romanticized the lives of cowboys in their 

novels to sustain the myth of these early American heroes during this period of real— 

and dramatic—change in the United States. 

Jeffrey Wallmann provides another justification for why the cowboy was 

chosen as the representative literary Westem hero: 

The arrival of the cowboy hero coincided wkh the departure of the 
cowboy lifestyle. By the tura of the century the westward-expandmg 
frontier had drowned ki the Pacific Ocean, barbed-wke fenckig had 
come to enclose range, waterhole, and trail, and impersonal corporate 
ranch operations had squelched the cowboy's celebrated mix of 
mdependent spkk and loyaky to a spread, tumkig the cowboy into a 
drifting labor supply as vuhierable to dismissal as any factory worker. 
(90) 

Owen Wister seems to concur wdth this. He writes of the cowboy: "He went to town 

for a job; he got a poskion on the railroad; he set up a saloon; he married, and fenced 

m a little farm; and he tumed 'mstler,' and stole the cattle from the men for whom he 

had once worked. In these capackies you will find him to-day" ("Evolution" 52). 

Wister is, of course, commenting on the real-life cowboy, who no longer has the open 
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range to work and live on. The literary cowboy has adapted and continued to thrive, 

just as Wister's Virginian did. 

Wister demonstrates the Westem hero's ability to adapt to change throughout 

The Virginian, akhough in much of his non-fiction writing he predicts the worst for 

these early adventurers. In "Evolution of the Cow-Puncher," Owen Wister provides 

negative commentary on the change associated with the development of the American 

West and how k affected the early pioneers of the frontier. He writes: 

And what has become of them? Where is this latest outcroppkig of the 
Saxon gone? Except where he lingers in the mountakis of New 
Mexico he has been dispersed, as the elk, as the buffalo, as all wild 
animals must inevkably be dispersed. Three things swept him away— 
the exhausting of the vkgin pastures, the coming of the wke fence, and 
Mr. Armour of Chicago, * who set the price of beef to suk himself 
But all this may be summed up in the word Progress. (52) 

Wister implies that the men responsible for settling the frontier were destroyed by the 

progress which they made possible, claiming that they all had to move to town and 

take on less extraordinary occupations. "Such is the story of the cow-puncher, the 

American descendant of Saxon ancestors, who for thirty years flourished upon our 

part of the earth, and, because he was not compatible wkh Progress, is now departed, 

never to retum" (53). This is not entkely tme, especially in regards to the Hterary 

figure of the Westem hero. The closing of the frontier may have taken away his 

natural habkat, but k did not destroy him. It only forced him to adapt, one of his most 

vkal characteristics. This should have been especially apparent to Wister, who was 

*̂ Wister is speaking of Philip Armour, founder of Armour and Company. Armour was 
among the first to introduce mass production in meatpacking, a process that drastically reduced the 
cattlemen's profits. 
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the first to create a Westem hero who was compatible wkh Progress, who was able to 

adapt and change with the civilization he helped establish. 

In Selling the Wild West, Christine Bold states that early writers like Wister 

and Frederic Remington both expressed in thek early fiction (and in Remington's art) 

the need for someone to record the American West before k became altered by 

modernization. Bold says that both men attempted "to record, and thus preserve, the 

frontier in art" (38). As previously noted, Wister repeatedly called for a chronicler 

who could capture the beauty and purky of the West ("Evolution" 50-51), and he 

eventually became that chronicler himself In his Introduction to Ov^'en Wister's 

West, Robert Murray Davis evaluates the overall value of Wister's wrkings of his 

westem adventures, stating, "He thought he was merely recording, and he does sketch 

quite vividly a world that was vanishing even as he watched. Of course, he was 

kiterpreting as well, and as that world slipped away he tried to understand what had 

happened ki k and to k" (13). This came through in not only Wister's works, but in 

many of those who followed. Wister set the standard for commentary wkhin the 

Westem, and now the genre commonly not only describes what happens in America, 

but k comments on those happenings. 

Wister addresses the theme of change throughout The Virginian. The ending 

of the novel is actually one of the few instances ki early Westems where we see the 

cowboy hero involved in steady work. More common is the character that drifts from 

one job to the next (or one who has a steady occupation, but does not maintain 

consistent employment), but always somehow seems to have enough money to get by. 
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John G. Caweki summarizes "the formula requkes that the hero somehow possess the 

necessary fiinds to maintain himself in horses, food, ammunkion and elegant 

costumes, though k is rarely clear just where or how he gets this money" (64). 

Folsom shows how the Vkgmian is different because of his transformation from a 

young cowboy mto a man of substantial weakh and power: 

.. .the cowboy hero does not exist entkely in a tuneless world of moral 
allegory. The world is constantly changkig around him. The 
Vkgkiian successfully changes with his world, marrying and settlkig 
down on land which he had foreseen would be of future value; the 
irrepressible practical joker and knplacable dispenser of frontier justice 
understands the way the country will develop and lays claim to 
presently worthless land from which, once the raikoad reaches 
Wyoming, he mines and sells coal. (137) 

We know in which enterprises the Vkginian is involved, but that is frequently not the 

case ki Westems. The downfall of many characters in Westems—especially the 

villakis—is their inabilky to foresee that change is necessary and be able to adapt to 

their surroundings as they develop. 

Many Westem wrkers reject the ending of The Virginian, possibly because the 

Vkginian changes so dramatically. Christine Bold ekes the passage in which he 

experiences a cmcial rite of passage as evidence of his maturation (42). This growth 

is integral to his character. His abilky to understand and adapt to change is very 

closely related to his insight. He analyzes the situations he is presented, and he 

moralizes them. This prank is the last time we see the Vkginian act so irresponsibly. 

It marks the turaing point in his maturation as a character, and as a man in a world 

that is changing around him. Judge Henry sees this qualky in the Virginian, first 

making him acting ranch foreman, and later promoting him to the job of foreman. "It 
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meant everythkig to him: recognkion, higher station, better fortune, a separate house 

of his own, and—perhaps—one step nearer to the woman he wanted" (145). By the 

end of the novel. Judge Henry and the Vkginian are partners, largely because of the 

Vkgmian's talent for adaptkig to the challenges of an ever-changkig young country. 

Judge Henry acknowledges the Vkgkiian's skills and capkalizes on them, securmg 

both of their fiitures. 

The Narrator also sees these qualkies in the Vkginian; he mstinctively 

separates the Vkgmian from aU the other cowboys m Medickie Bow the fu-st tkne 

they meet. In fact, the Vkginian's insight is recognized by all of the characters that 

command respect themselves. MoUy's great aunt kiitially tests the Vkginian's 

character, askkig if all men out West are "Cattle Kkigs," to which the Vkgkiian 

repHes, "That's having ks day, ma'am, right now. And we are getting ready for the 

change—some of us are" (315). In contrast, Trampas sees no fiirther than the 

unmediate present, tumkig to crime kistead of planning for the future. Judge Henry 

tmsts the Vkgkiian to handle the skuation wkh Trampas, just as he tmsts him to 

prepare for any other fliture problems they might encoimter. "I knew, once his 

decision taken of appokitkig the Vkgmian his lieutenant for good and all, that like a 

wise commander-ki-chief, he would tmst his lieutenant to take care of his own 

buskiess" (146). The Vkgmian is a man of vision, a member of the next generation 

of Judge Henry's. 

It is kideed for future generations that Westems repeatedly illustrate the 

popular, nostalgic representation of life m the American West. John R. Mikon states. 
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"However, if we consider memory of the past to be spkkual as k conquers historical 

tkne, we then thkik not of a conservkig memory, not of nostalgia, but of a creatively 

transfiguring memory, not static but dynamic, its purpose to keep what is alive for 

future generations" (56). The problem, though, is that not all generations want the 

same thkigs ki life. John Mellencamp, a popular songwrker of the late twentieth 

century, claims, "There is nothmg more sad or glorious than generations changkig 

hands" (Mellencamp). This is certakily tme ki the Westem, where kicreaskig 

civilization and technological advancements contmually threatened to replace existkig 

ways of life, which many descendants were eager to leave behind. 

Wkh the advent of the American Industrial Revolution, yoimg people chose 

not to carry on the family businesses ki the same ways, especially when those ways 

mvolved the difficulties of ranch life on the westem frontier. Successive generations 

have increasingly been less interested in thek ancestry or taking over the family ranch 

or ferm. Jeffrey Wallmarm states that increasing modernization after the tum of the 

twentieth century made k difficuk to hold onto the old ways of life and, "In a word, 

contemporary society had lost a sense of history" (165). Other factors that cannot be 

so easily traced through historical records of technological advancements are also 

examples of the generations' conflicts caused by change. In the West particularly, 

younger generations want to move kito the cky, away from the hard work and 

isolation of country life. Some reasons for this may be practical, as changes ki 

technology and economics cause them to seek work m other careers. Other 
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differences of opinion between generations may have no reasoning at all, other than 

that many young people have an kmate deske to be independent. 

These generational differences are especially relevant in the Western. Many 

early pioneers were estranged from thek herkage durmg the westward movement. 

The common, nomadic cowboys who ventured west durkig the 1800s often did not 

marry, and they produced no legal heks. Wister suggests that the cowboys of the 

American West were m many ways a more distinctive breed than any of thek Anglo-

Saxon ancestors, mostly because of thek isolation on the frontier. "These wild men 

sprang from the lokis of no sknilar fathers and few begot sons to contkiue thek 

hardihood. War they made ki plenty, but not love; for the woman they saw was not 

the woman a man can take kito his heart" ("Evolution" 50). Always one quick to 

fauk the government for any or aU of America's problems, Wister even implicates our 

nation's leaders for thek role in the deterioratmg family stmcture. In a tribute to one 

of his close friends, "Theodore Roosevek: The Sportsman and the Man," Wister 

refers to the new breed of polkicians ki highly contemptuous terms: "This dummy 

wears strange clothes, walks oddly, speaks oddly, can't fight, has thin legs and no 

voice, and yellow gloves, and squeaks admkmg phrases about England, and weeps 

over American vulgarity, and is generally too soft to go out ki the ram without fear of 

mekkig" (100). Without any proper role models ki our nation's highest polkical 

poskions, how could young Americans possibly live up to thek ancestors' 

expectations? 
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Akhough he shows tremendous bias, Wister is correct in assessing the 

differences between his generation and those that followed. In "Concemkig the 

Contents," Wister states, "1 have stood before many paintings of the West. Paintings 

of mountams, pakitkigs of buffalo, pakitkigs of Indians—the whole mystic and heroic 

pageant of our American soil; the only great romantic thkig our generation has 

known, the last greatly romantic thing our Continent holds; kideed the poetic episode 

most deeply native that we possess" (63). Accordkig to Wister, the era of the 

expansion across the Great Plakis was fleetkig and only a few were fortunate enough 

to experience k. Wister and his peers did wkness the westward movement, some

thing that they alone can tmly appreciate. However, this can also be said for the 

children of the Depression, or any other period of dramatic change. 

The un-romanticized hardness of real life on the westem frontier is what 

probably led to younger generations wantkig to fmd an easier route. In an Afterword 

to The Virginian, Max Westbrook states, "Accordkig to Henry James, Henry Adams, 

and others, the American aristocracy declkied after the Civil War. By the end of the 

nineteenth century, ks brief day had ended. The aristocrat was replaced by the new 

rich, people who made thek money quickly" (321). He contmues by ckkig the 

example of Trampas wantkig to obtaki quick money from stealkig cattle or the gold 

mkies. Akhough Wister addresses this type of change m the national attkude, most of 

his argument agamst younger generations is kidustry-based. His essay "The Open-

Ak Education" examkies the Uls of society and ks conventions, stating that people 

who never experience life outdoors are not able to tap mto thek natural—and pure— 
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instkicts (114). In his Preface to Members of the Family, Wister acknowledges how 

much has akeady changed m the West just during the twenty years he had spent 

explorkig k. He claims that progress is quickly destroying the natural environment of 

the West, the place that makes all men equal, regardless of thek herkage or education. 

"College-boy, farm-boy, street-boy, this West meked you all down to the same fust 

prkiciples" (142-143). For Wister, the civilization caused by industrialization is what 

changes people. He wrkes: 

Why will people scrawl thek silly names on the scenery? Why thus 
disclose to thousands who will read this evidence that you are a 
thoughtless ass? All very well if you wrote your name, your address, 
and the date on the North Pole; but why do k m some wholly 
accessible spot where your presence represents no daring, no 
endurance, nothmg but the necessary cash to go there? ("Old 
YeUowstone Days" 159) 

Accordmg to Wister, this type of act goes beyond mere vandalism; k is a declaration 

of the differences between the new and weaker generation and thek valiant ancestors. 

As opinionated as Wister was on these issues, k is unusual that he does not comment 

more on them m the novel. He says little of the Vkginian's relationship wkh his 

parents, and we know only that he and MoUy have many children (316), which has 

akeady been shown to be unusual for most real-life cowboys. It would be kiterestmg 

to see if the Vkgkiian and aU of his offsprkig could Hve together ki harmony. 

Wister does concentrate heavily on other types of change throughout the 

novel, and whether the focus is more on kicreaskig civilization or the differences 

between generations, the theme of adaptkig to change is always at the forefront of any 

Westem. However, the genre's focus on this theme is not unique. Caweki states, "In 
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still more complex ways, Hawthome and Melville explored the implications of the 

ideal of progress and warned m their rich and dark allegories that ks price was even 

greater on the moral and psychological level...Serious American Ikerature, then, 

early became crkical of the ideals of success and progress" (76). By referring to the 

two examples used as comparative works ki the previous chapters, though, k is clear 

that the Western's treatment of this theme is frequently much more optknistic. 

Stephen Crane's Red Badge of Courage addresses social and personal change, 

but neither is depicted poskively. The novel reflects on the changes brought on by 

war, as well as the changes that occurred as America began to develop as a powerfiil 

nation. Frederick C. Crews discusses the effects of these changes ki an introduction 

to the novel, suggestkig that war was ahnost seen as better than the rural life to which 

many Americans were accustomed. Henry Fielding longs for the adventure of war, 

dreamkig of the exckement of battle that will take him away from the dreary life of 

helpmg his mother miUc brkidle cows. He is no longer content to live m the country, 

and he has no cormection wkh the newly kidustrialized cky life. Henry is unable to 

fmd his place m this new world, and he hopes that enlistkig m the army will help hkn 

discover himself and where he belongs. However, when he fmally faces a real battle, 

his kistkicts teU him to flee, and readers leam that he is a coward, not a hero. 

Rather than fearlessly meetkig his challenges and growkig from the conflicts 

of change, Henry's supposed development is kicomplete and based entkely upon 

misunderstandkig. After his actions are falsely kiterpreted as bravery, his peers 

herald hkn as a hero. The other characters ki the book are fooled, but the reader is 
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not, and nekher is Henry. He experiences guik and shame for leaving the "tattered 

soldier," and feels that he'll never forget his inkial cowardice (138). Akhough he 

says, "Well, k's all over" (137) and believes that he has changed, he is no different 

than before. Henry must force hknself to forget his shamefiil acts of cowardice. "He 

fek a quiet manhood" (139), but he is foolkig himself The reader understands that 

Henry's failures on the battlefield have not unproved hkn at all. UnlUce the 

Vkgmian, Henry Fieldmg is unable to face and overcome his challenges and adapt to 

change. 

Frank Norris's McTeague provides an even more vivid depiction of a 

character's mabilky to adapt to the changes in his world. Change is, in fact, the 

catalyst for all of Mac's problems, leading ukknately to his destmction. Mac is a 

creature of habk, enjoying his routine life and a few simple diversions such as playkig 

his concertina and drkiking an occasional steam beer. He lives downtown, amongst 

the busmesses, surrounded by a "Iktle army of workers" (6). Norris depicts Mac as 

one of these workers, a minor cog ki the knmense machkiery of the mner cky. Mac is 

not interesting as a character untU he develops a relationship wkh Trkia. After 

meetkig her, his sknple world is suddenly no longer fulfiUkig. "Everythkig had to be 

made over agam. His whole mde idea of life had to be changed. The male vkUe 

deske ki him tardily awakened, aroused kself strong and brutal. It was resistless, 

untramed, a thkig not to be held ki leash an kistant" (21). Trina brkigs knmediate— 

and potentiaUy dangerous—changes to Mac's life. 
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After Mac marries Trina, they move mto a larger apartment and he acqukes 

new clothes, new friends, and a new lifestyle. All of this is made possible by Trina's 

money, and because of these changes Mac begins to develop new aspkations. He 

cannot, however, fulfill them on his own because, as Norris explakis repeatedly, Mac 

is stupid. As opposed to the Vkginian, Mac cannot capkalize on his skills or on the 

good fortime of finding a wholesome, mdependent, and beautiful woman. Instead of 

complementkig his character and allowkig him to reach his fiiU potential as Molly 

does for the Vkginian, Trina destroys Mac by kitroduckig hkn to changes that he 

cannot manage. After killing Trina for her money, Mac tries to escape to the sknpler 

life he had once known, but he has apparently changed too much, for the worse. The 

showdown ki the desert between Mac and Marcus, which is the equivalent of the 

shootout m the street between the Vkginian and Trampas, ends wkh no victor. All of 

the characters are destroyed, and thek destruction stems ahnost wholly from Mac's 

mabilky to adjust to his volatile envkonment. Both of these representative works. 

The Red Badge of Courage and McTeague, illustrate a sharp distkiction between 

much American Hterature and the Western, which does not generally adhere to the 

conventions of movements such as Naturalism or Modemism ki ks treatment of the 

theme of change. 

There are reasons for this persistent focus on the theme of change m the genre. 

The Westem experienced ks adolescence durmg a tkne of great change m our 

nation's history, and also in ks Ikerature. The Westem's heroes are forever caught 

^' Norris contrasts Mac's impressive stature with his mental shortcomings in numerous 
passages, as explained in the second chapter. 
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between a romanticized tkne that few real people ever experienced and a realky that 

everyone knows must come. The events of the westward movement mcluded some of 

the most extraordkiary ckcumstances any country has ever faced. Wister focused on 

this brief moment and the exploks of America's pioneers in hopes to preserve thek 

adventurous spkk forever in a Hterary form. He states: 

That thek fightkig Saxon ancestors awoke ki them for a moment and 
made them figures for poetry and romance is due to the strange 
accidents of a young country, where, while ckies flourished by the 
coast and in the dkect paths of trade, the herd-trading ulterior remains 
mediaeval in its simplicky and violence. And yet this transient 
generation deserves more chronicling than k will ever have. 
("Evolution" 50) 

Fortunately, the myth was more formidable than real life in the West. The cowboys 

and thek adventures on the open range may be gone, but thek symbolism as tme 

American heroes lives on in the Westem. 

Henry Nash Smith argues that Homestead Act failed as the safety valve for 

eastem laborers seeking a better life ki the West, but the tmth was hidden from the 

public to promote the myth of the American Dream (205-206). Americans accepted 

this myth as tmth, regardless of the countless stories of failed life on the frontier. 

Sknilarly, audiences not only accept the myths produced m Hterature of the West, but 

they expect them. People choose to read fiction—Westems m particular—as a way to 

escape thek ordkiary, difficuk, and unfiilfiUkig lives. Americans are constantly 

searchmg for a better way of life, and the romanticized version of frontier Hfe 

depicted ki many Westems is extremely appealing. Lkerary cowboys are brave and 

free, and they do whatever is necessary to survive and ensure that justice is done. 
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wkhout fear of the repercussions of society. Malcohn Bradbury, commentkig on the 

Modemist movement, says that American Ikerature is more hopeflil than European 

literature (62). And Westerns are the most hopefiil of all types of American Ikerature, 

especially when compared to works such as The Red Badge of Courage. This does 

not mean that all Westems are merely frivolous entertamment. Westems kicorporate 

a wide variety of conflicts to exemplify the constant changes m our world. Skice ks 

kiception, the Western has become one of the most diverse genres in Hterature. 

The Westem as a genre is kself extremely adaptable to change. "It is no 

accident that the growth, if not the source, of the Westem novel is contemporaneous 

with the Populist-Progressive attack on the excesses of the Gilded Age, nor that the 

Westem accurately reflects this often acrimonious discussion" (Folsom 31). The 

genre has continued to grow and react to societal issues. John R. MUton concludes 

that writers of Westems are tom between two pokits of view: 

.. .the West has been, and perhaps still is, preoccupied with ks natural 
irmocence, its closeness to the romantic mnocence of nature-oriented 
life. If that preoccupation precedes sophistication, and leads to k, then 
the westem wrker is currently caught between the two, wonderkig 
whether sophistication is reaUy a worthwhile substkute for mnocence. 
(56) 

This conflict, accordmg to Mikon, is a good thkig, as k provides for even more 

creativky ki Hterature. "To be caught is to be mvolved ki a moment of tension, and 

that tension is ki kself an important contribution to the possibility of great art" (56). 

The Western, as sknple and formulaic as k may seem, has actually become quke 

complex ki ks symbolism as well as ks scope. 
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Westems are unquestionably different from other types of Ikerature. The 

genre is admittedly formulaic to a certain degree; any Westem must include in some 

combmation the four essential elements outlined in the previous chapters. There must 

be characters easily recognizable as heroes and villakis, and these characters 

frequently engage m conflicts over a thkd type of character, the kmocents. The 

conflicts between the heroes and villains symbolize the battle between Good and Evil, 

wkh specific knportance bekig given to a vigilante form of justice. The battles 

between the heroes and villains are enacted on some type of frontier, at least in some 

sense of how k has been defmed here. Finally, the theme of change must be a 

significant focus of the work. In some form or another, throughout the history of the 

genre, these are the elements that have come to define the Westem. However, as 

basic as this formula appears to be, the Westera can be constmcted ki many different 

ways, and it certainly has. 

John G. Caweki claims that the Westem is limked ki ks ability to be seen as 

quality Ikerature because of the very conventions that have been elucidated in this 

study. He states, "This is sknply because the ckcumstances ki which a Westem is 

produced and consumed do not encourage the creation of unique kidividual works of 

art, but lead to the production of particular realizations of a conventional formula" 

(25). This is not tme at all. Caweki's landmark work The Six-Gun Mystique focuses 

on the Westem as a genre, but the study is unquestionably dated; skice the publication 

of Caweki's book, the Westem has contkiued to grow and develop, affectkig other 

genre and media. Wrkers of Westems work within the framework of the four 
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essential elements, which are familiar to audiences, but they are free to be as 

derivative or as complex as they choose. Caweki states, "Conventions help makitaki 

a cukure's stabilky while inventions help k respond to changkig ckcumstances and 

provide new information about the world" (28). The Western helps people stay 

connected to the past through familiarky of ks conventions, while at the same time 

presentkig new ideas and challenges through the theme of change. 

The adaptabilky of the genre is part of what helps it maintam ks popularky. 

However, Caweki says this popularky is not the resuk of any one factor: 

Instead, the Westera's capacky to accommodate many different kinds 
of meankig— t̂he archetypal pattera of heroic myth, the artistic 
imperatives of dramatic clarky and unity, the kifluence of media, the 
tendency of popular forms to assume a game-lUce stmcture, the need 
for social rkual and for the disguised expression of latent motives and 
tensions—as well as ks abilky to respond to changing cukural themes 
and concerns—have made the formula successful as popular art and 
entertainment over many generations. (85) 

Caweki says the genre survives only through people who revkalize k from time to 

tkne, changkig k as necessary to satisfy audiences (86). Had the Westem contkiued 

to include only highly romantic heroes who relied upon disguises and mythic powers 

to rescue helpless vkgins from the wrath of savages of various ethnic groups, 

contemporary audiences would be unlikely to contkiue to fmd interest in them. 

Folsom says we need to look at each Westem ki the perspective of the social 

mores durmg which k is written. "One thkiks knmediately of the foolish love plots 

with which many Westem stories are at least peripherally concemed. The folkways 

which surround the sexual mores of one's immediate ancestors always seem 

ridiculous to a more enUghtened era; and the Westera is pecuHarly vukierable" (32). 
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This, too, proves that the Western is kitknately concerned wkh change. Folsom 

continues, stating, "Conventions, lUce dogs, have thek day, and yesterday's 

convention is today's whimsy" (33). The Westem changes over time to adapt to 

audience demands, as does most Ikerature. 

Hamlki Garland states, "Nothmg is stable, nothmg absolute, all changes, all is 

relative. Poetry, pamtkig, the drama, these too are always bekig modified or left 

behind by the changes ki society from which they sprkig" (qtd. ki Pizer 39). Jeffrey 

Wallmaim supports this theory, statkig, "Westeras, then, contkiue to focus on the 

more permanent values and aspkations of the essential human dilemmas by reflecting 

the more ttansitory assumptions and prejudices of human cukural identity" (19). Yet, 

Westerns do more than merely sknulate society; they can cause change wkhin k. 

Wallmann states, "Moreover, westerns not only reflect thek contemporaneous 

cukure, but they can also affect the cukure" (19). The knpact of Dkne Novel 

Westerns on the polkical and economic resolutions that encouraged kidividuals to 

move west durkig the nmeteenth century suggests that this may be tme. In later 

chapters of this study, other examples will be provided to demonstrate how much 

Westems have mfluenced societies at various tknes. The popularky of Westem 

clothing made fashionable—akhough completely wkhout function ki most cases ki 

modem society—by television and movies is only one example. 

The Westem has changed considerably skice the early 1800s, evolvkig mto 

one of the most knkated genres in Ikerature. At the same tkne, k has remained 

largely unchanged ki regards to the essential elements that comprise ks basic format. 
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When discusskig the role of the Indian in the Western, C. L. Sonnichsen makes an 

astute observation on the genre as a whole. He states, "A new button, however, does 

not make a new coat" (81). The Western remains formulaic for several reasons, one 

of which is that audiences can identify wkh the characters and plots and themes 

within thek own lives. Folsom says of the Westem: 

It is not about frontiersmen, or about cowboys and Indians, nor is it 
about the facts of Westem history in any specific historical sense. 
Rather k concems kself with the presentation of the meaning which 
underlies the superficial facts of history, a meankig equally far from 
the reckation of events and the evocation of striking historical 
personalkies. It celebrates not history, but the themes of history; k 
sings "another golden age," a story about history but not of k, and the 
explanation k gives of history is an explanation in terms of myth. 
(204) 

The familiar characters and themes represent the American Dream, and readers rely 

upon Westerns to remember that many of thek ancestors achieved that dream, even if 

they cannot. The Westem is, more than any other type of Ikerature, distkictly 

American. C. L. Sonnichsen says of Edward Abbey's The Monkey Wrench Gang: 

It is a Westera novel, but k is talkmg to and about people all over the 
country. Westera novels have a habk of dokig that. Southem writers 
speak for the South; Eastera wrkers speak for the East; but the West 
belongs to everybody, mcludmg the Swedes and the Italians, and 
speaks for everybody. It comes closer than the fiction of any other 
region to providkig an kidex to America. (4) 

It is, kideed, the Hterature of the American experience. The foUowkig chapters 

chronicle ks kiception and evolution over the past two centuries. 
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PART TWO 

EVOLUTION 

John G. Caweki states that "a popular formula like the Westera cannot be 

understood as the effect of any smgle factor... Thus, only by understandmg how many 

factors have kiteracted ki the complex process of the Westera's evolution can we 

hope to understand the Westem as a cultural phenomenon and as an artistic creation" 

(85-86). The purpose of the second half of this study is to identify the various stages 

of this evolution. Many scholars have ideas about how different Westems should be 

labeled or categorized. ̂ ° Separating kidividual works kito specific groups of sknilar 

eras or subject matter is no sknple task. Jeffrey Wallman states, "The genre is so vast 

and varied that even listkigs by categories such as plot, period, or mam characters 

necesskates severe selectivky" (8). Nonetheless, such categorization can be helpful 

ki understanding how the genre has developed over tkne. Some of the developmental 

stages examined in the following chapters are identified solely by periods of time, 

while others are identified by certain events that triggered major shifts in the way the 

genre was approached or accepted. Although none of the stages have exact begkming 

or endkig dates, they generally are grouped m chronological periods determined by 

those events. 

^° Most scholars distinguish the Dime Novels Westems as an independent group of works 
determined by the time period in which they were written, roughly between 1860 and 1900. 
Additionally, the following types of Westems have been classified by scholars cited throughout this 
study: C. L. Sonnichsen: "burlesque westems," "tongue-in-cheek westems," "satirical westems," 
"super-violent westems," and "camp westems" (11); Jeflfrey Wallman: "the domestic western" (145); 
Christine Bold: "New Westems" and "anti-Westem Westems" (156); and, James K. Folsom: "blood 
and thunder" stories (31), and "granger novels," which he contrasts with "novels of the frontier" (178). 
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CHAPTER VI 

EASTERN WESTERNS 

The Westem genre has ks roots in European romances and adventure tales. 

There are obvious similarkies between the Westem's formula of a heroic figure 

battlmg evil forces to protect the helpless schoolmarm or terrorized frontier 

townsfolk, and classic works such as Beowulf, The Odyssey, and the medieval 

knights' tales. T. S. Eliot claims that no artist can have meankig alone and that any 

new work (or Hterary form) must be compared to all that have come before k, 

akhough the new work must change to become somethkig unique (49-50). Daryl 

Jones notes that in 1833, Isaac Appleton Jewett "made an impassioned plea for a new 

and distmctly national Ikerature which would draw ks subject matter from the rich 

artistic resources offered by the wildemess West" (1). James Fenimore Cooper had 

akeady answered that plea a decade earlier. Jones states, "Akeady, at least two epic 

poems, Daniel Bryan's The Mountain Muse (1813) and James Kkk Pauldkig's The 

Backwoodsman (1818), had heralded the openkig of the West; The Pioneers (1823), 

The Last of the Mohicans (1826), and The Prairie (1827) had won Cooper a 

promkient place ki American Ikerature..." (2). Through the kifluences of the 

romantic adventure tales of his European ancestry. Cooper created a new genre that 

was familiar and yet uniquely American. 

At the heart of every Westem is the very serious issue of establishkig order 

and searchmg for a better way of life. This theme of a valiant quest to make way for 
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civilization may have origkiated in the Old World, but the American frontier 

Ikerature of the nmeteenth century established the formula of characters and action 

that became the "Westem," which has skice evolved kito a unique and influential 

genre that contmues to be an immensely popular form of Ikerature. The Westem that 

we tt-adkionally thmk of has been shaped by many sources, both Hterary and non-

Ikerary. UnlUce other genres, k is possible to pkipokit aknost the precise moment of 

the Westem's conception, as k has been defmed ki this study. Because of this 

country's brief history as an mdependent nation, only a limked amount of American 

Ikerature has been produced. The bkth of the Westem can be determkied by 

examinkig representative works from the past two centuries for the genre's essential 

elements, which have been defined herein. 

There are only a few commonly suggested origkis of the Westera. Fkst, is the 

number of biographical sketches of early frontiersmen such as Daniel Boone, and 

another is James Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales. Jeffrey Wallmann states, 

"The fkst example of an adventure set on a frontier about personal character sfrivkig 

to overcome perilous ckcumstances was Life and Adventures of Col. Daniel Boone, 

an appendix to The Discovery, Settlement, and Present State ofKentucke, written ki 

1784 by land promoter John Filsen" [sic] (10).^' Such non-fiction works were 

mtended to be factual accounts to provide historical documentation of the settlement 

of the American frontier, but they were often characterized by tall-tales and 

'̂ James K. Folsom cites another biography, "Timothy Flint's Biographical Memoir of Daniel 
Boone" (58) as an early source, although this work was not only another highly-embellished, semi-
fectual account of Boone's life, but it was published in 1833, ten years after the first of the 
Leatherstocking Tales. 
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misrepresentations of real events to the point of becoming more fictional than 

historical. Regardless of thek historical value, they almost certamly provided Cooper 

wkh material that he later kicorporated kito his own fictional works. 

James K. Folsom says there is a close relation between the biographies and 

Cooper's Leatherstockkig character, which "owes a great deal of his bemg to the 

figure of Daniel Boone who, skice John Filson's 1784 account of hkn ki Kentucke, 

had been assumed—for Hterary purposes at least— t̂o be the epkome of the pioneer 

character" (58). Henry Nash Smith agrees: "Akhough Boone was not exactly the 

prototype of Cooper's Leatherstockkig, there is a hauntkig similarky between the two 

figures" (59). Most of these scholars eke specific historic events m Boone's life that 

Cooper used for scenes ki his novels. While there may be sknilarkies between the 

real characters ki the biographies and the fictional characters ki Cooper's works, there 

is no question that Cooper was the fkst to have written a work that was marketed 

solely as fiction rather than as historical biography. 

John G. Caweki states unequivocally that, "The Westera was created ki the 

early nmeteenth century by James Fenknore Cooper" (34). John R. Mikon, among 

many others, agrees that Cooper played a crkical role ki the creation of the Westera 

genre. "Because James Fenimore Cooper was the first American wrker to use the 

frontier as a contkiukig theme (ki the Leatherstockkig Series), and because he was 

also a reputable wrker whose kifluence could not go unnoticed, k was probably he 

who began the Ikie of descent of which the westem of the early twentieth century is 

the grandchild" (5). Caweki contmues his argument for Cooper's kifluence on the 
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genre, summarizkig how a variety of sources cuhnkiated ki the Leatherstockkig 

Tales: 

Though Cooper originated the Western as we know k, his work 
synthesized a number of existing Hterary forms, most knportantly: the 
form of the English historical romance prknarily created by Sk Waker 
Scott; the cukural tradkion of the noble savage.. .a number of 
American works conceming the Indian...and the actual historical 
figure of Daniel Boone, akeady somewhat mythicized ki the supposed 
autobiographical narrative mcluded ki John Filson, Discovery, 
Settlement, and Present State ofKentucke (1784). (91) 

Cooper's Leatherstockkig Tales are the first fictional works that can be considered 

Westems, that is, works that kiclude all of the essential elements discussed ki Part 

One of this study. The following examkiation of the novels will show that they 

estabHshed the formula that so many wrkers have skice emulated. 

Cooper wrote the Leatherstocking Tales over a period of nearly two decades, 

and each book represents a different stage in the life of the series' hero. Natty 

Bumppo. However, the books were not written ki a successive fashion.̂ ^ Akhough 

The Deerslayer is the last book Cooper wrote that mcluded the Leatherstockkig 

character, k is the first of the tales chronologically. The Deerslayer shows 

"Nathaniel" Bumppo as he is becomkig a man, when he and his life-long friend 

Chkigachgook are stUl mexperienced ki warfare and most other areas of manhood, 

such as courtmg women. In this book Natty obtakis the name Hawkeye, as well as 

his famous rifle Killdeer. The Pathfinder is the fourth of the Leatherstockkig Tales, 

but chronologically k is the thkd ki the series. It shows Natty ki middle age, although 

^̂  The books, as they would appear chronologically in Natty's life, were written as follows: 
The Deerslayer (\m). The Last of the Mohicans (\%26), The Pathfinder (\%AQi), The Pioneers (\823), 
md The Prairie (mi). 
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he still exhibks all of the exceptional qualkies common to the Westem hero. In each 

stage of Natty's life, he is an excellent marksman, he is clever, and he is highly 

respected, despke his low social class. 

Folsom identifies several formulaic traks of Cooper's novels that appear ki 

other Westems: the kmocent women in the perilous wilderness, the chase and rescue 

plot, the bad Indians, and the loyal Indian friend (37). He also shows how Cooper 

uses weddmgs at the end of his books to show the union of east and west (civilization 

and the wilderness), a device used ki many early Westerns.^^ This demarcation 

between civilization and the wildemess is, of course, fimdamental to the Westem. 

Christine Bold states: 

Popular Westem authors kiherked thek fictional materials from James 
Fenimore Cooper, who left them an emphatically dualistic model. In 
his Leatherstocking Tales, Cooper created a series of plots which 
dramatize the confrontation between wilderness and civUization, as 
weU as the trials of the Westera hero caught between these contendkig 
forces, (xi) 

One very interestkig observation Folsom makes is how Natty Bumppo is a sort of 

middle-man, caught between opposkig sides; he is removed from society—as are 

most Westem heroes—so he can comment on k philosophically (56). Folsom's 

veneration of James Fenimore Cooper seems at tknes a bk overzealous, but he does 

provide adequate evidence to show basic elements ki the Leatherstockkig Tales that 

have become the standard for later Westems. 

The Deerslayer serves as a good representative work for the series, as k is ki 

this book that Natty comes of age. Natty makitakis each of the characteristics of the 

" The ending of The Virginian discussed earlier is one example. 
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Westem hero (outlmed ki the second chapter) throughout all of his roles ki the 

Leatherstockkig Tales, from the time he is a young man until he is fackig death in his 

old age. Whether he is known as Nathaniel Bumppo, Hawkeye, Leatherstockkig, the 

Pathfmder, or the Deerslayer, he categorically plays the part of the Westem hero. 

Cooper utilizes all of the exemplary traks, even if he has to foretell some of Natty's 

qualkies before the character can rightflilly acquke them. In The Deerslayer, he 

depicts his hero as someone who is stUI honkig his skills in the wildemess, akhough 

Cooper makes numerous references to how others will respect Natty later.̂ "* Even 

though he is yoimg in this novel, readers of the Leatherstockkig Tales had come to 

expect him to be accomplished at everythkig, and Cooper obliges. 

Natty is a loner and asexual, akhough neither of these traks is the resuk of his 

high moral beliefs. Cooper also tells us that Natty feels an kmate deske to do justice 

(35). Natty is a tme gentleman, and despke his lower social class, he is the most 

honorable and courageous character ki the book. He is not a handsome man (40), but 

Cooper describes him as havkig "tmth" ki his face (5). Though Cooper emphasizes 

Natty's lack of aesthetic appeal, Judkh Hutter pursues him, even proposkig to hkn at 

one pokit (567). Natty is resistant to her advances, seemkig not to understand kikially 

what she kitends. It is late ki the novel before "the idea of the possibilky of such a 

creature as Judkh becomkig his companion for life, first crossed his mkid" (436). 

Eventually, he realizes he does not love Judkh, and he goes off kito the forest alone. 

^̂  After Natty arrives ashore undetected by the Indians, Cooper writes, "Such was the 
commencement of a career in forest exploks..." (107). Another passage reads, "In after life, when the 
career of this untutored bemg brought him in contact with officers of rank...this same mfluence was 
exerted on a wider field..." (217). Cooper had already established Natty's character m the previous 
novels, and he apparently was unable to adeptly depict him from a new perspective. 
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Natty is a vigilante, but not a very successfiil one, as his enemies, the Iroquois, 

repeatedly capture hkn. At one pokit, he even turns himself back over to them after 

his "furlough" (396) because he says he must keep his word to them. This act, which 

none of the other characters support, is supposed to prove his high moral standard, but 

k also surely causes the reader to question Natty's sensibilkies. As for his superior 

skills. Cooper foreshadows many of them ki the same way that he does Natty's 

overall character, but mostly we see that he lacks experience and abilkies at this point 

ki his life. Natty is still inexperienced and often acts krationally, but readers never 

question whether or not he wUl succeed. Anyone who can voluntarUy tum himself 

back over to his enemies when he is facing certaki death exudes a great deal of 

confidence, which readers categorically accept, regardless of the knprobabilky of the 

situation. 

Natty is active, and he has had many exckkig experiences at his young age. 

He narrates several of these adventures throughout the novel, braggkig to the other 

characters about his travels and abilkies. In relatkig these tales to the others, he 

explakis the significance of his many names, which have aU been given to hkn for 

one daring deed or another. Natty is also a man confronted with change. He must 

deal wkh the many changes brought on by kicreasing civilization, which he ardently 

resists. He shuns society, saying that he prefers the isolation of the woods (152-153). 

While this reaction to change is common to all Westems, how k relates specifically to 

Natty wUl be discussed m more detaU later ki this chapter. By recognizkig these 

traks, we see that Natty is an example of the typical Westera hero, an asexual loner 
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who uses his superior skills and high morals to serve as a vigilante in a changkig 

world. 

Native Americans play the villakis ki the Leatherstocking Tales, akhough not 

all Indians are depicted as evil. Cooper makes a sharp distkiction between "good" 

Indians (the Delawares) lUce Natty's friend Chkigachgook, and the "bad" Indians (the 

Mkigoes), who are enemies to both the whkes and the other Native Americans. 

Folsom says the disparky between races is fek most strongly by Chingachgook, who 

is trapped between the whites and the Mkigoes, as well as by the kieffective laws that 

fail to protect his legal claims to land (Folsom 48). The contrast between "murderous 

savages" and "noble savages" is the focus of many Westeras, even after the tum of 

the nineteenth century. The Leatherstockkig Tales take place in the mid-1700s, so 

Indians were a natural choice for the role of the villakis. 

Early treatments of the Indians' role ki the Westem were probably reflective 

of societal views. C. L. Sonnichsen states, "Thus the assembled fictional output of 

any specific period contributes to social and kitellectual history because k offers a 

guide to what people thkik and beheve, thereby providkig a key to what they do, or 

would Hke to do" (4). Native Americans were being displaced from thek lands 

durmg the tkne that Cooper was wrkkig his novels, and thek resistance to the white 

man's control over them made for good fictional material. Hence, this was the 

begmnkig of the Westem's tradkion of providkig commentary of contemporary 

issues. Cooper merely moved the conflict back one hundred years. Wallmann claims 

that Indian stories serve many Hterary purposes, mcludmg actkig as a replacement for 
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European Gothic stories (41). While Cooper portrayed Native Americans as both 

good and bad, his "bad" Indians were clearly the villakis that acted dkectly in 

opposkion to the hero. 

All of Cooper's novels contain innocents, the group of characters comprised 

of helpless women and children who need safe passage through the wilderness, which 

is kifested with Indians. Folsom states, "Women ki Cooper's pages need to be 

protected; they are a particular example of the general group which he often refers to 

as 'the weak,' and hence thek presence knplies the necessky for some order to watch 

over them" (53). In The Deerslayer, these women are Judkh Hutter and her sister 

Hetty, who is child-lUce and probably mildly retarded. Judkh is beautiful, and she is 

also unusuaUy strong. In one scene, which runs for several pages, she preaches to the 

Iroquois through an kiterpreter, not fearing for her life nearly as much as one might 

expect (188-194).^^ Although Judkh is more mdependent than her sister, both still 

would surely die if left alone m the woods. Throughout the Leatherstockkig Tales, 

women represent civilization, and they act as the catalyst for the battle between the 

hero and the villains. 

The battles between Natty Bumppo and the various Indians he faces are 

symbolic of the theme of the battle between Good and Evil. Cooper portrays 

whites—especially his hero Natty—as moral superiors to thek Native American 

adversaries. His "bad" Indians are stereotypical, immoral savages who reject the 

whites' civilized Christian ways. Cooper attempts to remaki neutral ki the subject of 

" Mabel Dunham in The Patlfinder is almost an identical character, described as being so fair 
that not even the Mingoes would hurt her (122). 
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religion, claimkig that all men are equal and the Indians' non-Christian beliefs are 

merely "different" (36). However, the clear distkiction between the "savages" and 

the whites reveals Cooper's own religious views.^^ Only friendly Indians like 

Chkigachgook, who have embraced many of the whkes' customs, are depicted as 

representatives of Good. Folsom says this biased portrayal of Indians as naturally 

evil is not only unfak, but also illogical. He claims that the Indians had less power 

than the whkes, and akhough they could destroy themselves (and, potentially the 

whkes), they did not destroy nature as the whkes did (59). Readers accepted the 

actions of the whites, regardless of how mthless they were to Native Americans. At 

this pokit ki the genre's evolution, there were no other groups besides the Indians that 

were viewed as collectively evil.^' 

Cooper includes a frontier settkig ki his novels, akhough his wilderness is not 

that far kiland from the Eastem seaboard. The thick forests that comprise the frontier 

of the Leatherstocking Tales are ki Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan on the shores 

of the Great Lakes. Throughout the series. Cooper's frontier never extends as far as 

the Mississippi River. Modera readers of Westeras believe the wilderness must be 

somewhere in Texas or on the seemingly endless prakies of the Plains, or at least 

beyond Ohio. By today's standards, the forests of upstate New York do not seem 

dangerous at all, but they presented very real dangers to nmeteenth century pioneers 

*̂ Cooper frequently includes religious commentary in his novels; after debating, among other 
things, the difference between right and wrong, the Pathfinder repeatedly professes his faith in God 
(31,92). 

" The introduction of other types of villains, including certain groups of whites, will be 
discussed in a later chapter. 
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nonetheless. Cooper's wildemess settings have all the same defmkig characteristics 

of the frontier depicted in later "tradkional" Westems. 

Natty's forest home lies on a dividing Ikie between the natural wilderness and 

an encroachkig civilization. The Leatherstockkig Tales were set less than Haifa 

century after America had achieved ks kidependence, when k was still a young 

country occupied prknarily by people accustomed to an agrarian lifestyle. However, 

k did not take long for civilization to begki ks push westward mto the wilderness. As 

k does, conflicts arise as two ways of life come together. As mentioned above, the 

female characters ki the novels represent the civilized East. "Cooper's fiction 

abounds with ladies who have gotten too far away from the protection of society and 

to whom, as a resuk, aU kkids of untoward thkigs happen" (Folsom 53). Cooper 

stmctures his novels around these women, using the recurrkig plot of them being lost 

or captured somewhere on the dividkig Ikie of the frontier and needkig to be rescued 

from the many dangers of the wildemess. 

Cooper's forest settkig contakis a cluster of diverse cultures. The Indians and 

whites have unique languages and customs, and these differences add to the many 

other conflicts. Much of the discord between the races stems from thek contkiukig 

battles over land. It is ki the Leatherstockkig Tales that we first see how the Indians 

have persistently been pushed off thek native lands and forced to accept treaties, 

which are then not honored by the whkes. Also, the terraki of the wilderness presents 

dangers to those who travel there. Natty must escort his wards across rivers and 

lakes, and through dense forests, which are kihabked not only by bloodthksty 
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Indians, but also by wild anknals. In The Pathfinder, the characters risk thek lives on 

one of the Great Lakes which, k is argued, can be just as dangerous as the ocean. 

Akhough the wilderness in Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales may not be as vast as the 

geographic American West, k stiU presents the characters wkh perilous skuations 

caused by clashkig cukures and dangerous travel over a hazardous and unique terraki. 

Akhough Cooper limks his fictional frontier, America was expandkig at an 

astonishmg rate durmg the time that he was wrkkig his novels. Henry Nash Smith 

states that Cooper was conceraed about the possible consequences of such rapid 

expansion, and he addresses the issue m The Prairie by depictkig the conflicts caused 

by all stages of civilization existkig at once (220-222). The century between 1750 

and 1850 is the period of the country's greatest acquiskion of land, most of which 

was as yet unexplored by whkes. "Progress" did not wak long before pushkig mto 

these new lands, though, and the nation faced countless changes because of ks ever-

expanding borders. Cooper understood the significance of addressing the theme of 

change in his works. Folsom states, "Indeed, there is a considerable knplication in 

the Leatherstocking Tales that change may very well be for the worse, for man's 

kicreasing abilky to transform the world about hkn may ki kself have drastic 

implications" (59). As akeady explakied. Natty is aware of civilization's kitmsion 

kito the wUderness, and he is vehemently opposed to k. 

"The kony of Natty's character as a 'man between' has often been noticed; he 

is kivariably depicted as the good servant of a society ki which he himself cannot live. 

Every victory which his side 'wkis' succeeds in further civilizkig the wildemess ki 
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which Natty alone can exist. His particular success leads inevkably to his ukknate 

failure" (Folsom 47). This is the first time a character is so vividly depicted as an 

outsider to the society that he serves. Akhough this type of love-hate relationship is 

common in later Westeras, k was something rather new to readers of romances and 

other epic adventures where the hero was honored and exaked by society. Cooper 

created a slightly different type of hero and put hkn in a new settkig to see how he 

could adapt to a rapidly changkig American landscape. He explores the theme of 

change ki each of the five novels of the Leatherstockkig series, but ki different ways 

because each is from a different period m Natty's life. Regardless of which book ki 

the series or the correspondkig period in Natty's life. Cooper uses the same formulaic 

characters, settkig, and themes throughout all of the novels. 

StUl, k is difficuk to distkiguish Cooper's work from some of the popular 

romances and other literature of the tkne. Cooper strives for realism, and he attempts 

to capture the idiosyncratic speech of the natives and woodsmen, but the language of 

the characters is inconsistent and sometimes even comical. June's broken English ki 

The Pathfinder transcends soundkig cmde and reaches a point when k cannot 

possibly be taken seriously when she tells Mabel, "No tomahawk touch you. 

Arrowhead no let 'em. If June must have sister-wife—love to have you" (349). The 

Pathfinder's simple speech is believable (pronounckig words wkh a specific accent, 

such as "kijm" or "kiimy"), except that he occasionally also uses vocabulary that does 

not match his supposed lack of education, talkmg at length about philosophy and the 

"treacherous" acts of men (20) and thek "barbarous" ways. He is not alone ki this 
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practice; over half of T/ie Pathfinder is comprised of painfiiUy long debates between 

the characters over subjects that have no solution, such as whether a seaman or a 

soldier is more admkable, or if k is better to sail on the ocean or a lake. 

Most of Natty's definkig characteristics are not shown through his actions, but 

rather toldXo the reader by Cooper. Hurry Harry states that the Deerslayer is "a man 

of deeds, and not of words" (The Deerslayer 86), but the opposke is actually tme. 

Natty says there are two types of characters, "Them that is 'amed by deeds, and them 

that is 'amed by tongues" (431). He seems to be the second type. Natty would rather 

soHIoquize about his own moralky and others' lack of k than to modestly prove k 

through his actions. This does not mean foolish actions that cause him to get captured 

and bravely face his presumed fate while the others are left defenseless, but rather 

productive actions that might in fact bring an end to the characters' dangerous 

predicaments and demonstrate Natty's kitelligence, skill, and abilky to protect the 

Innocents. UnHke many later heroic characters of the Western, the Natty Bumppo is 

quick to enumerate his own abilkies, even though he admks in The Deerslayer that he 

has not proven himself ki war. Sfrangely, this melodramatic qualky of the characters 

and the gallantry of thek actions are contrasted with sudden outbursts of extremely 

graphic violence. The explick descriptions of scalpkigs and bullets penetrating skulls 

ki the Leatherstockkig Tales is surpriskig when considerkig the conservative 

treatment of relationships and the religious themes ki the novels. Obviously, the 

genre was still ki ks kifancy when Cooper experimented wkh the characters and 

formula of the Westem. 
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Cooper was not the only wrker of his tkne to publish Westems. Not many 

novels before 1850 have all the essential elements of the genre, and those that do 

generally did not receive much crkical acclaim.̂ ** William Gilmore Simms wrote 

about the frontier in a number of novels, and Nathaniel B. Tucker's George Balcombe 

and James K. Pauldkig's Westward Ho! also experimented wkh the westem format. 

Of the Iknked number of works from this era that can be called Westems, only a few 

achieved sustained crkical attention similar to that of Cooper's novels. Catharine 

Maria Sedgwick's Hope Leslie (or Early Times in the Massachusetts) and Robert 

Montgomery Bkd's Nick of the Woods (or the Jibbenainosay) are often eked as 

comparative works to Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales. There is good reason for this, 

as they all exhibk the same essential elements of the Westera. 

Catharme Maria Sedgwick offers several kiterestkig views of the American 

frontier ki her book Hope Leslie, published ki 1827. Fkst, she depicts a violent world 

where Indians bmtaUy slaughter whites ki acts of vengeance, while at the same tkne 

justifykig those acts. She also laments the closkig of the frontier before k even grows 

beyond New England. Sedgwick wrkes from a distkictly femkikie viewpokit, and 

specifically for an audience familiar with places and people of her own tkne. Lastly, 

her book is a lesson m purkanical morals; she attempts to blend the vktues of 

Christianity wkh the savagery of the tkne when America was fust bekig settled 

among ks native neighbors. Sedgwick does all of this wkhm the same formula 

origkiated by Cooper only a few years earlier. 

^̂  John G. Cawelti provides a concise list of early Westems, including those listed here and 
the few others that existed at the time (92). 
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Much of Hope Leslie focuses on Hope's courtship by various male characters, 

but Sedgwick uses the revenge plot to structure the main action of the book. 

Mononotto, Magawisca's father, captures the whkes ki response to an attack on his 

own people. Prior to that, he had been a peaceful man. Everell's captiu-e and 

Magawisca's sacrifice to help save him seem to have little to do wkh Hope's 

opposkion to her pre-arranged relationship wkh Sk Philip Gardner, a trakor and a 

Roman CathoHc. Esther understands true love, and her sacrifice by steppkig aside to 

let EvereU and Hope be together is just as significant as Magawisca's to save her 

friends. The action does not flow smoothly, as Sedgwick frequently returns to an 

event to summarize what had happened after abmptly leavkig in the middle of k. The 

conflict with the Indians is secondary to the romantic kivolvement of the characters, 

but the essential elements of the Westem are clearly present. 

For the fkst two-thkds of the fkst volume the protagonist's identky is unclear. 

It could be Magawisca or EvereU or (eventually) Hope, who plays dual roles of both 

victkn and herokie.^^ The villakis are Indians, but Sedgwick is sympathetic to thek 

situation, and the book is ukknately an argument to justify the Native Americans' 

vicious acts. The whites are depicted as victkns, but Magawisca also shows how her 

people were victknized and practically forced to become violent (v.l, 80). Sedgwick 

places emphasis on the Indians' apparently sacred relationship wkh the land (v. 1, 

139). The book's chase and rescue plot provides stmcture for the theme of Good 

versus Evil, and, like Cooper's Leatherstockkig Tales, the settkig is a forest. The 

^' Sedgwick is perhaps the first, but certainly not the last to suggest that a woman can be the 
Westem's hCTo(ine). This will be covered more thoroughly in a later chapter. 
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conflicts between the whkes and the Indians resuk in violence and tragedy, which 

Sedgwick says is done all for the price of the "vision," which is civilization (v. 1, 

122-123). The wilderness is vanishing due to the whkes' invasion, and Sedgwick 

views the reactions to this change from both sides. 

An Introduction to the book notes that Sedgwick "achieved a popularky 

durkig the 1820s greater than that of any other American authoress of the day" (Hi). 

It also states that Hope Leslie has a historical value, if not a completely Hterary one. 

Obviously, one of the book's purposes is to provide moral reasonmg for some of the 

violent confrontations between the Indians and early settlers, based on Sedgwick's 

purkanical views of romance and Christianky. The admitted digressions (v. 1,213, 

240, etc.) from the main plot of the novel do little more than include personal 

kitrospection about the characters, thek families, and thek social and polkical views. 

Hope Leslie does, however, present a uniquely feminine perspective of life on the 

American frontier. Hope writes in a letter to EvereU, "I urged, that our new country 

develops facukies that young ladies, ki England, were unconscious of possesskig" (v. 

1, 164). Sedgwick depicts how new life in America was back then, specifically for 

women. This femkime perspective is also present ki Sedgwick's reflections on the 

cost of civilization, and this viewpokit is perhaps more knpassioned than one that 

could be presented by a male author. 

Robert Montgomery Bkd's Nick of the Woods provides a much darker view of 

frontier life. The book was published ki 1837, and k is similar to Cooper's Leather

stockkig Tales ki many ways. It is also very different, though, especiaUy ki ks 
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depiction of Indians. The book presents an unusual view of the battle between early 

Americans and Native Americans, mcludmg treachery, gratukous violence, and 

romance on the Kentucky frontier. Bird's heroes work within a structural framework 

sknilar to Cooper's, but his Indians are portrayed as malicious savages who do not 

have the capacky to be civilized. The hero goes beyond merely avengmg an earlier 

attack on his people. The Indians have no right to be on the whkes' land, and Bkd's 

hero takes k upon himself to rid the wildemess of them. Folsom states, "The 

sentimentality of those who do not understand the facts about the frontier, Bkd says, 

is the main obstacle to a peacefiil and prosperous West. It is necessary that the 

Indians be destroyed" (143). Because k is less refined than the works of Cooper or 

Sedgwick, the novel is more excking to read, and the characters' kivolvement with 

each other create some interesting twists that prove to be kitrigukig, akhough the 

work as a whole is not well stmctured. 

Roland Forrester is different from the typical chivakic hero of the Westem to 

which modem readers are accustomed. When decidkig that he and Nathan must 

rescue Roland's couski Edkh from thek Indian captors, he valiantly states, "They are 

nerved by hope; and while that remakis, I will nekher fakit nor faker" (266). Of 

course, this is after he has akeady fakited a few tknes (204 and 230). Nathan also has 

problems dealmg with the role of a hero. Nathan Slaughter is the Jibbenakiosay, what 

the Indians call "the spkk that walks," and he has been secretly scalpkig Indians ki 

thek sleep for years to avenge the murder of his family. Akhough k is under

standable that Bkd wants to make Nathan's role as the Indian killer a secret for 
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dramatic effect, k is not clear why he depicts Nathan as such an outcast (more so than 

most Westem heroes) who is harshly ridiculed by the ckizens. It is also unclear why 

Nathan is afflicted wkh unexplained seizures. Even though the fits help him to 

appear as a great medicine man to the Indians, the reader never learns what causes 

them. 

Nick of the Woods is also a revenge story that employs the chase and rescue 

plot. Bkd's hero must save the kmocent whkes from the savage Indians, and agaki, 

this symbolic battle between Good and Evil is played out in the deep woods well east 

of the Mississippi River. Bkd illustrates how the changes of civilization affect the 

characters by focusing on the conflicts between the races. Following Sedgwick's 

example, Bkd mcludes and Indians (TeUe Doe) ki the group of kmocents, but most of 

his other Native American characters are depicted quke contemptuously. Bkd wrkes 

ki the second preface to the book that the Indians that James Fenimore Cooper wrote 

about—the "brave, gentle, lovkig, refmed, honorable, romantic personages"—did not 

exist, nor could they (7). He focuses on the savagery that was aUegedly mherent ki 

Native Americans, as well as the race's weakness for alcohol. 

Bkd's representation of the race is clearly biased, as he condemns the 

bmtaHty of the violence of the Indians, while at the same tkne commendkig those of 

the whites, even though they are just as vicious. Nathan scalps his victkns and 

transforms hknself from a seemkigly peacefiil and religious Quaker kito a vengefiil, 

bloodthksty assasski. This dichotomy is only one example of how the text is flawed 

ki ks representation of the action. The omniscient narrator even pretends not to know 
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Nathan's tme identky as the Jibbenakiosay when Nathan is spykig on Braxley and 

Abel Doe ki thek tent: "He stole forward, with nothmg of the heskation or doubt 

which might have been expected from one unfamiliar wkh the village" (316). He was 

not unfamiliar with the village; he had been creeping kito k for years and killing 

Indians ki thek sleep. The numerous references to Indians as "red niggurs" (22) and 

other derogatory terms are very offensive, especially to modera audiences, but Bkd's 

portrayal of Native Americans probably does capture how at least some of the 

population fek about Native Americans at the time.'*^ His kiterpretation of the genre 

kitroduced some devices—such as disguiskig the hero— t̂hat would be used by many 

later writers, but he was perhaps too experknental for audiences accustomed to 

nmeteenth century romances. Bkd goes too far with some of his confiiskig plot 

transkions and other Hterary tricks, and they ukknately affect the overall merk of the 

book. 

Christkie Bold states, "From about 1860, knkations of Cooper's fiction 

appeared wkh such frequency and popularky that the pattem became established as a 

formula" (xii). The Westems that followed Cooper's Leatherstockkig Tales utilized 

his estabHshed formula of puttkig heroic figures ki a frontier settkig to do battle wkh 

forces of evil and save kmocent victkns, while at the same tkne confrontkig the 

changes brought about by ever-kicreaskig civilization ki the free and natural world of 

the new country. Although Cooper can be credked wkh the creation of a new genre. 

*" Unfortunately, this type of depiction of Native Americans was common until almost a 
century after Bird's novel was published. Representative works that positively illustrate the hidians' 
role in the Westem wall be discussed in a later chapter. 
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one that is uniquely American, his works were only a foundation from which many 

others had to build upon before the Westem could be taken seriously. John R. Mikon 

states, "Since Cooper also contributed to the development of the more serious and 

Hterary Westem novel, we must recognize that from a Hterary viewpoint his 

Leatherstocking novels were kiconsistent, wkh meaningful themes often partially 

obscured by bad wrkkig. In general, k is the Cooper vices rather than the vktues 

which sked the Westem" (5). Cooper's characters are overly romanticized, and the 

skuations they find themselves in border on fantasy. Natty's one demonstration of his 

superior marksmanship in The Deerslayer is not attributed to his years of practice or 

his natural talent (or even havkig learned out of necessky for survival m the 

wUderness), but kistead k is because of Killdeer's mystical power to shoot anythkig. 

This lack of realism was typical ki the early stages of the genre, and k may be what 

hkidered the Westem from gakikig crkical recognition for decades. 

Perhaps the worst literary flaw ki the Leatherstockkig Tales is that Natty does 

not grow as a character. He is the kicamation of the Westem Hero who saves the 

Innocents from Evil, but he does not adapt to the changes he faces. Folsom states, 

"He may change, but he does not progress" (57). Cooper hknself states that his hero 

is "a man of strong, native, poetical feelkig" (The Deerslayer 283), and he attempts to 

show his connection to the land. However, the wildemess that Natty lives ki is 

limked ki size and only vaguely described, and he seems to be trapped there while the 

action drags and often makes no sense because of the melodramatic romantic devices 

that are so prevalent ki Cooper's works. Natty is incapable of change, makitakikig 
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that Judith comes "of people akogether above mine" (The Deerslayer 439), never 

aspkmg to rise above his fmke woodland envkonment. Akhough he may have 

possessed the same characteristics of the Westem Heroes that followed him, he is 

certainly not what readers could now accept as a proponent of the American Dream. 

Cooper had the right idea for creatkig a heroic westem character, but k would take 

other writers to improve upon him before he could enjoy lastkig popularky. 

Henry Nash Smith says that the problem wkh the Leatherstocking character is 

that Cooper made a hero out of the lower social class. "Leatherstocking, noble child 

of the forest, is nevertheless of inferior social status" (64). It may also be because of 

the literary conventions from which Cooper was as yet unable to free himself Smith 

claims that readers were not ready for a hero without nobilky, and while Leather

stockkig can save the socialkes with his skills and knowledge of the forest and 

relationship with the Indians, he cannot be accepted as an equal of those he saves: 

The response of readers to this symbol of forest freedom and vktue 
created a predicament for the novelist by revealkig to hkn that his most 
vkal character occupied a technically kiferior poskion both ki the 
social system and ki the form of the sentknental novel as he was uskig 
k. The store of emotion associated wkh the vast wilderness ki the 
mkids of both Cooper and his audience was strikkigly kiharmonious 
with the Hterary framework he had adopted. (64) 

Smith knplies that Cooper's two decades of Leatherstockkig Tales were basically an 

experiment to fmd an acceptable Westem hero, and his trial and error method led 

other writers to settle on younger heroes who often wore disguises and at least had the 

potential to come from the upper class (69). These characters had significant flaws of 
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thek own, and k would take a long tkne before the coming of the tradkional hero of 

the genre, the mounted herdsman most often associated with the Westem. 

Henry Nash Smkh crkicizes Cooper and other wrkers who explored the West, 

both ki wrkkig and ki thek real lives. Speakkig of Francis Parkman, he states, "But a 

young gentleman of leisure could afford better than anyone else to kidulge himself in 

the sHghtly decadent cuk of wildness and savagery which the early nineteenth century 

took over from Byron" (52).'*' But Jeffrey Wallmann says there is a vast difference 

between the serious romances of Hawthome or Melville or Poe and the popular 

fiction such as early Westerns and the many forms of k that followed (58). Cooper 

estabHshed that dividkig Ikie. Folsom claims that k was difficuk for Cooper and 

others such as Hawthorae or Longfellow to wrke about America wkh any historical 

perspective because the country was too young. "Cooper's practice, however, 

suggested a different approach by emphasizkig that event rather than tkne was of 

prknary knportance for creatkig a historical perspective" (39). Cooper opened the 

Hterary door for other wrkers to create fictional works that symbolize a collective 

national attitude of kidependence and kistillkig justice. 

Folsom suggests that akhough there can be no question as to the role Cooper 

played ki settkig the standard for the Westera, his works should be studied as a whole 

and not for the kidividual works of the Leatherstockkig Tales (36). Because of thek 

various Hterary shortcomkigs, this is probably the best way to view Cooper's works. 

He did, however, do somethkig substantial: he established the national Ikerature that 

*' This is certainly true through the stage when Owen Wister and his cohorts began writing 

Westems. 
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others had called for. Cooper's works and those of the few others who experimented 

wkh the genre would remain secondary to other Hterary forms such as romances, the 

preferred old standard for the mam reading public. These first Westems placed an 

emphasis on achievkig the American Dream, but they also confirmed that k was only 

to be had by the upper class. There is too big a division of class between Natty and 

those he saves. Early Westerns had a limked readership because books were 

expensive and difficuk to make; most were written for the wealthy, educated minorky 

of American society, and the idea of a hero from an kiferior social class did not 

appeal to these readers. Perhaps k is because of these reasons that few wrkers took 

the risk of working within the genre. The average Americans also wanted a hero, and 

wrkers of Westems understood this. Still, k would take certam technological 

developments to push the Westem in ks next stage of development, where k began to 

finally experience the unrivaled popularky k is known for today. These advances in 

technology and thek effects on the Westem (and the publishmg kidustry m general) 

are examined in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DIME NOVEL WESTERNS 

Daryl Jones claims that Hterary crkics and scholars have, for a number of 

reasons, ignored Dkne Novels, referring to the period durmg which they were wrkten 

as "the forgotten era" (3-4). This is no longer tme, perhaps ki part because of Jones' 

own plea for more serious attention to be paid the wrkers and works of the period. 

The Dkne Novel era—the period roughly between 1860 and 1900—has been the 

topic of several major studies, kicludkig Jones' book The Dime Novel Western, 

Christkie Bold's Selling the Wild West, and Bill Brown's Reading the West: An 

Anthology of Dime Westerns.'^^ There is good reason for so many works to focus on 

this era, for the Dkne Novel is one of the most unusual and mfluential forms ki the 

history of American Ikerature. 

Dime Novels had enormous impacts on Ikerature, the economy, and the entke 

American social stmcture. The period also served as an experimental transkion 

between the early Westems of James Fenimore Cooper and his contemporaries and 

the "tradkional" Westems known by modem audiences. Jeffrey Wallmann states, 

"To understand how the westem has evolved skice the dkne, then, requkes that the 

conventions kispked by the dime, the relation of the dime to the cukural issues of ks 

day, and the poskion of the dkne ki the historical development of westem fiction be 

"̂  Brown's book has two distinct advantages over the other works: he includes a useftil 
chronology of important historical events in politics and literature, and he reprints in their entirety four 
noteworthy early Dime Novels. 
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taken together in a mukidisciplinary approach" (91). Such an approach is the topic of 

this chapter. 

The period of the Dkne Novels was affected most by non-lkerary events; 

rather than being dkected by a particular wrker or work, technological developments 

and polkics triggered the beginning, and eventually the end, of this period. The 

kivention of the rotary press led dkectly to the creation of the Dkne Novel; later, the 

goverament's passmg of the Homestead Act kispked a common kiterest between 

wrkers and thek audience, helpkig to sustaki this new type of Ikerature. The 

settlement of the West, or at least the time that is most often associated wkh the 

westward movement—^the late 1800s, when the wagon trams carried people to the 

frontier—lasted only a few decades. Other eras have no doubt been equally excking 

or significant in America's history in terms of conquerkig new lands and settling new 

places. However, because of advancements ki technologies such as the prkiting press 

and the telegraph, people throughout the world were able to follow the adventures of 

these pioneers as they experienced them during thek westward jouraey. 

Accordkig to Christkie Bold, such technological advancements helped 

estabHsh the initial popularky of the Westem. "The fust profitable mass Ikerature ki 

the United States was the Beadle dune novels, ki 1860. Because enthusiasm for the 

West cokicided wkh the technical kmovations which made mass production and mass 

distribution possible, Westems were the most numerous and most popular type of 

dkne novel" (Bold xiii). When kiterest ki the West began, wrkers had to meet a 

demand for a genre growkig ki popularky unlUce any other before k. Had the 
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technological innovations in the publishing kidustty not occurred at the same time as 

the historical move westward, kiterest in Westems might have never been as 

substantial.'*^ 

Daryl Jones explams how the American public had difficuky fiilfilling ks 

appetke for popular fiction durmg the early nineteenth century: 

Akhough the population of the Unked States was at that time 
approachkig twenty million people, most of whom were Ikerate, the 
majorky of readers were denied access to popular Ikerature by the high 
cost of hardbound books, and the limked number of libraries. All of 
this changed wkh the kitroduction of the steam rotary press—which 
lowered printkig costs—and the subsequent development of new 
techniques ki marketing and mass distribution. (5) 

Regardless of his interest, the average American was xmable to read the types of 

books Cooper was wrkkig, because they were too expensive to purchase. Bill Brown 

states that books were finally made affordable around the middle of the century 

because of changes in the printkig and distribution processes, which included the 

transition to a cheaper wood pulp paper, the mtroduction of the steam powered 

cylinder press, the use of stereotyped prkiting plates, and advancements ki 

transportation (20). Brown claims that because of these changes, "the dime Westem 

marks a cmcial transkion from a popular cukure of legend and folklore to a mass 

cukure of mass-marketed fiction..." (vi). These technological developments allowed 

the Westem to transcend to the forefront of popular American Ikerature, kicreaskig 

*^ Similar coincidences between the Westem and other technological advancements have 
occurred at other times, such as the infroduction of radio and later the advent of films and television, 
all of which produced countless programs that utilized the format of the Westem. The way in which 
each innovation seems to revitalize the Westem will be examined in a later chapter. 
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the number of Westeras from only a few dozen ki the fu-st half of the nineteenth 

century to millions by the end of k. 

Publishmg companies suddenly had an entkely new way to sell books, at 

every level of the production process. Dime Novels were short and predictable, and 

they mcluded stock characters and sknple adventure plots. Brown explains the origki 

and characteristics of the Dkne Novels: 

The term "dkne novel" origmally referred to pocket-sized, hundred-
page books with woodcut illustrations on the paper covers but k came 
to designate any fiction sellkig between five and twenty-five cents. 
More pokitedly, k designated the action-packed adventure of capture 
and rescue, disguise and revelation, pursuk and escape, that was 
generally set ki Westera territory—be k the westem New York of the 
mid-eighteenth century or the Wyoming of the late nmeteenth century. 
In these frontier settings, law appears as a mere luxury, major and 
minor disputes are resolved violently, and the moral order is 
momentarily stabilized only by the superior strength and kiteUigence 
of a handsome, weU-buik hero. Violence was obviously part of the 
attraction. (1-2) 

And there was an unprecedented attraction. As simple and repetkive as they were, 

people bought them. To fill the soldiers' demands for Dkne Novels durmg the Civil 

War, ".. .books were sent to the army in the field by cords, like unsawed fuewood. 

Compact m form, they were easily made up mto immense bales, and shipped on any 

kind of freight car, canal-boat or country wagon" (Brown 31). The Westera had gone 

from Hterary obscurky to complete domination of a new market wkhin just a few 

years. There are several reasons for the unparalleled success of early Westeras and 

thek continued popularky today. 

A few publishmg companies saw the potential opportunities presented by the 

new technology, and they obtakied an early coraer on the market. Henry Nash Smith 
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states that the Dkne Novels got thek start in weekly story papers made popular by 

wrkers such as Maturki Ballou and his partner Frederick Gleason (87). These papers 

made use of the rotary steam press and provided readers wkh exckkig adventure tales 

that ran over a series of newspaper-lUce edkions. It was not long before publishmg 

kmovators decided to try producmg complete works that were sold ki novel form. 

Accordkig to Daryl Jones, Erastus and Irwm Beadle, along wkh thek partner Robert 

Adams, pubHshed the fkst Dkne Novel, Malaeska: The Indian Wife of the White 

Hunter, ki June 1860 (5-6). Brown states that this first Dune Novel eventuaUy sold 

hundreds of thousands of copies (15). Innumerable other Dkne Novels shared similar 

sales success. 

Although they were inexpensive for readers to purchase, such quantkies of 

sales guaranteed the House of Beadle and Adams considerable profits. Smith states 

of Erastus Beadle, the drivkig force behind the Beadle fkm: "In his field, as an 

organizer and promoter of a basic discovery made by his predecessors, he was a 

figure comparable to Rockefeller or Camegie" (91). Creatkig such an empke and 

managkig k was a complex process. Christkie Bold summarizes the buskiess of mass 

publishing, describing the process of estabhshkig a formula that could be duplicated 

quickly and inexpensively, then marketmg k to specific audiences at the lowest 

possible costs (xui). She notes that the success of the Beadle and Adams firm was 

largely due to ks concentration on standardized packagkig and formularization, while 

aUowkig ks wrkers at least some kidividualky (2). Brown argues that the success of 

Dkne Novels m general had less to do wkh thek "Hterary and ideological affiliates" 
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than k did wkh marketmg (14). Indeed, marketmg did play a major role ki the new 

industry of mass publishing. 

Ann S. Stephens, the author of Malaeska, was a well-known author at the time 

the book was published, and Beadle and Company advertised this fact ki an 

kitroductory note to the book (Brown 57). Another example of the company's clever 

marketmg is the way in which they promoted another work, Seth Jones; or. The 

Captives of the Frontier, later the same year. Newspaper headlines and posters on 

every street comer asked, "Who is Seth Jones?" Brown states that the advertisements 

sparked curiosky ki potential readers even before the first book ki the series was 

prkited (27-28). These advertising schemes were at times as entertakiing as the books 

themselves, and publishers understood the necessity of such marketing to the sales of 

the Dime Novels. Edkors relied upon the repetkiveness of exckkig adventure stories 

that could be written quickly and, consequently, many of the books had weak plot 

twists and careless errors regarding names, places, and relationships between 

characters. Marketing was essential because the publishmg companies could not rely 

solely on the Hterary talent of wrkers to sell the books. 

The names of only a few wrkers from this era stand out, such as Edward 

Wheeler, Edward S. Ellis, Ned Buntlkie, and Prentiss Ingraham. Many of the Dkne 

Novels were written by anonymous house wrkers who have long skice been 

forgotten, if they were ever really known for thek contributions at all. Edward S. 

Ellis, the author of the Seth Jones series, used over twenty pseudonyms (Brown 165). 

Some writers received no recognkion for thek books, only payment for thek 
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machkie-lUce services. Christkie Bold notes, "It is a nice kony that the authors who 

immortalized the Westem hero transcending the boundaries of law and human 

fallibilky themselves worked under all kinds of constrakits" (xi). Bold states that 

Beadle and Adams had procedures that set rates for payment and mandated the length 

of manuscripts; they executed so much control over thek wrkers that they continued 

to seU books under Wheeler's name well after he had died, a fact which they 

concealed from thek readers (3). All publishers of Dkne Novels adhered to specific 

formats and word counts, so the majority of wrkers expressed very little kidividual 

creativity ki thek works. 

House wrkers were generally requked to wrke novels wkhin strkigent 

guidelmes estabHshed by the publishmg companies after the fums had researched and 

evaluated audience kiterests. Bold makitakis that such systemization was common ki 

the Dkne Novel kidustry, and k was probably worst at Street and Smith, where 

wrkers catered to a juvenile audience (4). She ekes an example where a publisher 

kistmcts a house wrker ki practically every area of a novel's development, leavkig the 

wrker only the creative option of selectkig the hero's name (5). Daryl Jones 

elaborates on this standardized process: 

Akhough formats varied, the stories were nearly all aUke. Generally, 
they were 30,000 to 50,000 words of stkrkig action, mflated 
description, and—skice authors were paid to fill a predetermkied 
format—padded prose. They deak wkh pkates, detectives, 
highwaymen, bootblacks, and soldiers. They concemed adventtu-e, 
history, love, war, romance, life in the cky and life on the sea. (7) 
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Akhough the books deak with diverse subjects and locales, thek formulas had a 

common origki: they were all variations of the wildemess adventures designed by 

James Fenimore Cooper. 

Bold states that the formularization of Dime Novel Westeras was established 

through the contkiuous knkations of Cooper's earlier works (xii). Brown more 

specifically identifies the mfluence of Cooper's "stmcturkig opposkions that give 

sense to the Westem: the difference between personal moralky and civil law, nature 

and domesticky, wilderness and civilization..." (32-33). Brown does kidicate 

important differences from Cooper's works: the action ki Dime Novels is local rather 

than national, and the plots are structured around personal motivations kistead of 

social ones (5). The formula most prevalent in Dime Novel Westerns involves a hero 

reacting to evil forces that are trying to prevent or corrupt civilization, but the heroes 

are driven by issues that dkectly affect them. The overall formula, however, was 

aknost identical to that of the Leatherstocking Tales. 

Bold states that the formula changed very little throughout the era, and k 

typically mcluded "an Eastemer who dresses up to go west, where he leads a group of 

people, aU less skUled and less cultured than him, to the rescue of a female captive 

and ki battles agamst various enemies" (17). Bill Brown claims that one defmkig 

difference between the Dkne Novels and earlier fiction such as Cooper's Leather

stockkig Tales is thek lack of detail (33). Dkne Novels were stripped down, wkh less 

emphasis placed on description; the wrkers kistead focused on formulaic pursuk-and-

capture and love-mterest plots, which audiences came to expect. This sparse 
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description ki a repetkive format. Brown says, creates an aknost visual medium for 

the reader, creatkig what he calls the Westem's '"mythology effect'—wkh the 

presumption that the West akeady exists as shared knowledge, wkh an absence of 

detail that msists on familiarky" (33). Readers came to rely upon the essential 

elements of the Westem format: the chase and rescue plot kivolving an immediately 

recognizable cast of characters actkig out a battle between forces of Good and Evil on 

a frontier that is rapidly changkig around them. Wrkers welcomed the standardized 

formats and audiences' apparent lack of deske for origkialky because they were 

expected to chum out novels at an astounding rate, sometimes twice weekly. 

Wallmann states, "Such gmeling speed resuked ki stories of conventional predict

abilky that lacked in kony, metaphor, symboHsm, or any figurative language that 

might extend or contradict the Ikeral meaning of the words" (63). This work ethic, 

designed to fiilfiU insatiable audience demands for this new Hterary form, would 

ukimately lead to the Dkne Novel's declkie ki popularky. 

Practically any Dime Novel is representative of the period, because so many 

of the works were so formulaic that one could easily be confiised for another. In fact, 

some works were reprkited and sold as new works after only changkig the tkle and 

character names. It is difficuk to locate origkial Dime Novels today because of the 

kiferior materials used to print them. Daryl Jones states, "Thus, only a relatively 

small number of dkne novels survive today, and the majorky of these are maccessible 

to scholars; they are ekher m the hands of private collectors, or they are cmmblkig, 

uncatalogued and unmicrofilmed, in the rare book vauks of a few major libraries" (4). 
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Because of these ckcumstances, Edward S. Ellis's Seth Jones; or. The Captives of the 

Frontie/* will be used here to delkieate the elements of Cooper's Leatherstockkig 

Tales that are also found ki Dime Novels. 

Christkie Bold states, "The novel stays close to Fenimore Cooper's 

Leatherstockkig tales ki plot, characters, and settkig" (10). Seth has all the characters 

traks of the stereotypical Westem hero: he enters the novel as a lone vigilante whose 

skUls ki the woods help save those he encounters from the dangers of the wilderness. 

He is described very much lUce a youthfiil Natty Bumppo: 

He is what is termed a Yankee, bemg from New Hampshke; but he 
was such a person as is rarely met with, and yet which is too often 
described nowadays. He possessed a long, thki Roman nose, a small, 
twinklkig gray eye, wkh a Ikhe, muscular frame, and long, danglkig 
limbs. His feet were kicased ki well-fitting shoes, while the rest of his 
dress was such as was ki vogue on the frontiers at the tkne of which 
we write. (173) 

Seth proves his moral superiorky over the other characters when, after being held 

captive and tortured by Indians for much of the novel, he accidentally captures a 

young brave who had been hidkig ki thek canoe. Seth argues agamst harmkig the 

Indian, tellmg Haldidge, "I've two or three good reasons for not dokig such a thing. 

In the first place, there aki't no need of k, the poor imp hasn't hurt us; and, for all I 

detest his whole cowardly race, I don't believe ki killkig them, except when they've 

done you some kijury or are trymg to" (256). He contmues, "The most knportant 

reason, however, is that I don't want my seat disturbed" (256). This knpmdence ki 

his character will be discussed later ki this chapter. 

The work will be referred to as it appears in Brown's anthology. 
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Seth's courage is unmatched by any character in the book and, lUce his 

moralky, k borders on absurdky. While the Indians torture hkn unmercifiiUy, he 

refiises to react to the punishment. '"How you like to bum, eh, Yankee?' asked a 

savage, stooping and grinnkig horribly ki his face. 'I don't know; I never tried k,' 

repHed Seth, with as much nonchalance as though k was a dmner to which he was 

referrkig" (200). After endurkig the Indians' torture, Seth caknly kills one of them 

with the brave's own tomahawk, an act that apparently kiduces no reaction from the 

rest of the tribe (202). The message is clear: Seth's courage and abilkies have 

impressed his captors to the point where they respect him and allow him certain 

kidiscretions. Seth is very capable, exhibkkig skills that are superhuman (or, perhaps 

just poorly explakied). While stUl ki captivky, he manages to scratch messages on 

various rocks to provide the others with warnings and dkections as to where his 

captors are taking him (223-225). When Ina runs into the woods crawlkig with 

Indians, Seth seemingly abandons her, but k is for the safety of the rest of the group. 

He realizes the Indians are about to attack, and he helps the others escape just ki tkne. 

"Had k not been for Seth aU would have been lost. He comprehended everythkig m 

an kistant, and saved the others" (182). Of course, he goes back for Ina later and 

rescues her from her captors after plackig his own life ki grave danger numerous 

tknes. Seth, Hke Natty before him, is the epkome of what modera readers thkik of 

when they imagkie the valiant hero of the Old West. 

However, not aU Dkne Novel heroes were quke so perfect. Henry Nash 

Smith explams that house wrkers did not easily settle on one specific type of heroic 
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figure, and most of the heroes ki Dime Novels, such as Edward Wheeler's Deadwood 

Dick, are a combmation of many characters (Smith 99-102). Heroes throughout the 

Dkne Novel era vary from Natty-lUce woodsmen to scouts to cowboys and even 

detectives.'*^ An unusual characteristic of Dime Novel heroes is thek tendency to 

begki as outlaws. Smith states: 

By 1877, when Wheeler began his Deadwood Dick series, the Wild 
Westem hero had been transformed from a Leather-stockkig wkh an 
kifallible sense of right and wrong and feelings which 'appeared to 
possess the freshness and nature of the forest' kito a man who had 
once been a bandk, and who even after his reformation could not 
easily be distmguished from the crknmals opposkig hkn. (119) 

The landscape of the American West was an exckkig place, both ki real life and in 

fiction. The dangers associated wkh a lawless, unsettled land provided endless 

opportunities for violent conflicts, which the Dkne Novels depicted ki detail. 

Wallmaim states that audiences question these outlaw heroes, and "much of thek 

popularity depends on thek strkcing a balance between acceptable and unacceptable 

behavior—between self-reHant individualism, which readers admke and wish for 

themselves, and responsible kiteraction wkh the community, which readers 

acknowledge as necessary for stable social order" (85). Jones states that many of 

these Westem heroes made violence seem acceptable because they were portrayed as 

chivakic characters that were usually forced mto actkig violently out of vengeance 

(81). The role of the Westem hero as vigilante is, therefore, of particular knportance 

during this period. 

•*' Jones provides a thorough examination of the various stages of the Westem Hero during the 
Dime Novel era in his book, summarizing each type of hero and the reasons for his many 
manifestations. 
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Many real-life outlaws made thek way into Dime Novels, where they soon 

were not only made to appear less sinister, but ki many cases were venerated. Killers 

such as BUly the Kid were just as popular as heroes as legendary scouts such as 

"Buffalo Bill" Cody.''^ John G. Caweki states: 

This pattera kiitially appeared ki the pulps and dime novels which 
deak wkh the adventures of benevolent outlaws like Deadwood Dick 
or which romanticized the violence of actual westera badmen lUce 
Billy the Kid, Jesse James and Wild Bill Hickock. Typically ki these 
stories the outlaw was represented as a decent person who had been 
unjustly treated by the rich and powerfiil, or by women. Often, these 
stories represented the benevolent outlaw's discovery, judgement and 
pimishment of the respectable villains whose treachery had originally 
branded him an outlaw. (76-77) 

Audiences cheered for Deadwood Dick, and the James brothers, and Billy the Kid as 

much as they did Wild Bill Hickok and Buffalo Bill because thek actions were seen 

as an acceptable and necessary reaction to the kijustices caused by kidustry and the 

poHtical actions of the United States government. 

Jeffrey WaUmann claims that many of these outlaw heroes were the resuk of 

wrkers respondkig to changes ki the American economy and social stmcture at the 

tkne. "The last quarter of the nmeteenth century was a tkne of rapid transkion, ki 

which the West, lUce the nation as a whole, moved swiftly from the age of merchant 

capitaHsm kito an era of kidustrial and fmance capkalism and buskiess specialization'' 

(83). These changes brought an abrupt end to the simpler agrarian lifestyle upon 

which America had been founded. Wallmann states, "The workforce suffered 

"* It was diflRcult for many writers to make real people into fictional heroes, though. Christine 
Bold states that Ned Buntline, who wrote a series of Dime Novels featuring Buffalo Bill, had difficulty 
refining his hero (12). Prentiss Ingraham, who took up the series after Buntline stopped writmg it, did 
not fare much better, making Cody into a feminine character whose principal characteristic is his 
elaborate costumes (Bold 13). 
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accordkigly, experienckig kisecurky, unemployment, poverty, and crowding in urban 

life" (83). Americans, who saw the government and big buskiess as malevolent 

forces, longed for relief from this supposed oppression. Wrkers attempted to relate to 

the sufferkig American public through characters that were representative of the Iktle 

man. "The resuk was American versions of Robki Hood" (Wallmann 84). As with 

the other Westem heroes, outlaws were often the only ckizens who could cross over 

kito the dark side of life to defeat the even more knmoral and malicious villakis. 

Fightkig kijustice is perceived as an mherent American endeavor, and the Westera 

uses the theme of Good battling Evil to exonerate the actions of the outlaw hero 

stealing back from the rich, or the whkes eradicatkig the Indians, or the gurmian hked 

by settlers to protect thek land from cormpt bankers. 

Jones maintains that this justifying storylkie was not always clearly stated (or 

marketed) and outlaws such as Billy the Kid were never fully accepted as heroes (98). 

These early experiments with the Westem hero eventually led to the discovery of a 

character that overwhelmkigly won approval of audiences: the cowboy hero. Jones 

states, "A product of the burgeoning Texas cattle kidustry, the cowboy fust made an 

appearance ki pulp Hterature ki the 1870s," but the character was not kiitially as 

popular as "the plakisman or the outlaw, to say nothmg of the ageless veteran, the 

backwoodsman" (99). Audiences' views of the cowboy changed quickly, though, and 

he has skice been the superlative Westem hero. The cowboy has become symbolic of 

American kidependence, and his renown is universal. The world's fascmation wkh 

the cowboy character is difficuk to explam, and k has been the topic of several 
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an 
studies. Paul Carlson states, "Cowboys, both mythic and real, have become part of 

American epic that is commemorated from Denver to Dresden, from Montreal to 

Melbourne" (x).'^ Regardless of thek kicarnation, all of the Dime Novel heroes 

possess the same basic characteristics of the asexual loner who fights for the moral 

right ki a changkig world. 

The other stereotypical characters of the Westem are also present ki the Dune 

Novels. Akhough some heroes are depicted as outlaws, there is always someone else 

who is more reprehensible, actkig against the public good wkhout any justification. 

The villakis are usually Indians, but wrkers durkig this period also began to depict 

them as whites m the form of bankers, cormpt government agents, or other men ki 

sknilarly powerfiil poskions. As mentioned above, the government durmg this tkne 

period was seen as cormpt and more detrknental to the public welfare than many 

bloodthksty gunmen. Jones Hsts three types of villakis common ki Dime Novels: "an 

Indian who envisions the ideal world as an untrammeled state of Nature" (140), "the 

half-breed or white renegade" (142), and "the crafty plutocrat" (142). Jones says of 

this last group, "Villakis of this type are the exponents of unpopular economic, social, 

poHtical or legal kistitutions whose malpractices and inequkies they clearly personify; 

they are bankers, land speculators, capkalists, polkicians, lawyers, and even, like the 

notorious Jack Ski of the Diamond Dick novels, sheriffs" (142). In the historical 

" Carlson continues by claiming, "Nonetheless, in both his actual and his imagined life the 
cowboy has become a popular hallmark for defining what it means to be a 'real' American male. 
Perceived as a tough, mobile, and independent outdoorsman, he has become a symbolic yardstick 
against which modem men might measure their own manhood" (x). His book. The Cowboy Way, 
includes essays from noted scholars that examine all aspects of cowboys—both real and fictional—and 
attempt to explain the enduring fascination with this character. 
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West, lawmen were often former gunfighters who settled in whichever town proved 

to be most profitable to them personally, and wrkers used these characters frequently 

to develop thek plots. 

James K. Folsom suggests that the average banker is worse than the average 

outlaw: "Though both are robbers, the outlaw will only take your money, and the 

chances are good that if you need k more than he does he will give k back to you; 

such muscular Christianity does not mle ki the breast of the fmancier, who picks up 

the mortgage on your homestead and drives you out kito the cold" (132). Wkh the 

mtroduction of the banker-villaki ki later Dkne Novels, Indians began to lose thek 

popularky as a favorite villaki. However, ki Seth Jones, the villakis are still Native 

Americans. Ellis refers to a collective group of Indians as "Mohawks" (186-187), 

which he explams is one tribe of the Iroquois. In this passage, Ellis provides a 

concise summary of the relationship of the Mohawks to the other tribes of the 

Iroquois, as weU as to other Native Americans. This type of commentary provides 

usefiil historical context for later readers. 

The iimocents are also present ki nearly all Dime Novels, and they are 

generally portrayed as women who have wandered too far into the wildemess. 

Wallmann notes that some Dime Novels included strong female characters such as 

Annie Oakley or Calamity Jane, while others established the cliched scenario where a 

woman nurses the wounded hero back to heakh and then marries him (80-81). In 

most cases, though, women play the tradkional role of helpless victkns needkig to be 

rescued from evil savages by a valiant hero. In Seth Jones, Ina Haver land plays this 
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role; she is the sixteen-year-old daughter of the settlement leader, Alfred Haverland. 

Ellis describes her as beautifiil, petke, and gracefiil (177). She is also terribly naive, 

despke her upbrkigkig ki the wilderness. Wkh the threat of an knpendkig Indian 

attack forckig them mto the boats to flee, Ina runs back mto the woods for no 

apparent reason and gets captured (182). Had a young woman done this ki real life, 

she would lUcely have been an knmediate casuaky. However, such foolishness is 

necessary to stmcture the book's capture and pursuk plot. 

Ina's capture by the Mohawks actually serves as one of the sub-plots that 

depict Native Americans as bloodthksty savages who cannot be trusted. A second 

plot kivolves Ned Haldidge, who is seeking revenge for the murder of his family by 

Indians (209)."*^ Thus, the battle between forces of Good and EvU ki Dkne Novels is 

commoiUy played out through revenge plots. Jones states that less importance was 

placed on man-made conventions like ancestry or written law ki Dime Novels; more 

is placed on natural nobUity determined by individual character (52-53). Because 

many characters border perilously on the dividkig Ikie between edge of good and bad, 

sometknes the distkiction between the two sides is not so clear. The motivations 

behind kidividual characters' actions are the key to understanding the difference 

between right and wrong. Regardless of upbrkigkig or education, characters that 

stand for Good are superior to those who stand for Evil. This is tme even ki the case 

of the various outlaw heroes. 

"* An overlooked fact is that the attack on Haldidge's family was itself done to avenge his 
numerous earlier unwarranted attacks on the tadians: "He joined and led the whites in several forays 
against the savages, when the latter became too troublesome; and in this way became a prominent 
object for the Indians' hatred (209). 
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This battle between Good and Evil takes place in a setting made familiar by 

Cooper, although wrkers began to push the boundaries of the frontier as America 

made ks move further kito the wilderness. The frontier of the Dime Novels finally 

makes ks move westward, gokig beyond the AUeghenies and the Mississippi, not just 

deep kito the forest. Many of these books take place ki various mkikig communkies 

and outposts ki the Dakotas and other mid-Westem states. Jones states that Dkne 

Novels before 1875 took place m a natural wUdemess, wkh only an occasional cabin 

to represent civilization; those written afterwards often used a communky on the edge 

of the frontier for a settkig (120). In Seth Jones, the frontier settkig is described only 

vaguely. It is a settlement deep ki the woods of westem New York (172), and k is on 

the border of Indian land. Just as ki Cooper's works, the characters face dangers 

unique to the area, not only because of the hazardous terraki but also because of the 

conflicts caused by kicongruous cultures. Haldidge leads Haverland and Graham 

along rivers and through dense forests where Indians lie ki wak to ambush them. 

Thek greatest danger is perhaps thek isolation from the other whites and the army. 

Occasionally, they fmd thek way simply by chance (221), but they are otherwise 

helpless and would be completely lost (and probably killed) without Seth's help. 

Akhough Seth Jones contakis the customary characters and frontier settkig, as 

well as the themes of Good versus Evil and adaptkig to change, k is clear that Ellis 

and other writers were still developmg the formula of the Westem. In other Dkne 

Novels, the frontier begkis to evolve kito what modera audiences recognize as the 

tradkional westera landscape: the vast prakies and deserts of the geographic 
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American West. The diverse cukures of the frontier settkig contkiue to provide 

conflict, and k is no longer limked to clashes between whkes and Native Americans. 

Wrkers included other nationalkies such as the Chinese and Mexicans, as well as 

mountaki men and outlaws. Jones states, "More and more frequently, novels of this 

period employed the settkig as a foil against which to defme and simplistically 

resolve contemporary social problems which seemkigly threatened the fiiture 

realization of an ideal world" (121). The Westem was thus shaped by Americans' 

fascination with ks own development. 

UnlUce ki the Leatherstockkig Tales, Dkne Novels were concemed wkh much 

more than a few settlers moving into the forest or merely needkig safe passage 

through k. Brown does suggest that "women serve a civilizkig fiinction ki the 

Westem fiction that reached the pages of the 'joumals of civilization'" (37), and ki 

Seth Jones, Ina plays this symbolic role. But more frequently. Dime Novels 

addressed civilization's effects on a much larger scale. The conflicts between 

cultures become more significant as early pioneers begin to fulfill thek beliefs in 

Manifest Destmy. Ellis makes this subject a maki focus of his book: 

Tme, this 'settlement' was still small, consistkig only of the persons 
mentioned, and a beautifiil blue-eyed maiden, thek daughter; but 
Haverland saw that the tide of emigration was rolling rapidly and 
surely to the west, and, ere many years, that vUlages and ckies would 
take the place of the wild forest, while the Indians would be driven 
fiirther on toward the settkig sun. (172) 

As Indians become less of an issue towards the end of the nmeteenth century, the 

effects of kidustrialization on American life begkis to take precedence ki Dime 

Novels. Mkikig led to the development of the raikoad, which brought along wkh k 
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civilization; with kicreased civilization came the cormption and evils of the big ckies. 

Industrialization began destroying the peaceful agrarian life enjoyed by the early 

settlers. New towns appeared everywhere along the rapidly expandkig frontier, and 

they quickly grew ki population. Much of this new population was comprised of 

outlaws fleeing thek pasts in the East, seekkig escape, a fresh start, or perhaps just 

seeing easy prey. 

Dkne Novels were the sole reason for the success of westem legends such as 

Buffalo Bill and WUd Bill Hickok. These men's careers as showmen later ki thek 

lives would doubtfiilly have occurred without thek early fame as characters in Dime 

Novels. Smith suggests that the popularky of these stories created some of the men 

they featured, makkig the real-life kidividuals more successful than they probably 

would have been. He states, "But the persona created by the wrkers of popular 

fiction was so accurate an expression of the demands of the popular knagkiation that 

k proved powerful enough to shape an actual man ki ks own knage" (103). This is 

part of what many crkics have referred to as the "myth of the West." Smith states, 

"From the tkne of Daniel Boone, the popular knagkiation had constantly transformed 

the facts of the westward movement ki accordance wkh the requkements of myth" 

(102). Dkne Novels were highly romanticized, fictional works that dramatized life ki 

the West. They were far from serious historical works; most depended heavily upon 

repetkive Hterary tricks to entice thek audiences ki order to sell more books, many of 

which were duplications of previously published works that were just as poorly 

vvritten. 
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Dkne Novel heroes were disguised to conceal thek identkies, thek acts of 

bravery far surpassed anything Cooper's Natty Bumppo had ever done, and they took 

part ki highly romanticized plots that frequently crossed the Hterary line of absurdky. 

This is certakily the case in Seth Jones. Seth is the epkome of the heroic figure, not 

showkig any reaction when he is very nearly shot in the head (254)."^ In one scene, 

however, Graham comments on the inconsistency of Seth's character: "I am puzzled 

to know who he is. It seems to me that he is only playkig a part. Several tknes ki 

converskig wkh him, he has used language such as none but a scholar and polished 

gentleman would use. At others and most of the tkne, he uses that ungakUy mode of 

expression, which, in kself, is laughable" (244). Later, Seth is revealed to really be 

Eugene Morton, the sukor of Ina's sister Mary. Morton, thought by the others to have 

been killed in the Revolutionary War, has for some unexplained reason chosen to 

disguise him-self throughout the course of the novel, only disclosing his tme identity 

immediately before the wedding (262). None of these plots developments could be 

taken seriously, but they did not need to be. Audiences understood what they were 

getting in Dime Novels, and k was exactly what they wanted. 

The Dkne Novel industry capkalized on the expansion of the American 

frontier, utilizkig the formula established by Cooper and focuskig on the allure of the 

promise of achieving the American Dream ki a place where a man's social class or 

dubious past did not matter. Dkne Novels all share the same formula, and although 

"' The miraculous shot and Seth's indifference to it make the scene almost comical: "The 
discharge of a rifle across the river had sent the bullet so close to him as to whisk off'a tuft of his long, 
sandy hair. 'By gracious; that was pretty well done,' he exclaimed, scratching his head as though he 
was slightly wounded" (254). 
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wrkers experknented wkh characters and themes relevant to contemporary social 

issues, they did so withki specific Hterary parameters. All Dime Novels have the 

same stock characters, mcludmg a valiant hero (who may be a bk of an outlaw), a 

villaki much worse than the hero (who could be Indians or whkes), and kmocents 

(who are ahnost exclusively helpless women, akhough not aU female characters are 

helpless). These novels not only set new standards ki the publishmg kidustry, but 

they also had huge impacts on the overall American social and economic structure. 

Daryl Jones states that Dkne Novels provided Americans wkh an escape from 

thek frustrations over the complications of an kicreasingly industrialized society: 

"From ks initial appearance ki 1860 to ks demise late in the second decade of the 

twentieth century, the dkne novel Westem responded to the anxieties and aspkations 

of the age—a fiinction clearly reflected in the standardized setting, stereotyped 

characters, and conventionalized plots which developed ki the stories" (15). Dime 

Novels provided escapism to all readers, but especiaUy to those from the lower social 

classes. Jones states: 

Industrialization, urbanization, class polarization, and control of 
society by big buskiess and the kitemational agricukural market were 
gargantuan forces which seemingly led to the abridgment of personal 
freedoms and the decline of tradkional moralky. But though totally 
subject to these forces, powerless to effect any real change ki his life, 
the common man could yet find needed diversion in popular fiction. 
Here, at least, there existed a world where the grkn realkies of 
everyday Hfe did not kitmde. (12) 

In these cheap, poorly written books, the American Dream remakied possible for the 

average man. Good defeated Evil ki every skuation, and exckkig adventure fantasies 

were played out ki a vast new landscape. 
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Wallmann states that the mid-1800s "was the era of Jacksonian America, wkh 

ks belief m the resourcefukiess and natural wisdom of the common man... Dime 

novels and other popular Ikerature, caterkig solely to public taste, were expressions of 

this democratizing spkk" (64). Jones states, "In an age of kicreaskig class 

stratification and declkikig social mobilky, the rise of the Westem hero affkmed that 

the opportunky for social advancement still persisted, provided one had the necessary 

mner resources" (46). Readers accepted the lack of realism ki exchange for a 

moment of knagined power ki thek own lives. Despke the apparently juvenile 

purpose of Dime Novels, they were extremely mfluential. They glorified the hard, 

dangerous, and commonly unprofitable life of real pioneers, and this romantic 

depiction of Hfe ki the West undoubtedly had an impact on people seekkig relief from 

life in the cky. Dime Novels encouraged people to participate in the westward 

movement, for the advent of the Dime Novel happened to cokicide wkh a very 

significant event in American history, the signing of the Homestead Act. 

Henry Nash Smith claims that agricukure controlled the economy and social 

stmcture ki nmeteenth century America, not a romantic hero or Manifest Destmy 

(123). The Homestead Act was passed ki 1862, and k gave free land to settlers ki an 

attempt to promote farmkig ki the West (Smith 170). The distribution of 160-acre 

tracts stknulated not only agriculture, but also other kidustries as well. Agricukural 

production requked raikoads to ship the goods across the countty, and the raikoad 

kidustry supported steel, lumber, and minkig kidustries. Such growth would seem 
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beneficial to all Americans, but the monopolies that controUed these industries were 

all but destroykig the common laborer. Jones states: 

For the average American, kidustrialization and economic growth 
ushered ki a new and uncertaki way of life. His food, his clothes, his 
household flimishkigs, his tools, the transportation he employed, were 
made or controlled by trusts. Mechanization threatened to elimkiate 
his job...Local shops and kidustries went out of buskiess, unable to 
compete with distant corporations.. .Neighborhoods, too, changed as 
immigrants arrived ki great numbers. (10-11) 

The fiiture was bleak for those who fek they could never rise above the laboring class 

into which they were bom. 

The Homestead Act promised to be the answer. Smkh claims that land 

ownership in the West finally broke down class structure (137-138). Factory workers 

saw the possibUky of kidependence through the free land, and thousands began the 

move to the Great Plains and beyond. While Smith is correct ki his argument that 

agriculture was the compelling force behind American development during this tkne, 

Dkne Novels also had an indisputable effect on the westward movement. The 

Homestead Act and the Dime Novel industry enjoyed a mutual relationship: the 

movement provided material for writers, and the popularky of the novels encouraged 

more people to venture west. The population's kiterest ki the westward movement 

gave wrkers reason to focus on the West; they responded to audience kiterest, and 

therefore the Westem became the most popular of the Dime Novel formats. 

Cries of "Go west, young man" and "There's gold in them there hills" became 

catch-phrases for the country's young adventurers seekkig thek fortunes in the 

mkikig and cattle towns of the West. Walhnann acknowledges that the growth of 
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kidustries such as minkig mfluenced the way Dime Novelists wrote, as they replaced 

older backwoodsmen wkh younger characters that were more apt to adopt a nomadic 

life, traveling from one mkikig camp or boomtown to another (74). But Wallmann 

also suggests that the Dkne Novels affected thek readers, who imagkied themselves 

livkig the lives of the characters in the books. In caterkig to those interested ki the 

westward movement, Dkne Novels convmced many that they could become a part of 

k. Wallmann states: 

Dime westems capkalized with yams involving fabulous strikes, boom 
condkions, and bizarre characters, as ki Dandy Rock, The Man From 
Texas; or, A Wild Romance of the Land of Gold (\S74). Unlike thek 
predecessors, the dime westems about mining are usually set in the 
vicinity of mines, boomtowns, and similar frontier settlements... The 
mines requked not only professional miners but also surface workers, 
mechanics, konmongers, and bookkeepers, who in tum atfracted 
proprietors of stores, boardinghouses, restaurants, saloons, and livery 
stables, aU of whom were dependent on freight outfits to deliver food, 
clothing, tools, machinery, and such necesskies as cigars and smoked 
oysters. (74-75) 

The possibilky of achievkig the American Dream suddenly became plausible agaki as 

endless opportunkies for startkig over opened up ki the West. Smith says that other 

Ikerature, such as plantation Ikerature, was not as popular as the new Dime Novels 

because there was no room for change ki the age-old tradkions of the Deep South, 

and such resistance to change did not support the tme American experience (151-

152). The West, however, was wide open and wUd; k provided a real-life fantasyland 

that could be exaggerated wkh little effort ki order to foster hope for the exploked 

common man. 
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The fantasy did not last forever, however. The myths of the West proved too 

good to be true, as did the success of the Dime Novels. By the tum of the twentieth 

century, though, there had been more Dime Novels written than any other type of 

Ikerature ever. Daryl Jones comments on one crkic's acknowledgment of the 

amazkig success of Dkne Novel Westems only a few years after thek inception: 

"Such sales, 'ahnost unprecedented ki the annals of booksellers,' led [William] 

Everett to conclude that Beadle's yellow-back novels had 'undoubtedly obtakied 

greater popularky than any other series of works of fiction published ki America'" 

(8). Such success could not be expected to contkiue kidefkikely. Several factors led 

to the decline in popularky of the Dkne Novel, which seemed to disappear from the 

literary scene almost as quickly as k had emerged. One of the main reasons that 

readers lost interest in Dime Novels was the over-saturation of the market. "In terms 

of the dkne and pulp authors' experience, the most knportant thread runnkig through 

aU the publishers' methods is thek attempt to flood the market quickly and cheaply 

with as many saleable novels as possible" (Bold 9). Numerous pubHshkig companies 

saw the success of firms such as the Beadles or Sfreet and Smith, and they tried to 

dupHcate k. In an attempt to satisfy a wide variety of readers' kiterests, Dkne Novels 

were produced ki several formats, kicluding sea novels, detective novels, and war 

novels. Eventually, however, too many fkms were publishmg identical types of 

formulaic works, and audiences began to lose kiterest. 

UnlUce the other major kidustries of the tkne, the entke Dkne Novel kidustry 

coUapsed after only four decades. Accordkig to Daryl Jones, "Several factors 
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contributed to ks demise, mcludmg prohibkive second-class postal rates and the 

riskig popularity of films" (164).^° Because of the increased shippkig rates, 

publishers could no longer sell thek books at the same affordable prices. Audiences 

could just as easily find escapism at the movies for the same price or cheaper. Also, 

after raiskig prices on the books, publishers failed to offer readers anything extra for 

thek higher price. The same regurgkated stories now sknply cost more. Akhough 

some fkms continued to supply similar types of stories ki a different format, most 

Dkne Novel publishers went out of buskiess. "Those publishing houses that did 

manage to survive, notably Street and Smith and Frank Tousey, did so by gradually 

alterkig the standard dime novel format, Hterally transforming k over a period of 

years into a pulp magazkie" (Jones 164). This phase of the Westera's development 

wUl be discussed in the next chapter. 

In addkion to the changes in the publishing kidustry—as well as the advent of 

the fihn kidustry—^there were Hterary reasons that the Dkne Novel's kistant and 

extensive popularky was destkied to fade away. The "scripts" given to house wrkers 

made the novels perhaps too easy to wrke. Christkie Bold suggests that Dkne Novels 

became so formularized that audiences lost kiterest, statkig, "It would seem that the 

goal which kispked Beadle and Adams's fu-st dkne novel series—the deske to create 

a profitable publishmg machkie—was also the main cause of the pulp magazkie's 

death" (9). Bold states that many of the dkne wrkers lUce Ned Buntlkie or Edward 

Wheeler addressed thek audiences dkectly, kiterjectkig thek personal troubles and 

^° The fihn industry would, however, eventually revitalize the Westem, as will be discussed in 

a later chapter. 
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feelkigs about the production machkie of which they were a part (22). Bold knplies 

that this is some sort of meta-fictional commentary. The examples she provides (20-

25), however, suggest only that the wrkers were undisciplkied and hurried, and not 

particularly unhappy with thek workkig condkions. 

Jones acknowledges "the genre's undeniably mediocrky" (4). This seems to 

be the most significant reason that audiences lost kiterest in Dkne Novels; readers had 

gotten too much of what they had wanted. Smith states that there was a lack of 

qualky wrkers at the Dkne Novel publishmg fums, and the house wrkers lost thek 

identkies (and creativky) in conforming so completely to audience demands (91). 

The buying public eventually came to expect more from thek reading experiences. 

Audiences realized that thek world was continuing to change, and Dime Novels did 

not respond to these changes reahstically enough. Dime Novels addressed some of 

the social issues that concemed thek readers, but they did it without any practicalky. 

The conflicts created by civilization's constant advance mto the wilderness was a 

serious topic for Americans at the tum of the twentieth century, and Dkne Novelists 

only superficially resolved such conflicts. Bold states, "While Cooper stresses this 

dilemma ki his theme, characterization and narrative technique, Ellis resolves k 

artificially, by means of disguise" (11). Jones rekerates that the Dime Novel formula 

was the same one used by Cooper, but with one substantial difference: that "the dkne 

novel operated at the level of fantasy, where conflicts kresolvable ki the real world 

could find swift and clear-cut solutions" (54). By the tura of the century, such 
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fantasy was no longer satisfactory to a nation that was movkig away from ks simple 

agrarian lifestyle into an industrialized world power, whether or not k wanted to be. 

The resuks of more efficient prkitkig methods and aggressive marketing 

provided the masses wkh a form of entertainment lUce they had never seen before. 

The Dkne Novels that emerged ki 1860 employed the devices origkiated by Cooper, 

and they formularized them to a pokit where audiences became dependent upon them. 

Wallmann states, "Indeed, so successful was the dkne westem at accommodating 

public taste that k proved kistrumental ki establishing the pattems westerns have 

developed up to the present day" (91). The essential elements of the Western—the 

lone vigilante searching for the "better life" while inadvertently helping characters 

who symbolize society destroy the very paradise he seeks—are what made the Dime 

Novel Westera and ks descendants so popular. And they contkiue to be fremendously 

popular. Christine Bold states, "In every phase of mass publishmg, the Westera has 

figured as the best-selling genre for a time" (xiii). By force-feedkig the reading 

public wkh so much of a new type of affordable Ikerature in such a short period of 

tkne, Dkne Novels helped establish the formula origkiated by Cooper as a standard ki 

popular fiction, creating a demand for the Westera that has never subsided.^' 

The Dkne Novel era also allowed wrkers the ability to experknent wkh the 

formula, and to test audience preferences for the Ikerature that was bekig pubHshed. 

The Dkne Novels acted as a transkional period between tradkional romances and the 

new genre of the Westem. Jones specifies that he defines "the 'Westem' or 'Westem 

^' Wallmann cites sources that claim that three-fourths of Dime Novels were Westems (61). 
This provides some reasoning for why the Westem has enjoyed such long-lasting popularity. 
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formula' as a mode of romance..." (169). Perhaps Dime Novels stUl did have many 

of the qualkies of romances that readers were accustomed to during the mid-1800s. 

A preface note from Beadle and Company in thek reissued edition of Malaeska states 

that thek purpose for begmnkig the series was to answer "the popular demand for 

works of romance..." (Brown 59). The genre unquestionably became somethkig of 

ks own, however, and has skice exceeded the popularky of ks predecessors. The 

predictabilky of the Dknes due to the formulaic Hterary devices such as the stock 

characters and use of disguises and trickery had just as many negative as poskive 

consequences. This is not to say that the Dune Novels have no Hterary merk. Some 

offer complex—and yet skillful—^plot development. Despke the novel's other 

shortcomings, the suspense is cleverly bulk in Seth Jones, as the action repeatedly 

shifts from Seth to Graham and the others. Also, some of the Dkne Novels' authors 

had akeady won serious acclaim for thek previous works, as is the case wkh Ann S. 

Stephens. Many of the novels offer historical perspective misskig from conventional 

works, as shown in the earher example of Ellis's summary of the Iroquois. Also, 

aknost aU of them relate significant social attkudes and kiterests of thek respective 

audiences. The era of the Dkne Novel Westems provided the experimentahsm that 

was necessary for this to happen. 

The period also had effects on more serious Ikerature. Bill Brown states, "In 

many cases k was mass-market fiction that wrkers such as Stephen Crane, Frank 

Norris, and Theodore Dreiser learned from, adapted, and challenged" (iv). Brown 

clakns that Crane's celebrated short story "The Blue Hotel" ki particular was 
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mfluenced by the industry, kicorporatkig a Dkne Novel as the catalyst for much of 

the action (1). It seems that even the most acclaimed wrkers were conscious of—and 

responded to—audience demands. Brown states, "In his effort to attain some cukural 

currency. Crane appropriates elements of mass-market fiction" (2). Such kifluence 

was not Iknked to the Hterary world. The Dime Novel industry generated reactions in 

American society as well. Jones states, "Durmg this tkne of widespread discontent 

and doubt, the dkne novel Westem functioned kicreaskigly as a vehicle for social 

crkicism and spkkual reaffirmation"(56). The Dime Novel affected changes m 

societal attitudes, causkig average Americans to no longer merely be content living 

hopelessly amid the poverty and kicreaskig kidustrialization that was so adversely 

affecting thek lives. 

In terms of Ikerature, the knpending failure of the Dkne Novel kidustry forced 

wrkers to adapt to changing audience expectations. Agaki, two forces worked 

together to revkalize both the Westem and readers' kiterest in k. The romantic idea 

of the Homestead Act was killed because the act failed, and the American Dream had 

to be re-figured, ki real-life and ki fiction. Smith states, "The Homestead Act failed 

because k was incongruous wkh the Industrial Revolution" (191). There were, of 

course, many complicated factors that attributed to the failure of the Act and the 

subsequent changes to the economy and social makeup. However, everyone realized 

that mdependent farmkig could not be successful on the 160-acre tracts given away ki 

many parts of the West. 
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These realizations led to the reorganization of the land programs, wkh larger 

tracts being designated for ranchkig rather than farmkig (Smith 196). At the same 

time, Brown states that there were changes ki attkudes in Ikerature, when crkics 

began to condemn the Dime Novels' violence and targetkig of youth as thek primary 

audience (2). Hence, changes ki America led to changes ki the Westem: the country 

was maturkig, and k was again lookkig westward for the future. This new form of 

mass Hterature called the Dkne Novel had created a formula for fiction that was 

custom-made for American readers. The publishmg companies, ki an effort to 

rekkidle dwkidlkig sales, began solickkig readers' responses ki order to determine 

what parts of the formula were most appealmg (Bold 31-33). Writers of Westerns 

responded by maturkig as well, and refocuskig on the "real" American West. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE WESTERN RENAISSANCE 

By the end of the nmeteenth century, America was becomkig a world leader ki 

economics, manufacturkig, and milkary power. Consequently, the population was 

rapidly kicreaskig, and people were spreadmg out across the country. Jeffrey 

Wallmann states that "from 1901 to 1920,1.4 million knmigrants entered the 

coimtry" (97). The westward movement, or at least the procurement of kidividual 

lands, stUl played an knportant part ki easing some of the problems caused by 

escalating industrialization and the subsequent increases ki population. Henry Nash 

Smith states: 

So long as the supply of land could be considered practically limitless, 
the theory of the safety valve could be invoked wkhout risk to prove 
the uniquely fortunate destmy of America. But if opportunity, 
happkiess, social harmony, and even liberty kself depended on the 
presence of free land beyond the frontier, what became of these values 
ki the event that the available land should after all prove to be limked 
ki extent? (206) 

The answer. Smith clauns, was that people would pUe up ki the big ckies, which 

would become pools of crkne and depravky, as had happened ki Europe (206). As 

noted in previous chapters, the Homestead Act had not proven to be the solution to 

these problems. Therefore, the government, seen by many as one of the prknary 

reasons for the problems fackig the lower classes, had to make radical changes. 

Early effects of the Industrial Revolution, such as poverty, overcrowdmg ki 

the big ckies, and poor workkig condkions became a focus of polkicians and special-
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kiterest groups as the century came to a close. Wallmann states that many poskive 

changes occurred during the Progressive Era (1901-1917): "Federal agencies were 

established to curb monopolies and tmsts, laws were passed to protect consumers 

from abuses by meat packers and dmg manufacturers, and regulations were kistkuted 

to prohibk child labor and knprove working condkions ki general" (94). These 

changes, Wallmann makitakis, "contributed to growkig leisure tkne and demand for 

entertairunent" (95). Lkerature contkiued to be a popular form of the public's means 

of entertamment, but readers, who were finally benefitkig from the changes brought 

about by an improvkig American economy, were begmnkig to expect more than what 

they had been receiving ki the Dkne Novels of the previous century. 

In spke of the poskive changes, much of the Ikerature of the first part of the 

twentieth centvuy was stUl grkn, focusing on the negative aspects of kidustrialization 

and the destmction caused by increased civilization or war. The examples listed 

earher—Stephen Crane's The Red Badge of Courage (1895) and Frank Norris's 

McTeague (1899)—as weU as other works such as Theodore Dreiser's Sister Carrie 

(1900), Upton Skiclak's The Jungle (1906), and F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great 

Gatsby (1925) showed only the darkest prospects of the American Dream. In these 

novels, the wrkers show that the excesses of the rich were not the answer, but they 

also fail to provide an acceptable akemative. Wallmarm states, "Certainly the 

economy seemed to provide plenty of opportunity and to place prosperity withki the 

grasp of anyone wkh gumption. It was the American Dream revitalized, except that 

now k was more apt to be a factory worker who was dreamkig of becoming a 
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millionake" (98). The readkig public needed fiction that represented the common 

man, to remforce the belief that any American could succeed. 

The Westem had provided the escapism Americans fek was necessary durmg 

the late nmeteenth century. Jane Tompkkis claims that the early popularky of the 

Westera was due to an excess of women's movements from 1880-1920 (44). More 

lUcely, k was that Americans needed something to support the perceived tme nature of 

the American character. Smith rekerates the novelty at the tkne of Tumer's 

contention that Americans needed to connect with the land, and the importance of the 

westward movement to our composke national character (Smith 250). Smith states 

that for Tumer there was a strong connection between the free land of the West and 

the natural cycle of life: "The idea of nature suggested to Tumer a poetic account of 

the influence of free land as a rebirth, a regeneration, a rejuvenation of man and 

society constantly recurrkig where civilization came into contact with the wildemess 

along the frontier" (253). Apparently, many people agreed with this idea, as is 

evidenced by the masses who participated ki the westward movement. 

Jeffrey WaUmann argues that average Americans were not aware of the 

"rampant kidustrialization and the Turaer thesis" (97). Although the majority of 

Americans may not have consciously debated the ramifications of civiHzation 

kitmdmg on the natural serenky of the wildemess, the underlykig idea of maintakikig 

some connection wkh the frontier was obviously still relevant to the tens of thousands 

who ventured west. The wild frontier of the American West was rapidly becomkig 

more sukable for the average American, through homesteadkig, the spread of the 
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raikoad, and the suppression of Native Americans. These changes cokicided wkh the 

Westem novel's matvu-ation. James K. Folsom states that only after the issues 

concernkig Native Americans' resistance had been resolved did the Westera come of 

age: "The modem Westera became identifiable as a genre distkict from earlier novels 

about the frontier only after the Indian question had been pragmatically settled"(146). 

This does not suggest that wrkers of Westerns stopped romanticizkig the Westera 

experience. Rather, they utilized the best of the old and the new. Wallmann states: 

Pulp westera publishers, loath to miss a sale, catered to the dreamer 
with stories that mixed past and present, the Old West and the day 
before yesterday—saddle horses and automobiles ("Wild Men of 
Wallowa"), sixguns and telephones ("BoothUl Beller Box"), and cow 
herds and akplanes ("Satan Rides the Sky").. .Clearly, the frontier did 
not vanish but adapted to the tknes, becoming a dynamically 
interactkig boimdary between technology and provkicialism rather 
than between civUization and the wilderness. (98-99) 

However, whUe Dkne Novel publishers contkiued to attempt to capkalize on the 

Westem adventure, audiences were tkkig of thek lack of creativky and overall 

substandard Hterary quality. 

Only a few quality Westems had been written skice Cooper's Leatherstockkig 

Tales. Bret Harte's The Luck of Roaring Camp and Other Sketches (1870) was 

admittedly a step above ks Dkne Novel cohorts, but k was also, as the tkle reveals, 

merely a series of short stories that have no clear connection. Mark Twaki's Tom 

Sawyer (1876), and Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1885) had aU the characteristics 

of the Western, but they may not even have been recognized as a Westera at the tkne 
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of thek origkial publication." There are, however, unmistakable sknilarkies between 

the two novels, m character types, plot, and theme, and these elements clearly fit kito 

the formula of the Westera. In both books, the boys, akhough slightly rebellious, act 

as lone vigUantes protectkig the welfare of thek small village of St. Petersburg. 

Each novel contakis villakis; ki Tom Sawyer k is Injun Joe, and in Huck Finn 

k is Huck's father. The cast of kmocents mcludes specific characters such as Becky 

Thatcher, but ki both novels all of the townspeople are depicted as a collective group 

that is ki danger of the evils of grave robbers, drunks, murderers, and thieves. The 

Mississippi River and ks surroundkig countryside are the prknary settings, but Twaki 

also mcludes more primkive places, such as the cave and Jackson's Island. He also 

addresses the theme of Good versus Evil (as the boys battle the villakis), as well as 

the theme of a changkig rural scene (as the boys face growkig up). Tom and Huck 

mature both personaUy and socially, discoverkig that they must take part ki the 

seemingly destmctive process that occurs as civilization kitmdes on thek sknple way 

of Hfe. 

These novels, however, were the exception, not the mle. Dkne Novels, the 

popular Hterature made affordable for the average reader, were stiU badly written and 

becoming progressively disappointmg. Some pubHshers began to provide the same 

types of stories ki different formats, but there was vmquestionably a need for a qualky 

Westem that could capkalize on the popularity of the formula, while at the same tkne 

^̂  Twain began writing a more "traditional" Westem featuring Tom and Huck, but it was 
never finished. The manuscript was published in Life Magazine on December 20, 1968, (pages 32-
50a) under the title "Huck Finn & Tom Sawyer Among the Indians." 
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showkig that k could be serious Hterature. There was a need to legkimize the genre 

m order to keep k from succumbkig to ks declkikig status as a Hterary form. 

Westerns were generally not recognized for kidividual works, but rather as a 

collective whole of cheap, substandard books written hurriedly by anonymous authors 

who had Iktle or no real-life experience on the subject. 

Several Dkne Novel wrkers came close to wrkkig a qualky Western, but none 

gakied serious crkical attention. Daryl Jones states that the Westera hero, m response 

to changkig social views, had to develop certain refmements. "Nevertheless, one may 

discera ki the evolution of the Westera hero an overaU trend toward the development 

of a stereotyped character whose fraits would permit him to carry out more efficiently 

the principal aesthetic and socio-psychological functions of the narrative formula as a 

whole" (117). Jones notes that writers strived for what he refers to as a "hybrid" 

character (42,118), and he suggests that as early as 1861 Dime Novelists such as 

Edward ElHs were experimentkig with a Westem that contained a synthesis of what 

would later become the standard for the genre: the protagonist ki Nathan Todd; or. 

The Fate of the Sioux' Captive was such an early hybrid of the consummate Westem 

Hero (42). However, the rest of the novel consists of the same capture and pursuk 

plot and lack of creative development. Jones claims that the character of the Westem 

Hero was not refined to audiences' tastes until forty years later, when Owen Wister 

published his pivotal work. The Virginian (144). It is ki this work that all of the 

essential elements of the Westem fmally coalesce kito a highly acclaimed piece of 

Hterature. 
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As stated earlier, Wister's The Virginian is considered by many scholars to be 

the fkst tme Westem, after which all later Westeras are patteraed.^^ Jones identifies 

the book as a tumkig pokit ki the Westem's evolution, ckkig crkics who give k credk 

for "resurrectkig the Westem from the murky realm of sub-literature..." (4). As 

noted ki the argument for uskig The Virginian as the preemkient work as a benchmark 

for the evolution of the Westera ki the first half of this study, practically all scholars 

agree with the novel's significance. C. L. Sonnichsen states, "Students of regional 

wrkkig know that an knportant change took place m 1902 when Owen Wister's The 

Virginian divided the high road from the low road of popular Westem novels" (7). In 

Max Westbrook's Afterword to a recent publication of the novel, he ekes astoundkig 

sales figures from the book's fkst year: "In The Popular Book, James D. Hart says 

that Owen Wister's cowboy story topped the best seller Hst for more than a year after 

ks inkial publication ki 1902. Richard Etulam reports that The Virginian underwent 

fifteen prkitings ki ks fkst eight months. One contemporary publisher has reprkited 

the novel twenty tknes" (318). These statistics show that Wister's novel enjoyed not 

only enormous success at the tkne of ks kiitial publication, but k has also retakied ks 

appeal for an entke century. 

To understand the novel's endurkig popularky, k is useful to examine ks 

history. In his Introduction to Owen Wister's West: Selected Articles, Robert Murray 

Davis explams how Harper's Monthly origmally contracted Wister to write a series of 

'̂  The content ofTTie Virginian will not be discussed in this chapter, as this aspect of the 
novel has been the primary focus of Part One of this study. The novel will, however, be examined 
briefly here for ks contextual role in early twentieth century literature. 
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adventure stories set m the West (7-8). These stories had the potential to be no 

different than scores of others bemg written for the dozens of pulp magazines that had 

taken the place of Dkne Novels. What distmguished Wister from the other writers 

was his attention to detail and his abilky to capture not only the action, but also the 

meankig behkid the events he recorded. Wister kept fifteen notebooks ki which he 

recorded every detaU of his numerous trips to the West and South (Owen Wister Out 

West 3). It was from these notebooks that he obtakied the characters and events that 

he transformed mto The Virginian. Wister wrote ki a letter to Oliver WendeU Hohnes 

about the mam character for the novel, callkig him an "American genius" that is 

defined by his actions (16). The character, as k tumed out, tmly was a genius. 

Wister had the fkst behevable and stalwart hero; the Vkginian used no 

disguises, and Wister did not rely upon any tawdry literary tricks to sell his fiction. 

It was in Wister's novel that the Westem was finally adequately refmed. His hero 

was now a mounted herdsman and, contrary to some scholars' opkiions, the Vkginian 

does actively engage in the common activities of his profession.̂ '* Wister's villain, 

Trampas, and the schoohnarm, MoUy, complete the cast of the fradkional Westera 

estabHshed by Cooper and soHdified by the Dime Novelists. Besides creatkig the 

standard for characters, Wister also successfully depicted the amalgamation of 

civilization and the wilderaess. Wister does this by focuskig on the unique beauty of 

the frontier, while at the same tkne showkig that progress is necessary and actuaUy 

''• The scene where the Narrator describes the Virginian's bawdy song takes place while the 
men gather a ho-d of cattle: "On a Monday noon a small company of horsemen strung out along the 
trail from Sunk Creek to gather cattle over their allotted sweep of range. Spring was backward, and 
they, as tiiey rode galloping and gathering upon the cold week's work, cursed cheerily and 
occasionally sang" (59). 
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conducive to the westward expansion. In his essay "Concerning the Contents," 

Wister expresses the difficuky of understandmg the appeal of the wilderness, 

referrkig to k as a "speU" and a "lotus" from which people can never escape once 

havkig experienced k (61-62). Wister meticulously recorded the events, people, and 

places that were new to hkn. His joumals and letters kiclude spectacular descriptions 

of the land, the weather, the language, and the customs that he discovered durkig his 

travels. 

Some entries were incorporated kito his novels and short stories with little or 

no revision. In his collection of joumals, Owen Wister Out West, we see his personal 

amazement at the beauty of a sunset he records (98), the vastness of the land he 

jokingly says was made before God knew the knportance of variety (30), and the 

difficukies of Hfe on the frontier, which he records in a story about the people of a 

doomed town named Douglas (100-102). The isolation of the West was a popular 

subject ki many of the short stories Wister wrote for Harper's. In "A PUgrim on the 

GUa," he teUs of his party's long and difficuk (and dull) travel through Arizona, and 

ki "Padre Ignazio," he describes how the lonely padre patiently waks for the annual 

ship to brkig supplies from his homeland (The West of Owen Wister). Much of 

Wister's reporting was flavored with his own personal views on places and people. 

He claims in one essay that the Southwest had more bad men than other places, and 

these kidividuals were "lower and ugHer ki depravity than anything I have chosen to 

teU you" (Davis 90-91). He attributes this concentration of depravity to the clknate, 

which he openly expresses his distaste for ki numerous other accounts. 
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Overall, Wister was a logical choice for someone to decisively validate the 

Westem. He openly voices his concerns about government ki his many essays, 

particularly ki the Preface to his first collection. Red Men and White (Davis 57-58). 

He also had the education and Hterary skills to put k aU together, although The 

Virginian was his only laudable contribution ki novel form. Wallmann claims that 

none of the material m The Virginian was new to readers; the conflict between the 

morally superior Vkgmian and the vile Trampas, the shoot-out between them ki the 

street, and the plot of the hero marrying the herokie after defeatkig the villaki were all 

famiHar to readers of Dkne Novels and magazkies lUce the ones for which Wister 

himself wrote (100). StUl, no Hterary predecessor had so capably combkied aU of 

these formulaic elements. Wister's work was only somewhat predictable and, 

although k was a bk romantic, k removed the fantasy of the Dkne Novels while 

remakikig extremely entertakiing. 

Wister was not the only weakhy, educated Easteraer who went west to record 

the adventures of the wild frontier. Wister's friend Frederick Remkigton also 

traveled into the wilderaess and tried to capture ks beauty and adventure, m paintings 

and ki fiction. Christkie Bold states, "Remington's vision never became popular: 

while The Virginian knmediately became a bestseller and the model for the Westem 

formulist, John Ermine [Remington's novel] sold otUy moderately well and has been 

ahnost forgotten since early in the century" (51). Many other writers did find success 

ki wrkkig Westems, but only because they emulated Wister's example. C. L. 

Sonnichsen identifies the publication of The Virginian as not only a turning point for 
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the Westera m terms of popular literature, but also a tkne that marks a difference 

between "good" and "bad" wrkers of Westerns: 

From that tkne on superior wrkers lUce Stewart Edward Whke, Eugene 
Manlove Rhodes, Emerson Hough, Conrad Richter, and Waker Van 
Tilburg Clark produced Westera fiction with Hterary merk and more-
than-ordinary significance. On the low road the Zane Greys, B. M. 
Bowers, Emest Boyds, Luke Shorts, and William MacLeod Rakies 
held forth, while somewhere ki between were the Alan LeMays, Emest 
Haycoxes, and Jack Schaefers. (7) 

Wister's novel raised the standard for the genre, entickig coimtless other writers to 

begki wrking Westems. John G. Caweki lists several mfluential wrkers who 

followed Wister, kicludkig Andy Adams,^^ Eugene Manlove Rhodes, Zane Grey, 

Emerson Hough, and Alfred Henry Lewis (96-97). Folsom adds to this list A. B. 

Guthrie for his trilogy of Westems written ki the late 1940s and early 1950s (64). 

Some of these wrkers, such as Grey and Lewis, were producing novels only slightly 

better than the Dime Novels of the previous century. A few wrkers, however, were 

able to produce novels of the same caliber as Wister's. 

One was Willa Gather, whose novels of the mid-Westem plakis offered a 

different viewpokit of the westward movement while makitaining the familiar 

formula used by Wister and other writers of Westems. However, lUce Twaki's 

novels, Gather's works may not have knmediately been recognized as Westems. 

Gather's heroes are females, and unlUce the Dime Novel herokies such as Calamky 

Jane or Annie Oakley, they are strong working class characters that represent the 

*̂  Adams' most notable work. Log of a Cowboy, was mo-ely a joumal of his personal 
experiences on a cattle drive. 
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average woman. Gather mcluded stereotypical villakis, who were often depicted as 

bankers or kidustry leaders who tried to displace mdependent settlers. In addkion to 

the formulaic characters, land figures promkiently m a few of Gather's novels, 

particularly ki My Antonia and O! Pioneers. In these works. Gather focuses prknarily 

on the changes takkig place m America at the tum of the twentieth century. 

In My Antonia (1918), Gather's protagonist is female and, akhough she is not 

as bold as Wister's character, Antonia possesses the same traks as the Vkgkiian. 

Though a woman, she is not depicted as being very femkime. Antonia rejects the 

opportunity to go to school when k starts, statkig, "I aki't got tkne to leam. I can 

work like mans now" (81). Later, she says that she enjoys the hard outdoor work, 

teUkig Jkn that she does not care what other people think of her lack of femkikiky: "I 

not care that your grandmother say k makes me lUce a man. I lUce to be Hke a man" 

(92). The villain of the novel is a banker who mthlessly recalls the loans of 

stmgghng farmers such as Antonia's neighbor Peter: "His credkor was Wick Cutter, 

the mercUess Black Hawk money-lender, a man of evU name throughout the 

coimtry..." (49). The kmocents kiclude aU of the peacefiil farmers who are trykig to 

make a Hvkig on the land, such as Peter and his brother Pavel, and the Shimerda's, 

who seem to have k harder than many of the rest. 

Wick Cutter is not only after land, but he apparently also has dishonorable 

kitentions toward Antonia. In an attempt to protect her, Jkn takes her place at 

Cutter's house. Cutter attacks Jkn, gettkig the best of hkn and provmg Jim's kiabUky 

to fiilfill the role of the hero (161). Wick Cutter ukknately destroys himself when he 
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kUls his wife to prevent her from takkig any of his money, and then commks suicide 

(234-235). Gather does not dramatize Hfe on the frontier by livenkig k up with 

runaway stagecoaches or shootouts on Mam Street. Instead, she shows that life has 

many ordkiary evils to overcome. 

Gather illustrates the difficukies of trymg to makitaki an agrarian lifestyle ki a 

world that is contmually becoming more modernized. She depicts a different type of 

frontier, where the hazards are not ki dense forests filled with Indians but endless 

prakies that offer unique challenges of thek own. Jkn's kikial description of his new 

home seems terribly dismal: "There seemed to be nothing to see; no fences, no creeks 

or trees, no hUls or fields. If there was a road, I could not make k out ki the fakit 

starHght. There was nothing but land: not a countty at all, but the material out of 

which countries are made" (8). However, this stark wildemess is portrayed as 

mcomparably better than life in the city. The wealthier city gkls had little reason to 

engage in physical activity, and Jkn describes them as much less appealing than the 

farm gkls, whose "out-of-door work had given them a vigour which, when they got 

over thek first shyness on coming to town, developed into a poskive carriage and 

freedom of movement, and made them conspicuous among Black Hawk women" 

(131). The natural envkonment of the farms and ks correspondkig activkies actuaUy 

make the country gkls more sensual. 

O! Pioneers (1913) encompasses the essential elements of the Westem even 

more so than My Antonia. The protagonists in both novels are very similar, but 

Alexandra Bergson is even more powerful and formulaic. She remakis a loner 
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throughout the novel, symbolically marrykig the land rather than a man. Gather 

makes an early distkiction between the power of the land and the weakness of men: 

But the great fact was the land kself, which seemed to overwhelm the 
little begmnmgs of human society that straggled ki ks somber wastes. 
It was from fackig this vast hardness that the boy's mouth had become 
so bitter; because he fek that men were too weak to make any mark 
here, that the land wanted to be let alone, to preserve ks own fierce 
strength, ks peculiar, savage kind of beauty, ks unintermpted 
mournfukiess. (15) 

Agaki, Gather avoids romanticizing through the use of stereotypical outlaws or 

massive cattle drives. While Alexandra's father is dying, he recalls the various 

hardships he had faced durkig his years trykig to farm on the prakies of Nebraska: 

Bergson went over in his mind the things that had held hkn back. One 
winter his cattle had perished in a blizzard. The next summer one of 
his plow horses broke its leg in a prakie-dog hole and had to be shot. 
Another summer he lost his hogs from cholera, and a valuable stallion 
died from a rattlesnake bite. Time and again his crops had failed. He 
had lost two chUdren, boys, that came between Lou and Emil, and 
there had been the cost of sickness and death. Now, when he had at 
last straggled out of debt, he was gokig to die himself He was only 
forty-six, and had, of course, counted upon more tkne. (20) 

This paragraph summarizes how the battle between Good and EvU is depicted m the 

novel by natural elements rather than human villains. Later, the family faces a 

drought that lasts three years (47). O! Pioneers is one of fu-st novels to explore how 

such natural disasters affected those who tried to achieve the American Dream 

through homesteadkig. At one pokit, the characters debate the ownership of land, 

some argukig that k should belong to the men, regardless of who does the work, 

because men would be held responsible if anythkig went wrong (169). This is as 
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much an argument about havkig a strong, mdependent female protagonist as k is 

about women's role ki American society. 

As ki My Antonia, Gather depicts the countty ki O! Pioneers as bekig 

symbolically better than the city. Carl ponders the knportance of kidividuals on the 

farms versus the masses ki the cky: 

Freedom so often means that one is n't needed anywhere. Here you 
are an kidividual, you have a background of your own, you would be 
missed. But off there ki the ckies there are thousands of roUing stones 
like me. We are all alUce; we have no ties, we know nobody, we own 
nothing. When one of us dies, they scarcely know where to bury hinL 
(122-123) 

Gather stresses that America is changkig, ki every part of ks social stmctitfe. Polkical 

and economic issues figure prominently ki the novel, particularly when Lou 

repeatedly argues about the presidential race and the kitegrky of Wall Street (111-

112). The family stmcture is also changing, and Gather relates this on a personal 

level ki her characters. Alexandra is the only one kiterested in makitakikig the family 

farm, and her father realizes how significant k is that his sons do not share this 

kiterest. "Lou and Oscar were kidustrious, but he could never teach them to use thek 

heads about thek works" (23). This type of generational change ki family-based 

agriculture was devastatkig to the kidustry. Carl Lkistmm, lUce many other young 

men aroimd the tum of the century, also left the countryside to go to Alaska ki search 

of gold (106-109). Only Alexandra remakis untU the end, and she eventuaUy fmds 

success ki the land. She teUs Carl, "We come and go, but the land is always here. 

And the people who love k and understand k are the people who own it— f̂or a little 

while" (308). Both of these novels project the same pro-American spkk withki the 
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Westem formula. The familiar characters in the same frontier settkigs triumph over 

the forces of evil and the problems created by a country that is growkig too quickly. 

While Wister and Gather kitroduced a higher level of Hterary qualky to the 

genre, they did not have as much impact on the "popular" form of the Westera as 

other wrkers. Akhough The Virginian and O! Pioneers were clearly Westerns, 

readers still had a deske for more entertakikig Ikerature that allowed them escapism 

for the entertainment value only. As noted ki the previous chapter, some Dime Novel 

publishers adjusted thek formats to tty to accommodate thek readers' changkig tastes. 

Christkie Bold discusses the edkorial commentary regarding the content of Dkne 

Novels, faked letters to edkors, and surveys designed to evaluate what readers wanted 

ki thek Ikerature (31-35). The resuks of such actions led to the same types of stories 

prkited ki new formats, commonly referred to as "slicks" or "pulps." 

Wallmann states, "The successor to the dime novel, the pulp magazine—so 

caUed because, like the dkne novel, k was prkited on cheap pulp paper—flourished ki 

a market dominated by pulp westerns such as Western Story Magazine, Ace-High, and 

Wild West, which were devoted exclusively to a format of westera short stories, 

serials, and novels" (95). These types of publications competed wkh sknilar ones ki 

romance or detective formats. Bold provides a concise comparison between pulps 

and slicks: 

In the pulps.. .the most important content was the fiction. Because 
these magazkies were developed on the premise of low production 
costs combkied with large ckculations, they carried Httle ki the way of 
illustration. Nor did they ever have many advertisements: they could 
not provide lavish displays, and advertisers believed that the pulp 
audience was limked to low-kicome consumers of inexpensive 
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goods...The slick magazkies were quite different...SHcks were cheap 
monthly and weekly miscellanies made of rag content ("slick") paper, 
a more costly kkid of paper than pulpwood, with a very good surface 
for Ulustration. (77) 

Bold states that the Slicks catered to a slightly higher socio-economic class (77), but 

both types of magazkies were Iknked by how much of a story could be published ki 

each edkion. Such publications remakied popular for decades, but readers who 

enjoyed Wister's The Virginian were more kiclkied to buy cheap knitations of k ki 

any of the various paperback novels bekig written ki a sknilar fashion to the Dkne 

Novels, but with more creativity and reahsm, as well as slightly higher standards. 

The writers of these paperback Westerns are responsible for exposkig so many 

readers to the "tradkional" Westera formula. It is these wrkers that most people thkik 

of when they hear the term "westera." Bold states, "From before the Fkst World War 

untU after the Second, the most famous, successful, and proHfic authors of popular 

Westem fiction were Zane Grey, Frederick Faust (as "Max Brand"), and Emest 

Haycox. These were the men who carried Wister's formula kito the world of mass 

production" (76).'^ They aU helped sustain the Westem as a popular form, much lUce 

the Dknes, but m most cases with higher Hterary qualky. It is difficuk to estknate 

which of these writers was the best, or most productive, or the most successfiil, as 

they all did very much the same thkig. 

A few of these wrkers, such as Zane Grey and Louis L'Amour, do stand out 

from the other for various reasons. Walhnann states, "UnlUce Owen Wister, Zane 

*̂ John G. Cawelti includes a list of many popular writes who followed Wister (96-100), and 
Christine Bold provides useful biographical and related information on several of them, including 
Grey, Faust, Haycox, and others. 
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Grey was a prolific wrker who produced more than seventy novels, as well as 

mnumerable serialized magazkie stories that later became novels or were 

anthologized—many after his death ki 1939" (113). Grey has been the source of 

many studies, and the crkicism has been both poskive and negative. Wallmann 

states, "Considerkig the output over his wrkkig lifetkne—1904 to 1937—k is not 

surpriskig that Grey is rather kiconsistent m his treatment of plot, character, and 

theme; indeed, crkics can and have asserted diametrically opposke claims about 

Grey, with each side well argued and supported by relevant quotations" (113). James 

K. Folsom mcludes a particularly harsh crkicism of Grey's treatment of Indians, 

statkig that he was unable to make them anything more than stereotypes (156-157). 

Jane Tompkkis claims that Grey's 1910 novel Riders of the Purple Sage was the most 

famous Westem (164). Although Tompkins provides no data to support this claim. 

Grey's work does seem to be universally recognized, £ind many people recognize his 

name as synonymous with Westems even more so than Wister's. 

Bold claims that Faust rather than Grey was the most proHfic writer of 

Westems (91). She adds that Faust was also the highest paid wrker, but she claims 

that he was ashamed of his profession because he "cared most about classical poetty 

and he considered his pulp wrkkig a utUkarian, money-makkig occupation to be 

discharged as efficiently as possible" (91). Like any of the other wrkers of Westems, 

Faust did create a few substantial works through a shotgun-Hke effect of churnkig out 

a plethora of formulaic novels. Perhaps his most famous work, Destry Rides Again 

(1930), mcludes several examples of the Westem's role ki the myth-makkig process. 
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Faust illustt-ates how legends were amplified by word of mouth when a boy, not 

reahzmg he is talkmg to Destty, tells of the hero's valiant escape from prison and 

retum to his hometown to seek revenge (77). Later, the boy's father, also unaware of 

Destty's tme identky, claims to be one of the hero's good friends (80). These are 

undoubtedly examples of what happened to real-life Western legends and thek 

admkers. 

Some of the formula was very close to ks Dkne Novel ancestry. Destry still 

employs a disguise ki order to act out his revenge ki a way that is vety similar to Seth 

Jones or Deadwood Dick (or Nathan Slaughter). Bold clakns of Grey, Faust and 

Haycox, "Although they all produced stereotyped, repetkive work, they also retakied 

a sense of thek autonomy, and aU had ambkions for artistic development" (123). 

However, there is little distinction between these wrkers' works, or between the 

works of the next generation of wrkers. Bold states that "several recent authors have 

used the materials of the conventional Westem once more and stUl have attakied 

distinction, either of qualky or sales. Three of the most knportant wrkers of this type 

are Alan Le May, Jack Schaeffer, and Louis L'Amour" (125).^' Bold states that Le 

May was never as weU known as Schaefer or L'Amour, but his two best works. 

Searchers (1954) and The Unforgiven (1957), were both significant to the genre 

because of thek adaptation mto films (131-133). Schaefer's most famous novel, 

Shane (1949), was a similarly successful fihn. Louis L'Amour, though, seems to 

" Bold claims that Faust was "the most prolific and highly paid pulp writer of all time" (91), 
but she also states, "Louis L'Amour has attained sales figures outstripping even those of Grey and 
Faust" (125). 
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have done more for the overall popularky of the Westem, regardless of his 

shortcomings as a writer. 

Hondo, perhaps L'Amour's most famous novel, is still a favorke among 

casual readers of Westerns.^* However, k shows how many twentieth century wrkers 

of Westerns retakied some of the worst qualkies of Dkne Novels. Referrkig to this 

paradox. Bold states, "He has written (and sold) more books than any of his 

contemporaries ki the field, and yet his repertoke of plots and character types is 

among the smaUest" (143). Hondo contakis many stmctural problems caused by 

L'Amour's reliance upon the formula, regardless of how unrealistic some of the 

resuks may seem. Angle Lowe (left alone wkh her young son Johimy on the prakie 

with angry Indians everywhere around them) feels instantly at ease with Hondo, a 

drifter she has just met. She is, as are so many female characters when they 

encounter a heroic figure lUce Hondo, both excited and confused by her feelings for 

him. "That might be k.. .that might be the thing that disturbed her so. He made her 

feel lUce a woman. He made her feel.. .yes, that was k. She blushed into the mirror. 

He made her feel lUce a female" (19). This passage, lUce many others ki the novel, 

could easily be confiised for passages from a Harlequin romance novel. 

The plot of the novel is exceedkigly predictable, addkig to the romance 

adventure feel of the previous Dkne Novels. Angle's husband is misskig, angry 

Indians are on the warpath, she is attracted to a man she hardly knows, and she and 

Johnny are isolated on the frontier while an knpendkig storm threatens thek very 

'* The tkle of Jane Tompkins' work West of Everything actually comes from a line in the 
novel. 
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lives. L'Amour's depiction of Angle's character during this precarious skuation is 

ridiculous: 

The wmd stkred the curiam and Angle looked up from her konkig and 
glanced outside. A few leaves skittered across the hard-baked clay of 
the yard, the horses' taUs streamed past thek hocks, and a whisp of hay 
blew to a corral post, then hug there, still and quiet. Angle walked to 
the stove and exchanged her kon for one freshly heated, testkig k wkh 
a dampened finger. At the wkidow Johnny stared at the towerkig 
battlements of cloud, looming now above the baski's edge. "Mommy, 
big clouds are coming up." "It feels lUce ram." She drew the apron 
over the end of the board and sprkikled k lightly. (127) 

Because of L'Amour's repeated references to k. Angle's only resourcefiil skill durkig 

such dangerous moments is apparently her abilky to kon. Hondo's valiant moralky is 

equaUy unpractical. He is unable to act as a scout for the army as they head of to 

engage the Apaches, because he had promised Vittoro, the murderous Indian leader, 

that he would not come after him (165). Such romanticism and lack of believabilky 

are reminiscent of Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales, written nearly a century earlier. 

The most serious problem wkh the novel is L'Amour's lack of Hterary skill. 

Many of his passages are repetkive and nondescript. "Horses were led out and 

saddled and mounted, and the company moved out. Dust Ufted, sun glkited on rifles" 

(43). A page later, "Dust cHmbed, the sun grew warm" (44). A few pages later, 

"They waUced slowly. It was very hot. Dust arose" (48). L'Amour's has difficuky ki 

describkig the rain storm that so threatens Angle and Johnny: "It had come roarkig 

out of the sky, drivkig before k a barrage of ram that peked the dty soU, lifting dust as 

k stmck, and brkiging to the ak that peculiar odor that comes when ram fkst strUces 

dry ground" (60). Later, Hondo's escape from the Apaches seems impossible, but 
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L'Amour is unable to exempHfy the urgency of the skuation: "Yet behkid the 

monotony of thek travel, behkid the blank vacancy of his face where lay a world 

sodden wkh pam, behkid k all there still prowled the restless desperation of a strong 

man wantkig to live. There was no way now.. .but there might be a way" (118). 

L'Amour strives to capture the silence that encompasses Hondo and Angle out 

on the range, but he seems to have a hard tkne dokig this while also describmg the 

sounds of the wildlife of the region: "The cottonwoods whispered more softly. The 

squkrel gave one short, uiqukmg chatter, then was silent. The lone coyote spoke to 

the sky and the stream mstled busUy about the stones. A bk of mud fell kito the 

stream wkh a fakit plop. It was night, and there was no sound. Or anyway, not very 

much" (156). Perhaps the least creative passage m the novel comes when he attempts 

to describe the landscape surrounding the Lowes' homestead: 

Across the vast sweep of the sky there were clouds, darkening clouds 
pressing ominously down toward the far hills. Flat upon the earth, 
skyward they lowered ki huge, imbeUevable masses. A low wind 
caught the breath of thek coohiess and moved across the desert, 
moving down the arroyos and canyons, creeping across the face of a 
land scarred by canyons and ridged by the backbones of ancient ridges. 
And the cool wind came swiftly and crossed the land and dipped into 
the basin and the ranch. (127) 

Such bad writkig permeates L'Amour's prose. He does make the attempt ki Hondo to 

include geographically correct reahsm ki plant names and scenery: "After a quick 

check from the edge of the cup, studykig the country, he retumed and gathered dry 

branches from the curl-leaf, a shmb whose branches give off a hot flame and are 

ahnost smokeless" (6). However, these types of passages are limked and repetkive. 

Despke the overaU lack of quality in his novels, audiences continued to buy 
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L'Amour's books, as well as others form wrkers with similarly deficient wrkkig 

abilkies. 

Several formula wrkers made unique contributions to the Western, although 

none of thek kidividual works were deservkig of high crkical acclaim. B. M. 

Bower's Flyuig U series mcludes many regional customs and cultural differences 

among the diverse peoples on the American frontier during the late nmeteenth 

centtiry.'^ Chip of the Flying f/(1904) utUizes all of the basic tenets of the Westera 

formula, with stereotypical characters, settkigs, and themes. Bower sfresses that the 

train puUkig away from the station was the town's last Ikik to civilization (23). She 

also interjects commentary on the kidustry ki which she was employed when she has 

Chip crkicize wrkers of cheap Westerns (198). These novels stiU exhibk too many of 

the Dime Novel characteristics, such as when the narrator slips into fkst person and 

addresses the reader dkectly (144). As with the works of others such as Grey, Faust, 

or L'Amour, these slight fransgressions did not matter to most readers, and the 

popularky of the Westera once agaki flourished as highly as k had durkig the height 

of the Dime Novel market. 

This resurgence ki the Westera's success began with Owen Wister's novel 

The Virginian. This work fmally gave the genre the credibUity k needed to gam 

recognition as a serious Hterary form after decades of kiferior wrkkig. The Westera 

has skice sustamed ks popularity, thanks ki part to the popular writers such as Louis 

" Bower, who used only her first initials because she worked in a male-dominated field, 
includes words and phrases that are unique to the time and places of which she was writing. Some 
examples from Chip of the Flying (/include: "lap supper" (95), "war togs" (102), and "shy a book at" 
(181). These regionalisms help convey what real life was like on the frontier while k was bemg 
settled. 
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L'Amour, but also because of the higher quality novels that appear occasionally from 

wrkers such as Schaefer and Le May. Caweki ekes startlkig sales records for books 

written by Wister, Grey, Schaefer, and for Westems ki general (2). There is no clear 

end to the Westem's renaissance because while k may have lagged ki Hterary 

popularky at various tknes, the overall appeal of the genre has been makitakied as k 

branched out into other media. BUI Brown notes ki his chronology that the fkst 

movies were shovm publicly kiNew York ki 1896 (50), and The Great Train 

Robbery, the fkst motion picture with a complete story line, appeared ki theaters in 

1903, just one year after Wister's novel became such a success. This fihn, 

incidentaUy, was a Western, the fkst of hundreds that would captivate audiences 

throughout the rest of the century.^^ 

Wkh the unprecedented success of such a new Hterary form, k would seem as 

though there were no problems with the acceptance of the Westera or ks pro-

American formula. However, writers had always chosen to expose a dark side of the 

Westem (ki depictkig violence and the admittedly ominous characteristic of most 

heroes), and k was not long after Wister solidified the formula ki 1902, that writers 

began to challenge the contented nature of the genre. Some crkics may have fek that 

the Westem championed the American Dream too categorically, especially durmg 

tkne of unrest ki the United States and around the world. John R. Mikon states: 

Even ki the midst of world poHtical conflicts (1890-1920) and the 
national depression (1929-34) and the approach of World War II, k 
was possible to escape momentarily kito a sknpler world, a more 

**• As maitioned earlier, the role of films (and television) in the Westem's evolution will be 
examined in a later chapter. 
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kiterestmg world, a more satisfykig world, by readkig westems, early 
science fiction, and the adventures of Tarzan, all of which achieved 
thek mitial popularity shortly after the tum of the century. (4) 

This type of escapism was questioned throughout the 1900s, when k seemed that 

America was pulled mto one world conflict after another. Even before the nation's 

kivolvement in devastatkig wars and milkary actions, people began to suspect the 

validky of the westward movement. Historically, the Westera was a laughable source 

of mformation about the countty's past. 

While some people longed for a tmer account of what happened as the 

pioneers of the American West made thek way across the prakies and desert of the 

United States, others longed for someone to chaUenge the banalky of the Westem's 

formula. Richard Wheeler states that while L'Amour kept the Westem alive, he also 

formularized k too much (qtd. ki Wallmarm 155). Anyone who deviated from the 

formula risked alienatkig audiences who were now addicted to sknple plots of "hero 

defeats villaki and wins gkl." Bold says that formula wrkers such as Le May, 

Schaefer, and L'Amour were able to make distkict contributions to the Western, but 

she also adds, "Thek achievement has exhausted the material, however... These three 

wrkers really do seem to have used up the last room available for genukiely new 

contributions to the form" (154). This cannot be the case. There have always been 

wrkers who fek the need to push the envelope of the Westera formula, ekher ki 

response to audiences' caU for more creativity or the need to kitroduce some 

historical accuracy kito the genre. Thek works represent a category of the Westera 

that some scholars refer to as anti-Westerns, the topic of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IX 

ANTI-WESTERNS 

Skice ks kiception, the Westem has been crkicized for ks escapism, strict 

adherence to formula, and lack of realism. Because of these charges k has straggled 

to gam acceptance as a serious form of literature. In the first hundred years of the 

Westem's development, few kidividual works had been recognized for thek Ikeraty 

qualky, most bemg nothmg more than dupHcations of the same repeated formula, 

offerkig readers little or no creativky. After Wister's pivotal work ki 1902, writers 

began to produce works that do not fit easUy kito the Westem formula. There are 

critics of the genre that do not consider some of these works to be Westems, for 

various reasons to be examined hereki. The objective of this chapter is to examine 

this group of works, collectively called "Anti-Westems," to show that they do all 

possess the same essential elements as other Westems, but that they have variations 

that separate them from "traditional" works and make them significant in thek own 

right. 

The term Anti-Westera is taken from Christkie Bold's discussion of Leslie 

Fiedler's term "New Westera." Bold says there are three types of Westerns that 

began to appear ki the 1960s that can all be applied to this term. Fkst, there are 

elegiac works ki which the characters act conventionally, but are set ki a modem 

world where thek ways are obsolete. A second type "overturns the conventional 

attributes of the Westem hero to chart and even celebrate the new, unheroic West 
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(156);" this. Bold says, is done by havkig a hero that is the moral opposke of the 

tradkional hero, committkig extreme acts of violence and crknes well beyond the 

ordkiarily accepted kidiscretions necessary to defeat vUlakis. The last type is what 

she refers to as the "anti-Westera," which "makes an explick subject of the 

illusorkiess and two-dknensionalky of the Westera formula" (156).^' However, each 

of the categories of works Bold describes share sknilar converse elements of the 

genre, and they can best be exammed as a whole. 

The Westera novel serves as an unofficial histoty of the westward movement, 

one of the most definkig periods in America's development as a nation. Yet, there 

were orUy a few writers who had attempted to provide a tme depiction of the people 

and places of the late nineteenth century. John G. Caweki suggests that "the Westem 

is able to explore not only what was gained, but what was lost m the movement in 

American history" (73). By assuming the task of chronicling America's expansion, 

the Westera became somewhat obhgated to present a complete and tme record of this 

process. Positive as weU as negative experiences had to be recounted, and with much 

greater historical accuracy so as to pay proper tribute to those who fkst settled the 

West. Wrkers began to feel the need to expose the "myths" of the American West; 

although the resulting works are not as commercially popular as the fantasies of Louis 

L'Amour, they are cmcial to the continued development of the genre. 

A few aspects of the American frontier ki particular had been dramatically 

romanticized ki most early Westems. Fkst, wrkers fictionalized the average ckizen's 

*' As Bold notes in her comments, Fiedler also uses the term "Anti-Westem," as do others. 
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abilky to kistill justice ki thek wildemess communkies. This theme was made 

especially popular durmg the Dkne Novel Era, but all tradkional Westems mcluded 

some kind of showdown between the hero and the villaki in order to prove to 

audiences that Good would always prevail over Evil. This scene is replayed 

repeatedly ki The Virginian. There is no sheriff readily available to stop Trampas and 

his band of thieves, so the Vkgmian must hang Steve and Ed hknself Later, he 

shoots Trampas, thereby protectkig the town of Medickie Bow and ranches for 

hundreds of miles around. This overwhelmkig optimism confkms that the West was 

the land of opportunky, where any decent, hard-working American could be 

successful and happy ki relative safety. Westems portray the good guys as always 

wirming, regardless of the obstacles they face, but audiences understood that there 

often were just as numy stories of failure for those who left the cky seeking liberation 

ki the vast prakies and mountakis. 

The way people overcome the dangers and difficulties of the land and work 

associated with the frontier is another aspect of life in the West that is frequently 

idealized m Westems. From works as early as Cooper's but certamly begmnkig wkh 

Wister and his contemporaries, writers were kicreaskigly concerned with capturkig 

the presumed excitement of life ki the American West. The time ki which cowboys 

roamed the open range alongside cattle and Indians lasted only thkty years, and for 

the most part this era was poorly documented. As stated earher, Wister's philosophy 

on this topic was not complex; he notes very simple reasons to be concemed about 

the future of the westem way of Hfe. Besides notickig the physical changes to the 
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land durmg his trips to Wyommg and the South, he realizes that the cowboys are a 

doomed breed of people. They live a hard life, they isolate themselves from 

civilization, thek work is quickly bemg made outdated by technological advances, 

and they frequently have no heks. He contemplates aU of these issues ki his essay 

"Evolution of the Cow-Puncher." Many writers have used the cowboy's extkiction as 

a focus of thek works, kicludmg Ehner Kekon ki The Good Old Boys (1978) and 

Larry McMurtty ki "Waker Benjamki at the Daky Queen" (1978), among others. 

A final aspect of America's expansion that is commorUy misrepresented m the 

Westera is the ill effects of government and big buskiess on the sanctity of the 

frontier. BUI Brown states, "American popular culture and American mass culture 

thrive on antigovernment and antibusiness sentiment, which has helped to make the 

rhetoric of oppression and kijustice all but universally available—not least to 

government officials and buskiessmen" (35). The government and kidustry 

(kicluding banking) have generally been depicted as evils far worse than desperadoes 

or natural disasters. In Westems, the wealthy and powerful are always threatening 

the independent common man, forckig nesters to hke gunmen to protect them from 

ranchers as they scrap for thek small section of the American Dream. In reahty, 

though, financial assistance and government and kidustry regulations have practically 

always been fimdamental for anyone to who tries to farm, ranch, or simply trade 

anywhere m America. Westems typically show only the negative qualkies of this 

part of capitaHsm, just as they orUy show the poskive consequences of vigilante 

justice and the cowboy life. 
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Anti-Westems disprove these myths by akering the Westem formula, but 

without changkig k completely. These works use the same characters, but they show 

them ki a more realistic way. Whereas Westem heroes represent the common man, 

they are frequently depicted by writers such as L'Amour or Jack Schaefer as ordkiary 

working cowboys who feel the need to set aside thek everyday chores long enough to 

take on the bad guys and rescue the oppressed. The cowboy protagonists ki Hondo 

and Shane are two examples of these types of tradkional Westera Heroes. However, 

k is highly imlUcely that such men existed ki the real American West. C. L. 

Sonnichsen claims that the average real-life cowboy lacked the skUls, kitelligence, or 

just plain luck to purchase his own land and manage k successfully (118-121). 

Villains in most Westerns are similarly unrealistic. The "code" of the West made into 

legend by Dime Novelists is highly implausible. The ultra-violent characters of some 

Anti-Westems do not abide by unwritten mles that dictate that they cannot hurt a 

woman or shoot a man in the back or draw before thek opponent is ready. These 

villains are surely more representative of the real-life outlaws of the Old West. Also, 

the iimocents of Anti-Westerns often appear to be undeservkig of the hero's help, 

seeming at tknes to remam victkns too willingly, refusing to help themselves and 

choosing instead to merely wallow in apathetic self-pity. 

The settkig for these novels is the same as ki other Westerns, but k is not 

always shown to be the beautiful and harmonious natural wildemess where man can 

escape to and live ki tranquilky. In realky, the natural frontier of the American West 

is often ugly and dangerous. James K. Folsom exammes man's relationship with 
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nature ki his discussion of granger novels, which he says attempt to idealize 

America's agrarian herkage, although they actuaUy only show how the austerity of 

life on the frontier brkigs out worst ki the novels' characters (178). The conventional 

view of the Westem is that the isolation of the frontier is an idyllic settkig, because k 

allows man to be closer to nature, as we see at the end of The Virginian. This is not 

always the case, however. Folsom states that the potential dangers of such isolation 

are illustrated ki works as early as the biographical accounts of Daniel Boone ki the 

early 1800s (187). The frontier—particularly the wildemess of the geographic 

American West, beyond the one hundredth meridian—can be treacherous and 

unrelentkig. Drought, rainstorms, heavy snowfall, extreme temperatures, and the 

rough terrain make survival difficuk and, at times, impossible. 

In addkion to utilizkig the same characters and settkig, Anti-Westerns also 

employ the same themes as tradkional Westerns. Good battles Evil, but as mentioned 

ki the discussion of the characters ki the second chapter. Good does not always 

prevail. Anti-Westerns focus on the changes caused by civilization, and they often 

present a negative view of urbanization and the franskion between generations. The 

overall statement of these novels, however, is frequently that civilization is necessaty, 

and the purported drawbacks associated with progress are essential to the welfare of 

aU people. Formal laws, government aid, and regulations imposed by kidustry may 

be a nuisance to the average ckizen, but without them we regress to a more prknitive 

social order where no one can prosper safely. Bold says that some of the fkst novels 

that belong to this categoty of works were parodies such as Emerson Hough's Heart's 
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Desire (1905), which was published soon after Wister's The Virginian (Bold 69). 

Other books such as Robert Flynn's North to Yesterday (1967) also mimic the 

Westem formula to provide a comical view of what happens as civilization displaces 

the wild frontier. However, most Anti-Westems are serious works that illustrate the 

dark side of the American frontier, utUizmg the formula but testkig ks boundaries. 

The foUowkig novels are examples of how a few wrkers have attempted to candidly 

represent one or more of the most misrepresented aspects of the Westera. 

Waker Van TUburg Clark's The Ox-Bow Incident (1940) shows just how 

much can go wrong when there is a lack of legkknate law, and how seriously k can 

affect the kidividuals who must live where vigilantism is perceived as the only way of 

kistUlkig justice. Akhough the action is told through the narrator Art Croft, he is not 

the novel's hero. Croft provides the moral commentary for what he and the others do, 

but the more lUcely hero is Davies, the storeowner who tries to makitaki control of the 

angry mob. After a local cowhand is believed to have been kiUed, the townspeople 

decide to form a posse and frack down the alleged "rastlers." Davies convinces the 

men to wait, at least temporarily (78), and then goes along to try to ensure that thkigs 

don't get out of hand. He takes a ring from Martki, one of the condemned men, and 

promises to give k to his wife (165). Davies later claims responsibilky for the 

hangkig, confesskig to Croft that he has committed a sin of omission by not stoppkig 

the others (175). He reveals his guik over havkig known what needed to be done, but 

not being courageous enough to do k. "I knew those men were innocent. I knew k as 

surely as I do now. And I knew Tetley could be stopped. I knew ki that moment you 
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were aU ready to be tumed. And I was glad I didn't have a gun" (186). Davies is the 

hero who would have taken control in any other Westera, but ki this novel he is too 

afraid to uphold his convictions. 

Rustlers would seem to be the villakis ki the novel, but none are ever actually 

found. The men who are hanged are ahnost knmediately found to have been kmocent 

when the posse realizes that Kkikaid has not really been killed (167). Many of the 

men ki the posse, however, were probably guiky of the same crimes or worse than 

those of the men they hunted. Croft realizes how little he knows of the men he is 

ridmg wkh ki the posse, and how little they know Kkikaid, the man whose life they 

claim to be avenging. He speculates: 

And the queerest part of k was that there weren't more than two or 
three, those from Drew's outfit, who really knew Kkikaid; he wasn't 
easy to know. And the chances were ten to one that a lot more than 
that among them had, one tkne or another, done a Httle quiet brand 
changing themselves. It wasn't near as uncommon as you'd 
thmk.. .More than one going outfit had started that way, wkh a little 
easy pickkig up here and there. (51) 

Tetley, the unofficial leader of the posse, is understood to be the real villaki of the 

novel. He is mthless and enjoys dominatkig the other characters, includkig his son 

Gerald. 

Not evetyone wants to msh after the supposed kUlers, but many of the men 

are quke wUlkig to do something. Osgood, the Baptist minister warns them, "We 

must act certakUy, but we must act in a reasoned and legkknate manner, not as a 

lawless mob" (29). But the entke tovm feels the urgency of takkig the law kito thek 

own hands as they quickly raise a posse, and Croft notes, "The exckement had got 
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through the whole village" (61). Gerald, forced by his father to participate, tells Croft 

they are no better than animals resortkig to a pack mentahty: "All any of us really 

want any more is power. We'd buck the pack if we dared. We don't, so we use k; 

we trick k to help us ki our own little kUlings. We've mastered the horses and cattle. 

Now we want to master each other, make cattle of men. Kill them to feed ourselves. 

The smaller the pack the more we get" (90-91). This kistkict which Gerald condemns 

may, however, just be human nature. Gerald is taUckig about uskig force to suppress 

fear, which anyone can be guiky of, especially when threatened by presumed kUlers 

or thieves who threaten a society's livelUiood. 

The source of aU of these characters' problems is the community's lack of 

formal law. They live ki an isolated region, and they are still resistant to civilization 

and all that k brings with k. Wkider denigrates the raikoad, which he relates to 

formal law and buskiess ki general, statkig: 

And they robbed men of honest to God men's jobs from Saint Looey 
to Frisco, didn't they? And for what? For a lot of plush-bottomed, 
soft-handed bastards, who couldn't even drive thek own wagons, to 
ride across the country and steal everythkig they could lay thek hands 
on ki Califomy the same way they been doki' ki the East for a hundred 
years. (40-41) 

As Httle as they want civUization, they stUl feel the need for some form of law 

enforcement. Croft understands the difficulty of poHckig this part of the frontier, 

notkig, "Risley was the sheriff for this terrkoty, but he wasn't often closer than Reno, 

except on special call" (13). Croft leams that Risley's presence has been welcomed 

more recently, though, because there have been mmors of cattle mstlkig. After they 

believe Kkikaid has been kUled, the men argue that they cannot wak for the sheriff to 
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arrive. This leads to problems even before they find the alleged crimkials and 

summarily execute them. Croft is shot accidentally when the posse attempts to stop 

the stage and the driver and guard believe they are bekig robbed (111). Judgkig thek 

reaction to unrecognized riders m the night, this crkne is also apparently somewhat 

common to the area. 

Most of the men in the posse have a previously takited view of justice. There 

is a collective distmst of the local legal system, especially Judge Tyler. Bartlett stks 

the men up with an angty discourse on how the courts have encouraged mstlkig: 

'"What led mstlers mto this valley ki the fkst place?' he bellowed. 'This is no kkid 

of a place for mstlers. I'U teU you what did k. Judge Tyler's kkid of justice, that's 

what did k. They don't wak for that kind of justice ki Texas any more, do they? No, 

they don't'" (31). Davies tries to convkice the men that the type of law that they need 

is out of thek control. He states, "Tme law, the code of justice, the essence of our 

sensations of right and wrong, is the conscience of society" (44). Unfortunately, the 

conscience of this community has become severely biased by thek powerfiil emotions 

regardmg the theft of cattle. The resuks of this perverted sense of justice ukknately 

proves that civilized, formal law is needed. 

When Davies presses Winder for his definkion of real justice, Wkider tells 

hkn, "It's seeki' that everybody gets what's comki' to hkn, that's what k is" (41-42). 

This reasoning eventuaUy proves to be tme for some of the characters, but definkely 

not m the expected, formulaic way of most Westems. Gerald Tetley, who is perhaps 

too cerebral for the untamed frontier that his father so enthusiastically embraces, is 
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unable to survive ki his environment and he hangs himself (181). Tetley, bemg more 

brazen than Gerald but obviously distraught over his son's death, kUls himself wkh 

his cavaky sword (190). At least this death seems appropriate, both ki ks manner and 

ki ks symbolism. Wmder's type of justice is fiilfilled. Tetley gets what he deserves 

for actkig so impulsively, leadkig the men to commk murder out of unwarranted 

vengeance. 

Walter Van Tilburg Clark depicts what happens when good people (for the 

most part) feel compelled to confront outlaws in haste and in tum end up becoming 

crknkials themselves. Other works depict what happens when good people are 

confronted with tmly bad people, who are more sinister than anyone can imagine. E. 

L. Doctorow's Welcome to Hard Times (1960) is about a settlement that is repeatedly 

destroyed by one kicomprehensible villaki. Blue, the kiformal mayor, names the 

town oiUy after k has been nearly destroyed, ki reflection of aU the adversky that the 

kihabitants had suffered skice comkig there: "I mbbed my hand across my eyes and I 

thought why I have a safe name for this town, we'U call k Hard Tknes. Same as we 

always caUed k" (67). UnHke Bridger's WeUs ki The Ox-Bow Incident, there is no 

law at aU ki this town, other than what the few ckizens can provide themselves. 

Justice is knpossible, however, when these sknple people face a man like the 

Bad Man from Bodie. Blue understands that some rough characters are expected ki 

the West, but this man is an exception. Blue compares him to a force of nature, 

statkig, "Bad Men from Bodie weren't ordkiary scoundrels, they came wkh the land, 

and you could no more cope with them than you could with dust or haUstones" (7). 
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All Westerns have villakis who symbolize Evil ki some way, but this character is Evil 

kicarnate, unlUce any other villaki ki Ikerature. Withm the first chapter, he has raped 

both Flo and Molly, killed Flo and the carpenter Fee, and burned down the saloon and 

most of the other buildkigs ki the town. His departure is only temporaty; he retums 

later and begkis another rampage, this tkne killkig the only sheriff they could fmd 

(203). This is not the same type of villain represented by Trampas or a group of 

Indians seekkig vengeance for being forced off thek land. The Bad Man from Bodie 

symbolizes wickedness for the sheer enjoyment of k. 

The settlers in this community are exceptionaUy naive and unprepared for life 

on the frontier. After the fkst attack, only four citizens remain, kicluding Blue, Molly 

(who has been badly burned ki the fire), Jknmy (Fee's orphaned son), and John Bear 

(a Pawnee Indian who serves as thek doctor). Everything about this wilderaess 

proves to be too v^ld for these people. Mr. Hayden GUlis, a representative from the 

Goveraor's office, criticizes Blue and the others for trying to make a town so far from 

the rest of civilization. He teUs them, "You can't brkig the law to a bunch of rocks, 

you can't settle the coyotes, you can't make a society out of sand" (140). Zar teUs 

Blue that the people who tty to settle the West never prosper, only those who seU to 

them (64). Many towns sprkig up near mkies or mills, lastkig only as long as the 

kidustty they support remakis productive. The name of a nearby mill town—Number 

Six—knplies the mstability of such communities (129). Blue and the others under

stand that just as quickly as a new town goes up, ks mkie can be shut down (178), 

thus ending the need for the town. 
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The ckizens of Hard Tknes are also unprepared for the natural elements of the 

frontier. They prepare for whiter by scavengmg wood from the buildings of the 

abandoned town of Fountaki Creek, building a stable to keep thek few anknals from 

freezkig. The whiter drags on, however, and when supplies mn low they must resort 

to eatkig some of the horses (109). As harsh as the land and weather are on the town, 

the most serious problems remakis the ongokig threat from outlaws. GUlis teUs Blue 

that a town cannot survive wkhout law enforcement. "I look out of this wkidow and I 

see cabkis, loghouse, cribs, tent, shanty, but I don't see a jaU. You'd better build a 

jail. You'd better find a shootist and build a jail" (141). They select Jenks because 

he is the only one who can shoot very well, but he is no match for someone like the 

Bad Man from Bodie. The Bad Man's retum desfroys the town a final tkne, but k 

also does something even more damaging. Young Jknmy, traumatized by all the 

violence he has witnessed in this small frontier settlement, becomes the successor to 

the tormentor that so fragically affected him. Blue wanders aimlessly, askkig himself, 

"Who am I looking for, Jimmy? He's gone, he's riding hard, that mule and rig will 

take him places, another Bad Man from Bodie, who used to be Fee's boy" (211). In 

an act that is teUing of what is Ukely yet to come. Blue decides not to bura the 

buildkigs ki order to scare off the buzzards that are feasting on the bodies scattered 

throughout the street. He acknowledges that k would be more work than he is able to 

do, but he also thinks to hknself, "And I have to allow, with great shame, I keep 

thkikkig someone wUl come by sometkne who will want to use the wood" (212). 
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This knage causes one to wonder, for as many Medicme Bows as there were, how 

many Hard Times also existed but disappeared without ever bekig remembered. 

The town of Thalia m Larry McMurtty's Horseman, Pass 5y (1961) presents 

a different view of life in the West. This is the novel that Bold uses to illustrate those 

works that she clakns "celebrate the new, unheroic West" (156). If anythkig, this 

novel is representative of works that focus on the conflicts caused by generational 

differences. Hud is a strong, mdependent character who unashamedly looks to the 

future, showkig no respect for his herkage or the hard work k takes to be a rancher. 

Homer Baimon is over eighty, and his unappreciative stepson is akeady eyeing the 

family ranch as his own. Hud confronts Homer, tellmg him he is going to take over 

and Homer is too old to do anything about k: 

You're too old to know what I want...You always were. Not orUy too 
old, but too blkid an' stkigy an' contrary...Someday I'm gonna have 
your land, Mr. Baimon, and right here may be where I get k. You're 
the old senUe bastard who bought them Mexico cows, and you're the 
one better get us out of this jam, if you don't want to end up working 
from the shoulders dovra yourself.. .The mam thing is you, old man. 
You're too old to cut the mustard any more. Ain't that how the song 
goes? (66-67) 

The "code" of the West certainly has no place ki this novel. Hud disrespects ahnost 

aU of the characters m the book, kicludmg Homer, Lonnie, and the black maid 

Hahnea. 

Hud is clearly the villaki, and his actions throughout the novel depict hkn as 

such. After he comes home drunk, he rapes Hahnea and forces Lonnie to watch (93-

94). UnlUce most Westems where the hero is expected to rescue helpless women 

from such kidignities, McMurtry's hero is only seventeen, and he is unable to do 
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anythkig to stop Hud. After Hud kills Homer, Lonnie realizes, "1 never could tell 

why Hud did thkigs; he was too much a mystety to me. But I could sure tell that he 

was ki control, and that Truman Peters, or the law, or anybody else wasn't gokig to 

get hkn stopped for a whUe" (131). The tradkional roles of the villaki and the hero 

have been reversed, rendering Lonnie ahnost as helpless as the kmocents ki most 

Westerns. 

The prknary theme of the novel adckesses the problems that arise when power 

shifts from one generation to another. McMurtry demonstrates how technological 

developments had improved life ki the ranchkig kidustry just within Lonnie's brief 

life. The boy remembers the sounds and smells of the smokehouse when he was 

younger, before the meat was processed ki more modernized ways: "But now the 

beeves and hogs were m the locker plant ki ThaHa, and the smokehouse only held 

broken lawn mowers and spades and pieces of haraess" (21). Numerous knprove-

ments have made ranching easier, but k is still not enough for some of the characters. 

Younger generations are continuously looking for easier ways to do things and in 

Hud's case, it seems knpossible for him to be content with ranching as Homer has 

done aU his life. Hud fears ending up lUce thek neighbor. Hank Hutch. Lonnie 

relates how Hank must take on any work he can find, sometknes working at several 

part tkne jobs at once with no hope of gettkig ahead: "He had a wife and three little 

gkls, and was just barely keepkig his head above water" (16). Vast changes in the 

cattle kidustty have made ranching in the mid-nineteenth century somewhat easier but 

also much less profitable than ever before. 
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Jesse, a roamkig cowboy who has begun to question his vagabond lifestyle, 

represents a franskional generation between these different periods. He is a drifter 

who reflects sadly on a tough life he knows to be less romantic than Lonnie and the 

other young characters of the book beheve k to be. They want to glorify the life of 

the rodeo hero who fravels from town to town and job to job, but Jesse reahzes ki 

retrospection that his life has been wasted, statkig: 

I guess I was too particular, for too long, what's wrong with me. 1 
went aU over this cow country, lookkig for the exact right place an' the 
exact right people, so once I got stopped I wouldn't have to be movki' 
agki, lUce my old man always done. But that's gokig at k wrong. I 
shoulda just set down an' made k right wherever the hell k was. (120-
121) 

Although Jesse regrets not havkig settled down, he stUl pkies Hank's family, 

especially his wife Jankie (42), who will undoubtedly toU away endlessly at the side 

of her husband for Httle reward. 

McMurtty does not illustrate the dangers of a cattle drive or the severky of the 

weather on the frontier in this novel, but he shows that nature is stUl a powerfiil force. 

While most dangers posed by natural elements are depicted as devastatkig storms or 

floods or other sknilarly epic events, here nature controls man through an 

mdiscemible vkus. Jknmy Burris, the state vet, is called ki to look at one of Homer's 

heifers that has been found dead, and he says he thkiks k is hoof-and-mouth disease 

(38). A situation such as this is completely out of Homer's control. Hud tries to 

persuade Homer to seU the cattle before test resuks can confkm they have the disease, 

but Homer knows he must do what is right. After much deliberation, he realizes he 

must kUl his entke herd. Homer tells the state man he'll kUl the Hereford bull and 
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two longhoms he had kept to remmd hkn of old times, and he has to shoot the bull 

twice, statkig, "Them old bulls is hard to kUl" (105). By killkig the last of his herd, 

Homer symbolically kills hknself and his old way of life, erasmg any Ikdc to Ws past. 

The novel focuses on two types of change: the conflict created when one 

generation supersedes another, and also the problems caused by encroachkig 

urbanization. Burris assures Homer that he will get paid well by the government for 

the cattle he has to kUl, and he even suggests that Homer try sellkig some oil leases 

on his property during the quarantine period (87). Homer resists everything the state 

man offers, teUkig him that the money is not what is important to hkn: "Money, yes. 

Piss on that kinda money. I used to think it was all I was after, but I changed my 

mind. If I'd been in this business just for the money I'd a quk an' started seUin' 

pencils or something back before you were bom" (88). EventuaUy, however. 

Homer's resistance to change does him ki. He has become to frail to fight for hknself 

and Hud shoots him, ki much the same way Homer had shot his last buU. 

Lonnie leaves Thalia wkh the notion that Hud will never be convicted for 

Homer's death. "They were gokig to fry to kidict him for murder without malice, but 

he said he didn't thmk they'd ever do k. The worst he could get if they did was five 

years, and that was nearly always suspended. I knew he'd probably come out of k on 

top" (141). In this passage, McMurtty allows the villaki to ttiumph, and none of the 

characters can do anything about k. The book ends fragically, wkhout any resolution, 

and suggestkig Httle hope for the fiiture. This probably presents a much more 

reahstic depiction of Hfe ki the mid-twentieth centuty American West than other 
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Westems bemg written at the time. However, k is difficuk to see how Horseman, 

Pass By can be viewed as a "celebration" of Homer Bannon's demise or the end of 

his lifestyle. 

Ehner Kelton's The Time it Never Rained (1973) is another novel that—albek 

subtly—features the power of nature and man's ineffective battle agamst k. The book 

is about the Texas drought of the 1950s, and k serves as a pseudo-documentary of the 

hardships suffered by many people durkig that tkne. It is a testament to the poskive 

attitude and fortitude of the modem rancher. Kekon explakis that he modeled the 

characters in the book after real people that he had met durkig his tkne as a reporter 

CO verkig the ckought: 

They are not the fradkional Westem fictional heroes, standing up to a 
villaki for one splendid moment of glory. They are quiet but 
determined men and women who stand thek ground year after year ki 
a fight they can never finally win, against an unforgivkig enemy they 
know wiU retura to chaUenge them agaki and agaki so long as they 
live. They are the true heroes, (xii) 

Kelton's characters are more traditional than he might acknowledge. Indeed, aU of 

the elements of his novel are formulaic, but they are presented in a sHghtly 

unconventional way. 

Regardless of the protagonist's determination and hard work, he still loses. 

C. L. Sonnichsen stresses Charlie Flagg's mability to succeed, and he states, "The 

book is not a western, but k is a fme novel of the West which reveals much about the 

life and the people of the region" (124). The novel is obviously a Western, and one 

of the most skillfully written. Kekon presents a strong, heroic character ki Charlie, 

who possesses all the stereotypical characteristics of a formulaic Westem hero. He 
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also mcludes villains, in the form of government agents (March Nicholson, the county 

PMA officer) and the banker (Big Emmett Rodale). Big does have ties to the 

ranchers and does what he can for some of them, but he eventually forecloses on 

Charlie's loan, claunkig the bank examkiers have left him no choice (315). The 

kmocents kiclude all of the ranchers who suffer from the lack of ram and economic 

hardships. Page Mauldki, one of fliose hit hardest because of his attempts to borrow 

his way mto a large enough operation to outlast the drought, succumbs to these forces 

and kUls himself (206). Ukknately, the novel shows how all of these characters 

engage ki a hopeless battle agakist the real villaki, nature. 

CharUe battles many forces of nature, kicludkig coyotes, the drought, and 

even the ram that, when k does finally come, destroys him for good by fallkig on his 

freshly shora goats. He must also battle changes ki the economy and government 

regulations. Yancy Pike is one rancher who is eager to participate ki the assistance 

programs, but he gets bad hay (196), sending mixed messages about the programs' 

benefits. Sweet, the feed storeowner feels bad for kicreasing his prices, but he tells 

CharHe the government is chiving up prices (204). As he pauses to look out over his 

land Charlie thinks, "It had not been so long, really, since feathered Comanches had 

roamed these hills a-horseback seeking after game, or occasionally in warpaint 

seeking honor and booty and blood. Eighty years.. .one man's Hfetkne" (9). He 

considers how quickly things have changed, gokig from the open range where men 

and cattle wandered freely to the government determkikig which crops could be 

planted when, the price of feed, and when loans had to be recaUed. To make things 
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worse, Charlie's son Tom has no kiterest ki carrying on the family buskiess. UnlUce 

McMurtty's book, though, the younger character does not resort to murder to resolve 

his conflict, he just runs away. Tom marries Dolly, the daughter of his rodeo sponsor, 

and she teUs Charlie, "He's not gokig to be runnkig a ranch, Mr. Flagg, not for a 

while yet. He's gokig to be out gettkig famous. Everybody is gokig to know Tom 

Flagg" (225). Tom's prospective fame ki the rodeo is no good to Charlie, and this 

division of generations is just as sharp as the one in Horseman, Pass By. 

Numerous other works fall mto the categoty of Anti-Westems. Conrad 

Richter's The Sea of Grass (1937) is one of the fkst novels that iUustrates the 

difficulty of Hfe on the frontier and how some people view k as uninhabitable. Hal, 

the narrator, remembers his youth on the range at his uncle's ranch as the best tkne of 

his life, describing the landscape and the roundups as the ultimate experience for a 

boy. He states, "The free wild Hfe we lived on that shaggy prakie was to me the Hfe 

of the gods"(4). It is not the Ufe for evetyone, however. Lutie, the young bride of 

Hal's uncle, reacts quite differently when she first views her new home ki the West: 

"But when we reached the top of the escarpment and, suddenly lUce coming on the 

ocean unaware, there ki front of us stretched the vast, brown, empty plaki, dippkig 

and pkching endlessly like a parched sea, she stopped as if she had run kito barbed 

wke" (11). She tries to knprove her new envkonment with more civilized 

fumishkigs, but this merely angers those who grew up on the ranch. Hal's reaction to 

Lutie's redecoratkig efforts are disparagkig: "It all had an kiexpressibly depresskig 

effect on me, as if the old ranch house I had known and loved was gone" (23). Lutie 
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is never able to adjust to life on the frontier, and she finally runs away, leavkig behkid 

the colonel and thek children. Like McMurtty, Richter portrays a weak, young hero 

ki Hal, who does what he can to makitain order in his life, but Lutie and her effects on 

others are out of his control. 

The book also depicts the conflicts between nesters and cattlemen, and the 

opposing social and polkical forces that support them. James K. Folsom states that 

the cowboys (who are representative of Colonel Brewton and other ranchers) at fu-st 

are acquitted of charges of shootkig at a nester because "the cattle interests are in 

power and no jury in the county wUl send cattlemen to prison" (52). Later, however, 

the power has shifted to the homesteaders, and Brewton is convicted of a similar 

charge. Folsom states, "Clearly m both cases the law reflects nothing more than the 

wishes of the dominant party" (52). In illustratkig these different outcomes of the 

legal battles, the novel makes an important statement about the changkig ways of life 

on the frontier. Not orUy is life ki the wUderness unmanageable for Lutie, who comes 

from the city and cannot adjust to her new surroundmgs, but k also becomes 

unbearable for the colonel and others who knagkied themselves kivkicible ki thek 

frontier setting. 

These works are an knportant part of the genre's development for several 

reasons. Fkst, they makitaki the formula, while explorkig more serious, reahstic 

issues, thereby givkig the Westera more Hterary credibilky. They also provide a 

more historically accurate account of events that are an kitrkisic part of our nation's 

growth than the works of writers such as Zane Grey or Louis L'Amour. This honest 
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representation is knportant to many readers who view the adventures played out ki 

Westerns as symbolic of American life kself Jeffrey Wallmann states that regardless 

of the challenges characters face, or the hardships they must endure on the frontier, or 

the destmction and total loss they may suffer, the Westem remakis popular because 

ks spkk of communky "has represented the tradkional values of American society" 

(78). Readers relate to Charlie Flagg's fmancial difficukies because many of them 

share those same types of problems, just as they do Art Croft or Davies' stmggle wkh 

doing the right thing. Even when the characters lose, readers stiU recognize and value 

thek courage, resolve, and work ethic. 

These Anti-Westems show that nothing is as simple as we would like it to be. 

They show a realistic view of American life, and they acknowledge that while our 

nation has grown to be rich and powerfiil, many people still stmggle individually. 

Cawelti claims that Westems represent these conflicts categorically: 

By presenting the conflict between key American values like progress 
and success and the lost vktues of kidividual honor, heroism, and 
natural fi-eedom and then resolving this confHct by showkig the hero as 
a central agent ki the foundation of society, the Westem affirms the 
necessity of society and ekher demonstrates the social relevance of 
heroic vktues or justifies thek loss by the benefits of social order and 
progress. (80) 

This is the case ki The Ox-Bow Incident, where the characters reaUze thek need for 

established law and thek mabilky to fimction wkhout civilization. It is also the case 

ki The Time It Never Rained, where progress ki the form of government assistance 

seems necessary to fight the forces of nature. 
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Perhaps the most knportant resuk of these Anti-Westerns, however, is that 

over tkne they have encouraged growth within the genre by testkig the Hmkations of 

the formula. Wrkers such as Conrad Richter, A. B. Guthrie, and E. L. Doctorow, 

breathed new Hfe into a genre that had become stagnant because of years of strict 

adherence to an unimagkiative formula. These wrkers and others such as Larry 

McMurtty and Ehner Kekon revitalized the Western, presenting new possibilkies for 

the genre and prompting other wrkers to achieve new levels artistically wkhm k. The 

next chapter examines some of these authors, who went beyond legkimizkig the 

Westera and actually gave k literary sophistication. 
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CHAPTER X 

LITERARY WESTERNS 

As mentioned earlier, James K. Folsom claims that the Westera's persistent 

misrepresentation of the westera experience has led to the genre's reliance upon 

stereotypical characters, cliches, and stock plots (16). John R. Milton agrees, statkig 

that one of the difficukies an author faces when wrkkig a Westem is havkig to work 

within the confines of the formula: "He has been given events from history which are 

epic ki dimension and which tend to become legend and myth, leavkig the serious 

writer ki the shadow of the successful formula novehst" (53). However, a few wrkers 

have been able to franscend the limitations of the formula and produce works of 

notable Hterary merit. Authors such as Larry McMurtry, Elmer Kelton, and Cormac 

McCarthy utUize the essential elements of the formula, but these writers present more 

complex views of the West and kitegrate modera concems kito the genre. They each 

provide unique interpretations of what really occurred in the historical West, and thek 

efforts have taken the Westem to new levels artisticaUy, resukkig ki wider acceptance 

of the genre by crkics and scholars as a serious form of Ikerature. 

The Westem has evolved because of wrkers who have challenged the 

Westem's formula, as mentioned ki the previous chapter, and also because of the 

genre's dissemkiation kito other media.̂ ^ C. L. Sonnichsen states, "Naturally, as the 

years went by, the world changed, and the westem changed with k.. .The 1950's were 

• This aspect of the Westem's evolution will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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pivotal.. .The wrkkig of westems began to be a new ball game, and the cowboy hero 

was naturaUy affected" (117). Sonnichsen atttibutes much of the Westem's 

development to kicreased analysis of the genre. Did writers of Westems begki 

producmg works of higher Hterary qualky and thus atfract other talented writers to the 

genre, or did these wrkers come to the genre for other unknown reasons, promptkig 

those akeady wrkkig Westems to knprove thek skills. It is probably knpossible to 

answer this question wkh any certakity. Either way, there has clearly been a gradual 

yet substantial increase ki the qualky of Westems being written, and consequently 

this has led to several innovative developments withki the genre. 

There are numerous genre awards given to writers by various groups, such as 

the Spur Awards presented by the Westem Wrkers of America, and the National 

Cowboy Hall of Fame's Westem Heritage Awards. Westems have also received 

honors outside the genre; one of the works to be examined in this chapter, Cormac 

McCarthy's All the Pretty Horses, recently won the National Book Award for Fiction 

and the National Book Critics Ckcle Award for Fiction. In denounckig the lack of 

crkical acceptance of the Western, Richard S. Wheeler states, "What is even odder, 

this silence embraces a genre that has won at least three Pulkzer Prizes: The Way 

West, by A. B. Guthrie, The Travels ofJaimie McPheeters by Robert Lewis Taylor, 

and Lonesome Dove, by Lany McMurtty" (qtd. m Wallmann x). With such laudable 

recognition from so many diverse sources, k can hardly be argued any longer that the 

Westem is void of Ikeraty merk. 
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Sonnichsen states, "There is not much pokit ki ttying to analyze this lively and 

vkal wrkkig on the basis of Hterary qualky—to taUc, as some academic essayists do, 

about 'Hterature' and 'trash.' The longer the student works in Westem fiction, the 

more he realizes that a clear-cut division between 'commercial' and 'serious' fiction 

is impossible" (178). This may be tme; therefore, the purpose of this chapter is not to 

separate works kito categories of "commercial" or "serious," or "good" or "bad." 

Rather, the purpose is to show that some Westems obviously stand above others ki 

artistic skill, while also being commercially successfiil. This combmation has helped 

elevate the Westem—in at least these cases— t̂o a new measure of Hterary standing, 

givkig the genre respectabilky that matches ks popularky. Wrkers such as 

McMurtty, Kekon, McCarthy, and others have responded to Folsom's complakit that 

oiUy a wrker such as Zane Grey was the chronicler of America's epic (18). Thek 

contributions to the genre wUl be exammed herein to elucidate how they have 

maintained the essential elements of the Western, while taking it to new heights of 

Hterary artistry. 

Larry McMurtry has written a wide range of Westems, co verkig phases of the 

westera experience from the trail drive to modera times. His style encapsulates the 

daUy lives of average people, regardless of the tkne or geographic settkig. McMurtry 

has written several Westerns, kicludmg Anything for Billy, Texasville, Cadillac Jack, 

and The Last Picture Show. These works depict various tknes on the frontier of the 

American West, from the outlaw days of Billy the Kid to modem day life ki the 

fictional town of ThaHa, where Sonny and Duane desperately yearn for adventure ki a 
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place where there no longer is any. Horseman, Pass By, described in the previous 

chapter as an Anti-Westem, won the Jesse H. Jones Award for Fiction. In this novel, 

McMurtty demonstrates his superior skill of depictkig ordkiaty people strugglkig 

wkh forces that are beyond thek control, wkhout fallkig mto the familiar frap of most 

Westems and romanticizkig thek skuations. 

McMurtty's crkically and popularly acclaimed work is a pseudo-historical 

account of the tkne that has for so long won the hearts and mkids of people 

everywhere: the cattle (hive era. Lonesome Dove is praised as the epic of the 

American West, and k does have characteristics of the tradkional "epic."^^ The novel 

is set m the historic past, sometkne m the mid-1800s. The geographic settkig covers 

Texas, Mexico, Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyommg and Montana. The 

action centers around two former Texas Rangers—Augustus McCrae and Woodrow 

F. CaU—^who now own a cattle company and launch a momentous cattle ckive from 

thek smaU town of Lonesome Dove near the Rio Grande all the way to Montana. 

Durkig the trip they encounter hardships common to the trail, kicluding severe 

weather, Indians, horse thieves, and mukiple deaths. It is an extensive work, telHng 

the stories of dozens of characters, each with his or her own perspective of the life ki 

the West. Gus reflects on how thek Hves are so different, yet so kitknately 

coimected: "One little shot during a card game ki Arkansas had started things 

happenkig—thkigs he couldn't see the end of The shot had ended up killkig more 

" Briefly, the "Epic" is defined in Hohnan and Harmon's A Handbook To Literature as a 
work kiat includes aha-oic figure, a vast setting, deeds of superhuman valor, supematural forces, a 
style of sustained elevatirai, and a measure of objectivity regarding the tale. 
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than a dentist. Sean O'Brien, Bill Spettle, and the three people who were traveling 

with July Johnson had lost thek Hves so far, and Montana was nowhere ki sight" 

(563). One kicident had set mto motion an adventure all of the characters seemed to 

have been wakkig for, but k is more destmctive than any of them had knagkied. 

Gus and Call are men of the same Ikie as Owen Wister's wanderkig Anglo-

Saxon. McMurtry opens the book by illustratkig thek mabilky to remaki ki one place 

for vety long: "It was that they had roved too long, Augustus concluded, when his 

mind tumed to such matters. They were people of the horse, not of the town..." (81). 

Both men fit the definition of the Westem hero unequivocally. Akhough McMurtry 

does not describe ekher as men of knposkig stature, they are both natural leaders and 

recognized as clever and fearless warriors. Call brutally beats an army scout who 

tries to procure one of thek horses, then offers the horrified crowd of onlookers a 

simple explanation that seems logical enough to hkn: '"I hate a man that talks mde,' 

he said. 'I won't tolerate k'" (741-742). In another scene, Gus pistol-whips an 

kisolent bartender who does not recognize them—or acknowledge thek renown as 

Texas Rangers. He teUs him, "Besides the Hquor, I thkik we'll requke a Httle 

respect" (351). Each of these incidents illustrates how Gus and Call belong to a tkne 

that society is apparently ttykig to forget. 

They realize that the world is changkig, but they are not prepared to change 

with k. Gus explakis to CaU that they are bemg spumed by the very civiHzation that 

they made possible. He claims, "We'll be the Indians, if we last another twenty 

years.. .The way this place is setthng up k'U be nothmg but churches and dry-goods 
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stores before you know k. Next thkig you know they'll have to round up us old 

rowdies and stick us on a reservation to keep us from scarkig the ladies" (357-358). 

When Clara msists on knowkig why they must go aU the way to Montana, Gus 

replies, "We've heard Montana's the last place that aki't settled...I'd lUce to see one 

more place that aki't settled before I get decrepk and have to take up the rockkig 

chak" (781). Call and Gus find the adventure of civilizkig the wilderness to be more 

rewardkig than the ensukig civilization. 

The cattle drive they undertake is longer than any other before k, and 

McMurtry describes ki detaU the vastness of the land they must fraverse. When Newt 

asks, "Captaki...how far is k, up north?" Call answers only that "It's a ways farther 

than you've been" (222-223), significantly understating the three thousand miles they 

wUl travel. McMurtry describes each river they encounter and the hazards the men 

and animals face each tkne they cross one. He also explains how large and desolate 

the plains of Nebraska are, and how they can be deadly just because of thek physical 

attributes: "It was hard country for women. Bob knew that. Women died, went crazy 

or left. The wife of thek nearest neighbor, Maude Jones, had kiUed herself wkh a 

shotgun one morning, leaving a note which merely said, 'Can't stand Hstenkig to this 

wmd no more'" (652).̂ '* McMurtty accurately depicts the difficuky of crossing the 

westem plakis, which only one hunched years ago was stUl extremely dangerous. 

The novel contakis many depictions of supematural forces, primarily ki the 

form of severe weather. Just during the fkst month of the drive the men face ram 

This passage is an apparent allusion to Dorothy Scarborough's 1925 novel, The Wind. 
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storms, dust storms, sand storms, and later they are ahnost devastated by drought. 

Each storm is seemkigly of biblical proportions, and Deets says of the grasshopper 

cloud, "It's the plague.. .Ain't k ki the Bible?" (566). McMurtry mcludes symbolic 

images of Evil with repeated episodes kivolvkig snakes, as well as by describkig the 

character of Blue Duck, the Comanchero Indian who believes that he can fly and is 

seen by the characters as someone who cannot be kUIed. Several characters talk 

about premonkions and dreams, and they look to the cook Po Campo to tell thek 

fortunes (560). CaU, Gus, Deets, and others rely heavily on thek "feelkigs," and Pea 

Eye actuaUy thkiks that he is led out of the deserted plaki by Deets' ghost (859-860). 

McMurtry makes the settkig a prknitive place that forces the characters to be more 

attuned to thek "natural kistkicts." 

The Rangers are consummate vigilantes, rescukig kmocents from all sorts of 

misadventures. In addition to the natural elements. Call and Gus also must confront 

Indians, horse thieves, and cormpt army agents along the way. One of the most 

courageous things they do is hang thek friend Jake Spoon for stealing horses and 

murdering settlers. Gus tells Jake, "Ride wkh an outlaw, die wkh him.. .1 admit k's a 

harsh code. But you rode on the other side long enough to know how k works. I'm 

Sony you crossed the Hne, though" (637). Jake commks his only brave act by 

spurring his own horse to save his friends from having to do k (642). Gus chases 

Blue Duck for days after the renegade Indian kidnaps Lorie, and he almost dies of 

dehyckation and starvation after he has to kUl his own horse to use as a barricade 

(485). Blue Duck commits suicide (937), symbolizkig the end of the Indian conflict. 
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and also the era of lawlessness ki the West. Lonesome Dove is an absolute work, and 

k captures the spkk of cattle drive era better than any other Westera. 

Ehner Kekon's novels do more than just represent the spkk of a tkne or event; 

they act as historical narratives that offer detailed accounts of events and people that 

made the West such a mystical place. Kekon was voted the AU-Tkne Best Westem 

Author ki a survey conducted by the Westem Wrkers of America. ̂ ^ Uskig a subtle 

style that distkiguishes him from other writers, Kelton generaUy mcludes much less 

violence than is commonly expected ki Westems. The historic West was undeniably 

a wUd place where ordkiary ckizens had to take law enforcement kito thek own 

hands. Kekon shows that this same vigilante justice is still relevant ki modern 

settkigs with such works as The Time It Never Rained or The Man Who Rode 

Midnight, ki which a rancher fights to keep his land from mthless bankers and land 

developers. 

Kekon writes several different types of Westems. Even ki a "powder burner" 

such as Horsehead Crossing he captures the discord caused by the rapid intmsion of 

social standards and laws. The novel appears to be sfraightforward revenge story. 

Kelton presents a "tradkional" hero in Milam Haggard, a retked Texas Ranger who is 

described as being eight feet tall (68), and known as someone who cannot be fooled 

and will not give up until he has caught his man (40). Haggard is chasing Johnny 

Fristo and Speck Quitman to seek revenge for the death of his wife Cora, who is 

*' Dale L. Walker cites this recognition in the following article: "WWA's 'Best Westem' 
Survey, 1995." Roundup Quarterly, Vol. Ill No. 2,6-7. Kelton is also a four-time winner of the 
National Cowboy Hall of Fame's Westem Heritage Award, and a seven-time winner of the Westem 
Writers of America's Spur Award. Also, in House Resolution 903, the House of Representatives of 
the 75* Texas Legislature recognized May 28, 1997 as Ehner Kelton Day. 
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accidentaUy killed durmg a botched stage robbery (20). However, Kekon 

complicates the plot hi a number of ways. Fkst, he kitroduces the character of Tessie 

Bamett, an orphan gkl lost ki the wilderaess, who falls ki love with Johnny while he 

is on the run. More knportantly, Kekon adds to the plot by considerably blurrkig the 

Ikies between Good and EvU: Johnny is kmocent but Haggard still pursues him, 

causkig more tragedy along the way. Speck drowns ki his attempt to escape the 

legendary lawman, and Haggard shoots Tessie while she is trykig to save Johnny 

(130). Kekon follows the pattem of early Dime Novel Westeras, makkig the hero 

and the villain almost kiterchangeable. 

The novel may be shorter and less complex ki comparison to Kekon's other 

works, but k has Hterary value nonetheless. He describes the "new" courthouse in 

Fort Concho and tells how the population is growkig (24-25). He also refers to China 

Pond and Castle Gap, a weU as numerous other place names that no longer exist but 

did before the tura of the century (100). Kekon has a way of capturing the essence 

the period he is writing about by describing detaUs and historical mformation with 

unparalleled accuracy. He does this with his use of the vernacular language, such as 

on the opening page when he says that ki the 1890s a mUe was "a distance a man 

could respect" (1). When Johnny and Speck want to help Tessie bury her father, they 

wonder about the legality of dokig k themselves; they thmk that ten or fifteen years 

earlier k would not have been questioned, but for them k now seems too sknple to be 

legal (51). Kekon's real talent Hes ki his understatement and depiction of realistic. 
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sknple characters, as shown m this scene. The characters are extremely affected by 

the changkig world around them, but thek reactions seem almost unresponsive. 

Several of Kekon's novels describe specific historical events or periods. The 

Wolf and the Buffalo illustt-ates the role of the black buffalo soldiers durmg the Indian 

wars, and The Day the Cowboys Quit is a fictionalized account of the cowboy strike 

ki the Texas Panhandle ki 1883. As mentioned ki the previous chapter. The Time it 

Never RainedXeWs the story of the drought of West Texas durmg the 1950s. The 

majorky of Kekon's works cover serious issues, and they mclude more historical 

detaUs than any other Westems. Kekon has covered practically every tkne period and 

topic related to the American West, and he adckesses aU types of conflicts, but his 

best works deal with modern settkigs and the complications of living ki the twentieth 

centuty American West. 

In The Man Who Rode Midnight, Wes Hendrix finds that the only life he has 

known—^ranching—is comkig to an end because his town of Big River needs his land 

to buUd a lake ki hopes that k can revkalize the area's economy through tourism. His 

grandson Jim Ed has been sent to Hve with him for the summer, and the boy does not 

immediately appreciate the hard life of the West Texas rancher. Wes teUs him, "It 

aki't just a Uvin'. It's a way of life" (99). Wes has faced many challenges akeady, 

kicluding the deterioratkig cattle market, which has forced other ranchers to give up. 

He has managed to hang on through somewhat drastic measures, resortkig to raiskig 

goats to help get through the tknes when his cattle do not bring a high enough price. 

However, too many local businesses have suffered as a resuk of the difficukies the 
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ranchers face, and Wes knows that the town will eventually wki thek battle wkh him 

and he will lose his land. 

Wes is disgusted by the way the town and surroundkig countty has changed. 

He expresses obvious contempt for those who have capitalized on the adversity of the 

local ranchers, buykig the land at cut-rate prices and movkig to the country to Hve 

lUce real ranchers. "He looked twice at a sign that declared Heavenly Days Ranch. 

These were the harbkigers of an urban kivasion, ten- and twenty- and fifty-acre 

ranchettes, homeskes for city folk who wanted to play at the mstic life without 

sufferkig ks discomforts" (20). Wes's knage of the ranchkig hfe is Ulusory, though, 

and even he realizes, "Things ain't Hke they used to be... Tknes, I wonder if they ever 

was" (46). Wes's neighbor Lavinia Dawson tells her granddaughter Glory B., "I've 

lived for seventy-five years, and I've never seen the good old days. They were 

always some other time" (141). In this one statement, Kekon astutely renders the ubi 

sunt view of that elusive better tkne the Westem so categorically represents. 

While The Man Who Rode Midnight deals with some generational issues— 

Wes's son Truman has no kiterest ki ranching, and Jkn Ed has difficulty ki comkig to 

appreciate his grandfather's love of the land— t̂he book's mam focus is the effects of 

modera society on people lUce Wes and Miss Liwy. Kekon grieves over the ever-

changmg effects of technology on the simple (and self-sufficient) lifestyle of the 

American rancher. In the Introduction to the book, he states, "Ranch and farm 

operations as well as the home are heavUy dependent upon electricity, gasolkie and 

diesel fuel. Recent generations have substituted machkie power for manpower and 
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horsepower. There is no gokig back" (4). Kekon has deak wkh the disappearance of 

the cowboy and his lifestyle ki a number of his novels, kicluding The Good Old Boys, 

ki which the protagonist Hewey Calloway fmds k difficuk to contkiue workkig as a 

free-spkited, roamkig cowboy ki a world where there are fewer and fewer jobs for 

people lUce him. CivUization, akhough allowkig for more efficient methods of 

farmkig and ranchkig, has also mkied the market for those kidustries and caused 

ckies to expand kito the "wilderness," endkig almost any kkid of relationship man has 

with the natural envkonment. 

Kekon does offer some reconcUiation between generations ki The Man Who 

Rode Midnight, however. Glory B. justifies gokig to college to better acclimate 

herself to modera ranchkig. She tells Shorty, "There's a lot more to k than just 

following. There's genetics and range management and marketmg. You can't leara 

k aU on horseback, sad to say" (52). In an Afterword to the novel, Kenneth W. Davis 

notes, "But Kelton does not compromise to make the novel's ending a happy one. 

Instead, he emphasizes that adaptabUity must accompany change" (268). Kekon 

himself has adapted. Having written nearly fifty novels and wkming more awards for 

them than any other writer, he has proven that a Westera author can be both prolific 

and exceptionally talented. 

One of the newest writers to contribute to the genre is Cormac McCarthy, who 

has been crkicized for writmg novels that do not conform to standard Hterary 

conventions. McCarthy's southera novels are about rape, incest, murder, alcoholism 

and necrophUia. The violence ki these works is graphic and often seemkigly 
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unnecessary. His Westerns also defy tradkional categorization, even as Anti-

Westerns. They shock readers with ukra-violent action and depict characters that 

frequently do the exact opposke of what audiences expect. However, McCarthy 

combkies historical accuracy, stark reahsm, and unquestionably Ikeraty qualky to 

create some of the most provocative Westerns ever written. Cormac McCarthy's 

novels are clearly metafictional works, and they are perhaps the most progressive ki 

the genre. 

The characters in his fust Western, Blood Meridian butcher Indians and 

Mexicans to get money for thek scalps, and k is hard to validate the scenes that 

involve child molestation, dead babies, or severed heads. The plot is unclear, and the 

hero, simply known as "the kid," is presumably killed. The books of his border 

trilogy—All the Pretty Horses, The Crossing, and Cities of the Plain—come closer to 

what readers normally think of as traditional Westems. McCarthy includes aU the 

elements of formularized westems in each of these three novels; there are helpless 

characters who need to be saved, and heroic characters who feel the need to instill 

justice ki a frontier settkig, while attemptkig to find a way to fit ki to the American 

West as it is becomkig increasingly more civilized. The land is a constant source of 

conflict ki McCarthy's novels, and k acts as a catalyst for examkikig the problems 

that occur when one way of Ufe ends and another begkis. As conventional as these 

motifs are, however, McCarthy uses them only to make a statement agakist the 

famiHar Westem ideal. In dokig so, he crkicizes not only formulaic Westera fiction, 

but also the society of readers who crave k. 
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Blood Meridian presents a tremendously disturbing depiction of border life ki 

the last half of the nmeteenth centuty. Innocence is lost quickly on the westera 

frontier, especially for those who come mto contact with Judge Holden, the leader of 

a gang of scalp hunters. The kid's life, like the Hves of most of the characters m the 

novel, is violent from the begmnkig. For McCarthy, nothmg is sacred; churches are 

places for slaughter, puppies are kUled for amusement, and women and children are 

casually raped and murdered. One scene mcludes babies hung from a tree lUce 

Christmas ornaments: "These small victkns, seven, eight of them, had holes punched 

ki thek under-jaws and were hung so by thek throats from the broken stobs of a 

mesquke to stare eyeless at the naked sky" (57). There appears to be no motive for 

such violence. In feet, any trace of virtue or innocence is depicted as being abnormal. 

When describmg the kid McCarthy writes, "The child's face is curiously untouched 

behind the scars, the eyes, oddly kmocent (4). Unfortunately, much of this apparently 

senseless bloodshed—^the scalpings and rape and murder—^was probably common on 

the deserts of the American West and Mexico during that tkne, and McCarthy 

chooses not to omit any of it. 

McCarthy assembles an unusual cast of characters to enact this violence. The 

kid is the novel's hero, but like Lonnie ki Horseman, Pass By and Blue ki Welcome to 

Hard Times, he is ineffective ki his role as moral champion. Judge Holden is a 

sociopath who boldly states, "Whatever ki creation exists wkhout my knowledge 

exists without my consenf (198). The book shows how whites were actually just as 

mthless and cmel as Indians are usually portrayed as havkig been. Holden's gang 
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hunts and removes scalps from anyone (as long as they can pass for Indians' scalps), 

and he justifies his actions with a warped philosophy of right and wrong: "Moral law 

is an kivention of mankkid for the disenfranchisement of the powerfiil m favor of the 

weak. Historical law subverts k at every tura" (250). McCarthy's wrkkig skills are 

exceptional m this novel, but he does not validate them—or his disproportionate use 

of violence—ki relation to the Westem. Except for geography, the characters and 

events ki Blood Meridian are hardly distmguished from those of his southem novels. 

McCarthy's real greatness as a Westem writer is evidenced ki his border 

trilogy, where he displays a vastly different style and makes a significant statement 

about the genre. All the Pretty Horses, McCarthy's most commercially successful 

book, focuses on the nostalgic view of the past, as do the subsequent books ki the 

trilogy. McCarthy uses a conventional formula to provide a reahstic view of the 

West, whUe commenting on audiences' need for such a romantic view offered by 

most Westem writers. He uses a traditional settkig that covers mid-twentieth century 

Texas and Mexico. McCarthy's hero, John Grady Cole, is ki many ways simUar to 

Owen Wister's Vkginian. Both are natural ranch hands, and except for a close friend 

(RawHns for John Grady, the Narrator for the Vkgkiian), they are loners. John 

Grady's skill with horses is almost mythical, and his affak with Alejandra paraUels 

the Vkginian's relationship with MoUy Stark, which represents a union between the 

wilderaess and civilization. John Grady goes to Mexico to search for the sknple Hfe 

he loses when his grandfather dies and thek ranch is sold. He finds kistead a Hfe of 

cormption and danger that he cannot control. 
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The Crossing kitroduces a different protagonist, Billy Parham, who is ki some 

ways a clearer representation of the Westem hero. However, he is also certamly a 

more tt-agic figure than John Grady. Billy is a loner from the vety begkming of the 

book. His first fr-ip to Mexico is to retum a captured wolf to the mountakis from 

where she came. The frip is a failed venture and, upon retumkig home, Billy leams 

that his family has been murdered and fliek horses stolen. He fravels with his brother 

Boyd while ttykig to find thek stolen horses, but he leaves Boyd ki Mexico where he 

is later killed. Although Billy is young, he is naturally skilled at ahnost everything he 

does, and he is very perceptive. However, whereas John Grady succeeds ki 

recoverkig the horses he had lost, BUly does not. The book ends with BUly alone, 

weepkig and in total despak, wanderkig from job to job and with no prospects for the 

fiiture. 

Cities of the Plains brkigs the two characters of John Grady Cole and Billy 

Parham together and contmues to examine thek straggles ki a "real world." They are 

working together on a ranch in New Mexico, and Billy is now twenty-eight, while 

John Grady is stUl a teenager. BUly seems at the begkming of the novel to be much 

more mature, but he never proves to be any wiser than he was in the previous novel. 

John Grady, ki spite of his good kitentions, has apparently leamed nothing. BUly 

asks, "Are you done bein a Samarkan?" and John Grady answers, "I'm done" (31). 

He is not, however. He quickly decides he wants to rescue a young whore from her 

pimp, who is in love with her. He believes he can bring her back to the Unked States 

and marry her. John Grady acknowledges his weakness, asking Billy, "You think I'U 
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outgrow whatever k is I got?" to which Billy says, "No. 1 don't..." (146). Billy 

evidently has the same weakness, because he agrees to help tty to buy the whore from 

her pimp. 

It is a foolish plan and, of course, k fails. The characters fmally achieve some 

closure ki the fmal novel, but k is not what readers might expect. John Grady dies 

ttykig to avenge the death of the underage prostitute, and Billy ages kito his seventies, 

becomkig a hapless drifter who sleeps under freeway overpasses and rehes on charky. 

UnlUce Westera heroes such as the Vkgmian, McCarthy's heroes stmggle thek whole 

lives, however long or short they are, and ki the end they have nothmg to show for 

thek efforts. This is perhaps the most reahstic way to porfray the life of someone 

who lived durkig that legendary time that John Grady and BUly longed for. The 

characters of the border trUogy are caught between that tkne they thought existed and 

the time that they know is coming. 

From the earliest Westems of James Fenimore Cooper, writers have been 

conceraed with preserving the atmosphere of the wilderness of the historic American 

West. McCarthy does this with extraordkiary skill, but he shows the reality of the 

frontier most writers ignore. John Grady's ranch is taken from him in All the Pretty 

Horses, BUly loses everything (includkig his entke family) m The Crossing, and Mac 

is gokig to lose his ranch to the government in Cities of the Plain. Each of these 

books presents differing views of contrastkig ways of Hfe on several levels. 

McCarthy explores the difference between the laws in the U.S. and those ki Mexico, 
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the days of cattle drives as opposed to ranchkig ki the mid-twentieth centuty, as well 

as the confHcts between the rich and the poor, and whores and cultured women. 

John Grady experiences many conflicts because of these differences. After 

his grandfather's fimeral, he rides across his property contemplatkig his fiiture, and 

also his past. "He rode with the sun coppering his face and the red vraid blowkig out 

of the west. He tumed south along the old war frail and he rode out to the crest of a 

low rise and dismounted and (kopped the rekis and walked out and stood like a man 

come to the end of somethkig" (5). UnlUce the characters of most Westems, John 

Grady decides that America is no longer the place where he can fmd happkiess, and 

he tries to replace his heritage by crossmg the border mto Mexico. As John Grady 

and Rawlkis head to Mexico, they find thek way knpeded by numerous fences. 

Rawlins asks, "How the hell do they expect a man to ride a horse m this country?" to 

which John Grady answers, "They dont" (31). John Grady and Rawlins, however, 

must ride. 

McCarthy sfresses that "ridkig" is the essence of these characters. "They 

saddled the horses and led them out to the road and mounted up and tumed south" 

(36). From there, "They rode" (37). "They caught thek horses and saddled them and 

the kid kicked out the fke and they mounted up and rode out. They rode side by side 

spaced out apart upon the broad gravel plaki curving away along the edge of the 

bmshland upriver. They rode without speakkig and they took ki the look of the new 

country.. .They rode" (49). Later, "They rode on" (62). However, while John Grady 

is in the Mexican prison, "He sat" (198). McCarthy's repetkious details of such a 
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mkior act is quite different from Louis L'Amour's descriptions of dust referred to ki a 

previous chapter. McCarthy's passages are active, and they are essential to revealkig 

the psyche of his characters. John Grady does not choose to "ride," he has to because 

k is ki his blood. 

McCarthy suggests that much of what we do and experience is out of our 

control. In Cities of the Plain, several characters share didactic views on life, dreams, 

fiction, and ki some cases a mixture of aU three. Eduardo, the pknp who is also ki 

love with Magdalena, teUs Billy that "Men have ki thek mkids a picture of how the 

world wUl be. How they wUl be ki that world" (134). He says that each man is just a 

ckeamer, and if he finally realizes his dreams, "the world of his longkig made real is 

no longer that world at all" (135). If we do succeed ki changkig what we thkik is our 

destiny, then what we had before is gone, so what we have achieved no longer 

matters. The blind maestro speaks of destiny when he tells John Grady the story of 

the man who made his enemy his son's padrino. He teUs John Grady, "Our plans are 

predicated upon a future unknown to us" (195). The man who BUly meets under the 

overpass kicorporates both of these ideas, uskig the story of his dream as a metaphor 

for all men's lives. He tells Billy that "it is the narrative that is the Hfe of the dream 

while the events themselves are often kiterchangeable" (283). This universal dream 

represents each man's life the same as any other's, and "It vanishes at its own 

appearance. Moment by moment" (273). With such a philosophy as this, achieving 

the American Dream is no more possible than achievkig any ckeam. 
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McCarthy comments on the effects of increaskig modernization throughout 

the border trilogy. John Grady and Billy have lost thek place in American society, 

and they do not even fit well together anymore. While out checkkig on the herd, they 

discuss the life of the old cowboys durkig the days of cattle drives. John Grady feels 

he could live on the open range, and BUly says, "Young and ignorant as you are you 

probably could" (Cities 77). In contrast, BiUy says he lUces "When you throw a 

swkch and the lights come on" (77). John Grady is conscious of his dissatisfaction 

with living ki the time he does, and he reflects on the reasons for k after talkmg with 

Mr. Johnson. He realizes how much has changed in only a few decades of the old 

man's hfe: "In his time the countty had gone from the oil lamp and the horse and 

buggy to jet planes and the atomic bomb..." (106). These changes may not conflise 

Mr. Johnson, as McCarthy states, but they do confiise John Grady. 

Not orUy are John Grady and Billy shown to be outsiders anywhere but on a 

ranch, but they also have to overcome cukural differences when they tty to rediscover 

the cowboy Hfe ki Mexico. John Grady does not belong there, and a meetkig wkh an 

old man one day illustrates this: 

A man was coming down the road driving a donkey piled high with 
firewood. In the distance the churchbells had begun. The man smiled 
at him a sly smile. As if they knew a secret between them, these two. 
Somethkig of age and youth and thek claims and the justice of those 
claims. And of the clakns upon them. The world past, the world to 
come. Thek common transiencies. Above aU a knowkig deep ki the 
bone that beauty and loss are one. (Cities 71) 

It is as if they are both kitmdkig on one another's worlds, because they are so far 

separated. His father tells him "the country would never be the same" (Horses 25), 
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and John Grady eventually accepts this realization. After retumkig Rawlins' horse to 

him his friend asks where John Grady's countty is. He replies, "I dont know where k 

is. I dont know what happens to countty" (299). This feelkig of not belongkig is 

echoed by Billy ki Cities of the Plain. When he is taken ki by a family near the end 

of the novel, he tells the woman, "I'm not what you thkik I am. I akit nothki. I dont 

know why you put up with me" (292). She tells him, "Well, Mr Parham, I know who 

you are. And I do know why" (292), but she is speakkig metaphorically. She knows 

his kkid, which is the same as John Grady's. Although McCarthy has given us a very 

realistic and tragic depiction of the Westem hero, any reader of Westems would 

recognize ekher of these characters. John Grady and Billy represent aU men, and 

thek journeys are no different than anyone else's. 

As significant as his commentary on the loss of a way of life is, McCarthy's 

analysis of the process of teUkig the Westera stoty is even more valuable. The 

characters in these books are progressively conceraed wkh stories and how to tell 

them. In All the Pretty Horses, Alejandra's aunt shares her history wkh John Grady, 

and the tales are philosophical metaphors, mtended to affirm John Grady's social 

status and the kiappropriateness of his relationship with Alejandra. The man beneath 

the overpass teUs Billy, "This stoty lUce all stories has ks begkmkigs ki a question" 

(Cities 277). The missionaty Billy meets at the abandoned church ki The Crossing 

tells him there is only one stoty, then proceeds to teU k to BUly. He states, "The task 

of the narrator is not an easy one.. .He appears to be requked to choose his tale from 

among the many that are possible. But of course that is not the case. The case is 
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rather to make many of the one" (155). McCarthy seems to concur with this theoty, 

as he tells essentially the same stoty in each novel. 

McCarthy uses his characters to pass crkical judgment on the formula of 

popular Westerns. He makes the books ki the trilogy kiordkiately predictable, 

repeating the same story in each book, and three tknes just withm The Crossing. This 

is the formula readers are accustomed to, and k may be the reason^// the Pretty 

Horses (the fkst of his works to follow any conventional formula) was so well 

received. However, McCarthy is only kicorporatkig these standardized Ikeraty 

conventions to show the flaws of such a romanticized view of the era of the American 

cowboy. There is considerably less violence ki the border trilogy than ki Blood 

Meridian, but the last three books cover a much later period ki American history. It 

could StUl be a dangerous tkne, especially south of the border, and McCarthy presents 

a reahstic view of what could happen ki a lawless land. 

The heroes ki the border trUogy are ordkiaty people, and thek lives are 

certamly not idyUic. McCarthy could not have made the same crkicism of Westerns 

had he used a character such as Judge Holden or even the kid, because they are not 

tradkional heroes. To mock the standard, McCarthy conforms to k, to a certam 

degree. Both John Grady and Billy have many of the stereotypical characteristics of 

the fradkional Westem hero, but they do not automatically succeed, nor do they adapt 

weU. They refiise to progress with civilization, and therefore they either die or Hve 

miserably. Through these characters' actions and philosophical views, McCarthy 

expresses his opkiions on fiction, and also on life. McCarthy's Westems are more 
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than just an Anti-Westem view of Hfe on the frontier. They make a statement agakist 

the Westera and ks audience as well. Readers choose to read fiction—Westems ki 

particular—as a way to escape. We are constantly searchmg for a better way of life, 

and the romanticized version of the westem frontier is enormously appealing. 

Cowboys were brave and free, and they lived adventurous lives on the open range, 

acqukkig whatever they needed to survive as they went along. But as Billy says ki 

Cities of the Plain, "There's a lot of things look better at a distance"(156). McCarthy 

brings the reahties of this quixotic period kito focus. 

John Grady is fasckiated by Mr. Johnson's stories of the old days, but when he 

asks what the hardest lesson is, Mr. Johnson answers, "I dont know. Maybe k's just 

that when things are gone they're gone. They akit comin back" (Cities 126). That era 

of the wUd frontier still seems glamorous and excitkig, regardless of how 

unrealistically k is usually portrayed. McCarthy shows that "life back then" is not as 

perfect as k may seem, and through characters such as Mr. Johnson he tries to 

convince readers that there is no way to recapture what may never have existed. 

Instead of contkiukig to search for whatever we do not have (especially if k means 

reverting back to a tkne ki the past when life was much more difficult), McCarthy 

suggests that we leam from our histoty and embrace progress. By not depictkig the 

frontier as k tmly was, Westems mislead us. This seems to be the message McCarthy 

is presentkig when Billy is carrymg John Grady's dead body through the street and 

caUkig out to the whores and God—and the audience—"Do you see? Do you see?" 

(Cities 261). By allowkig ourselves to refreat kito a romantic version of a lawless 
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tkne like the Old West or into a place like Mexico in the 1950s, we do our tme 

herkage a disservice. McCarthy constmcts three separate but identical stories, all of 

which are masterfully told, and at the same time he (surreptkiously) crkicizes us for 

lUckig them. 

Unfortunately, most writers who take the Westem to new levels artisticaUy do 

so by attacking the formula. Some contemporaty authors, such as Loren D. Estleman, 

wrke Westerns of the caliber of Zane Grey or Louis L'Amour, helpmg to maintaki an 

kiterest ki the "popular" Westera. Many other writers have begun to kiclude more 

historical perspective that they know is becoming increasingly important to readers, 

whether k is merely in conveykig the spkit of a period the way Larry McMurtty's 

Lonesome Dove manages to, or ki relatkig specific facts about an area or event the 

way Ehner Kekon's novels do. Other Westerns, such as those by Clay Reynolds, 

take place ki fictkious settkigs such as the town of Agatite or ki real ckies Hke 

Houston, and they focus less on history and more on the fiiture, taking the genre mto 

the twenty-first century. 

Reynolds' novel Agatite has, for the most part, a tradkional plot and settkig. 

It takes place ki a small West Texas tovra and kivolves cops and robbers, who serve 

as substitutes for cowboys and horse thieves, soldiers and Indians, or a sheriff and 

outlaws. The novel follows the Westera formula, but k approaches the theme of 

Good versus Evil ki a distkictive way. Agatite is a mystery at heart, dealmg mostly 

with the kivestigation of an unidentified dead gkl and the eventual connection 

between her murder and a group of Ul-fated bank robbers. The book's hero. Able 
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Newsome, is a classic example of the stereotypical small town sheriff who must clean 

up his community and makitaki justice when no one else can. The villaki is Roy 

Breedlove, who readers feel some sympathy for because he seems to be more of a 

victkn of bad luck than anything else. He is, however, a villaki nonetheless, and the 

caraage he and his band invoke on the small town is comparable to that of the 

violence ki McCarthy's Blood Meridian. 

Agatite contakis all the essential elements of a Western, kicludmg the 

characters, the frontier settkig, the conflict of loskig a raikoad and ks effect on the 

community, and the theme of Good battling Evil, complete with a shootout on Maki 

Sfreet. Reynolds adeptly depicts the ferocity of weather ki Texas and other westera 

states. He describes the "caprock wind that came ki a steady stream of angry wailkig, 

assauking whatever dared to rise above the sandy ground along the highway" (105), 

and he explakis ki detaU the two most common types of storms that occur ki north 

cenfral Texas during the summer (262). He even includes some historical ki-

formation when he describes how the Llano Estacado got ks name (123). Except for 

Reynolds' use of specific twentieth century dates, the characters and events of the 

novel could appear just as naturally ki the Old West. 

Agatite ends with a scene of excessive violence when the town empts ki a 

shootout between the bank robbers and many of the ckizens: "Twenty-two corpses, 

kicludkig Mrs. Thomas, who had a heart attack just before the shootkig began, lay at 

Everett Hardki's funeral home awakkig attention from the still shocked mortician. Of 

course, more than a hundred people were m the hospital, and a good thkd of them 
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were crkical" (367). However, the focus of the book is not this violence or the 

actions of any one character, but rather the unravelkig of the mystety of the dead gkl 

and all of the characters' kivolvement with each other. Reynolds' tme gift as a wrker 

is ki his masterful plot constmction, patiently drawkig the characters and thek 

activkies enigmatically together. He explakis who the dead gkl is and how she was 

killed about halfway through the book, but he does not allow Able to discover this 

kiformation imtU the end. Reynolds covers over two decades of the characters' lives 

hi a superbly crafted series of seemkigly unrelated events that fmally reach a climax 

when all of the characters convene and attack each other. 

Reynolds stays tmer to the fradkional Westem formula ki his other works, 

kicluding Franklin's Crossing, where he tells a simple yet prolonged tale of a wagon 

fraki that is being led by a black scout who must defend his party against Indians and 

other various hazards of the plains. In Monuments, he creates another modera setting, 

again using strictly formulaic characters, plot and themes: a young boy tries to fight 

progress by saving an historic buUding from bekig destroyed ki his hometown.^^ But 

Reynolds takes the Westera to genuinely new places in Players where, unlike in 

Agatite, he pays less attention to the resolution of a mystery and more to action and 

violence, focusing heavily on the theme of Good battlkig Evil. The book mcludes 

kidnapping, prostitution, extortion, and secret government agencies that deal ki guns, 

dmgs, and large amounts of cash. The most kiterestmg aspect of the novel, however, 

is how Reynolds manipulates the definkion of "frontier." The settkig ki Players 

^ This is the Aird book of Reynolds' Sandhill Chronicles, which all use Agatite as a setting. 
The first book in the swies. The Vigil, is probably his finest work. 
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ranges from Los Angeles to Houston, fmally endkig m a state park outside the small 

town of Bahnorhea, Texas. In this novel, Reynolds proves that even the big cky can 

be a lawless place. LUce the fradkional settkig of the Western, the mner cky of 

Houston is caught between states of civilization and wildemess, and people of diverse 

cukures and backgrounds must contend with conflicts generated by each other and 

thek envkonment. 

Reynolds uses descriptive passages to illustrate natural condkions that are 

unique to Texas and the Southwest. He lists plants that grow only in the westem 

states, kicluding "huisache, skunkweed, sotol, mesquke...And cacti" (1), and he uses 

terms such as arroyo and resaca (2). While they are fraveling through the desert in 

Arizona and New Mexico, the kidnappers are finstrated because they cannot get any 

television or racho reception (317). Sandobal, a native of New Jersey, is amazed by 

the weather they encounter in El Paso: "Earlier, k rakied mud. They barely got the 

top up on the wobblkig Mustang in tkne. Huge chops passed through the dust-laden 

wmd. Mud pelted the vehicle, blocked her wkidshield, made the remakikig wiper 

useless. Sandobal panicked, jerked the car beneath an overpass. He'd never heard of 

such a thing: Yankee, Barbara thought" (281). These details show that dangers from 

the terraki and natural forces are present even ki modera tknes, and they also reflect 

the difference between East and West that is fimdamental to the Westera. 

Although the action begins ki CaHfomia, Reynolds' use of language 

estabhshes the audience ki a specifically Texas frontier. Barbara understands that 

Vicki has been abducted because of how she had introduced Blackie and Red, the 
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men who are kidnappkig her and forckig her to act normally so as not to draw 

attention to them. Barbara cannot, however, convkice Sandobal of this fact, despke 

her argument: "People from Texas don't say they're 'from Texas.' They don't s a y -

especially to another Texan—'These are my couskis from Texas.' They might say 

'Dallas' or 'Houston,' or 'San Antonio,' or goddamn 'Marfa' or 'Oklaunion' or 

someplace. But they don't say just 'Texas'" (141). Later, she teUs Sandobal that the 

Suburban is the "National Track of Texas," then has to explam to hkn what that 

means (343). Reynolds also writes about poHtical and economical issues that are 

unique to Texas. Eddy reflects on the fall of the cattle market ki the early 1980s and 

how k affected the state's economy: "The Metroplex was boomkig ki those years. 

Steak and oU: Breakfast of Texans. They weren't worried about cholesterol and bank 

failures. Not yet" (71). Reynolds gives dkections up and down streets of San 

Antonio and Houston as if the audience would know exactly what buildkigs were on 

each street coraer. Reynolds plays out the familiar action of the hero (who is more 

than just a Httle rough around the edges) defeating villains and saving a helpless 

female caught alone in a wUd place, but he fransposes the open range for the inner 

city, where modernization has peaked and civilization is reversing ks evolution, 

becoming the place of savagety. 

Works such as these have allowed the Westera to grow, both ki Hteraty 

quaUty and in the parameters of the genre's formula. Wrkers such as Larry 

McMurtry and Ehner Kelton continue to vaHdate the Westem as a genre worthy of 

awards at every level. Others such as Cormac McCarthy and Clay Reynolds have 
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pushed the genre to the vety limks of ks definkig characteristics. These wrkers' 

contributions have obviously led to contkiued kiterest ki the Westem, but they have 

also kicreased crkical recognition of the genre. C. L. Sonnichsen notes that studies of 

the Westem are becomkig kicreaskigly more popular, and also more accepted. He 

wrkes, "The least significant potboUer may be studied now without loss of face or 

dignity. Gun-fke has echoed even m the groves of Academe, and today k is 

respectable to have opkiions about westems, not as Ikerature, but as popular cukure" 

(178). He goes on to concede that "More than one doctoral dissertation has been 

written on a popular Westem writer" (179). Indeed, many have. In the Afterword to 

The Virginian, Max Westbrook states, "Havkig been a success for more than seventy-

five years now, The Virginian is a widely used textbook in various coUege courses 

and a standard subject for scholarly analysis by graduate students and research 

professors" (318). Universkies everywhere now offer courses taught ki the Westem, 

as weU as courses m related cultural studies. 

It is clear from where the Westem origkiated, and k is clear where k has gone. 

There are unquestionable sknilarkies ki the works of James Fenknore Cooper, Owen 

Wister, and even Ehner Kekon and Cormac McCarthy. AU of these works share the 

same essential elements that defme them as Westems. Where else has the genre been, 

and where is k gokig? Throughout ks evolution the Westem has adapted to reflect 

the changkig tknes k represents, and k has had substantial effects on American 

society, poHtical and economic movements, and also other types Ikerature and media. 
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In many ways, the Westera has grown beyond the Hmkations of literary or genre 

restraints. Its far-reaching influence wUl be the topic of next chapter. 
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CHAPTER XI 

VAST HORIZONS 

The Westem has been constantly evolvkig skice James Fenimore Cooper 

began wrkkig his Leatherstockkig Tales m the early 1800s, yet k has remakied 

fimdamentaUy the same. Owen Wister claims that the character of the cowboy of the 

nkieteenth century, from which he modeled his Westem hero, was merely a 

reincarnation of the chivakic hero of medieval tknes. He states, "It was no new type, 

no product of the frontier, but just the original kernel of the nut wkh the shell broken" 

("Evolution" 43). The Westem has more to do with the frontier than Wister may 

have realized, for at that tkne the Westem was still ki ks kifancy as a distkict genre. 

Westerns have smce come to symbolize the American Dream and the spkited way of 

life of this nation's pioneers. 

This symboHsm is depicted through the same essential elements ki all 

Westerns, from Cooper's Eastem Westems to the Dime Novels that featured outlaws 

and unsavoty backwoodsmen as thek heroes to the most contemporary Westerns of 

the twenty-first century. Owen Wister refined the Westem hero, moldkig him mto 

the mounted herdsman that is recognized around the world as a representative of 

American ideals. The Virginian and other works of similar merk that followed led to 

the Anti-Westerns that chaUenged the ingenuous formula of wrkers who had become 

dependent on the Westem's formula. The resukkig Lkerary Westems of wrkers such 
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as Lany McMurtty and Cormac McCarthy fmally elevated the genre to a level of 

Ikeraty acclaim that it deserves. 

The essential elements of the Westera are specific, yet they allow enough 

room for creativity from kidividual authors to address them ki different ways. The 

treatment of one theme ki a novel set ki 1880 wUl be considerably different than the 

treatment of the same theme ki a novel set ki 1980. To meet demands of modem 

audiences, the elements may be adjusted to address different types of settkigs or 

social concems. Any Westem must include all of the essential elements, whether it is 

written ki 1824 and is about the unrest of the Iroquois, or it is written in 1986 and is 

about bank robbers and murderers. The Westera genre, though, is no longer limited 

to just the novel. Jane Tompkins makitains that her study. West of Everything: The 

Inner Life of Westems, covers everything about Westerns, "from a comic book or a 

fifteen-mkiute radio show to a feature film or a full-length novel" (7).^' John G. 

Caweki states, "Of course, a formula articulated by one culture can be taken over by 

another" (30). The Westera has not been taken over by other cukures, nor has k been 

taken over by other genres. Instead, k has been used as the framework for other 

genres, in Ikerature as well as ki other media. This chapter examkies how the 

Westem novel has been adapted to fUm and television, and also how k has affected 

other genres. 

" Tompkins is correct in recognizing that the Westem has appeared in all of these forms, and 
the focus in this chapta- on only fihn and television adaptatiois is not intended to minimize the 
importance of these media. However, film and television have proven to be the most permanent forms 
of entertainment, for the Westem as well as other genres. 
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Caweki states, "There are probably some quantkative trends ki Westera 

production durkig the twentieth century, but I cannot pki them down wkh any 

certakity because of the Westera's shift from one medium to another" (3). He briefly 

examines the many shapes ki which the Westera has appeared, includkig novels, 

magazines, pulps, TV shows, and fihns. Indeed, these various media have been 

essential to the perpetual vitalky of the Westera, as well as ks other amalgamations. 

Caweki states: 

Surely no twentieth century American needs to have the Westem's 
importance as a cultural form demonsfrated to him. Uncountable 
Westems mark the course of American history. At fkst glance, they 
seem as numerous as the sands of the desert. To get some statistical 
picture of the form's significemce, let us take the period of the late 
1950's. Expressed in terms of numbers of booktkles [sic] published, 
Westems constituted 10.64% of the works of fiction published ki 1958 
and 1.76% of aU books pubHshed. In 1959, eight of the top ten shows 
on television, as measured by Nielsen ratings, were Westems and 
thkty of the prkne-tkne shows were horse operas. At least 54 Westera 
feature films were made in 1958. (2) 

These figures are obviously dated, but the popularity of the Westera formula has 

never subsided, as some scholars believe. It has merely mutated mto other forms. 

The relationship between the Westera and ckiema began over one hundred 

years ago. In the Infroduction to thek book Western Movies, William T. PiUckigton 

and Don Graham state, "Though the record is cloudy on this pokit, it is generally 

believed that the first American movie to feature an origkial storylkie was Edwki S. 

Porter's ten-mkiute Westera, The Great Train Robbery (1903)" (2). They contkiue 

by statkig, "From the 1920s to the 1950s the Westera enjoyed extraordkiary 

popularity among generations of young people who mhabked movie houses on 
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Saturday morakigs and aftemoons, thrillkig to the exploks of Tom Mix, Ken 

Maynard, Hoot Gibson, Gene Autty, Roy Rogers, William Boyd, and many another 

courageous cowboy star" (3). Max Westbrook states ki his Afterword to Wister's 

novel, "HoUywood has made The Virginian kito a movie four tknes. Television tried 

to capkalize on the popularky of Wister's novel ki a series which had no connection 

with ks source, except for the feet that the hero was called the Vkgkiian and the 

secondary hero was called Trampas" (318). Skice that wrkkig, the novel has been 

adapted to film at least twice more, the most recent version starring BUI PuUman and 

Diane Lane. 

Jeffrey WaUmann discusses the significance of one particular fihn. Red River, 

Howard Hawks' 1948 adaptation of Borden Chase's novel Blazing Guns on the 

Chisholm Trail. Wallmann claims that Red Riveras pro-American idealism was 

essential to a society ki constant fear of Communism and the Cold War (152). The 

film estabHshed John Wayne as the consummate Westem hero, the lone chivakic 

redeemer of the American West. Wayne, considered by many to be the preeminent 

ckiematic cowboy, starred ki over one hunched and fifty films, begiiming with signing 

cowboy roles and endkig wkh one of his most revealing features. The Shootist (1976). 

This fihn symbolizes the end of the age of gunfighters and provides commentary on 

many aspects of the Western, includkig the falsely perceived glamour of the 

gunfighter, the harshness of life in the historic American West, and the role of Dime 

Novelists ki the propagation of lies to kivent the legendary figures that perpetuated 

the myth of the Old West. 
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David Qukilan describes Wayne as "kicreasingly tall in the saddle, gradually 

becomkig an American kistkution, as the solkary, basically friendless, aknost 

allegorical man of action" (qtd. ki Thomas 75). The characters Wayne portrayed 

remaki as vivid memories for anyone who has ever seen one of his movies. In "John 

Wayne: Hero of the Westem," Archie P. McDonald makitakis that "Wayne so 

molded scripts and the dkection and knage they projected that by the late 1950s a 

film in which he appeared in a major role had made a commitment to ks audience 

sknply by his bemg cast ki k" (116). Wayne's character ki The Shootist personifies 

aU of the traits of the Westera hero, especially his isolation and high moral code. 

Because he is dying, J. B. Books realizes how lonely his life has been, and his last 

few days are spent in reflection of how his violent behavior has affected him and 

those who tried to be close to him. The voice-over at the begiiming of the film 

provides insight to much of his character, which is representative of all Westera 

heroes, from Natty Bumppo to Rooster Cogbura and any who followed: 

(spoken by Ron Howard's character, GUliam Rogers): His name was J. 
B. Books, and he had a matched pak of .45's with antique ivory grips 
that were something to behold. But he wasn't an outlaw. Fact is for a 
while, he was a lawman. Long before I met Mr. Books he was a 
famous man. I guess his fame was why somebody or other was always 
after him. The wild counfry taught him to survive. He lived his life 
and herded by himself He had a creed that went— 
(spoken by Wayne's character): I won't be wronged, I won't be 
kisulted, and I won't be laid a hand on. I don't do these things to other 
people, and I requke the same from them. (The Shootist) 

John Wayne's recurring character type and the ideals he advocates have been copied 

by other actors ki thousands of Westem films, many of which have come from the 

works of authors discussed m the previous chapters. A few examples mclude Jack 
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Schaefer's Shane (1953), Louis L'Amour's Hondo (1954), Lany McMurtry's 

Horseman, Pass By as Hud (1963) and Lonesome Dove (1990), and recent 

adaptations of Cooper's The Last of the Mohicans (1992), and Cormac McCarthy's 

All the Pretty Horses (2000). 

Television has also been an important medium for keepkig the Westem alive. 

Many Westem television series, from the earliest days of TV until recently, utUized 

the same literary-based formula as the film kidustry. Although the towns may have 

different names (Dodge Cky, Vkginia Cky, or the San Joaquin Valley), and the 

specific role the character plays (marshal, rancher, secretive vigilante hero, or hustler) 

may be different, the action and the heroes in dozens of television shows, including 

The Lone Ranger (1949-1957), Have Gun Will Travel (1957-1963),^* Rawhide (1959-

1966), The Wild, Wild West (1965-1970), Bonanza (1959-1973), and Gunsmoke 

(1955-1975) are aU clearly repHcating the characters and stories of major motion 

pictures. The success of some of these programs lasted for record-setting periods, 

surpassing practically all other types of programming. Gunsmoke and Bonanza are 

two of the longest-nmnmg series in the history of television.^' In The American 

Western Novel, James K. Folsom states, "On the nation's television screens stories of 

doctors, psychiatrists, steamboat captakis, ckcuses, and fravelkig magicians come and 

go, but always there is a cowboy to be found somewhere. The Westem movie is still 

very much alive, both on the Late Show and m first-run movie houses" (13). As 

** Paladin, in Have Gun Will Travel, is an example of the chivalric knight imagery used in 
Westems. Paladin is intelligait and cultured, and his calling card displays the figure of a paladin, the 
white chess knight (77ie Complete Directory to Prime Time Network TV Shows 355). 

*' Bonanza ran for fourteen seasons, and Gunsmoke for twenty (Complete Directory 1042). 
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stated earlier, the mtroduction of the Westem into these media at various times helped 

k to makitaki ks contkiukig popularky ki much the same way as the mtroduction of 

the steam rotaty press had kikially attracted audiences to the genre. 

The Westem has done more in ks evolutionaty process than merely havkig 

been adapted from literature kito film and television, however. Jeffrey Wallmann 

states, "Ironically, one major change or adaptation stems from the sustakikig and 

recurrent elements of myth—the unchangkig elements—^transformkig mto stories that 

masquerade as belongkig to other genres" (178-179). WaUmann relates how 

Westerns have been marketed as mysteries and romances, as weU as historical works. 

Yet, he argues that the kifluence of the Westem on other genres is Hmited: "Nor is 

this to suggest that Hke grave robbers, other genres and narratives have simply 

appropriated the westera's conventions, mythology, and social purposes" (181). In 

fact, that is precisely what other genres have done. 

Wallmann argues that contemporaty forms of fiction are different from 

Westems for a variety of reasons. He notes, "The seedy criminality resolved in Dirty 

Harry or NYPD Blue is not the equivalent of the outlawry confronted ki Gunfight at 

the OK Corral or The Lone Ranger, and no amount of rhetoric can make Sormy 

Crockett of Miami Vice into Marshall Matt DUIon or an eighteen-wheel Freightlmer 

into Trigger" (181). He goes on to point out that science fiction concems space travel 

and other futuristic aspects of fentasy. Wallmann's statements are vaUd ki that these 

other forms are recognized as separate genres in thek own right, but the contributions 

of the Westera to these other genres is indisputable. The memorable heroes from 
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Westem films—Alan Ladd as Shane, John Wayne's characters, or even those 

characters played by Clint Eastwood—aU have the same characteristic traks ki 

common. They are all solkary vigilantes who possess high morals and exceptional 

skills, and who constantly stmggle to adapt to thek ever-changkig surroundmgs, even 

if that means venturkig kito places that are not part of the tradkional Westem settkig. 

Confrary to what Wallmann argues, the transkion of the Westera hero from 

cowboy kito cops and detectives is logical and krefutable. It is not hard to see the 

similarkies between Clint Eastwood's characters ki his spaghetti Westerns and his 

Dkty Harry character. Both types of films address identical themes, as the fight 

between Good and EvU is never completely clear, ki any genre. Jack Palance wears 

black and sneers at evetyone he meets ki Shane, but Shane himself has questions 

about whether he is good or bad. Eastwood's fkst three Dkty Harry films—Dirty 

Harry (1971), Magnum Force (1973), and The Enforcer (1976)—^presented a hero 

who possessed aU the same traks as the Westem hero, but who was able to appear in 

contemporaty settkigs that audiences could relate to more easily. Harry Callahan 

must work within a criminal justice system that has become seemkigly more 

favorable to the outlaws, and he steps outside the law when necessary to ensure that 

justice is done. His wUlmgness to use his .44 Magnum to thwart bank robbers and 

psychotic snipers on the sfreets of San Francisco represents the character's ability to 

change with his envkonment, movkig from the open range of the nkieteenth century 

to the iimer city of the twentieth. 
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These films reflect widespread contemporaty societal changes. Crknmals 

were becomkig more violent at a tkne when law enforcement was begmnkig to feel 

unable to effectively mstill justice because of civil rights movements, which were 

intended to protect the general public but that also gave crkninals more freedom. In 

response to this problem, Eastwood's Dkty Harry character makitakis an identical 

image to that of the "no-name" vigilante character he played ki the spaghetti 

Westems of Sergio Leone. In Dirty Harry, Hany stops in for lunch at a local dkier 

and notices a car with its engine running parked in front of the bank across the street. 

Because of the pile of cigarettes on the ground outside the driver's door, he realizes 

the vehicle is a getaway car for a robbery that is occurring. He teUs the cook to caU 

the police, and then says, "Now if they'll just wak until the cavaky arrives" (Dirty 

Hany). Of course, the bank robbers do not wait, and Harry has to act ki the cavalry's 

place, foUing the robbers' getaway and shootkig each of them ki the process. 

Eastwood acknowledges in one kiterview how his characters have remakied 

essentially unchanged over the years: 

I sometknes find myself attracted to characters who are searching for 
some sort of redemption, some sort of reconcUiation with thek 
soul... A lot of the characters I play are outsiders, a lot of them are 
rebellkig agakist condkions ki society. A lot of the people I've played 
have been lonely for one reason or another, ekher by thek own choice 
or through fete. (""Playboy Interview" 63) 

He also explakis his role ki the Dkty Hany films of the early seventies and defends 

aUegations that those films were too violent: 

Plavbov: In the Dkty Harry films you mete out justice to murderers. 
You take the law ki your own hands, mkrorkig the discontent ki a 
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countty that was portrayed as bekig run by bleedkig hearts. Paulkie 
Kael said k was fascist. 
Eastwood: People can call thkigs what they want. In those days 
everybody wanted to put a label on thkigs. The picture was ahead of 
ks time. This is a guy who's havkig bureaucratic obstacles thrown up 
withki the police force, judicial system, cky polkics and all that. 
Everybody understood that frustration. If there was kresponsibility ki 
Dirty Harry, there's kresponsibilky ki Robki Hood, Tom Mix and the 
Old Testament. There's violence ki them all. (165) 

The franskion from cowboy to cop is merely done ki response to changkig audience 

kiterests. The basic premise of fostering civilization and supportkig the American 

Dream m cop shows or detective novels is no different from tradkional Westems. 

The Westera hero's acclimatization to other types of roles began early ki the 

Westem's evolution. BiU Brown makitakis that the fiiskig of genres started ki some 

of the earliest Dime Novels because publishers were trykig to reach as many readers 

as possible (38). He notes that the fkst Dkne Novel detective appeared ki 1872 (45), 

and the formula undoubtedly varied only slightly from ks Westem predecessor. The 

same standardized characters engage m familiar action ki all of these works of fiction, 

with a focus bemg placed on the repetkive themes of Good combatkig Evil ki an 

emergent world of ever-kicreasing civilization. The orUy element that is modified 

appreciably is the frontier, which has been evolving steadUy from the tkne Cooper 

established the formula of the Westera. The frontier of the Westem has always been 

fluid, an area of constant development. As the westward movement terminated at the 

west coast, America's growth continued. The agrarian Hfestyle that Americans were 

once aU accustomed to did become less common as mral communities were invaded 

by large metropoHtan centers. Industrialization at the tum of the twentieth century 
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caused more and more Americans to move to the cky. As larger ckies expanded 

beyond thek means and crkne found ks way kito the older, poorer neighborhoods, the 

ckies began to erode from the kiside, creatkig a renewed need for development— 

another frontier, which was evolvkig ki reverse. It is only natural, therefore, that the 

Westem hero adapted to a new environment and assumed a modem persona. 

Frederic Svoboda paraUels the characters of the Westem hero and the "hard-

boiled detective" ki "The Snub-Nosed Mystique," suggestkig that even more so than 

the cowboy hero, the detective exists on a "moral" frontier, a "dividkig line between 

the civilized and the savage" (559). He states, "The American frontier has long been 

conquered, yet the private eye finds that aU ks classes of hazards face him wkhin the 

stmcture of American civilization" (558). In Something More Than Night: The Case 

of Raymond Chandler, Peter Wolfe supports Svoboda's notion that the detective 

figure is derived from the tradkional Westem hero, statkig that the detective novel 

merely has a mefropoHtan setting for the detective to work in because "urban sprawl 

has denied him the space to create a new world. Now that the frontier has closed, he 

must buUd ex nihilo" (83). The frontier, with ks perUous terraki and mixture of 

diverse cultures, exists in Los Angeles, Houston, Miami, and New York just as much 

as k does in the vastness of the American West. Any of these urban settkigs is sure to 

experience levels of crkne and violence that requke a hero who can brkig to justice 

the "savages" responsible for the threats they pose to civilized residents. 

It is easy to see sknilarkies between a tradkional Westem hero such as the 

Vkgmian and a hard-boUed detective such as Philip Marlowe ki Raymond Chandler's 
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The Big Sleep. Chandler created m Marlowe a hero who represents an ideal, a 

mythical figure hi the detective's world that is the equivalent to the Vkgkiian ki the 

cowboy's. The character first appeared ki Chandler's short stoty "Blackmailer Don't 

Shoot." At that tkne Marlowe went by the name Malloty, which Jerry Spek suggests 

ki his book Raymond Chandler, is "ki lUcely reference to Sk Thomas Malory's Morte 

D 'Arthur" (114). Chandler mcludes many references to knights and thek chivakic 

code ki The Big Sleep, kicludmg a key scene where Marlowe enters the Sterawood 

mansion and knmediately notices a stained-glass panel of a knight ki "dark armor" 

rescuing a nude damsel ki distress (3). This image alludes to Marlowe's job of 

rescuing Carmen Sterawood, whom he later finds nude in a house where someone has 

been murdered. 

Typical of hard-boUed detectives. Chandler's character carries the melo-

ckamatically impassive heroism of the Dime Novel hero to new heights. Marlowe 

battles viUains and protects kmocents, although the Sterawood gkls tum out to be fer 

less innocent than the tradkional helpless female of the Westem. To the reader, they 

may not seem worthy of helpkig, akhough Marlowe does fiilfill his obligation to them 

and even gives Vivian the opportunity to take Carmen away in order to protect her 

from the police. The real irmocent, though, is the gkls' father. Marlowe hides 

mformation from General Sterawood that he knows would destroy the old man, and 

he contmues to risk his Ufe for a case he knows is futUe. The characters ki most hard-

boiled detective stories are frequently described as the extremes of thek stereotypes; 

bad guys epitomize evil, while clients are overly naive or stupid. The supportkig 
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characters are kitentionally shallow, and thek sknplistic depiction allows Chandler to 

place more emphasis on Marlowe and his actions. 

Marlowe's character is ahnost identical to that of the Vkgkiian. Marlowe is a 

loner, possibly isolatkig hknself from others because of his distmst of people after 

working for so long ki a business where he interacts regularly wkh blackmailers, 

murderers, and pomographers. Even the poHce are cormpt, tumkig thek heads from 

aU sorts of crknes, oftentknes because they are on the take as well. Like his cowboy 

counterpart, Marlowe feels obligated to act as vigilante, and akhough his cases may 

originate out of financial necessky, he ukknately sees them through because he 

knows the poHce will not. One of his most significant skUls is his perception, but 

Marlowe can also handle a gun, and he is a skUled fighter. While his hands are 

handcuffed behind his back, he is able to shoot and kUl the hit-man Canino, then free 

himself and escape to safety,^" a feat remkiiscent of the astonishkig courage and 

tough-guy attitude demonsfrated by Seth Jones reflising to flkich as he is tortured by 

his Indian captors. 

As wkh any detective, Marlowe's cases are his means of survival, the way he 

makes money to pay his bills. They are also his motivation, what keeps hkn active. 

Fightkig crime is aU he lives for—Marlowe relentlessly pursues his enemies because 

k is ki his blood, much the same way ridmg is ki John Grady Cole's blood. 

Throughout most of his career, Marlowe's work forces him to remaki a loner, and he 

™ This may have been an edking mistake. Chandler having forgotten to fi-ee his hero before 
allowkig him to shoot the villain. If not, it is a clear example of the uncanny, perhaps physically 
impossible abilities the heroic character is expected to possess. 
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rejects ahnost every woman wkh whom he comes into contact. However, Chandler 

shows that Marlowe's character is capable of maturkig and adaptkig to the tknes. In 

the last novel that Chandler completed, he has Marlowe fall for Lkida Lorkig, and 

there is talk of marriage. Akhough he did not complete the foUowkig novel. The 

Poodle Springs Story, before his death, k seems as though the hero was fmally gokig 

to have that Vkgkiian-lUce enduig that would complete his development as a 

character. 

As wkh the Westerns, hard-boUed detective fiction made a smooth franskion 

into films and television. Humphrey Bogart played Marlowe ki the 1946 version of 

The Big Sleep, but not nearly as well as Robert Mitchum did in 1977. The lines are 

essentially the same in both versions of the fUm, and they vaty only slightly from the 

novel, but Mkchum is more convkickig than Bogart as the imposing figure of Philip 

Marlowe, perhaps because of his stature. Bogart's best work as a hard-boiled 

detective came in his representation of DashieU Hammett's Sam Spade in The 

Maltese Falcon (1941). This role of the low talkmg, cold-hearted, hard-hittkig 

gumshoe helped create a character he would use throughout his career in films such 

as Casablanca (1942) and The African Queen (1951). Other hard-boiled detective 

fUms, such as The Thin Man (1934), Kiss Me Deadly (1955), and Vertigo (1955) aU 

make use of the same formulaic elements of the Westem. 

Television is where the hard-boUed detective has been most successful, and 

where the character has appeared ki the most diverse representations. Akhough many 

of the detectives are toned down a bk to appeal to a wider audience, the same heroes 
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fight the same types of villains in shows such as Martin Kane: Private Eye (1949-

1954), Peter Gunn (1958-1961), 77 Sunset Strip (1958-1964), and Mickey Spillaine 's 

Mike Hammer, which had two nins—the fu-st from 1957 to 1959, and the second 

from 1984 until 1987. Shows such as Mannix (1967-1975) mcluded more violence 

than was commonly depicted on television. "'•Mannix was one of the most violent 

detective shows of recent years, and also one of the longest-runnmg...The high pokit 

of every episode seemed to be a wild brawl, and the body count even ki the fust few 

mmutes of the show was sometknes appaUkig" (""Mannix" Complete Directory). 

Apparently ki response to network regulations (mfluenced by changkig audience 

tastes), acceptance of such extreme violence began to dknkiish. 

The Roclrford Files (1974-1980) provided a gentler if not more cukured hero, 

who appealed to younger audiences. While older viewers may have made the 

cormection between the television detective heroes and thek cowboy equivalents, 

younger generations were akeady loskig touch wkh the Westems, as fewer tme 

Westems were being produced. Television executives simply adapted the Westem's 

formula to appeal to viewers' more modem interests. Jim Rockford wore sportier 

clothes than most detectives, he ckove a Fkebkd, and the show's theme song was 

played on rock radio stations. Magnum, P / ( 1980-1988) kitroduced Thomas Magnum 

to an even younger audience. Magnum dressed ki shorts and drove a Ferrari, and the 

frontier where he worked included the beaches of Hawau. Although he looked 

nothing lUce Matt DUlon or John Wayne, he still protected kmocents from vUlakis, 

kistilling justice on a frontier where nature as weU as man threatened social order. 
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The same correlation between cowboy heroes and hard-boiled detectives can 

be seen ki other genres that kicorporate the Westem formula, kitroduckig heroes who 

UtUize automatic weapons and martial arts to battle thek adversaries. Fikns and 

television series contkiue to emulate Clkit Eastwood's Dkty Hany films, where the 

cop is the only person who can stop crknmals who defy ordkiary methods of law 

enforcement. Mad Max (1979) placed the hero, played by Mel Gibson, ki the role of 

a futuristic police officer; the sequel. The Road Warrior (1981), simply had Max as a 

nomadic vigilante, closely resemblkig characters such as the Lone Ranger or Paladki. 

Gibson plays a role similar to Dkty Harry ki Lethal Weapon (1987) and ks numerous 

sequels. Another recent fUm star, Brace Willis, uses unmistakable Westera imagery 

ki Die //arc/ (1988). When the villaki asks, ".. .who are you? Just another American 

who saw too many movies as a child? Another orphan of a bankmpt cukure who 

thinks he's John Wayne, Rambo, Marshal Dillon?", WUlis responds, "I was always 

kind of partial to Roy Rogers, actuaUy" (Die Hard). WUlis' character takes the name 

"Roy" throughout the rest of the movie, and he repeatedly says, "yippee cy yey." As 

Raymond Chandler substituted the mner cky for the fradkional frontier of the open 

range. Die Hard uses the Nakatomi Tower as ks setting, where civilization and 

savagety clash in ckamatic style. 

One of the earhest American fihns to feature martial arts as the prominent 

skUl of the vigilante hero was the 1971 film Billy Jack. Tom Laughlki plays the hero 

who wears a wide-brimmed cowboy hat and denim jacket, rides a motorcycle as well 

as a horse, and takes off his boots before administering justice with his feet. Billy 
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Jack helps a school for misfit kids makitain peace ki a town where the ckizens do not 

accept the hippies, pregnant teenagers, or American Indians that comprise the student 

body. At the begkming of the film, he stops men from killkig wild mustangs on the 

reservation he oversees, and one of the men happens to be a deputy sheriff BUly 

Jack tells them, "When policemen break the law, then there isn't any law, just a fight 

for survival" (Billy Jack). The voice-over from Delores Taylor's character Jean 

Roberts durmg the foUowkig shots illustrates the character traks of Billy Jack that 

relate him so closely to the mysterious, wanderkig vigilante hero: 

All any of the townspeople knew about BiUy Jack was that he was a 
half-breed, a war hero who hated the war and turaed his back on 
society by returning to the reservation, where he watched over the 
Indians, the wUd horses, and the kids at my school. No one even knew 
where he lived; somewhere back ki the ancient mkis wkh an old holy 
man who was teaching him secret Indian ways and preparing him for a 
sacred kiitiation ceremony. (Billy Jack) 

This brief perspective covers nearly all of the characteristics of the tradkional 

Westem hero, including his isolation, high morals, and vigilantism. It also estabhshes 

the potential conflicts between generations of people, divergent cukures, and the 

government. 

BUly Jack uses his fists and feet to kistiU justice, and many others have skice 

capitalized on the popularity of this skill. Chuck Norris, Steven Segal, Jean Claude 

van Damme and Jackie Chan have all played the renegade cop who has to employ 

martial arts to defeat villains who threaten civilization. Television has also had many 

series that kiclude heroes who specialize in martial arts. Kung Fu (1972-1975) was 

the fkst such television show, and The Complete Directory to Prime Time Network 
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TV Shows kiterestkigly identifies k as a Westem, because k is set m the American 

West and Came so closely resembles the solkaty Westem hero (Complete Directory 

460). Chuck Nonis' latest television series. Walker, Texas Ranger, is similar to his 

movies Lone WolfMcQuade (1983) and Silent Rage (1985). The program combkies 

elements of tradkional Westems and martial arts films, depictkig a modem-day Texas 

Ranger who catches bad guys by uskig the latest law enforcement technology, karate, 

and guns. The fusion between these genres shows how sknilar they all are, and how 

the relationship between the cowboy, detective, martial artist, and police officer is 

evident. 

The Westem's characters and themes have also been adopted by other genres, 

especially science fiction. John G. Caweki suggests dkect correlations between the 

cowboy hero's six-gun, the knight's sword, the hard-boUed detective's automatic 

pistol, and Buck Rogers' ray gun (59). James K. Folsom states, "One could pokit out 

that The Martian Chronicles particularly—^and much science fiction in general— 

deals wkh a theme dear to the hearts of writers about the West—the theme of the Last 

Frontier—^and that Bradbury's treatment of the colonization of Mars does not greatly 

differ from the many novels about the colonization of the West" (14).^' BiU Brown 

states, "Science fiction (which amounted to adventures of invention) had entered the 

world of popular fiction at the hand of Edward Ellis, whose The Huge Hunter; or. 

The Steam Man of the Prairies was published by Beadle and Adams ki 1869" (39). 

'̂ Folsom continues by making a similar comparison between Westems and spy novels, 
saying that Ian Fleming's James Bond "is one of a few men to whom a grateful nation allows the 
privilege of shooting on sight and no questions asked—z dispensation he shares with many a lawman 
who rides the range of the television Westems" (15). 
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Brown makitakis that Frank Reade, The Inventor, Chasing the James Boys With His 

Steam Team-—A Thrilling Story From a Lost Diary (1890) "marks the kitersection of 

the three literary subgenres that would come to dommate popular fiction ki the fkst 

half of the twentieth century: the Westem, science fiction, and detective fiction" 

(359). As wkh the Westera and hard-boiled detective genres, science fiction made 

the kievitable transkion kito other media. 

Akhough k was not the first science fiction series on television. Star Trek 

(1966-1969) became a cuk classic and made the Westem's transkion kito space one 

of the most commercially successfiil yet. In Star Trek: An Annotated Guide, Susan R. 

Gibberman evaluates the importance of the series: 

Twenty-five years after its premiere. Star Trek is the most successful 
failure in the history of television. The program lasted only three 
years (79 episodes) on network television. But in Star Trek's 22 years 
of syndication, resuking ki five mukknillion doUar feature fihns (wkh 
a sixth currently in production), a new series (which akeady has 
outlasted the original), novels, books, videotapes, audiotapes, records, 
computer games, and a countless number of merchandising tie-ins. 
Star Trek has become an international phenomenon, (xi) 

The openkig monologue for the series says ks settkig is "Space, the fkial frontier." 

Although the costumes Captaki James T. Kkk and his crew wear are futuristic and 

thek weapons are phasers, this frontier is no different than the frontier of the 

historical American West. The characters wear thek phasers strapped to thek legs 

lUce six-shooters, and ki one episode they are even transported back to an Old West 

town to battle Trart^as-IUce villakis. 

^̂  Brown notes, "A subsequent weekly, the Frank Reade Library (1892-1898), published by 
Frank Tousey, became the first sciaice fiction serial" (359). 
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Star Trek has made perhaps the most successfiil transkion from television to 

film, but science fiction's emulation of the Westera formula is most prevalent ki 

George Lucas's Star Wars fihns, particularly ki the early trilogy, which mcludes Star 

Wars (1977), The Empire Strikes Back (1980), and Return of the Jedi (1983). The 

action takes place hi distant galaxies of outer space, but when k is grounded on a 

planetaty body the scenety is often barren and desolate, much Hke the geographical 

American West on Earth. When they arrive on Luke SkywaUcer's home planet, 

Luke's droid C-3P0 says, "What a desolate place this is" (Star Wars). The characters 

wear costumes that are a mix between fiituristic armor and antiquated leather pants 

and boots. The theme of Good versus Evil is cmcial to the plot, and k is acted out 

between powers that can destroy entke populations and planetary systems. 

Besides bemg far ahead of ks time technologically. Star Wars was the fkst 

major motion picture to show the space hero with aU of the stereotypical Westera 

hero traks. Luke SkywaUcer is undeniably a cowboy hero figure, akhough he is rather 

immature. SkywaUcer assumes the role of vigilante in the form of a Jedi Knight-in-

training, and his mission is to rescue a kidnapped princess. He accepts his destmy 

after returning home to find his family murdered, a scene that replicates one in the 

Westem film The Outlaw Josey Wales (1976), where a sknple farmer played by Clkit 

Eastwood is forced into seekkig vengeance after discovering that the "Red Legs" 

have destroyed his home and family. Luke meets Han Solo at the Los Isley Space 

Port ki a bar that is fashioned after a saloon from the Old West. Han carries what is 

the equivalent of a six-shooter strapped to his leg, and he and his sidekick Chewbacca 
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joki Luke hi a valiant fight between the Force and the Dark Side, which are depicted 

as white and black respectively, and are also clear representations of Good and Evil 

that are essential to the Westem formula. 

John G. Caweki states that withki".. .broad outHnes the Westera has been 

capable of absorbing many different plots from many different kkids of literature 

while retakikig the flavor of a Westem" (67). Quite apparently, the exact opposke is 

tme. It is the Westem that has been absorbed by other types of genres, which utilize 

its formulaic elements to satisfy audiences with kiterests ki things that do not occur ki 

the historic American West. The Westem hero and the controUkig themes behind his 

character have crossed over into these other genres, as weU as mto the other media 

that audiences are more accustomed to ki modem times. The appeal of the Westem 

and its influences on other genres and media are apparently limkless. 

There were unquestionably heroic figures similar to the Westem hero long 

before James Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking or Owen Wister's the Vkgmian. 

The heroes ki epics by Homer and Vkgil, King Arthur and the Knights of his Round 

Table, and the kkigs of Shakespeare's Histories are aU valiant redeemer figures who 

battle Evil and save helpless kmocents from dragons or conspkators. However, the 

hero of the Westera has become more recognizable and resUient than any of his 

predecessors. The magic and fantasy of earher adventure tales has been removed 

from the Western, and the genre's themes and characters have come to represent 

ideals that are uniquely American. Its transkion from Hterature to film and television 

was a natural progression as technology advanced, and the genre has contkiued to 
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evolve because of these developments, makkig k not only a national phenomenon, but 

also one that has affected the entke world. George N. Fenki states that the Westera 

fihn genre makes "a universal appeal to the universal imagkiation. It is the only 

aspect of the American ckiema that is readily understood ki Rome, Moscow, Tokyo, 

Bangkok, Sydney, Cako, and Buenos Akes" (qtd. ki PiUckigton and Graham 1). 

Subsequently, the American national identky is often compared to the cowboy hero, 

which is also the hard-boUed detective hero, or the diehard cop hero. 

The genres that have been affected by the Westera are no doubt distkict, and 

they all have elements that separate them from the Westera or any other genre. Also, 

not all science fiction or hard-boUed detective works utUize aU of the essential 

elements of the Westera. However, there are obvious similarkies between many of 

the representative works from the genres discussed ki this chapter and Westerns. The 

reason for these sknilarkies has much to do with what the Westera stands for. 

Today's industrialized state of civilization is by no means a guarantee that Americans 

have grown complacent. Even in today's modernized world, audiences need heroes 

who represent the adventurous nature of the Westera hero who stands up for justice 

and makes civilization possible in a chaotic world. The Westera genre, which so 

completely captures America's frontier spkk, continues to be popular, regardless of 

its form. 
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CHAPTER XII 

CONCLUSION 

Previous studies of the Westera have all approached the genre as if k were 

somethkig of the past, not somethkig that continues to develop and influence 

Hterature, popular media such as film and television, and the entke American social 

structure. John G. Caweki, while acknowledgkig the Westera hero's kkiship to 

Achilles, claims that the hero of the Westera is ukknately less profound than his 

Greek precursor for specific reasons. He states: 

If we ask why the Westera hero, despke his resemblance to Achilleus 
[sic], does not reach anythkig lUce the tragic magnitudes of that figure, 
we are led to another insight mto the nature of popular formula stories. 
The tragic power of Achilleus' predicament lies ki the degree to which 
k forces us to confront the kiescapable mystery of life, the terrible 
limitations of the human deske for knmortalky and the inextricable 
relation between glory and death. The predicament of Achilleus 
embodies these paradoxes in the most overpowerkig and universal 
terms. In the Westem story, however, the hero's situation is Ikiked to 
a particular period of history wkh ks Hmked way of life. (56) 

This study has shown that the Westem is clearly not limked to an historic period, and 

the genre's essential elements—the characters, the constantly evolving frontier 

setting, the themes of Good versus Evil and change—address issues that are of 

absolute importance to people around the world, but especially Americans. The 

Westem has consistently focused on the experience of finding happiness and a 

balance between nature and civilization where people can live peaceably and free. 

Sfrangely, there is a persistent opkiion that the Westem has climaxed and is no 

longer relevant. Christine Bold suggests that the Anti-Westems are a response to the 
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"death of Westems" (155). Jeffrey Wallmann also asserts that the popularity of the 

Westem is effectively over: "The halcyon days began to wane at the end of the 1960s, 

as the Vietnam War, racial crises, ghetto turmoil, polkical assassination, and the 

Watergate scandal led to national anger and even despak" (137). WaUman states, 

"Tradkional westems no longer meshed wkh widely accepted social and polkical 

views of the tkne, and consequently wkhered ki popularky" (137). Accordkig to 

Wallmann, the majorky of American society eventually rejected the core values that 

had for so long been represented by the characters and themes of the Westem. He 

claims that polkical unrest and the Vietnam experience caused Americans to lose 

fakh ki the government, and also ki the American Dream. "Inextricably tied to the 

Dream, confkming the Dream's values and aspkations by reflecting the more 

transkory assumptions, prejudices, and major issues of the day, the westem inevkably 

fell from grace as the Dream feU from grace" (161). These statements could not be 

fiirther from the tmth. The Westera and all that k represents just had to find a new 

way to reaffirm the potential of the kidividual and support the redeeming spkk of the 

American hero. It did so through ks knpact on the other genres and media discussed 

in the previous chapter. 

Because the Westera has continued to evolve and has carried over kito other 

genres and media, there is plakily still a need for further study of the many aspects of 

the genre. Jeffrey Walhnann lists several types of works that he considers to be 

Westerns, mcludmg certam works that target youths, children's stories about Indians, 

horror stories, and "Japanese, Russian, Australian, and South African 'para-
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westeras'" (180). There are perhaps dozens of other types of works that could also be 

identified as Westerns, ki Ikerature or any other medium. This study has exammed 

the major periods and wrkers of the Westera from ks begmnings in Ikerature through 

ks transkion kito other genres and media, as well as the historical events that have 

affected the genre (and that have been affected by it), but k is not possible wkhm a 

smgle work to encompass all the significant contributions of any one genre such as 

the Westem. 

The female perspective has always been a crucial part of the Westem formula. 

Women are not only important for thek roles as kmocents, but also for thek abilky to 

assume the role of Westem hero. This potential was Ulustrated ki works as early as 

Malaeska, the fkst Dime Novel. Willa Gather proved that her characters could be just 

as strong and independent as any male, and other wrkers have also portrayed women 

in a variety of ways, all of which need to be examined more thoroughly. Wallmann 

provides a Hst of some of these variations of the female character (27), but the fiiU 

range of roles of Westem women from Molly Stark to Calamky Jane to Alexandra 

Bergson needs to be elucidated. Studies such as Jane Tompkkis' West of Everything 

make a plea for learned discussions of the significance of women in Westems, but no 

full-length study has yet been done. 

Sknilar examkiation is also necessary for other equally important aspects of 

the Westera that have long been ignored. C. L. Sonnichsen makitakis that much of 

what readers understood about Native Americans was nothmg more than "foUclore," 

and the persistent misrepresentations of Indians in Westerns was derived from the 
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whkes' rejection of thek cukural differences (72). Native Americans have been 

depicted in every imaginable way ki Westeras, from the bloodthksty savages (or 

noble savages) ki Cooper's Leatherstockkig Tales to a proud race steeped ki tradkion 

ki works such as Leslie Marmon SiUco's Ceremony. Many recent works depict more 

fakhfiiUy the Indian perspective in Westeras. Wrkers such as Cormac McCarthy 

have shown ki Blood Meridian that while some tribes may have been prknordial and 

violent, they were no worse than thek enemies, the whkes. Tony Hillerman is 

deservkig of fiirther study simply for the feet that he combkies elements of the 

Westera wkh those of the mystery, while addressing modera issues that face Native 

Americans today, as weU as thek ancient customs and beliefs. 

Some work has akeady been done to show the mfluence of Mexican and 

Mexican American wrkers on the Westem. However, Sonnichsen crkicizes scholars 

for not studying Latin American Ikerature more seriously: 

The readkig of fiction has been at a low ebb in our time, and few 
collectors have tried systematically to gather k aU in or understand ks 
broad significance. Not even libraries make the effort. As a resuk, of 
the thousand-plus volumes of "serious" or at least semiserious fiction 
published about the Southwest and ks people (including the Mexican-
Americans) since 1918, a small percentage by well-known authors 
have survived... And yet this mass of material is part of the record and 
tells us something about ourselves and our problems. (85) 

The perspectives of other races or groups are also knperative to fliUy appreciatkig the 

composke stmcture of the Westem and American herkage. Ekner Kekon depicts the 

role of blacks m the westward movement ki The Wolf and the Buffalo, as does Clay 

Reynolds ki Franklin's Crossing, but these are only a few works that focus prknarily 

on any group other than whites. Studies of other groups such as the Mountaki Men 
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and mkiers, or specific periods that cover cattle drives, the gold rush, or the 

constmction of the raikoad could also provide valuable insight to the conelation 

between America's development as a nation and the evolution of the Westem. 

What is a Westera? A Westem is a work that takes place on a frontier, 

making distkictive use of the settkig to show the uniqueness, beauty, or difficuky of 

livkig ki a place where civilization is trykig to supplant the natural wilderness. A 

Westem contains certam types of characters, generally kicluding at least a 

stereotypical heroic figure, a vUlaki, and helpless ckizens who need to be protected. 

All Westems deal in some way wkh the theme of change, whether k is the differences 

in attkudes or interests from one generation to another, or the effects of ever-

increasing modernization. Finally, every Westem is about the battle between Good 

and Evil, of makkig a wildemess safe through vigilante justice in order to allow the 

civilization process to occur. 

Why is the Westem so popular and mfluential? One reason is ks symboHsm 

of American ideals. Sonnichsen states, "Should anyone have the temerky to 

announce that the westem story is our Old Testament, our Iliad and Odyssey, our 

Nibelungenlied, he would run mto heavy weather. He would, however, have some 

right on his side" (21). Westems give readers hope that they can overcome the mkior 

adverskies in thek own lives just as the heroes overcome kisurmountable challenges. 

Audiences feel a certaki amount of pride knowkig that the Westem hero (our national 

hero) can set thkigs right by catchmg the cattle mstlers or beatkig the hked gun ki a 

shoot-out or protectkig the settlers from the evil Comanche or cattle barons. Even if 
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they are unable to act outside of what society deems appropriate in real life, readers 

can live thek fantasy through the actions of the Westera hero. Recent Westerns by 

authors such as Larry McMurtty or Clay Reynolds introduce contemporaty settings 

and problems that today's readers can more easily relate to, but they makitaki the key 

elements that have been around skice James Fenknore Cooper's Natty Bumppo 

fought for justice ki the woods of westera Pennsylvania. The lone figure who must 

triumph over the kijustices caused by the development of society while searching for 

some idyllic way of life that we know cannot really exist is in all works that can be 

called Westerns. He is also in many other types of works that closely mknic 

Westerns. What began as the American Ikerature has become the most identifiable 

representation of the American spkk, existkig ki many different forms. 

The Westera is a vehicle for exploring Americans' obsession with definkig 

themselves as a nation. Attemptkig to find something better often leads to the past, 

especially in Westerns. However, the genre now also looks to the future. James K. 

Folsom says of the typical American, "He wanders tkelessly between the contrary 

symbolic virtues of civilization and the frontier; at home nowhere, his search for 

happiness is a constant endeavor to discover a place of permanence ki a world of 

change" (98). Owen Wister said the difficuky of the frontier life ki the historic 

American West made all men equal (Owen Wister's West 143). This is certakily true. 

Men were often on thek own ki the West, and they had to be self-sufficient to 

survive. This is probably what readers appreciate ki the Westem hero. He 

relentlessly pursues the American Dream, and makes readers believe that k is worth 
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chasing, even if he never quke achieves k. The essence of the Westera still applies, 

in the real West, or kiternally. The essential elements of the formula remaki constant, 

akhough they contmually adapt to appeal to a variety of audiences, societal trends, 

and polkical skuations. The Westera will always be close to our hearts, ki any shape 

k takes. 
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